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Sagatana bas the power to render you invisible, to tran$ort you anywbere,

to open locks, to make uisible to you all that occurs in houses, to teach you

all the paths and subtle skills of the Shepberds.

Le Grand Grimoire



THE BARBARIAN INTERPRETATION

HE EXPRESSToN TNTERPRETATTo cREC,]E refers to the Classical Greek
habit of interprering the religions, deities and languages of other na-
tions in terms of their own. For example, various Greek scholars said

of the Thracians that they worshipped three deities, Artemis, Dionysus
and Ares, who are of course all Greek deities. This is all rhe more prob-
lematic since a good many Greek gods came from elsewhere in the first
place. The myths of the origin of Cybele and the supposedly castrated god
Attis arelargely Greek; even though the deities concerned are not.

In recent studies of the Thracians the necess ity of puffing aside old as-

sumptions and frnding the Thracian interpretation has been powerfully
underlined. Applying this barbarian interpretation ro rhe Greeks, in re-
versal of the Greek habit, may appear a little strange. This is not really the
case, for two very cogent reasons. The first is that the Thracians, and oth-
er'barbariansl were an extremely important infuence on Greek religion,
particularly the aspects of it directly relevant to this study. The second is

that many urbanised and literate Greeks in the Classical and Hellenistic
eras were moving away from the state cults. In consequence, the older
strata of Greek religion, and supposedly backward areas of their own cul-
ture, underwent a tremendous renaissance. Both had more in common
with'barbarian rather than Classical Greek ideas and practices. While
Dionysus was not a foreign god, and Orphism is more likely to have be-

gun in Southern Italy, both cults consciously adopted Thracian modfs
and rites. An interpretation based on Thracian, Scythian or Pelasgian

motifs therefore has numerous advanrages, nor least being a useful bal-
ance to the employment of classicalliterary sources.



The key role of Thrace in this study is exemplified by several ele-

ments indicated already: the selection of hierophants for the Eleusian

Mysteries from the Eumolpidx,, aThracian familf; the similar primacy

of the Thracidr family at Delphi; the Thracian infuences on the cults of
Dionysus and Orpheus; the Mysteries of Samothrace and Lemnos on the

Thracian coast. Of nearly equal importance is the role of Phrygia, its cult
of the Mother, and the Thracian element in its civilisation.

The Classical Greeks tended to portray the Thracians as bloodthirsty
barbarians. While they were cenain\y great warriors, this estimation can-

not be taken at face value. Homer's account of the Trojan War accurately

portrays the Thracians as at least equal in cultural advancement to their

allies the Trojans, and their enemies the Achaean Greeks. Archaeology

supporrs this literary evidence, with extraordinarily rich 6nds in Thracian

royaltombs. These include the earliest gold artefacts in Europe, horse har-

ness trappings dated rc 35oo scp and Bronze Age gold bowls from tomb

burials of r3oo ecp. At the time of the Mycenaean civilisation, and that
of the Minoans before them, Thrace was a strong and impressive power.

By rzoo BCE, the Mycenaean civilisation of Greece was imploding, but
Thracian tribes were expanding into Asia Minor to found the kingdom of
Phrygia. In ro5o BCE, the Minoan civilisation in Crete was expiring, and

mainland Greece was gripped in a Dark Age, but Phrygia defeated and re-

placed the Hittites.In south eastern Thrace an advanced and powerful civ-

ilisation fourished from the I2'h to 6'h centuries BcE, and Thrace as a whole

continued to prosper from then until the beginning of the 3'd century.

Thrace then was one of the most powerful and populous nations of
the ancient world. It constituted a major infuence on Greek culture, par-

ticularly in relation to religion. This infuence was, and still is, a difficult
subject to assess precisely. The dominant place Greek and Roman studies

possessed in early modern historical thinking impeded Thracian studies

until comparativeLy recently. The fact that Thrace was a culture with an

oral rather than written tradition of its own only compounded this ne-

glect, This situation has begun to improve in the post war period, and

particularly since the I97os. Even so, this may be the 6rst attempt to assess

the Thracians role in the history of Western magic.



INTERPRETATION

Such a first has implied limitations, but at the same time is too overdue
to be neglected. While the majority of studies are unfortunately nor in
English, Thracology is inestimably more important - to understanding an-
cient and advancing modern Western occultism - than either Egyprology
or the Kabbalah. These are bold words, fouting what'everybody knows'
in favour of something unfamiliar. But it is unfamiliar for all the wrong
reasons. The old certainties of classicism have not been questioned by oc-
cultists: unhistorical fantasies have been perpetuated in favour of blind
traditionalism, or sidestepped in favour of arootless solipsism. Hence my
deconstruction of the old classical picture, itself partly unfamiliar, is an
uphill struggle. Regardless of these difficulties, rhe necessity for such an
endeavour is plain enough.

Since Phrygia (located in modern Tirrkey) plays a substantial part in
what follows, it is as well to relate a little concerning it. Its exrenr was var-
ied in different periods, and to some degree the name has a generaLsignifi-
cance. F{omer locates the Phrygians on the banks of the river Sangarius;
here according to other writers, and substantiated by archaeology, were

the kingdoms of Midas and Gordius. Under the Romans, Phrygia lay be-

tween Mysia and Lydia ro the West; Galatia, formerly part of Phrygia,
to the East; and Bithynia to the North. Thracian colonists tradition-
ally called the Bryges, from which the name of Phrygia was corrupted,
anciently settled the territory. Further waves of Thracian tribes drove
them inland, though significant communities remained in the coastal re-
gions between the Hellepont and Propontis, and the mountains known
as Ida and Olympus. Here they were in the closest conract with Ionian
Greek colonies. At various times the region formed part of the Persian,

Macedonian, Alexandrian successor and Roman empires. Phrygias mosr
famous city was Troy, from which the area bears the name of the toad.
The Phrygians played a significant and important parr in the develop-
ment of Greek culture. Greek music for example, especially fute music,
was acquired in part from Phrygia. In addition, the region was closely
associated in the Greek mind with the rites of Dionysus or Bacchus, and
those of Cybe\e, Mother of the Gods.



The Hero

Classical literary accounts of the religion and magic of the Thracians gen-

eralIy tend to involve strongly Greek interpretations. There was of course

mutual infuence between the two, and some adoption of Greek forms

by the Thracians is undeniable. Similarly the Roman conquest of Thrace

has left a substantial mark on the later monuments and other archaeo-

logical remains relevant to Thracian religion. Useful though some of these

survivals are when carefully considered, they are very far from being the

whole picture.
Towering above these in significance is a less familiar figure, a divine

hero on horseback, of whom no less than three thousand representations

are known in the region of ancient Thrace. This 6gure is of the utmost

importance to understanding not only Thracian but older Greek religion

and magic. He has no known name, as the Thracians were extremely reti'
cent about the names of their deities.In addition it is more than likely that

any name he may have possessed would have varied from region to region.

Where inscriptions exist in later representations he is identified simply as

Hero, or the god Hero. From this and other indications it is certain no sim-

ple mortal warrior is intended by these titles. Although the iconography

of the divine rider is influenced by Greek forms, the Hero himself is far

more ancient, and pivotal to this entire study.

The god Hero is a complex figure, far more so in many respects than

the deities of Classical Greece. However, even though representations of
the Hero pofiray various phases of his myth, the same character is always

readily identifiable. His iconography is incredibly consistent, while at the

same time the dedicatory inscriptions involve an extremely varied range of
functions. His nature plainly involves many roles, in contrast to the highly

differentiated Greek gods of the Classical period.

Often his versatility is signified by depicting the Hero with three heads.

This may be important when interpreting Hellenistic figures, including

those in Italy.In Roman times particular functions are emphasised by su-

perimposing elements specific to the appropriate Greek or Roman god.

Sometimes this represents the particular function of Hero being appealed
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to. On other images it can indicate a quality or feature of his cult most
popular in a given region. Even with these superimposed atrributes the
familiar Thracian iconography is retained. On all occasions his Thracian
identity, and thus his intrinsic universaliry, is never truly in question.

Beginning by simplifying the Hero a little, in advance of what is ro fol-
low; two principal conrrasting modes can be distinguished. These are the
solar and chthonic modes, which in Graco-Roman rerms are principally
represented by Apollo on rhe one hand and Dionysus or Dis on the other.
A god possessing two such contrasting modes is very rare in the specialis-
ing Olympian religion; with the principal exceptions of Hermes, and of
Dionysus. Dionysus was one of three deities identified as Thracian among
the Greeks, and his martial achievements in conquering India should not
be forgotten in preference for his more orgiastic and fructifying narure.
In effect the combination of roles of the hero as ancesror of the tribe,
as well as its protector and champion explains the Greek perception of
Dionysus and Ares being chief male deides among the Thracians.In order
to become a ma\e ancestor of course there had to be a moth er, the divine
mother and lover of the hero, whom the Greeks principally identified wirh
Artemis.

T-he Great Motber of the Gods

In Greek myth the Great Mother of the Gods is the Cretan Earth Goddess
Rhea. She was the source of fruitfulness in the kingdoms of man, beasr

and vegetation. Hesiod says of her that she was rhe daughter of Uranus
and Gaia or Ge, which is to say of Heaven and Earth. She is also the wife
of the god Kronos, and the mother of the majority of the Olympian godsr

Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon and Zeus. Kronos anticipated
his own overthrow by one of his children, and accordingly devoured them
as soon they were born. For this reason Rhea, when on the point of giv-
ing birth to Zeus, took refuge at Lycrus in Crete, andwhen he was safely

delivered gave Kronos a stone in his pIace. Homer largely agrees with
this account, although he names only the three great sons of Rhea, Zeus,
Poseidon and Hades, who divided the world between them.



Hesiod's account corrcctly identifies Rhea as a Cretan goddess whose

worship spread throughout the Greek world, and of particular impor-

tance, to Asia Minor. There she was identified with the Great Goddess of
the Phrygians, the goddess Cybele. This identification is of crucial impor-

tance in understanding Greek myth from the perspective of the'barbar-

ian interpretationi the key to understanding its origins and much of its
underlying meaning. The particular significance of the identification of
Cybele and Rhea is undoubtedly that it identifies the Phrygian goddess

with the mother of Zeus.Since Cybele is also the mother of the Phrygian

kings her relationship with him underpins the link between kingship

and the divine. Exactly the same relationship, of son and lover, applies to

Thracian kings and the royal cult. The relations of the goddess with both

Midas and his son Attis is of the nature of a Phrygian dynastic cult on

the Thracian model. That in the Greek legend she is fertilised 6y Zeas, of
whom she is also the mother, is probably explained by the same formula.

Whatever the nature of the Cretan goddess, the identification with
Phrygian Cybele, who for our purposes is indistinguishable from the

great Goddess of the Thracians, lent to her cult its orgiastic character

Her domain was the mountains and forests, and her attendants were the

lions and panthers who dwelled there. She is the Mountain Mother and

the Mistress of Beasts. Her link with Dionysus, and with other gods of
moisture and fruitfulness, is present throughout the Mystery cults exam-

ined in this study. In great part Dionysian wildness is the inheritance of
his relationship with the Mother of the Gods.

While scholars insist that the Great Mother of the Gods is a concept

of Eastern origin this does not detract from her importance at deep levels

of Greek Mystery religion. It does however reinforce the significance of
Thracian and Phrygian infuence upon it. Significantly while the earliest

female idols in Thracian territory are single alarcr stage comes of double

images, one inside the other, as found at Orsoya. The simplest explanation

of this is of Mother and Daughter, corresponding to Demeter and Kore

or Persephone. That these deities were associated with Thracian influ-
ence at Eleusis is not accidental. A few centuries later comes a third kind
of image, suggesting the Mother and Daughter have been joined by a son.
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The necessity of a son, as part of the morher in ancient theology, is that he
does not detract from her omniporence. This relationship may be seen in
the case of Cybele and Attis as well as Persephone and Dionysus. This son
and lover is clearly identified in Thracian arr as the Hero.

The Daughter - herself a projection of the Mother - represents the
ferttle virgin with whom the hero is partnered in rhe heiros gamos. The
orphic conception of Zeus fathering Dionysus upon Persephone derives
from this background. The abduction of Persephone by Hades carcied a
similar meaning. An important myth with a similar theme involves Zeus
in the form of a serpent impregnatingRhea with Demeter; rhen Demeter
with Persephone, who in turn produces Dionysus.In Orphic understand-
ing the goddess, (Rhea-Demeter-Persephone) was the protagonist of this
triple union. According to Orphic Fragment r45 Rhea became Demerer as

the mother of Zeus, who in turn fathers Persephone on her. It conrinues
that she was destined to bear Dionysus ro Zeus, and that the son would
rule after him as the ultimate ruler of the gods. The Neoplatonists rea-
sonably concluded from this that Rhea, Demeter and Persephone were
ultimately one, and so were Zeus, Hades and Dionysus.

These were deep Mysteries, and it is not for a momenr suggested rhey
formed part of the daily concerns of religious life for the average Greek.
Their significance is fundamentally esoteric, for those whose inner re-
sponse to the numinous is on an altogether more intense level,

Bendis

A Thracian goddess who certainly infuenced the Greeks in the hisrori-
cal period was the goddess Bendis. The Greeks identified her with both
Artemis and Hecate rhrough her associarions with the Moon and with
hunting, Plato makes mention of the mounred torch race thar formed a

spectacular part of the nocturnal celebrations of her cult. As wirh Artemis
(whose temple at Ephesus had major connecrion with the cult of Cybele)
the role of hunting goddess derives from the extremely ancient cult of
Potnia Theron - Mistress of Beasts - that was part of the background of
Cybele.It should be noted that rhe connecrion of Artemis with the Moon



is a late development as is the connection of Apollo with the Sun. The real

basis for the ancient identification of Artemis with Bendis - as with the

great goddess of Asia Minor - was the connection with streams, forests

and the animal kingdom.

Cotys

Another Thracian goddess who influenced the Greeks was Cotys or

Cotytto. The Greeks compared her with Persephone and with Demeter;

her rites - the Cotyttia - were deemed Dionysian and frowned on by the

conservative elite of Athens. Her rites were notorious for debauchery;be-

ing celebrated with music and dance. As well as in Athens they were also

established in Sicily, where we know that her worshippers carried green

boughs hung with cakes and fruit that anyone was permitted to pluck.

Interestingly enough they were also accepted in Corinth.

Hieros Gamos and DeiJtcation

The roots of sexual mysticism in the Western tradition do not origi-

nate in the Tantric tradition of India. Nor, although they are linked with
Gnosticism, does it originate within that diverse flowering of late pagan

philosophy and religious syncretism. The origins of sexual symbolism and

ritual in Western magic lay firmly in the Thracian mysteries; particularly

in the rites of deification of Thracian kings in their sacred marriage to the

Mother of the Gods. This was perceived as a match of the initiated dynast

- who personifred the hero * with the virgin daughter, a hypostasis of the

Mother herself. This occurred within the life of the king upon earth, and

was symbolised in various ways, Among these was a sexual interpretation

of ritual acts such as libation, as well as royal marriages. There is a famous

story of king Kotys I, arcanging a marriage feast for the goddess Athena

and then awaiting her in the bridal chamber. This exemplifies ritual mar-

riage between king and goddess in the context of the Thracian dynastic

cult. So too it demonstrates how'barbafian'understanding of Greek tra-

ditions retained meaning and context lost in tivilised' Greece.
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Upon death the identificadon of the king with the chthonic aspect of the
hero became complete. Aspects of burial rites show a clear sexual symbol-
ism. Examples of this symbolism are known to and recognised by archae-
ology; interments face down with legs splayed, or face up with an iron
ploughshare upon the groin. Both of these methods of intermenr symbol-
ise union of the dynast with the Earth goddess. This symbolism may aiso
be implicit in the ploughing of the field of Ares byJason in Colchis; there
the ploughshare is a gift of Hephasrus ro the king. So too, as will be seen,

Jason's marriage to Medea is replete with connections with the mysteries
of Dionysus.

This sexual union in death is largely absent from myth for an excel-
lent reason, it is a Mystery. Although a secrer of the Mystery religions,
which it was forbidden to reveal, it is nevertheless nor concealed entirely.
As already mentioned Cybele was identified with Rhea and, through real
or perceived ancient links between Phrygian and Cretan mysteries, they
shared common origins. Rhea was the wife of Kronos and rhe mother
of his children. In particular the rulers of the three worlds: Sky, Sea and
L]nderworld; Zeus, Poseidon and Hades. It is now rime to consider their
father.

Kronos

As the role of Kronos as the cruel father of the gods has been mentioned,
it is time to examine other apparendy contradictory aspecrs of the god.
He was the youngest of the Titans, son of the earrh goddess Gaia, and the
sky god Ouranos who he famously castrated with a sickle.It was from him
also, impotantly, that the infanr Zeus was hidden in Crete. According
to this myth, Zess subsequently imprisoned him in Tartarus. Another
aspect of his mythology appears to be at vanance with this, although later
versions attempr ro reconcile the two by changing his place of incarcera-
tion.

His rule over the more favoured parts of the afterlife is the central as-

pect of the other side of his myth, Far from being a tyrant as portrayed
in the myth of the infant Zeus,he is portrayed as the ruler of the Golden



Age, the first age of man. Men then lived and feasted like the gods. Light

of heart, neither grief , sickness nor old age touched them and the earth

gave free\y of her bounty without labour. This rule is mirrored in the af-

terllfe, where Kronos rules over Elysium or the Islands of the Blessed.

Puzzled by the contrast, some writers have endeavoured to seParate the

two themes, claiming the benign version is authentically Indo-EuroPean,

and the cruel ryrant form originates elsewhere. There are in fact similar

Hurrian-Hittite legends, supposed to have infuenced Hesiod in his ac-

count of the events. However, Hesiod - whose cosmogony is otherwise

consistent and logical - mentions both asPects of the myth. Similarly,

both sides of the god are present in important rituals. The contradictions,

in other words, are an essential part of the god's nature.

One such rite, the Athenian Kronia, which is similar to the better-

known Roman Saturnalia, occurred after the harvest. Normal social dis-

tinctions were remporarily put aside; masters and slaves feasted together,

some accounts even record masters serving the slaves. On the other hand,

he is frequently associated with horrific crimes and cult practices. Not all

of these are likely to have been real events, but rather a portrayal of his na-

ture. Similarly, foreign deities, in whose cults such Practices were teal, are

consisrenrly identified with him. There may indeed have been influences

from Asia Minor and from older cultures, but essentially these contradic-

tions refr,ect the real natufe of the god. In essence, Kronos embodies pe-

riods of transition where normality is suspended. These are portrayed in

imagery and real events ofjoyous exaltation on the one hand, and ghastly

tales of fearful cruelty on the other.

His Roman form, Saturn, emphasises the benign asPect of the god.

While the Hellenistic Greeks came to connect chronis, time, with the god

Kronos the Romans quite separately connected Saturn with calendars,

seasonal events and their feast days. Further indeed, both Saturn and Mars

enjoyed higher status and more frequent and prominent cult among the

Romans than did their Greek equivalents. This, in my opinion, reflects a

compafative\y archaic quality to Roman religion, compared with the clas-

sical Greek. In other words, older themes buried under Greek classical

myth, or lost entirely, are more accessible in their native Roman forms.In
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the case of Mars - warrior, protecror, herdsman and god of boundaries -
qualides lost or rejected by the Greeks, perhaps by the Egyptians too in
the case of Set, were still celebrared in Roman culture.

Things become clearer when we recall the relation of Kronos with
Cretan Zeus.The gods - and the goddesses - do not reduce ro one by any
necessary rule, but they frequendy are modes of each other. The infant
Zeus cannot be king of the gods, but there has to be one; this in a sense is

Kronos, but in some respects, impossible or otherwise, it is also the adult
Zeus. Father Zeus cannot be a monster persecuting himself as an infant;
or, as we usually refer to the younger god, Dionysus. Nevertheless, this
youngster is destined to rule in his place; and Zeus' avoidance of this in
the case of Achilles tells us a good deal. So, though it cannot be so, he also
is that monster, though appearing in disguise in the Kronos role. If the
young god is not slain, we the worshippers cannor eat him and become

one with him. Nevertheless, though he dies, he lives, becomes king of the
gods and defeats the terror, the terror that is he.Just as we, who have torn
him limb from limb and consumed him, go hunting through the dark,
either for the lost boy or his killers.

The slain god, or dead king, who both is and is not the beautiful youth-
ful hero, goes on to unite with the goddess and become Lord of the
lJnderworld, his srarus undiminished. we see this quite plainly with the
post morrem rule of Achilles with Helen or Medea as his queen. So too
do we see it in Kronos or Saturn as lord of the Elysian Fields. The deifying
power of the Underworld, usually in serpentine form, also cloaks rhe god
in a mask of terror. The terror evoked by the Lord of the Underworld is
one we often forget when considering Osiris. We remember the Egyptian
god unites with his wife after death; we remember that a dangerous god
threatens the infant Horus. We forget that Osiris commands legions of
the dead, recalling only that his rule is wise.

Whether considered as the Roman Saturn or rhe Greek Kronos, his
is an exceedtngLy complex character.In Roman cult his festival was both
hugely popular and authentically ancient. Livy artempred to show it origi-
nated in 496 ncr, but rhis is more likely to be the date at which Greek ele-

ments entered an existing tradition. His name has been supposed to origi-



nate in satus rcferring to sowing (see the famous sAToR magic square),

but this is problematic when considering him as lord of the Golden Age

predating agriculture. His supposed Etruscan origins fare no better, in-
deed the former attribution of Phrygian or Cretan connections is more

credible. The all-important Capitoline Hill at the centre of Roman reli-

gion was originally sacred to him, so we may most usefully consider him
an authentic Italian god whose cult later underwent Greek infuence. This
influence to some extent appears to have emphasised or been adapted to

characteristics already present. The Iaying of the god's statue on a couch

for feeding is a general borrowing shared with the other gods. Flowever,

Roman celebration of his sacrifice in the Greek fashion, with head uncov-

ercd, far from implying deference to the Greeks typifies rather the inver-

sions charactedstic of the god.

His feast day was December t7'h, andthe Saturnalia continued for seven

days thereafter, despite attempts of Emperors to shorten it. His statue,

kept bound with rope during the rest of theyear, was ritually untied on

this day. Another feast day, the Sigillaria, fell, on the seventh day, interest-

ingly the Wrum spirit ruling the Winter Solstice bears the name Segal.

Social divisions were, within acknowledged limits, either abolished or in-
verted during Saturnalia. The wearing of felt hats, representing liberation,

was customary for all during the celebrations. Slaves celebrated noisily,

running shouting through the streets without fear of punishment. They

were at liberry to mock their masters, who served them dinner before eat-

ing themselves.

It was customary to give gifts on the last day; originally, these were clay

heads, likely representing former sacrifices. These gifts were accompanied

by written mottoes. The burning of candles was also custo mary, and these

may involve sympathetic magic, as the rebirth of the Sun (Sol Invicta) falls

during the same period. As is apparent, both the date and many aspects of
these festivities survive in the modern Christmas.

For this limited time, Saturn or Kronos exceeds Zeus in power, while in

the order of Ages and in the planetary week he precedes him. He is at once

the Lord of Misrule and the chief of the planets, while his eschatological

roles underline his centrality to our theme.



GOETIC GALLERY: BARBARIC,'E

Cosingas

osrNGAS, MoRE coRREcrLy KosrNGAS, was a Thracian king and

priest to the Thracian tribes of the Kebrenoi and Sykaiboai. The im-
portance of Thracian royal cults to the developmenr of the Greek

Myscery tradition cannot be underestimated, although important fea-

tures may have been suppressed. For example there was a powerful sex-

ual element in certain Thracian rites, whereas the oracular priestesses of
Olympian cults were sworn to chastity. Although officially sanctioned the

Bacchic rites, which were of Thracian origin, were the subject of some

controversy due - among other things - to the supposed potential for
sexual license involved.

On the other hand there were also Thracian ascetics, vegetarian and cel-

ibate, accounting in part for the comparisons made with Pythagoreanism.

Incidentally, the rites of Eleusis were said to have been founded by a
Thracian named Eumolpus, and his descendents were heredkary hiero-
phants. This descent is said to have continued for noo years, somewhat

astonishingly, since the hierophants were also sworn to celibacy once in
office. To avoid sexual feelings during the rituals they were required to
anoint their genitals with juice of hemlock.

The significance of Kosingas is remarked upon by Mircea Eliade.

According to a writer in the time of Marcus Aurelius (a Macedonian
with the alarming name of Polyaenus), Kosingas threatened to ascend

to heaven by ladder to speak of the outrageous behaviour of his people

to the goddess Hera. This ascent by ladder is typical of shamanic ritual
and the association with the Thracians is important. It appears that the

Greeks were well aware of such ritual ascents, which may have formed a

part of Orphic initiations; occasionally stairs appear to have been substi-

tuted. Part of the tribe of the Kebrenoi appears to have been among the

Thracian immigrants to Asia Minor. There was a small country and a

town named Cebrenia, and a river Cebrenus, in the region of Troy.
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Abaris

Abaris the Scythian was given an arrow by Apollo which gave him the

power of magical fight wherever he wished and oracular ability. This

strongly resembles motifs in Siberian shamanism, where souls are able to

ride upon an arrow an instrument with many connections in shamanic

pracrice. Traditionally he lived entirely without earthly food, and after vis-

iting Greece returned to Hyperborea without eating. He banished pesti-

lences and predicted earthquakes. His healing is referred to alongside that

of Zalmoxis in the Charmides of Pl.ator for if, as he declares, you bave this

grjt oJ temperance already, and are temyterate enough, in that case you have no

need of any charms, whether of Zalmoxis or of Abaris the Llyperborean, and

I may as well let you baue the cure of the head at once; but ,f you have not yet

acquired tbis quality,I mu{l use the charm before I giue you tbe medicine.He

taught the worship of Hyperborean Apollo and is said to have writter:'re-

ligious poems includingr a history of the Oracles in the various countries

he had visited; an account of Apollo's travels among the Hyperboreans,

and the nuptials of the river god Hebrus (a river of Thrace with sands of
gold, whose two mouths enter the sea opposite the island of Samothrace,

the head of Orpheus was thrown into its waters). He is credited with the

foundation of Persephone's temple at Sparta. He is also said to have made

the Palladium there, with the bones of Pelops, before the Trojan War. He

is mentioned as a Hyperboreanmagician by Cornelius Agrippa.

Zalmoxis

Zalmoxis was originally the god-king of a royal dynasty of Thrace,

known as the Getx, whose territory was in the lower Danube region. In

the Classical. era he was described as a man who took Greek customs to

the Thracians. This is a typical reversal by what is called the interpretatio

greca, accounting for the existence among the Thracians of ideas associ-

ated with Pythagoras, by giving credft. to the Greeks rather than the bar-

barians. Accordingly he is sometimes called a slave of Pythagoras, whom

he in fact predates. According to this story he accompanied his master to
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Egypt,before returning to Thrace. on his return he built a banqueting hall
in which he taught a docrrine of the immortaliry of the soul. He also had
built an underground chamber into which he retired,like Pythagoras, and
he emerge d after a three year retiremenr as if raised from the dead.

To his credit, Herodotus, who provided many of the details, did not
believe that Zalmoxis was an associate of Pythagoras, but thought him
much earlier whether man or god. His account clearly shows indications
of initiatory rituals similar to the Greek Mystery religions, and teachings

bearing similarities to those of Pythagoras. The banqueting hall in which
he taught also bears similarities to rhe way of lifeof the Pythagorean com-
munity at Crotona. In an ironic reversal of the interpretatio grxca, one
version of Pythagoras' own descent into the underworld appears to have

borrowed materials from Herodotus'account of Zalmoxis!
The story of a descent into the Underworld, and a triumphanr return,

are typical features of initiatory rites. Similarly, the survival of the soul
after death is typical of the teachings of the Mysteries. This belief ap-
pears to have been widespread among Thracian peoples, who believed
that after death they would go to Zalrnoxis, and subsequently return ro
life. This cannot but have impressed the Greeks, knowing of the teach-

ings of Pythagoras. The Thracian connections of other ecstatic slain and
risen gods and heroes connected with the Mysteries, such as Dionysus
and Orpheus, are also importanti according ro some Zalmoxis is to be

identified with Sabazius. Eliade, while accepring shamanic elemenrs en-

tered Greek culture in some fashion, does not counr Zalmoxis among rhe

Greek shamans, pointing rather to the strong connections between the
materials relating to him with the Mystery religions. At the same time he

accepts that Zalmoxis is identifiable as a god of a people among whom
shamanism was prevalent. Plato refers to the association of Zalmoxis
with the healing arts in his Charmides:

... such I said, is the narure of the charm, which I learned when serv-

ing with the army from one of the physicians of the Thracian king
Zalmoxis, who are said to be so skilful that they can even confer im-
mortality. This Thracian rold me rhat in these notions of theirs, which
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I was ju$t now mentionin g, the Greek physicians are quite right as

far as they go; but Zalmoxis, he added, our king, who is also a god,

says further, that ju{t as you ought not to attempt to cure tbe eyes without

tbe bead, or tbe head without the body, so neitber ought you to attempt

to cure the body without the soul; and tbis, he said, is the reason why tbe

cure of many diseases is unknown to tbe physicians of Greece, because tbey

are ignorant of tlte whole, which ought to be {tudied also; Jor the part can

neuer be well unless the wbole is well. For as he declared, all good and evil

whether in the body or in human nature, originates in the soul, and

overflows from thence, as if from the head into the eyes. And therefore

if the head and body are to be well, you muft begin by curing the soul;

that is the firft thing. And the cure, my dear youth, has to be effe&ed

by the use of certain charms, and these charms are fair words; and

by them temperance is implanted in the soul, and where temPerance

is, there health is Speedily imparted, not only to the head, but to the

whole body. And he who taught me the cure and the charm at the same

time added a $ecial dire&ion: Let no one,he sard, persuade you to cure

tbe head, until he has fr{l given you his soul to be cured by the cbarm. For

this,he said, ls the great error of our day in the treatment of thehuman

body, tbat physicians separate tbe soulfrom the body. And he added with
emphasis, at the same time making me swear to his words, Let no one,

however ricb, or noble, or Jair, persuade you to giue bim the cure, without

the charm.Now I have sworn, and I mu$t keep my oath, and therefore

if you will allow me to apply the Thracian charm fir$t to your soul, as

the Stranger dire&ed, I will afterwards proceed to apply the cure to

your head.

In closing this account of Zalmoxis a significant fact of magical histo-

riography, overlooked by traditional ceremonial magicians, deserves an

airtng here. Cornelius Agrippa - the primary authority of the tradition
espoused - reckoned the ancient fame of Zalmoxis as so extensive as to

share withZorcasrer the reputation of founder of the magical arts (Occuh

Pbilosophy rrrl). This places Thracian shamans on an equal footing with
the Persian and Chaldean Magi, as regards both influence and power.
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Aristeas

Aristeas was an epic poet of the ciry of Proconnesus. This was a Thracian
city on an island in the Sea of Marmara, offthe northern coasr of ancient
Phrygia. It lays north-west of Cyzicus, anorher island city which was an
important stage on the roure of the Argonauts. The date of his life is un-
certain, though it is said to have been in rhe age of Croesus king of Lydia
(in the 6'h century ncr). He is described as a magician whose soul was
able to leave his body and return at will; according to Pliny in the form
of a raven leaving his mouth. According ro Herodotus, Aristeas spoke of
having accompanied Apollo, assuming the form of a crow.

One famous story told of Aristeas is that he entered the shop of a fuller
in Proconnesus and died. The fuller shur his shop and ser our to notify
the reladves of the poer. As news of his death spread, a man arrived from
Cyzicus declared that he had met and spoken with Aristeas who was on
his way to Cyzicus. The fuller returned to his shop, accompanied by many
witnesses, but the body was not to be found. He is said to have rcappeared
to his countrymen seven years after this mysterious death. He was con-
nected with the worship of Apollo, and apparentLy introduced his cult at
the ancient city of Metapontum in Italy after a second disappearance of
z+o years (the 6gure 54o is also found). This city also has a remarkable
connection with the life of Pythagoras.

Aristeas was an epic poet of a tradition predating the Homeric form.
His work told how, possessed by Apollo, he travelled the greatil part of rhe

world. In particular he travelled to rhe sacred land of the Hyperboreans.
Here he met with the Arimazpi, who represenr a Scythian tribe. In the
poem of Aristeas he depicts the Arimazpi as a very numerous warrior
race, who possessed great herds of horses, sheep and cattle. Their bod-
ies were strong, their hair both long and thick. They had one eye in the
middle of their foreheads and lived on the banks of a gold bearing river.
Their land was renowned for its gold, which ir possessed in abundance.
The legends tell of gold obtained from the mines by griffins, upon whom
the Arimazpiwaged consranr war ro sreal the gold, by special knowledge
which they alone possessed.



Aside from the single eye and the griffins, this description matches the

Scythians and their Thracian brothers very well. Mythically the single eye

unites the Arimazpi with the metal working Cyclops. In ancient times

the single eye was rationalised as a miner's lamp, which glowing eerily in

the dark could resemble an eye. Some modern interpretations suggest a

circular tattoo on the forehead, which is credible since both Scythians

and Thracians practiced tattooing. Griffins too are an authentic motif of
the culture of the steppe peoples, Scythian, Mede and Persian alike. Their

presence in the Arimazpi epic is not the invention of an imaginative Poet;

the magical rreasure guarding bird survives in various guises in ancient

writings, in folklore and in the grimoires.

Aelianus Claudius, a Roman sophist of Praneste who wfote exquisite

Greek, recorded ancient tradition concerning griffins in his writings. He

describes a creature with a lions body, having white wings and powerful

talons. Their backs were feathered in black, and the chest red. Ctesias, who

recorded many Assyrian and Persian legends, mentions grif6ns with violet

feathers on their backs, possessing a vulture's head and eyes like lightning.

They built inaccessible nests on gold rich mountains. There they guarded

the gold, from which they made their nests.Isidorus of Sevilla locates grif-

fins in the gold bearing mountains of the Hyperboreans. The blind poet

John Milton, who drew upon Classical as well as Biblical lore, speaks of
them in his own epic poem; Paradise Losr, Book II,Iine g43:

As when a Gryfon tbrough the Wilderness

With winged course o'err HiII or moarie Dale,

Pursues the Arima$ian, wbo by {tealth

Had from his wakeful cu{tody purloined

The guarded Gold.

In ancient Egyptian magic - in which foreign sources were often em-

ployed deliberately for magical reasons - the winged lion bodied griffin
appears frequently. It is found drawn on wands from the 2"d millennium

ncr, and invoked in the later demotic papyri, where it is described as the

grtfin of the sbrine of heaven.
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In the mining folklore of the Carpathian Mountains the griffin of the
Arimazpi has become a magical hen. Traditions of western tansylvania
describe a golden hen with golden eggs nesred at the top of a mounrain.
Another tansylvanian tradition speaks of a rreasure guarded by a hen
sitting on her chicks. The village where this tradition was recorded bore
the name of Volcan, commemo rating an ancient connection with the god
of fire. The grimoires record traditions of a simila r type, in particular the
text known as the Black Pullet, This grimoire has the subtitl e of The hen

witb the golden eggs. This magical bird lays golden eggs, and will also find
treasure.

Aristeas is mentioned by Cornelius Agrippa under the name Atheus
in his psychological chapters, where he compares him and Hermotimus
with shamans among the Lapps and Norwegians. Aristeas bears several
hallmarks of a shaman; among them are ecstati c trance indistinguishable
from death, the power of bilocation, and transformation into a bird.
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THE BEGINNING oF THE THIRD BooK of the Argonauticq we are

finally introduced to the principal female role of Apollonius' epic:

Medea of the many spells. It is appropriate that this should occur at

this central stage of the story, for her role is utteriy pivotal to it. The oPen-

ing of this analysis of the third book therefore begins with her. Medeas

mother's identity was a matter of some disagreement among the old writ-

ers, although all agreed that her father was Aeetes, King of Colchis, and

that she was the grand-daughter of his father,the Sun god Helios. Hesiod

and Hyginus, who are the more reliable authorities, name her mother as

Idyia, while others mention Ephyre, Asterodia, Antiope or Neaera. She

was the priestess of the great goddess Hecate, who is also credited with

being her mother. She was also the niece of that other famous sorceress

of Greek myth, the enchantress Circe, whose role in the Odyssey is almost

as crucial as Medeas in the Argonautica,Hecate,Cftce and Medeaarcthe

essential female characters in the Graco-Roman mythology of witchcraft'

The close relationship of this trio of enchantresses is both apt and im-

portant. Before delving deeper into the nature and deeds of Medea it is

necessary to examine more closely the context in which she appears. Of
particular importance in many resPects are her father, King Aeetes of

Colchis, and his intriguingly close relationship with the gods. Aeetes is the

son of the Sun god Helios, whose solar role long predates Apollo's. This

in itself points to the great antiquity of the epic, older even than Homer

which also predates Apollo's association with the Sun. It is necessary to

underline the fact that the lineage of Aeetes exceeded that of mortal he-

roes, typically sired by a deity upon a mortal. The mother of Aeetes was

the Oceanid or sea-nymph Perseis, daughter of Oceanus; and according to

Hesiod and Hyginus his children, Medea, Chalciope and Apsyrtus, were

fathered upon another Oceanid named Idyia. He and his family have the

appearance of a virtual pantheon, and this goes a long way to explaining

their power and the interest the gods have in them.
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one such deiry is Hephastus. At the beginning of this book of the
Argonautica the goddesses Hera and Athena confer as to how they may
assist Jason, and quickly conclude that Aphrodite's assistance is required.
Accordingly they visit her palace on olympus, which Apollonius reminds
us was built by Hephastus. As if by contrast with this evenr, shortly after-
wardsJason and his fellow heroes arrive at the palace of Aeetes. They are
immediarely awestruck by a wonderful fountain outside it, also wrought
by Hephastus. Nor is this the only gifr that Hephastus has bestowed on
the king, as will be seen later.

The kingdom of Aeetes is close by the rock of prometheus, another
6re god whose mythology is closely inrerwoven with that of Hephastus.
Aeetes is the son of the god of the Sun, and possesses greattreasures given
him by Hephastus. All this underlines the status of Aeeres, and also re-
minds us that his kingdom was an early cenrre of excellence in the metal-
lurgical arts. From rhe r5'l'ro 8'h century BcE rhe Colchians developed an
expertise in smelting and casting metal long prior to similar developments
in Europe. This pre-eminent position depended on the presence through-
out the region of the metallurgical caste known to ancienr geographers
and historians as the Chalybes, and commemorated in myth as rhe Idx.an
Dactyls. These same 6gures, as has been shown at lengrh ,werethe discov-
erers of metals, but also the founders of the Mysteries and the very first to
be referred to in ancient literature as goetic magicians.

In the late Bronze Age Colchis however was nor a hilltop village refuge
of a shrinking tribe, but a great and powerful kingdom. Its true place in
the history of magic has been overlooked due to the oriental focus of later
religious bias. As the place of convergence between the lore of Scythia
and the rdx,an Dactlys, Colchis is at least as important in this history as

any nation of the Middle East. A1l this considered it makes perfect sense
that Colchis should be the home of the pre-eminenr sorceress in Classical
mythology.

The role of Hephastus in this third book has already been briefly intro-
duced. Apollonius seems to be taking pains ro mention him often ar rhis
point in the epic. The palace of Aphrodite which he built is the location of
the meetin g of Hera, Athena and Aphrodite. It will be recalled that these



three goddesses are the contestants for the apple of Eris at theJudgement

of Paris. While too complex to enter into here, this motif predates not

only Homer's lliad, but also had originally a quite different significance.

After Hera and Athena enlist the aid of Aphrodite in their plans she visits

her son, Eros, to entice him into causing Medea to fall in love with Jason.

To accomplish this she offers him a splendid ball, seemingly a toy but

actually a cult object. This she tells him was made for him by Adrestia,

the nurse of Zeus when he was a child in the Idaan cave. Its splendour

is underlined by her telling him that not even Hephastus could fashion

such a wonder.

A little larer the fountain of Aeetes palace is described, and this product

of Hephastus' art is replete with signi fi.cance. It was composed of four

perennial springs, reminiscent of the four rivers of Hades or the paradise

of Genesis. One of these flowed with milk, another with wine, the third
with fragrant oil and the fourth with water. These are of course liquids of
libation in the rituals of Greek religion, More intriguing still, the fountain

of water produced water that was warm when the Pleiades were rising,

but as cold as ice when they set. The Greek word for libation, particularly

with wine, was spendein; this is plainly derived from the Hittite sipandi

and represents Bronze Age infuences. Such ofFerings were made to gods,

whether celestial or chthonic, and to heroes. In this type of ofFering the

liquid, usually the first part of it alone, is tipped by hand. There is another

term, cboe, which represents libadons of the whole contents of the vessel,

which is made exclusively to chthonic entities - both gods and the dead

- and may be made by hand or tipped from a vessel stood on the ground'

This is composed of mixed honey, wine and water.

Additionally, Hephastus had made Aeetes a pair of bulls with hooves

and heads of brass, which breathed great blasts of fire. Besides these he

had forged a plough from a single prece of indurated steel. This was ap-

parently a thanks offering to the god Helios, who was suPPosed to have

rescued Hephastus during the war of the gods and giants. It is interest-

ing to note that this war began at Phlegra in Macedonia, which was not

a part of civilised Greece. It was resumed at a place of the same name, in

Southern Italy near Cumx, which was afterwards called Vesuvius. The
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role of barbaric Macedonia, of the site of the most famous ancient necro,
manteion and of a volcano in this legend points ro anorher meaning than
the ascendancy of the olympians. The need of Hephastus for rescuing in
the first place is thus thrown into doubt, the likelihood being that this is
part and parcel of the reduction of his former prestige. The relationship
between Hephestus and Helios commemorated in the epic is powerfully
suggestive of familial relations between deities relevant ro ancienr ritual.
As will be seen as this study proceeds, the bulls and the plough have an
integral role to play, in which just such a ritual appears to be described.

Before this ler us rerurn to the meeting of rhe three goddesses, where
Hera queen of the gods expresses with vehement passion her determina-
tion to assistJason.Jason, she points our, faces dire calamity, and she is

prepared to do anything in her power ro save him even if he sails to Hades
to rescue Ixion from his chains. This is a very significant phrase; for the
Argonauts are of course embarked on a mission to rescue a soul, and the
Argo - or Arrow - is the shamanic vehicle for entering the underworld.

Meanwhile Jason and his men are in conference on their ship; the plan
is formed thatJason and a handful of others will go to the palace of Aeetes
to negotiate for the Golden Fleece. Jason takes with him the Wand of
Hermes, by which is likely meanr a herald's wand, which according ro cus-
tom grants safe passage to its bearer. On their way they pass willows and
osiers, frorn whose branches hang corpses wrapped in ox hide, for, we are

told, the Colchians neither burn nor bury their male dead, but hang them
from trees; burying only their women. Thus, Apollonius tells us, earrh
and air both play equal parrs in disposal of the dead. rn fact, since tombs
have been found in the region, it is likely that these bodies had some other
significance. This detail need not detain us aparr from adding an eerie
note to the approach to the city. During this approach the thoughtful
Hera covered the city with a mist, so that the heroes might approach the
palace of Aeetes unchallenged. Once they had arrived before the gates the
mist dispersed, that they might appreciate the wonders before themr the
wide gates, soaring columns, the marble cornice and its bronze supporrs.
Not far distant were lofty vines fed by the fountains Hephastus had made
for the king. Within the gates the palace was as wonderful as withour. The



courtyafd contained several buildings, the court of Aeetes; the quarters of
his son, Apsyrtus; those of his daughters Medea and Chalciope, as also of

the maidservants.

In normal times Medea would have been at the temple of Hecate, of
whom she was the principal priestess, but on this day Hera had made sure

she would be present when Jason arrived. Thus Medea is the 6rst to see

Jason and his companions appear.It is her cry on first laying eyes on him

that alerts the palace to their presence. Before longJason and Aeetes come

face to face and the king learns the object ofJasons visit, and is enraged

and mistrustful. Just as King Pelius had set Jason the seemingly impos-

sible task of fetching the fleece, so King Aeetes sets another to prevent it:

I will giue thee the fleece to bear away, rf thou do{t wish, when I have tried

thee. For again{f brave men I bear no grudge. And the trial oJ your courdge

and might shall be a conte{t which I myself can compass witb my hands,

deadly tbough it is. Two bulls with feet of bronze I have tbat pallure on the

plain of Are' breathing forth flame from tbeir jaws; tbem do I yoke and

drive over the {tubborn four-acre feld of Ares; and quickly cleaving it with

the plough up to tbe ridge, I ca{t into the furrows tbe seed, not the corn of

Demeter, but tbe teeth of a dread serpent tltat grow uP into the forms of

armed men; tbem I slay at once, cutting tbem down beneath rny lpear as

they rise again{t me on all sides. In the morning do I yoke tbe oxen, and at

eventide I ceasefrom the harve{ting. And thou, tf thou wilt accomplish sucb

deeds as these, on that very day thou shak carry of the -fleece; ere tbat time

comes I witt not give it, expe(t it not. For indeed it is unseemly that ct brave

man should yield to a coward.

The bulls and the plough arc of course the works of Hephastus previ-

ously described. The freld of Ares, the name the Greeks gave to their god

of war, is adjacent to the place where the Golden Fleece hangs on a tree

guarded by a great serpent. This is plainly a rirual sefting and the plough-

ingfeat is - beneath the Classical overlay - a memory of that rite.The
names of Greek gods empioyed are part of this overlay. In the examination

of Hephastus in the second book of the Argonautica it was shown how in
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ancient Italian traditions Mamers and Mulciber (Mars and Vulcan) were
closely related. So here it appears very likely that in rhe original context
gods later represented by Heph€srus and Ares were similarly connected.

Although Roman deities often became indistinguishable from their
supposed Greek counrerparts the god Mars is a major exception. His
name had more ancient formsr Mavors, Mamers and the Etruscan Maris.
His earlier form had strong agricultural associarions, appropriate to the
ploughing of the 6eld of Ares. These agricultural functions are underlined
by the spring and early summer timing of his major festivals. The name

Mars is connected with words such as margin denoting boundaries, an

association which may connect him with archaic forms of Hermes, whose
phallic image was 'Pelasgiani His later exclusively warlike associations
connect back to his ancient role as defender of the 6elds and people. From
archaic times he was identified with the pastoral god Sylvanus. He was

also the parthenogenic son ofJuno, born after she had been impregnated
by a flower. This is strongly reminiscent of the birth of Attis in the Greek
myth of Cybele, as also the parthenogenic birth of Hephastus.

This then is the archaic background of the feat of ploughing the field of
Ares with the plough and bulls made by Hephastus.Jason has no choice
but to agree to perform this deed at the appointed time. After his devas-

tating interview with Aeetes, Jason and his companions rerurned to the
ship. Medea, feelingall the pangs of love that the arrow of Eros had incit-
ed within her, retired to her chamber, full of dread for what awaits Jason.
She prayed to Hecate that Jason should succeed, or should he fail, that
he should at least know that she cared for him. Needless to say, Medea
and Jason are brought together and his task made possible by her potenr
magic. Before their meeting one of the sons of Phrixus who the Argonauts
had rescued earlier in the tale gives a classic descriprion of her poweri

Tbere is a maiden, nurtured in the balls oJ Aeetes, wbom the goddess

Hecate taught to handle with exceeding sk"ill all the magic berbs tbat are

produced both by the land and the Jlowing waters. Wrtb tbem is quenched

the bla{t of raging flame, and at once sbe {tays tbe course of rivers as tbey

rush roaring on, and checks the motions oJ the {lars and of the sacred moon.



At the palace Medea, certain thatJason is doomed and that she cannot live

without him, considered suicide. The description of her adept knowledge

of herbs is mirrored by her actions at this moment of crisis. Alone and

distraught she opened a casket in her chamber that contained herbs po-

rent to heal or to slay. Choosing life with all its perils instead, in the next

instant she called her maids to prepare to go to the temPle of Hecate. It is
no coincidence that these maids are tweive in number, with her the thir-
teenrh; the supposed association of this number with a coven of witches is

more likely Classical than biblical. While her maidens were preparing her

chariot Medea makes her own preparations:

Medea meanwbile took from the casket a magic balm called the charm oJ

Prometheus. If a man should anoint his body therewithal, havingfr{t ap'

peased the Maiden, the only-begotten, with sacrifce by night, surely that

man could not be wounded by the {trok"e oJ bronze nor would he fincb fronr
blazingfre; but for that day he would Proue superior both in prowess and

in might. The plant shot up fr{t'born when the ravening eagle on the rug'

ged flank"s of Caucasus let drip to the earth the blood-like icbor of tortured

Prometheus. And its fower appeared a cubit above ground in colour lik"e

Corycian safron, rising on twin tlalks; but in the earth the root was like

newly-cut fesh. The dark juice oJ tt, like the sap of a mountdin'oak, she

had gatbered in a Ca$ian sbell to make the charm withal, when she had

fr{t bathed in seven ever-flowing {treams, andhad called seuen times in tbe

gloom of night, clad in dusky gtrments upon Brimo, nurse of youth, night'

wandering Brimo, of the underworld, clueen among the dead. And beneath,

the dark earth shook and bellowed wben the Titanian root was cut; and

Prometheus bimself groaned, his soul di{traught with pain.

There are several points of interest in this passage, not least the connec-

tion of the potent plant with the Titan Prometheus. His connection with

the temple of the Erinyes was introduced at the end of the comment on

the second book of the Argonautica.The plant which bears his name, as

is shown by this powerful passage, also has obvious underworld connec-

tions. Additionally the conjunction of his name and sufFerings with the
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description of the spell has parallels in magical practice. Linkage of ritual
actions or components with evenrs in the lives of the gods is known as a

historiola, and is common in the Magical Papyri and elsewhere. Another
example concerning magical plants, which shares similar geographic and
underworld connections, is the origin of the poisonous aconite in the sa-

liva from the jaws of Cerberus.

Such'mini-myths'are nor restricted to planr lore nor ro pagan magic, but
are also frequent in magic drawing on Christian or Jewish sources. Most
commonly spirits are commanded by such and such a name of God, and
some gre^t deed of th e deiry is then cited as reinforcement. Agrippa makes

frequent mention of this subject in The Three Books of Occuh Philosophy;

see in particular Book rrr chapters LXr & LXrr. There is though a greater
immediacy and vitality in the'pagan'forms; there the historiola is associ-

ated with magical plants, or their analogues in image making and other
non-verbal crafts. Through combination of verbal and manual magic - the

song of the pestle and mortar - the physical world of the passing moment
becomes simultaneous with myrhic events and persons.

The name in Medea's conjuration, Brimo, is a title of both Hecate and
Persephone, who indeed in many respecrs are one and the same, even if
Hecate takes the role of Persephone's companion in Classical mythology.
The title of Maiden probably indicates Persephone, but is equally appro-
priate to them both. The title is also directly related to the Latin root from
which comes the spirit name Frimost. The incantarion being repeated

seven times is also strikingly reminiscent of the conjurations of The True

Grimoire, while ritual purification in seven streams also has parallels in
magical rites far from Colchis. Careful readers will note also that Medea

shows herself in this passage and those quoted previously to be a supreme

pharmaceus or enchanter with drugs. This is not the limit of her powers
by any means, any more than the frequent connecrion of pharmakoi with
goetes in ancient literature is merely a grouping together of separare rypes.

Indeed, as this passage illustrates well, conjuration of underworld deities

and the gathering and use of powerful plants could be performed by the
same individual at one and the same time.
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Although not all of the Argonautica can be retold here, Medea's departure

for the temple contains such a striking analogy it cannot be omitted.

Apollonius likens her in her chariot to the goddess Artemis driving her

chariot drawn by deer; her maidens he comPares to the nymphs who at-

tend the goddess, gathered from giens and streams to follow her; and the

rownspeople averring their eyes from the royal sorceress as she rides past

he likens to the animals that pay homage to the Mistress of Beasts. This

comparison is more than poetic language, for Medea is an avataf' an errr'

bodiment, of the same power and the homage of the beasts is one of her

most truly archaic emblems.

Medea comes to the Temple of Hecate andJason is brought to the same

pIace, attended half way by the seer Mopsus who turns back so that they

may meet alone. Here they declare their love, and Medea reveals the magi-

cal means by which he can achieve the task set him by her father. The

details of the procedure are full of interest, containingrr.anY elements of
archaic ritual:

Take heed now, that I may devise help for thee. When at thy coming my

father has given tbee the deadly teeth from the dragon's jaws for sowing

then watcb J'or tbe time when the night is parted in twain, then batbe in

the {tream of the tireless river, and alone, apart from others, clad in dusky

raiment, dig a rounded pit; and therein slay a ewe, and sacrtfce it wbole,

lteaping high the pJre on the uery edge of tbe pit. And propitiate only'

begotten Hecate, daugbter of Perses, pouringJrom a goblet tbe hive'{tored

labour of bees. And then, when tbou ha{t heedfully sought the grace of the

goddess, retreatfrom the pyre; and let neither the sound of feet drive tbee to

turn back, nor the baying of bounds,le{t haply thou sbould{t maim all the

rites and thyself fail to return duly to thy comrades. And at dawn tleep this

charm in water, {trip, and anoint thy body tberewith as with oil; and in it

there will be boundless ()rowess and migbty {lrengtb, and thou wilt deem

thyseljf a match not for men but for the immortal gods. And besides, let thy

$ear and shield and sword be $rinkled. Tbereupon the $ear-heads of the

earthborn men shall not pierce thee, nor tbe fame of the deadly bulls as it

r u sh e s for th r es i {tles s.
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Here is seen the purification by river-water appropriate to the great gods

of the lJnderworld, and an offering not of select parts but of the entire

sacrifrce as appropriate to a chthonic deity.So too the libation contains no

wine, but consists of the more ancient offering of honey. Another signifi-
cant detail is the departure from the ritual site without looking behind.
The sound of feet indicates the approach of the goddess, and the baying

of dogs is the sound that heralds her coming. To look back at this point
undoes the magic and incurs great danger. Averting the eyes is a common
feature of such rituals, the chthonic offering is made looking away, and
when leaving the site of the fitua| for example at a crossroads, it is done

without looking back.

When Medea has givenJason this advice she asks him to remember her

should he succeed and return home alive; asking at the same time about

the land of his birth. Jason assures her that he will always remember her,

and describes his country. He mentions its \egendary founder, Deucalion,
the son of the Titan and Lord of Fire Prometheus; he is the frrst man

to build cities and worship the gods with due ceremony. Deucalion is an

important 6gure in a variety of contexts; not least that he is the hero of
the Greek equivalent of the Great Flood of the biblical Genesis; his ship

making landfall at Mount Parnassus rather than Ararat in the region of
Colchis. A principal difference in the two accounts is that rather than be-

ing chosen to survive by God he is warned by his father Prometheus, the

rebel against the All-Fatber. In this way the Greek story is closer to the

Sumerian original, wherein Enki warns his favourite of the impending

flood sent by the chief deity. The Greeks likely obtained this story from
Hittite or Hurrian sources in Asia Minor.

After the Flood Deucalion and his wife Pyrrha repopulate the earth by

casting stones behind them; those thrown by Deucalion becoming men,

those by Pyyrhawomen. This came about through Deucalion and his wife

asking the goddess Themis for an oracle showing them how to populate

their landi given the proximity of Parnassus to Delphi this indicates the

period before Apollo became lord of that shrine.In this way Prometheus is

responsible for the creation of the race of humanity a second time. A very

similar motif to this sowing is involved when the time comes for Jason to



face his ordeal at the demand of Aeetes; he has ro sow the Dragon's teeth
which turn into armed men.

The origins of the serpent's teeth Aeetes possessed are as followsl
Cadmus was the brother of Europa, and when she was abducted he was
ordered to find her or nor rerurn to Phenicia. Failing to recover her he
sought an oracle from Apollo and was bidden ro build a city where he saw
a young heifer srop and ear. He found the heifer and wishing to thank the
gods with a sacrifice sent his companions to a nearby grove to fetch warer.

The grove, like the field where the Golden Fleece was guarded, belonged
to Ares. The waters there were guarded by a great serpent, which we may
suspect coiled around one of the trees of the grove. All his companions
were slain, and Cadmus came himself ro see why they had not returned.
Seeing the serpent eating their bodies he fought and slew it with the aid
of Athena. Advised by her he sowed half rhe serpent's teeth, the orher half
was taken by Athena for Aeetes. As when Jason sowed the teeth, there
sprang from the earth armed men; as withJason also Cadmus cast a stone
amongst them causing them to fight each other. Where the story differs is

interesting, for there were 6ve survivors, the Sparti or sown men; these as-

sisted him in building his city and became the ancestral heroes of the no-
ble families of Thebes. Their names werer Pelorus, Hyperenor, Oudaeus,
Chthonius and Echion.

Echion married a daughter of Cadmus named Agave whose sister
Semele was mother of Dionysus. Echion and Agave produced Pentheus,
who was later the Theban king whose opposition to Dionysus is the
theme of the Bacchce. Echion was also the name of an Argonaut, rwin
brother of Eurytus and son of Hermes. Eurytus is in turn the name of one
of the Giants, who was slain by Dionysus.

Incidentally, Cadmus had ro serve as rhe slave of Ares for eight years ro
atone for the slaying of the serpenr; he then became king of Thebes with
the assistance of Athena. All of which confirms that the sowing of the
serpent's teeth represenrs an archaic and chthonic rite of kingship, which
is how Aeetes can tell Jason he has often performed the task (without
exhausting the supply of teeth). The assistance of Athena for the hero
and ancestor of the Theban kings represents the sublimated remnants of
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a tradition of heiros gamos; as a Thracian King like Kotyos would have

understood even if Greeks of his time did not.
The involvement of Dionysus and of twin brothers hardly requires

overmuch elaboration. Note however the convergence through the sown

men of ancestral snaky heroes and the serpent-legged Giants. The myths

of Deucalion and Cadmus clarify the Argonautica; revealing that the men

springing from the sown serpent's teeth were ancestral heroes, represent-

ing the 6rst chiefs of ancient clans. The Greek term for these earthborn
men is autochtbons, a term used of the daimons of the Magical Papyri (see

pcM rv ry+5 e.TbeTrue Grimoire p.r8).
Striking too - in this kingly nte - is the prominence of Ares, a devalued

figure in Olympian myth; this is the warrior aspect of the hero, which is

also part of the nature of Dionysus.In theBaccbre - which is set at Thebes

and involves the Pentheus already mentioned - we are told that Dionysus

has a part in the work of Ares, the madness of war. Dionysus was also

celebrated for his victorious and warlike campaign across the world.
The end of the story of Cadmus should be noted before moving on. In

later Life he and his wife leave Thebes under mysterious circumstances,

are transformed into snakes, and find their way to the Elysian Fields. The

attentive reader will note this signi{ies their transformation into chthonic

heroes and their privileged place in the Underworld. This is comparable

perhaps to Achilles and Medea in the afrcrlife, reigning on the White
Island as blessed ancestral frgures.

To return to the Argonautica: Jason invoked Hecate as advised by

Medea, the ritual and the visitation of the deity is worth quoting here:

Jason...went to a desert $ot, like some {tealthy thieJ, with all that was

needful; for beforehand in the daytime had he taken thought Jor everything;

and Argus came bringing a ewe and milkfrom the flock; and them he took

from the ship. But wben tbe hero saw a place whicb was far dway Jrom the

tread of men, in a clear meadow beneatb the open sky, there fr{t of all he

bathed bis tender body reverently in the sacred river; and round him be

placed a dark robe, which Llypsipyle of Lemnos had given bim aforetime, a

memorial of many a loving embrace.



The bathing and robing follow a format still found in the later grimoires.

Then he dug a pit in the ground of a cubit's depth and heaped up billets of
wood, and over it he cut the throat oJ the sheep, and duly placed the carcase

dbove; and he kindled the logs placing fre beneatb, and poured over them

mingled libations, calling on Hecate Brimo to aid bim in tbe conte{ts.

As mentioned before, this offering is of the chthonic rype, rhe whole vic-

tim is offered. No altar is raised, the offering is made in a pit instead; the

rite Jason performs illustrates the traditional procedures.

And when he had called on her he drew back; and sbe heard him, the dread

gotldess, Jrom the uttermo{t depths and came to tbe sacnfce of Aeson's son;

and round ber borrible serpents twined themselves among the oak bouglts;

and there was a gleam oJ countless torcbes; and sbarply bowled around ber

the hounds of bell.

The manifestation of the goddess plainly follows the later type, when she

has become wholly a goddess of magic. Yet for all the subsequent devalu-

ation this is a divine, not a diabolical manifestation.

All the meadows trembled atber {tep; and the nymplts thathaunt tbe marslt

and the river shrieked, all who dance round that mead of Amarantian
Phasis. And Jear seized Aeson's son, but not even so did he turn round as

his Jeet bore him forth, till he came back to his comrades; and now early

dawn arose and sbed ber light above snowy Caucasus.

Although the event is full of fear it must be clearly understood thatJasons

not turning back is not out of terror, but in accord with traditional ritual
protocol. The exact same procedure is enjoined in magical instructions in
che Papyri.

As readers are doubtless aware, the Golden Fleece hangs upon a tree,
which is guarded by an enormous serpenr.
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... sohuge a serpentkeeps guard round and about it, deatltless and sleep-

less, which Earth berself brougltt forth on the sides of Caucasus, by the

rock of Typhon, wbere Typhon, they say, smitten by the bob oJ Zeus,

son of Kronos, when he lfted again{t tbe god his {turdy hands, dropped

Jrom his head hot gore; and in sucb plight he reachecl the mountdins and

plain of Nysa, where to this day he lies w,helmed beneatb the waters of tbe

Serbonian lak"e.

According to the Greek mythological account the fleece guarding serpenr
is the offspring of Typhon, and it is interesting to note how here Typhon's

resting place is not beneath Mount Etna, a point which will be rerurned
to anon. For now it is sufficient to note thar the serpent and the tree are

connected as a motif. In fact a second serpent and tree, guarding not the

Fleece but the apples of the Hesperides, is encountered in a later part of
the story. Yet a third is a background figure in the epic, the grove guarding
serpent whose teeth are sown in the Field of Ares. This serpenr roo is as-

sociated with Ares, to whom the grove belonged.

The serpent coiled around a tree is an important element of Thracian
iconography.It has been assumed too often that the serpent is a figure of
evil, as in the story of Adam and Eve. While this may be the case in Middle
Eastern myth, perpetuated in later Western contexts by St. George and

the dragon, there are no grounds for assuming a similar meaning in older

Greek and Thracian contexts. In fact all the evidence is counter-indica'
tive to this interpretation. As E.V. Rieu notes in his introduction to The

Voyage of the Argo the author is plainly not averse to snakes, quite the

contrary, he represents them extremely sympathetically.In Thracian de-

pictions of the hero he is frequently hunting and spearing a wild boar. In
these images the motif of the serpent and tree is often portrayed, but the

hero is never shown attacking it. The most straightforward interpretation
of all is plainly that the serpent represents the chthonic form of the hero,

or the god with whom in death he is identified. This perhaps explains the

curious images on Greek poftery depicting Jason regurgitated from the

serPents mouth, a motif never encountered in surviving lkerary sources,



Powerfully supportive of this interpretation is the fact that a serpent is the

most common symbol of'post-mortem' hero cults.

The famous Letnitsa treasure of pictorial golden panels - on one of
which ritual hierogamy of the goddess-daughter and hero-son is por-

tayed extremely graphically - contains a depiction of a woman bearing a

mirror alongside a three headed serpent. That this is not an enemy of the

hero but his own chthonic form is strongly implied in Euripides'Baccbrc;

in a powerful chorus the Manads invoke Dionysus, inviting him to appear

in the form of a bull, a many-headed serpent or a fire-breathing lion. The

very next speech in the play makes mention of the serpent Ophis whose

sown teeth produced the crop of earth-born men.

The name of Asclepius is probably derived from two Thracian words:

ds, a serpent, and klepi,to entwine around a staff This underlines the links

between Thrace and the relatively uncivilised region of Thessaly, where

the Greek cult of Asclepius fourished long prior to the establishment of
his shrine at Epidaurus. The cult of the late Graco-Roman snake god

Glycon combined elements from the cults of Sabazius and Asclepius; far

from being an innovation both were in fact ancient forms of the hero-son.

That Asclepius was a healer reminds us that this is the meaning of the

nameJason (himself aThessalian hero), and a common epithet of serpen-

tine heroes when invoked at their chthonic shrines.

Asclepius was not merely a healer however, but a restorer of the dead to

life. Such renewal of life is a well known symbolic meaning of the serpent

shedding and renewing its skin. The hero cults and necromantic tradition
are again shown to be inter-linked by this deed of the son of Apollo.



GOETIC GALLERY:

SYMPATHIA

Draw the charaCter on an emerald or ruby, for they have a great sym-

pathy with the Spirits, e$ecially those of the Sun, who are the wisest,

and are friendlier and bemer than the others.

The True Grimoire

HE DocrRrNE oF syMpATHy originates in the sublime conception of
the universe as a single living body, of which God is the soul. Sympathia

or Sympathy is a central and all pervading concept of Western magic.

Its origins maylay in the religious magic of Egypt, and related ideas are

present in magical thought the world over. This aside the term itself, and

its systemised development in all branches of Western magic, is a prod-

uct of Greek thought. It was first enunciated by Parmenides, it was the

core idea in the thought of Empedocles, it was central to the Stoic school,

and was enthusiastically adopted and developed by the Neoplatonists.
Its adoption by the latter school is of particular importance for Western

magic. In the Neoplatonist development of Theurgy, which profoundly

infuenced Medieval and Renaissance occult thought, Sympathia was cen-

tral both theoretically and practically.

The Universe, according to this idea, was one thing. The Greeks rec-

ognised that this being was composed of parts, be they termed elements,

principles, or roots. All things within the One were composed of differing

combinations of these roots, be they numbers, gods, animals, plants or

stones, places, climates or anything whatever, their essence was defined by

these inherent qualities.In addition, to the degree in which any two things

resembled each other through shared qualities, they were attractive to one

anorher, regardless of their relative positions in space. This is stated clearly

by both Plotinus and Iamblichus: tbe Universe is one being its ytarts sepa-

rated by $ace, but tbrough possession of one nature are drawn rapidly together.

Such parts may be superior or inferior to each other in nature, without in

the least diminishing their attraction for one another.



This conception was originally based on the four elements and rhe prin-
ciples of attraction and repulsion, dependent on like and unlike qualities.
These four elements of course are not to be confused with what moderns

understand by the terms; they are more akin to the states of matrer rec-

ognised in modern science. Thus the Earth of the Greeks resembles not
soil or sand merely, but what scientists call solids; Water signifies qualities
inherent in what scientists term liquids; Air gases and Fire plasmas. The
elements thus represented the subjective experience of a given thing, its
characteristics and behaviour, rather than its objective chemical constitu-
ents.

As time went on this classification was systematised: Fire possessed the

qualities of heat and dryness, Earth possessed dryness and cold, Water
cold and moisture, Air moisture and heat. Fire therefore shared the qual-

ity of heat with air, and the quality of dryness with earth. Through the

lack of any shared quality fire was antipathetic to water.

On this basis the offerings and ceremonies of religion and magic, as

understood by the Greeks, included materials conducive to attracting the

gods or other beings it was desired to invoker Tbeurgic art, knowing this

and having discovered appropriate vessels conJorming to the di{tin& natures

of diferent gods, often conne(ts together {tones, berbs, animals, aromatics, and

other sacred, perfeCt and godlike sub{tances oJ similar kind; then Jrom these it
produces a complete and pure receptacle. For it is not proper to de$ise all mat-

ter, but only that foreign in nature to the deities invoked.

This application of sympathia, as interpreted by the Neoplatonists, gave

Western magic the doctrine of correspondences. The original elemental

classification also underwent modification and development. In this de-

velopment the original elemental classification was extended and diver-

si6ed into planetary and zodiacal symbols. Nevertheless, the elemental

symbolism is the basis of the more complex classifications, which can gen-

erally be reduced into these simpler terms.

The development of the original concept of Sympathy is also central to
astrological thinking. Planets and Signs possess affiniries and antipathies

towards one another. The manner in which any configuration manifests
itself is determined through these inter-relations. The laws of sympathy

t6



and antipathy arc the basis of the concept of harmonious or disharmoni-
ous combinations in astrology. The pafircular nature of the planets and el-

ements involved in any combination determines the nature of the outcome,

That astrology should be a sophisticated extrapolation of the concept

of divine sympathy is hardly surprising. Despite the presence of star-lore

in earlier cultures, Babylonian and Egyptian in particular, astrology is a
Hellenistic system. The star-lore of the other cultures was not used to
produce astrological charts for individuals, nor was the Zodiac as we

know it a feature of any of them. In almost every essential the system

of astrology known in the West is a product of the Hellenistic era. The
degree to which astrology underlies the whole conception of magic in the

grimoires cannot be easily over-emphasised. Astrology is the most irrefu-
table example of the central place of Greek thought - rather thanJudao-
Christian theology - in the system of the grimoires.

Empedocles

Empedocles of Agrigentum in Sicily, flourished +++ scn. His most A-
mous maxim has been restated in various ways down the centuries: God

is an infnite $here whose centre is euerywbere, and whose circumference is

nowhere. His place in history is assured by his distinguishing the four el-

ements and his explanation of the development of the Universe by the

forces of Love and Hate (Sympathy and Antipathy), or ar moderns would

say, attraction and repulsion.

The laws of sympathy (and antipathy) formed a very substantial part of
the magical theory of the ancient world, as indeed of the medieval period

and the Renaissance. This kind of magic, termed sympathia, was distin-
guished from devalued goetia by Plodnus, the father of Neoplatonism;

it was also accepted by the medieval Church. The great. theorists of
Renaissance Hermeticism, Mirandola and Cornelius Agrippa among oth-

ers, were anxious to be understood as using this permitted magic, not goe-

tia. Yet Diogenes Lartius reported that Gorgias, the famed sophist and

pupil of Empedocles, rcferred to his master as a goen. In other words, the

concept of sympathia originates in Goetia prior to its devaluation.
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The description Empedocles gave of the four elements was framed poeti-
cally in semi-mythological terms: Hear fr{t theJour roots of all things: bright

Zeus,life givingHera, and Aidoneus, and NeJZis u,bo moiltens tbe $rings of
men with ber tears. The usual interpretation of these equates Zeus with
fire, Hera with air, Aidoneus - a name of Hades - equates with earth,

and Nestis with water; an alternative view, with ancient and modern ad-

vocates, prefers Air for Zeus, Earth for Hera, Fire for Aidoneus and water

for Nestis. The name Nestis is unknown from other sources, but appears

to represent Persephone. Firstly by analogy with the 6rst pair mentioned,

she would be the partner of Hades, also the name means without eat'

ing, and tearful Persephone fasted in the LJnderworld. This identification

is also accepted in academic studies of Empedocles; particularly Peter

Kingsley, who combines the insights of a qualified academic and an unre-

pentant mystic. The description continues in terms rnore suited to what

was once known as Natural Philosophy or as we call it, Science: And these

[elements] never cease changing place continually, now being all united by

Love into one, now each borne apart by the batred engendered of Strfe, until

they are brought together in tbe unity oJ'tbe all, and become subject to it. Tbus

inasmuch as one has been wont to arise out of many and again with the separa-

tion of the one the many arise, so things are continually coming into being and

there is no fxed age for them; and Jarther inasmucb as they fthe elements]

never cease changing place continually, so they always exi{t within an immou-

able circle.In this he appears to have anticipated later Megarian philoso-

phers' ideas of an eternal, imperishable cosmos: For these felements) are

equal, all of them, and of like ancient race; and one holds one offce, another

another, and each has its own noture .., For nothing is added to tbem, nor yet

does anything pass away from them; Jor f they were all continually perish-

ing tbey would no longer exi{t...And whitber should they perisb, since no

place is empty oJ them ... For from tbese felements] come all tbings that are

or bave been or shall be; from these there grew up trees and men and women,

wild bea{ts and birds and water-nourished f shes, and the very gods, long-lived,

highesl in honour.It is tempting to see these elements, personified as heav-

enly and chthonic gods and goddesses, as another grouping equivalent to
the first-born race of the Kabirs.

t8



Empedocles was said to be the disciple of a Pythagorean philosopher
named Telauges, reputed to be the son of Pythagoras. It may be more
likely that Telauges was a consecrared successor of Pythagoras, making
Empedocles the successor of an occult Pythagorean lineage. Curiously
however, accounrs of the life and death of Empedocles draw on a'letrer
of Telaugesl who is also referred to as Jelanges, son of Pythagoras. This
letter was written to Philolaus, himself a famed Pythagorean philosopher
of y+ ncE, who proposed a revolving Earth in a heliocentric Solar sys-

tem, and may have written the Golden Wrses attributed to Pythagoras.
This Telauges cannot be the master of Empedocles. Whatever rhe case,

Empedocles taught the doctrine of transmigration associated with
Pythagoras, and other Pythagorean concepts, and was evidently consid-
ered highly by Iater Pythagoreans. His writings included an accounr of
the bodies he had previously occupied: ...1 was born once a boy, and a
maiden, and a ytlant, and q bird, and a dartingfsh in the sea. These transfor-
mations - like those of Pythagoras - resemble the symbols of a Mystery
cult. He termed the transmigrating soul, which possessed the power of
attaining divinity, the damon. Dodds suggesrs an identity between this
indwelling spirit and the soul of the shaman which can be separated from
the body during life, and migrate from one incarnarion ro another. The
original form of this concept is not that all souls transmigrate, but that in
this way a magician inherits power from his former existences. An Indian
origin for this Pythagorean teaching has often been brought forward, but
there is no evidence for it, and a more localised origin is far more likely. A
description by Empedocles of an unnamed man, who tradition takes to

be Pythagoras, supports this idea of accumulated knowledge and power:

And there was among them a man of unusual knowledge, and ma{ter etpe-

cially of all sorts olf wise deeds, who in truth possessed greateSl wealth of mind

Jor whenever he reached out with all his mind, easily he beheld eacb one of all

the things that are, even for ten and twenty generations of men.

His pupil Gorgias is reputed to have rcferred to Empedocles as a goen

without implying disapproval. It is beyond doubt that his reputation as a

divine magician is entirely in keeping with his own view of himselfi



O Jriends, in this gredt city tbar climbs tbe yellow slope

Of Agrigentum's citadel, who make good work"s your scope,

Who ofer to the {tranger a haven quiet and fair,
All hail! Among you honoured I walk with lofty air.

Witb garlands, blooming garlands you crown my noble brow.

A mortal m6n no longer, a deathless godbead now.

Where e'er I go, tbe people crowd round and worship pay,

And tbousands iollow seeking to learn tbe better way.

Some crave propbetic visions, some smit with anguish sore

Would fain hear words oJ comfort and sufer pain no more.

His role as a magician is well illustrated from his writings:

Cures for all evils whatever there are, proteCtion again$t old age shalt

thou learn, since for thee alone will I accomplish all these things. Thou
shalt break the power of untiring gales which rising again$t the earth

blow down the crops and deftroy them; and again, whenever thc'ru wilt,
thou shalt bring back their bla$ts; and bring unseasonable drought out

of dark Stonn for men, and out of summer drought bring $treams

pouring from heaven to nurture the trees; and thou shalt lead out from

Hades the Spirit of a man that is dead.

He taught that by understanding the elemental powers, rain or drought

could be conjured by magical songs. His disciples were informed that he

could teach them to make the wind blow or cease, the rain to fall or the sun

to shine, to banish sickness and old age, and to revive the dead. Significantly

this revival is described as a rescuingjourney to the Underworld.

Not surprisingly, his reputation amonglater writers on magic and the

cabala is considerable: he is mentioned several times by Cornelius Agrippa

in the Three Books of Occult Philosophy, and cited as one of his authori-

ties by the famous astrologer-magician Michael Scot. His famous maxim

comparing God to an infrnite circle is quoted by the Abbot Trithemius; he

is several times referred to by Giordano Bruno and Pico della Mirandola,

and cited by Reuchlin in his De Arte Cabalistica.
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The relationship of philosophy and magic in Greece was completely mis-
represented by the mechanistic rationalism of nineteenth century thought,
creating a false image which is slowly dispersing. Some modern aurhors
have attempted to rationalise the reputation of Empedocles by porftay-
ing him as a former magician turned scientist; others, such as Bertrand
Russell, see him as a scientist who in old age sought solace in magical re-
ligion. These convolutions - which seek to rerain what they approve and
account for what they do not - are both unnecessary and unsupportable
from Empedocles'writings. He evidently combined many roles in himself
simultaneously. As a goen (perhaps the last to bear the title honourably),
he was at one and the same time poet, seer, healer, naturalist, philosopher,

preacher and counseilor. A type he clearly describes and identifies with in
the Purifcations: they fare) prophets, hymn-writers, physicians and cbieftains
(tmong men dwelling on the earth; and from this they grow to be gods, receiu-

ing the greate{t honours, sharing the same hearth with the other immortals,

their table companions, lfree Jrom buman woes, beyond the power of deatb and

harm,

His poetry was so esteemed that it was recited at the Olympic Games,

alongside that of Homer and Hesiod. He was a great opponent of tyr-
anny, and several times refused the soverergnty of his native city. He
taught rhetoric in Sicily, and alleviated mental anxieties and physical pain

with music. He famously forestalled a would-be murderer by the power

of music: When a certain youtb ,., rusbed with a drawn sword on fJudge)
Anchitus, the bost of Empedocles, because...he had publicly condemned his

father to death ... Empedocles changed the intention of tbe youtb by singing to

bis lyre tbat verse of Homer lOdyssey 4.7%-+)l

Nepentbe without gall, o'er every ill,

Oblivion spreads;

He thus snatcbed bis host Anchitus _from death, and the youth from his crime

of homicide. (Lfe of Pythagoras, Iamblichus, translated by Thomas Taylor).
This music magic is typical of the goen and the founders of the Mysteries.
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The Many Deatbs olf Empedocles

So great was his power that Empedocles claimed to have attained the

level of divinity while in life. Accounts of his death, and his age on dy-

ing are extremely contradictory; with the same mixture of rationalising

and mythic symbolism as accounts of his life. However, the oldest stories

credit him with bodily translation from the level of humanity to that of
divinity. There is a tradition that Empedocles was - like Pythagoras - an

incarnation of the archer god Apollo.

Lirerary materials regarding Empedocles vary from the rationalistic to

the mystical or mythological. The impression is inescapable that all are

incomplete attempts to make sense of older traditions that were not well

understood to either kind of author. Modern academics are naturally cau-

tious in assessing such material. Such caution led to Charles Kahn reject'

ing the description of Empedocles as a shaman on the grounds we possess

no account of Empedocles journeying to the Underworld and returning

from the dead. Academic caution is commendable and necessary, and the

use of the term shaman in the Greek context is not necessarily helpful.

Nevertheless, one is entitled to wonder about the extensive variations in

accounts of Empedocles death. There is more than a trace of symbolism

involved with these varied accounts, whether related to Greek shamans or

to the Mysteries.

Heraclides , relating... how Empedocles got great glory for sending

away 
^dead 

woman re$tored to life, says that [afterwardsJ he celebrat-

ed a sacrifice and that some of his friends, including Pausanias were

invited. After the banquet they lay down, some going a little way ofi
and some Iayingunder the trees close by in the field, and some wher-

ever they happened to choose. Empedocles himself remained in the

place where he had been sitting. When day broke, and they arose, he

alone was not to be found. When he was sought for, and the servants

were queftioned, they said they did not know. One of them said that

at midnight he had heard a loud voice calling Empedocles, and that he

got up and saw e grear light in heaven, but nothing else. As they were



alI amazed at what had happened Pausanias sent some people to look
for him. Afterwards he was commanded not to busy himself about
the matter, as what had happened was deserving of thankfulness, and
that it was 6ming that rhey sacri{ice to Empedocles as ro one who had
become a god.

Diogenes Lrrtius: Lrfe of Empedocles

Lartius does not tell us who commanded Pausanias in this way, but rhe

tenor of the message strongly suggesrs it was an Oracle. He then relates

that: Hippobotus says tbat he rose up and went away as iJ be were going to
climb Mount Etna; and that wben be anived at the crater of fre he leaped in,

and disappeared, wisbing to e{tablish a belief that be had become a god. But
afterwards the truth was dete&ed by one of bis brazen slippers having been

dropped .,, Pausanias, howeuer, contradi&s this {tatement. Many writers
have pointed out that this description derives from a hostile and ration-
alising retelling of older traditions. It is significant that Demeter, while
searching for Persephone, who was abducted in Sicily,lit her torches from
the fires of Etna. Also significant is the fact that the single sandal is an

emblem of Hecate, whose relation to these goddesses is exrremely close.

Diodurus of Ephesus also relates this death by frre; however the Lecrer

of Telauges says he slipped and fell into the sea. Another version given by
Laertius, this time quoting Demetriu s of Traezen, says that as the lines oJ

Homer [presumably Odyssey IL z75] say:

T";';;i!;:i;'!i;r,:,!,:#,!::ro"
Lartius also recounts a tradition that he died after falling from a chariot
on a journey to a festival in Messene. That he broke his thigh in the fall
and died of his injuries, and had a tomb at Megara. To what kind of festi-

val was he travelling, was it perhaps in honour of Pelops; in whose legend
a death by drowning and another from a fall from a chariot are featuresi
The variations in accounts of Empedocles death include dying in Sicily,

and in the Peloponessus (the Greek mainland south of the Isrhmus).
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Those describing the fall stipulate a Peloponnesian location. This regior-r

of Greece had strong connections with Sicily through colonisation, there

being a Messene and a Megara in Sicily named after these Peloponnesian

cities.

The Greek Megara already possessed a famous tomb, of Megareus

son of Poseidon; and any such tomb would have been the site of an ora-

cle. Apollo was worshipped at Megara in the form of a stone pyramid, a

form with strong Thracian parallels. Empedocles was perfeu.ly qualified

to be associated with an oracular hero's tomb, whether in life as a resi-

dent soothsayer or subsequently as the demon of an oracle. Some such

oracles - like that of Trophonios - involved journeys to and from the

Underworld to obtain one's answers, Whatever the case, litenry tradition

credits Empedocles, who gave the four elements to occult philosophy, with
four deaths: by burning,by hanging suspended in the air,6y drowning

and by crashing to earth. Although these traditions rcgarding his death

do not originate with Empedocles himself - arLy nlore than the death of
Moses in tl-re Books of Moses originates with Moses - they are not to be

put aside as meaningless. They reflect beliefs and traditions with which

he was involved. Empedocles might respond to cautious academics that,

despite their reservations, he had his own understanding with Hades.



SYMPATHIA

EI,EMENT RITUAI, DEATH DEITY ALT. DEITY

Fire

Air

Volcano

Hanging

Zeus

Hera

Hades

Zerts

Earth Chariot fall

Water Drowning

Hades Hera

Nestis Nesris

ELEMENT DIRECTION SIGN NAME ALT. NAMES ELEMENTAL SPECIES

Fire East Aries Bael oriens, Magoa Salamanders

Earth South Capricorn Amaymon

Air West Libra Paymon

Gnomes

Sylphs

Water North Cancer Ariton Egin, Gaap Undines



MATERS DE MYSTERIA

'se gu melai - the kiss of Isis is \oneyd

Melissa

lf nnnu rLES JoHNSToN in her Resrless Dead traces the appearance of

\ th" Orphic goes to known changes to traditional funereal rites, im-

tl por"d by the emergent city-states. This change is parallel to transfor-

mations in hero cults, from numerous familial hero cults to single civic

ones. Various restrictions were now placed on funeral rites, involving

numbers of mourners in particular, as well as expense and duration and

so on. Alongside the capacity of ostentatious funerals to incite or provoke

reaction outside the family group, a key factor in this is the capacity of
traditional rites - presided over by females - to incite blood feuds. The
words goes and goetia derive from the root goos; the howling or lament-

ing of these female mourners. A key element of the change is indicated by

the masculine -es or -etes suffixed to the feminine go- root. This peculiar

change in the language occurs as a new male specialist emerges, who is
significantly linked to the simultaneous emergence of Orphism. His art

involves funeral rites in the new context. Both the Iaying and raising of
ghosts, of infuence on the LJnderworld generalllt ?re associated with him.

Having identified this critical phase in the development of Western

magic as a literary tradition, involving the Orphic books, the magical pa-

pyri and the grimoires, it is important not to oversimplify, particularly to

assume that this is where the magical element in these rites first appears.

It is certainly important to discern that the emergent male practitioner is

an individual, neither marginalised initially nor at the same time a civic

official.

+6



This study seeks to partially rcgenerate the older stratum by extrapolation
from elements of the new. So given the above provisos, this is a pivotal
point in our discussion, the precise point from which chthonic religion
shows us a new body with an old shadow.

The male Orphic spiritual entrepreneur with his magical manual, his

alleged Persian influences and so forth is conrroversial and important;
a Greek shaman at the very root of the magical grimoires. Behind him
stands, as it were, a dark alter egor female, Bacchic, represenring and in-
deed embodying traditions now deemed inimical to the stability of the

polis. Orphism reformed or transformed Dionysian traditions, traditions
in which females - the frenzied manads - had formerly been prominent.
From this point on real manadism became increasingly rare, fadingro an

occasional enactment of ancient custom; finally manads became merely

an artistic convention, fesh and blood women replaced by purely mythic
figures. The resemblance of the Dionysian manads to the avenging Furies

commemorates the role of women as major participants in household

cults centred on hearth and tomb, and rhe agrarian magic of the village.

Such women and their ritual roles were in many respects the archetypal

predecessors for later state magic. Thus, the figures of Medea and Melissa,

among others, precede goetia on the Persian male model.

The name Melissa came to be applied to a priestess of Delphi, but the

origins of the name far predate the Delphic usage. The name was also

a title of priestesses of Artemis, Rhea and Cybele, among others. It is a

feature of goddess cults with links to Asia Minor and to Crete, reflecting
the Minoan and Hittite infuences on certain aspects of Greek religion.
Offerings of honey were an unvarying part of rites of the gods at Cretan
Knossos. The Dictean cave where the infant Zeus was raised was the

home of bees who fed him with honey. Here Melissa was the daughter

of Melissus, king of Crete; her sister was Amalthea and together they fed

the infant Zeus with the milk of goats (others say that Amalthea was a

goat). Melissa is said to be the first to discover honey; some imagine she

was turned into a bee, since this is the meaning of the name, another is

honey. There is an immense amount of lore from earliest times connected



with the bee and with honey. Much of this lore connects with the name

Melissa; here we have space only for a portion of ir.
Despite the numerous variants of this myth, two elements recur in all:

his guards, and being fed upon honey either by bees or by nymphs called

bees,Zeus was guarded by the Curetes or Corybantes; as counterparts or
companions of the Dactyls these figures represent the males with whom
the term goetia was anciently connected. In myth, the chain of important
female figures named Melissa begins here. Historically and archeologi-

cally also they are connected with the same rites and Mysteries fromavery
early date. Examining some of the women who bore the name provides

additional insights.

One such figure in the 7't' century BcE was the wife of Periander - the

tyrant of Corinth oz5-585 BcE - who he apparendy slew during preg-

nancy. Later he sent messengers to consult the oracle of the dead upon
the Acheron regarding a pledge which had been given into his charge by

a stranger but could not be found. Melissa appeared, but refused to tell
where the pledge was: sbe was cold, she said, since sbebad no clotbes; those

garments buried with ber were of no use, since they had not been burnt She

gave as proof of truth to Periander a cryptic saying: the oven was cold when

be baked bis loaves in it.When this message was brought to him, Periander

recognised the meaning of her proofi that he had secretly slept with her

corPSe.

He immediately made a proclamation that all the wives of Corinth
should assemble in the temple of Hera. So the women dressed themselves

in their finest clothes, and came there, as if to a religious festival. Then,
with the help of his guards, he stripped them all, making no difference

between free women and slaves; and, taking their clothes to a pit, he called

on the name of Melissa, and burnt the whole heap. This done, he sent a

second time to the oracle; and Melissa's ghost told him where he would
find the stranger's pledge.

The details of this story are well known from Diogenes Lartius and

other authors, such as Herodotus. It is likely that a degree of rationalisa-
tion has taken place, since Periander lived many centuries before these

writers, who struggled in interpreting religious and magical aspects of
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their past. What is certain is that Periander founded Dionysian rites in
Corinth, and that the city maintained close links with the necromantic
oracle of Thesprotia; for large finds of Corinthian pottery have been exca-

vated there. Daniel Ogden in Greek and Roman Necromancy strggesrs rhe

evidence points to a major cult of Melissa, perhaps as the presiding genius

of the oracle. It has been suggested that Periander's actions ar the remple
of Hera were misunderstood or misrepresented by later authors; rather
than a simple act of personal tyranny, what they really represenr is the es-

tablishing or reforming of a cult. This is very possible: even Herodotus -
who was on occasion influenced by political feeling - wrote two centuries

after the event, while Plutarch wrote in the first century AD. Periander is

without doubt a most complex and exotic figure. He was defined by the

Archaic period and must have been near inscrutable to the rationalising
classical intelligentsia. He is no less opaque to modern sensibilities: ac-

cused of sending boys from Corcyra to be casrrated inLydia, he was also

accounted by most ancient authors to be one of the Seven Sages of Greece.

Corinth had substantial and ancient links with the Easr, having no

Mycenaean past. The cult of Hera in Corinthian territory was ancient;

the oldest and most sacred temples of Greek culture all belonged to this
goddess, and these included a major temple at Perachora, which dated to
at least the 8'l' century. Periander's gathering of 6ne clothes for a funereal

offering to Melissa appears to have taken place at the sanctioned outpost
of this temple in Corinth itself,If this was a rite,ir. bears comparison with
Roman rituals of Fortuna Virilis where female rirual nakedness was the

norm. It is interesting to note that Corinth was visited by Apollonius of
Tyana, a Pythagorean reformer. He is alleged to have there tormented a

female vampire named Lamia who appeared in the form of a Phoenician

lady, who may represent Melissa.

Corinth also founded the Sicilian city of Syracuse, and maintained close

links with their colony. Corinthians then had strong links with cult sites

of Persephone, who was equally at home in Sicily or Thesprotia. It has

been suggested that Melissa's story is a demythologising of Persephone,

and it certainly possesses mythic qualities; but perhaps the evidence sug-

gests a more complex relationship, Servius, in a commentary on AeneidI.



43o wrote of a woman of Corinth named Melissa who refused to initiate
others into the Mysteries after her admission into them. She was torn to
pieces and Demeter caused bees to spring from her body. This suggests

a context involving both Mystery rites and necromantic oracles. Perhaps

Periander's relationship with Melissa included something akin to the pe-

riodic marriage of the wife of the Basileus to Dionysus, whose mother

in Orphic theology was also Persephone. The death of either one of
these Melissas also bears comparison with the death of Dirce in Thebes,

where the slain queen became a patron of mysterious rites. The context

for these tradidons suggests ritualised abduction by'Hades' and marriage

to'Dionysusl in which the descent into the underworld is performed by
'Melissa1

Helios was honoured to an unusual degree in Corinth, unusual that is

on the Greek mainland, as distinct from Rhodes. Medea is said to have

come there as an exile , and after her separation fromJason fed the place in

a chariot drawn by dragons, which belonged to Helios, the founder of her

line. Medeas marriage toJason had taken place in the cave of the daughter

of Aristaus, Makris, who had there fed the infant Dionysus on honey, in-

dicating that she too was a Melissa. Given the connection of honey, caves

and ancient rites, the account given by Pausanius of the discovery of the

oracle of tophonius is also worthy of note:

This oracle was formerly unknown to the Boeotians, they discovered

it on the following occasion. No rain had fallen for more rhan a year,

so they di5patched envoys to Delphi from every ciry. When asked

for a reme dy for the drought, the Pythian prieftess bade them go to

Trophonius at Lebadea, and get the cure from him. But when they

came to Lebade a, and could not 6nd the oracle, Saon, the oldest of the

envoys, saw a swarm of bees, and he advised them that they should

follow the bees wherever they went. Straightway he observed the bees

flyinginto the earth and followed them to the oracle.

The antiquity of Boeotian traditions is well established, and the role of
Delphi in this tale may be a little suspect. The city of Lebadea was situated



near Mount Helicon, the pre-Delphic abode of the Muses; it sent a con-
tingent to the tojan War. Aspledon, a son of Poseidon and the nymph
Midea, founded the city. His mother's name is that of a town in Boeotia,
but also of another inLycia.This counrry was the winter resorr of the god
in Delphic times, and a primitive'Apollo flourished there well in advance

of Delphi.

Mcdea as Scarfet Woman

Earlier in this study, I pointed our rhar the Holy Books of Thelema and
those of other modern magical movements have their precedents in the
Orphic literature. Regarding the most prominent of the former, it is no-
torious that while the Book oJ tbe Law makes frequent menrion of the
Scarlet Woman, it nowhere refers to her as Babalon or by any other
name. It is likely enough that rhe Scarlet Woman has borne more rhan
one name over the ages. What is certain however is that while Babalon is

extremely appropriate when drawing on the Biblical tradition, there is an

equally compelling akernative in the Classicalhedtage. The main claim
of Babalon is as the personification of the wicked city identified with the
Scarlet Woman of Reuelations, However, the description of the Scarlet
Woman in the Book of tbe Law has defrnite characteristics that have no
link to this identification.

rrr: 43 Let tbe Scarlet Woman beware! IJ prty and compassion and tender.

ness visit her heart; f she leave my work" to toy witb old sweetnesses; then

shall my vengeance be known. I will slay me her child: I will alienate her

heart: I will ca{t her out Jrom men: as a sbrinking and de$ised barlot sball

sbe crawl througb dusk" wet {treets and die cold and an-hungered.

rrr: +4 But let her raise herself in pride! Let her Jollow me in my way! Let

her work" the work oJ wickedness! Let her kill ber heart! Let her be loud and

adulterous! Let her be covered with jewels, and rich garments, and let her

be shameless before all men!
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rrr 45 Then will I lft ber to pinnacles of power: then will I breeil Jrom her

a child mightier tban all the kings of the earth: I will jll her with loy: u,itlt

my force sball she see and {trike and tbe worship of Nu she shall acbieue

Hadit.

Before examining these, it bears saying that the clauses of warning and of
reward (a3 and 4+) are similar in many detailsr if she does not'kill' her

heart, then it will be alienated', and so forth. Nevertheless, Medea avoided

all the limits upon her sex: neither her father nor partner - not even her

children that by some accounts she slew - prevented her ascent to'pinna-
cles of poweriDid she achieve Hadit, derived from an Egyptian title of the

Sun godi As a famed descendent of Helios it is scarcely necessary to ask,

while if Nu represents more conventional ideas of the goddess, Medea's

solar nature distinguishes her from them. Depicted in Greek literature

and art as an outspoken and headstrong woman, decked in barbaric frnery,

she in no way resembles the modest and veiled chattels of Classical Greek

civilisation.
As a skilled pharmakos she has a claim on the cup of Circe, which in-

toxicates and transforms; if the work demanded of her be magic, she never

deserted but rather personifies it. Her bridal night with a hero in the cave

of initiation, her bed decked with the sacred fleece, is another claim to the

title Scarlet Woman. Her story indeed casts the dire warnings and admo-

nitions back in the face of the Beast.Jason's eflorts to play the convention-

al role of a respectable gentleman saw him fall from the path, without in

any way limiting her.The laurels of his achievement - on which he wished

to sit - were his only and wholly through her power.



PAPYRUS PARALLELS

HE FOLLOWTNG RrruAL FROM THE pApynr has close correspondences
with folk magic and the grimoires.In the rext rhar follows, some of the
parallels are indicated with italic type. For compararive purposes I've

included The Cabala of the Black Pullet.

t r-40

Apollonius oj Tyana's old serving woman: Take Typhon's skull [rhar of
an ass] and write the following charaCters on it wirh rhe blood of a

black dogr ......sABERRA. Then, going to a suitable place, by a river, rhe

sea, or at afork of a road, in the middle of the night pur rhe skull on the
ground, place it under your left foot, and $eak as follows:

ERrrHyrA for more likely ErlErrHyra] vEnone cnRcrn6 crrErHrna
ANApERoUcH ... lyRdpsrR cecglHlRa LoLyN coucoce AM-

BRACHA Bl -.. AEBTIE naRRltnArA MpRoucHE RsEL erHrRa6 np...
ocHoRrpla vongrHrRA pHecHrno osnl puorRA AMERr... puE.

ournEnn cERGERGT6 rttH erur yv a venapsecHrR aonll.

Come, appear, O goddess called Mittress of tbe House [Nepthys].

After you say this, you will behold sirring on an dss a woman of ex-

traordinary loveliness, possessing a heavenly beauty, indescribably fatr
and youthful. As soon as you see her, make obeisance and say: I thank
you,lady for appearing to me. Judge me u)ortl)y of you. May your Maje{ty
be well di$osed to me. And accomplish whetever task I impose on you.

The goddess will reply to you what do you baue in mind?

You say, I have need of you jfor dome{tic service.

At that, she will get oft^ rhe ass, shed her beauty, and will be an old
woman. And the old woman will say ro you,l will serve and attend you.
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After she tells you this, the goddess will again put on her own beauty,

which she had ju$t taken off, and she will ask ro be released.

But you say to the goddess, No lady, I will use you until I gether.

As soon as the goddess hears this, she will go up to the old lady,

and will take her molar tooth and a tooth from the ass and give both

to yoLU and after that it will be impossible for the old woman to leave

you, unless you want to release her. From that time forth, you will
receive a bounty of great bene6ts, for everything that your soul desires

will be accomplished by her. She will guard all your possessions and in

particular will find out for you whatever anyone is thinking about you

Ior whatever anyone is plotting again$t you].
Indeed she will tell you everything and will never desert you: such is

her ftore of good will toward you. But if ever you wish, there is a way

to release her (but never do thisl). Take her tooth and the ass's tooth,

make a bonfire, and throw them into the fire, and with a shriek the old

woman will flee without a trace. Do not be prone to release her, since

it will be impossible for you to replace her.

But do release the goddess, when you are sure the old woman will
serve you, by Speaking as follows: MENERIHeR pHIe pRacnERa

rvrdRr uErrcHeRe Nscnrna. When the old woman hears this, the

goddess will mount the ass and depart.

The pbylattery to be used tbroughout the rite: the skull of the ass. Fadten

the ass's tooth with silver and the old lady's tooth with gold, and wear

them always; for if you do this it will be impossible for the old woman

to leave you. This rite has been te$ted.

The closest parallels for this rite are perhaps the Spell of Invisibility in
Wrum and the Cabala of tbe Black Pullet, though others will doubtless oc-

cur to readers familiar with the grimoires and folk magic traditions.



Tbe Cabala oJ'the Black Pullet,

also called Tbe Secret of the Black Hen

The famous secret of the Black Pullet, a secrer which one cannor counr
on resulring from any Cabala, which had been loft for a long time, and

has been found again, we translate hereafterr

Take a black pullet which has never lain eggs and that a single roo$ter

has not approached; do in tlrrn, in taking it, nor make ft cry our, and
for that you muft go at eleven o'clock at night, while ir is asleep, rake it
by the neck, so that you'll moft e$ecially prevent it from crying out:
you return along alarge road, to the right place wbere two routes cross;

there, at the {troke of midnighf, make a circle with a rod of cypress,

place yourself in he middle and $lit the hen in two pronouncing these

words three times:

Eloim, Essaim, Jrugativi et appelavi.

fEloim Essaim, come peacefully and speak with mei]

Turn then to face EaSt, kneel and say an oration; that done, you make

The Grand Appellation; then the impure Spirit will appear to you

dressed in a scarlet galena robe, with a yellow jacket and watery green

colour breeches. Its head which will resemble that of a dog with don-

key ears, will be surmounted by two horns; its legs and feet will be as

those of a cow. He will ask you your orders; you will give it rhese as

you well judge, since it will not be able to refuse to obey you, and you

will be able to render yourself very rich, and consequently the happieft
of men.

The idea of asking a demon for a familiar - more properly a parhedros

or magical assistant - simultaneously connected with but separate from
itself is exemplified by the relation between Nepthys and the old serving

woman. The rite taking place at a fork in the road obviously has many
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parallels, and points to the correspondences between medieval and New
World magical traditions and those of the more distant past. Even the

closing words of the rite from the papyri , this rite has been tested,would not
be out of place in a medieval grimoire, see for examples Albertus Magnus's

Book oJ Secrets and others.

t7'ecate and tbe Doctyfs in tbe Papyri

In pcrra Lxx. +-25 is a ritual plainly drawing on a background of Mystery

cult practice. The ritual has been the subject of a p^per by the editor Hans

Dieter Betz, his analysis of the rite places it in the late 3'd or early 4'l' cen-

turyAD, and he sees in it elements of a catabasis ritual from the Mystery

cults. This initiation involved both Hecate and the Idaean Dactyls, as at

Samothrace. As appropriate for a catabasis ritual, the rite involved a de-

scent into a cave. This of course is comparable to that of Tropl-ronios, of
necromantic oracles and even the grotto of Mithras &c.

The ritual in the Papyri however is a charm against fear of punishment

in the Underworld. This alone alerts us to its eschatological background.

There are many interesting details in the ritual, not least two authentic

protective rnagical gestures from the period. Two brief formulae precede

the rite (rcrnr LXIX. r-3 e pcM LXX. r-4) wherein similar Protectivefor'
mulae are contained. The frrst advocates saying pHNouNEnEE twice, thenl

give me your strength, 16 ABRASAX, give me vour strengtb, for I am rsxA's'
Rx, the entire formula is to be repeated seven times, whiie holding your

thumbs. The second, which may be fragmentary, introduces itself as a

charm for favour or protection by undoing a hostile spell, further describ-

ing itself as a phylactery and a charm for victory. While similar in purpose

the words recited differ from the above: aa svprOKoM BASYrvr, protect me.

The ritual in question then follows, and in the introduction the ritualist
is insrructed to identify themselves with Ereshkigal (in this period seen

as identical witl-r Hecate, as becornes apparent) who is the oneholdingher

thumbs, referringto the same gesture used above. The magician or initiate
uses rhis formula when confronted in the underworld by a chthonic spirit.
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If 'he' (the spirit) approaches after the performance of the above formula
and gesture, then the magician performs another magical gesture, taking
hold of their right heel. An additional formula follows, being a recital of
Hecate's symbols: virgin, bitch, serpenr, wrearh, key, herald's wand, golden
sandal. These are plainly symbols from a Mystery rite, and recur through-
out the Papyri.

The part of principal interest to Betz, and very relevant ro us, involves
a further recitation. This includes a variant of the Ephesian letters and a

declaration that the ritualist has been initiated, has descended into the
underground chamber of the Dactyls and seen the sacred things (the sym-
bols of Hecate aforementioned). The location envisaged for this adven-
ture is a crossroads, which while it may also represent an earthly place, is
nevertheless synonymous with that in the geography of Hades. The in-
structions that follow are speci6c, having performed this, turn around and
fee (that is, do not look back as you depart). The conrexr has changed and
similarly the gender of a potentially dangerous spirit changes. It is in such
places, the text avows, that she appears and it is clear that she is Hecate.

There follows a' additional and presumably related applicatio n; rccir-
ing this formula late at nighr, concerning whatever you wish, the rite will
cause it to be shown you in dream. A more serious application then fol-
lows; recite it while scattering sesame seeds should an underworld en-
tity lead you away for death and it will preserve you. This occasion could
equally be when visiting the underworld as a'shamani or in the post mor-
tem state as an initiate possessing special knowledge.

These formula ail regard manipulation of the underworld, even though
the applications apparently differ. A further ritual then follows, and again
Hecate theology is clearly discernible; shape a cake from best qualitybran,
sandalwood and the sharpest vinegar, write the name of your intended
victim on it. While doing this the operator looks into a magical light while
saying the name of Hecate (likely this indicates the recitation of the ap,
propriate formula: pHoRBA pHoRBA eRrrao AzzrEByA), adding a requesr

to deprive the target of sleep. Although such instruction is missing, it is

clear enough that the intention is that the cake forms a ritual deposit at
a crossroads. Its resemblance ro a cake for Cerberus, as well as the gen-
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eral conrext of the material collated, makes this a clear inference, Further

protective formulae follow one of which involves speaking through two

knives, reminiscent of the magical use of swords in Balkan rituals with a

similar Mystery cult background.

This collection of protective formulae is extremely interesting and un-

derlines various facts. The esrpl KATASKET formula is, as we would ex-

pect, attributed to the Dactyls; unusually the author also refers to it as

the Orphic formula. This, in my opinion, does not and cannot imply that

this is an invocation of Orpheus; an interpretation made by Georg Luck

in Arcana Mundi. Rather it simply conforms to the ancient idea that the

rites of the Dactyls came under the tutelage of Orpheus, or as we might

say, the Orphic movement.

On a pracrical level, it is plain that both this formula and the recital of
the symbols of Hecate - from an authentic initiation ritual - are herc

magical devices for protection in a variety of underworld contexts. So too,

the leaving of the site without looking back conforms to both the myth of
Orpheus, and the magical preparations made by Jason for obtaining the

Golden Fleece. Plainly, these are authentic and widely known gestures and

practices, worthy of our attention in the modern context.

The symbols previously listed occur in a variety of contexts in the papy'

ri, of which one is particularly interesting (ncvr vn,756-9a). Throughout

these fascinating texts a female and lunar form appears, balancing the

male solar-pantheistic deity (Abraxas, Helios Aion &..). In this Particu-
lar rite appears a list of 4 sounds and z8 symbols. Their number im-

plies multiples of the seven vowels of the Greek alphabet and of the seven

planets corresponding. Of the z8 symbols 2I are animals, the last seven

reproduce the symbols above mentioned. The terms of the incantation

reveals that the deity addressed is essentially lunar-pantheistic, only IAO
who made her is higher in nature; she is mistress of the whole world.The
z8 symbols are effectively correspondences of the Lunar Mansions, which

I have taken the liberty of attributing to the conventional Mansions of
the grimoire tradition, with some additions. As the last seven symbols

differ from the remainder insofar as they are not animal symbols, I have

also collated animal symbols from other related rites of the Papyri to sup-
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plement them. The attribution is a convention facilitating work with the
individual mansions. The reader need have no fear that I have made errors
in this attribution. Lunar animals are essentially interchangeable, there is

no correct order; four groups of seven such animals would do equally well,
following the precedent of other lunar rites.

The association of the Mansions with Arab astrology is a misnomer;
the Arabs arehere,as elsewhere, the heirs of the Hellenistic synthesis. The
question remains, from where did the Greeks obtain themi Earlier schol-

arship has shown that they are nor Chaldean in origin. The most likely
source appears to be India, which had a lunar astrology from the period of
theWdas. From there they were adapted to Hellenistic astrology and thus

to the modern Western schema. topical astrology with its zero Aries
point is not the only system for working with the Mansions, bur for the

purposes of this synthesis, it is the most straightforward; it dovetails with
the grimoires and with modern astrolo gy in acoherent fashion. I therefore

make no apologies for not working from the Indian sidereal sysrem, which
while valid in its sphere lacks the syncretic qualities I consider desirable.

Astrological Magick ond tbe Gods

Ninib

Marduk

Nergal

Shamash

Ishtar

Nabu

Sin

OLYMPIC

Kronos

Zeus

Ares

Helios

Aphrodite

Hermes

Selene

ROMAN

Saturn

Jupiter

Mars

Sol

Venus

Mercury

Luna
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GOETIC SUBTEXT

Dionysus-Kthonios

Dis-Pater

Persephone



Ltmar Corrcs1tondcnccs intcgrtttirtg clcmcnts ttf'tl:c M,rpic,r/ Ptpyri, I'ruc Orirtroirt tttl
Quintbond,r

Lunar Mansion Cusps

(Critical Degrees)

o Aries

rz Aries

z5 Aries

B Taurus

zi Taurus

4 Gemini

Iz Gemini

o Cancer

n Cancer

z5 Cancer

B Leo

zt Leo

Animals e, Symbols Jrom
tbe Papyri

Ox

Vulture

Bull

Scarab

Falcon

Crab

Dog

Wolf

Serpent

Horse

She-goat

Asp (or Royal Uraeus)

Spirits oJ Tbe True

Grirnoire

Lucifer

Saranachia

Agliarept

Tarchimache

Fleruty

Belzebuth

Sargatanas

Nebiros

Astaroth

Scirlin

Claunech

Musisin

Qui mb an da c orre sp o nd en c e s oJ

Ve rum Spirits

Exu Lucifer

Exu Marabo

Exu Mangueira

Exu Tranca-Ruas

Exu Tiriri

Exu Mor

Exu Veludo

Exu Dos Rios

Exu Rei De Sete

Encruzilhadas

Exu Calunga

Exu da Pedra Negra

Exu da Capa Preta



4 virgo Young Horned Goat Bechaud Exu dos Venros

t7 Ytrgo He-goar Frimost Exu Quebra-Galho

o Libra cynocephalus Baboon Klepoth Exu Pomba Gira' Pomba

Gira Rainha da Praia.

nLibra Cat Khil Exu Sete Cachoeiras

z5Libra Lion Mersilde Exu das Sete Cruzes

B Scorpio Leopard Clistherr Exu Tronqueira

zr Scorpio Fieldmouse Sirchade Exu das Sete Poeiras

4 Sagittarius Deer Hiepacr Exu das Matas

r7 Sagittarius Polymorph (Dragoness) Humors Exu das Sete Pedras

o Capricorn Virgin (Ma.e) Segal Exu Gira-Mundo

tz Capricorn Torch (Bitch) Frucissiere Exu dos Cemirerios

z5 capricorn Lighrning (She wolf) culand Exu Morcego

8 Aquarius Garland (Cow) Surgat Exu das Sete Portas

zi Aquarius Caduceus (Camel) Morail Exu da Sombra

4 Pisces Chiid (Doue) Frutimier Exu tanca-Tudo

r7 Pisces Key (Sphynx) Huictigaras Exu Maraba



IMPLICATIONS FOR

MODERN PRACTICE

Solar Magic

HE NATURE oF THE HERo according to the barbarian interpretation

is plainly dual, embracing both the (Jnderworld and the Sun. To use

Greek terms the nature of the hero is helio-chthonic. The aptness of
this identification for our purposes is refected in the fact that the Abraxas

of the Magical Papyri combines Helios and Typhon; the same texts also

frequently name them individually. This has several implications concern-

ing modern magick, as well as liturgical adaptations of The True Grimoire.

The ritual of The True Grimoire includes the performance of prayers for

success at stated times. These times suggest analogies with rites in mod-

ern magical systems; these include both Abramelin and Liber Samekb,

which relate to the attainment of Knowledge and Conversation of the

Holy Guardian Angel. The Holy Guardian Angel is referred to Tiferet in

modern generic Qabalah, which in turn is related to the Sun. In addition,

and of particular interest in relation to Samekb in this context, are the four

daily adorarions of the Sun collected in Liber Resh vel Helios, intended

for the daily use of the Thelemic magician, but equally of use to modern

practitioners of Graco-Egyptian magic:

Wrtun

Dawn

3 hours after

Noon

Sunset

on retiring

Re$ t,el Helios

Dawn

AL,ramelin

Dawn

Snmekb

Dawn

Noon

Sunset

Midnight

Noon

Evening

Noon

Sunset

Midnight



IMPI,ICA'TIONS FOR MODERN PRACTICE

Very similar timings occur in the Magical Papyri in the context of vision-
ary magic with a lamp (see rorur xrv r53): you recite the spells of praising Ra
qt dawn in his rising and you bring tbe lamp when ligbted opposite the sun and

recite to it the spells as below four times.The visionary experience then takes

place at midday; see also pDM xrv zg5-3o8 and 475-48o and passim.

PuriJtcation Rites

A major part of Orphic ritual, and of the Orphi c life, involved purifica-
tions; the purpose of these was principally, even wholly eschatological.

That is, these were preparations for death. As seen in the accounts of the

divine men Empedocles, Pythagoras and others, such rituals not only as-

sured the initiate of an agreeable afterlife, but were part of a process of
self deification which - or so we must assume on the basis of available

evidence - was to culminate in the post mortem state. As related in Book
Four, the religious rituals of the Greeks routinely used purifications with
water, comparable to modern magical procedures. The Balkan rites dis-

cussed there likely reproduce those of a Thracian mystery cult similar to
those of Orphic societies.

My own goetic work employs adaptations of Thelemic ritual known
as Pyramidos, particularly its opening and closing. An important aspect

of this ritual is that it can be broken down into sub-rituals, which are

indeed rituals in their own right. In this respect, among others, the rite
is deeply instructive. Comparing it to the Orphic idea delineated above,

we become aware that purification rites are not mere preparations for the
'big stuff';they are essential processes worth pursuing alone. While the

principal reason for this is their eschatological significance, the same proc-
ess has more day-to-day implications. This capacity is present in Hoodoo

and other New World traditions, but temporarily lost sight of in Western
magic. They are powerfully prote ctive, and can be employed to rid oneself

of malign infuences and so forth, often without any other procedures be-

ing necessary. Such influences, in antique magic and many still extant are

primarily associated with the dead, whether encountered accidentally or
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deliberately deployed. This underlines the reciprocal relationship of es-

chatological concerns in all forms of magic.

SelJ'-defication - tlte Magician as Hero

There are r.r.any strands to what I perceive as the importance of reinstat-
ing the hero as a spirirual entity in Western magic. One of these is realign-

ing the current with its analogues in other cultures thar possess living
magical traditions that acknowledge the dead. Recognising the evolved

dead as important and venerable spiritual entities demands such a place.

So too, though after another manner, the lesser ranks of the dead require

our consideration, When we assess the roots of goetia, which are the roors

of modern magic in the West, their current neglect is an absurdity. Fallen

angels simply cannot compare with the dead as a natural focus of atten-

tion; they represent nothing like as great a part of our evolution and life
experience. It is apparent that the roots of the tradition, reaching into the

present if it were but acknowledged, do indeed make this emphasis; our
response should be perfect|y clear.

The hero in particular has several natural roles to play,beyond mere lip
service to tradition, which the prominence of said angels principally relies

on. In fact, heroes are not merely artefacts of ancient Greek or Thracian
culture. While their presence may be unsuspected or unidentified, heroes

are nevertheless still present at the centre of grimoire rnagic. This is, to
be clear, the magical hero or hero as magician. Grimoire magic is associ-

ated with the names of several such heroes, with whom, consciously or
not, magicians identify themselves. Three such heroes are strongly associ-

ated with grimoire magic, namely Solomon, Moses and Enoch. These are,

rnythically speaking, the authors of magical rexrs, who first uttered the
incantations and wielded the instruments that these texts prescribe. In
effect, the magician is acting with their authority. We are, as ir were, srep-

ping into their shoes; in short, identifying with them. Such an illustrious
predecessor and role model is, simply put, a magical hero.
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An exampre that parricular,, *",,,;":;;;,,'r"",,r.ation or the
magician with a rnagical hero occurs in the Grand Grimoire.This text con-
tains a scripted dialogue with a spirit, which the magician is to replicate
when conjuring. The name of the spirit appears beside the words they will
speak, the name of Solomon beside those the magician speaks:

Lucifuge Rofocale; I am here, wbat do you want of me? Why do you

di{turb my repose? Smite me no more with that terrible wand.

Solomon: Had{t thou appeared when I Jtr{t called tbee. I should bave not

smitten tbee. Know that if thou do{t not accede to my reque{t, I am deter-

mined to torment tbee forever.

And so on.

Without in the least recommending this procedure, clearly the magician
is rirually following in the footsteps of Solomon. While implicit rather
than explicit, nothing could be plainer than that the magician is identify-
ing with a hero, the ultimate role model, and that the magic is empowered
by so doing. Nor do we have to look very far for examples where this
same identification is completely explicit. The ritual of the Headless One,
from which derives Crowley's Liber Samekh, is one way or orher among

the most famous rituals in modern occultism. This rite, which originates

in the Magical Papyri, involves the magician identifying explicitly with
another hero magician of the grimoire tradition:

Tbee I inuoke, the Headle ss One,

Thee that did{t create the eartb and tbe beavens...

Tbou art Asar un NeJ'er whom no man hath seen at any time

Tbou art labas Thou art Iapos...

I am Moses your prophet unto whom Tbou did{t comnit thy

my{teries celebrated by Israel.
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Aleister Crowley advised the magician to replace the name Moses with
their Adeptus Minor motto, and Israel with his or her'magical race',

However, in the original context of the ritual the point still stands. In fact,

in terms equally appropriate to that context, Crowley! advice essentially

means the magician may adapt it only when his or her own self-deification

process reaches a suitable point. That is, when they have become - or are

becoming - a magical hero in their own right.

Remaining with Crowley for a moment, he was of course the recipient

of an inspired or channelled magical text. Adorations from an Egyptian

stele, translated in versified form, are an important part of this text;

they and the stele form a concise statement of its cosmogony. Both are

in widespread use among Thelemites and other magicians. Some of the

passages of these adorations are equally explicit concerning the role of a

magical hero; in this case, an Egyptianpriest named Ankh-af-na-khonsu.

Whoever makes these adorations identifies himself or herself with this

priest and claims his authority:

I am the Lord of Thebes, and I
The intpired forth-{peal<er of Mentu;

For me unueils the veiled sl<y,

Th e s elf- slain Ankh - af- n a -kh on su

Wose words are trutb.I inuoke,I greet

Thy presence, O Ra-Hoor-Khuit!

Unity uttermo{t showed!

I adore the might of Thy breath,

Supreme and terrible God,

Who make{t the gods and death

To tremble before Thee -
I,I adore thee!



Appear on the tbrone of Ra!

Open the ways of tbe Kbu!
Lighten the ways of the Ka!
The ways of the Khabs run through

To {tir me or {till me!

Aum! Iet it JIII me!

The ligbt is mine; its rays consume

Me: I baue made a secret door

Into the House of Ra and Tum,

Of Khephra and of Ahathoor.

I am thy Theban, O Mentu,
Th e proph et Ankh - af - n a -kh on s u!

By Bes-na-Maut my brea{t I beat;

By wise Ta-Nech I weave my {pell.

Show thy {tar-$lendour, O I'luit!
Bid me within thine House to dwell,

O winged snake of ligbt, Hadit!
Abide with me, Ra-Hoor-Kbuit!

As can be seen, adorants identify themselves with the prophet in the first
and fourth verses; in the opening lines of the Iifth verse, they name rhe

parents of the prophet as if they were their own. There is no rubric advis-

ing the adorant to insert his or her own name or those of their own parents

in this rite. It is a straightforward mafter of identifrcation with a magical

hero, in which the names of the parents form additional reinforcement;

such reinforcement incidentally forms a frequent part of many rituals of
the Papyri. These examples are sufficient to establish that heroes remain a

presence in the magic of the grimoires and elsewhere. This should not be

surprising, although the practical implications may require some assimi-

lation. For, when properly understood, the goetic path not only involves

calling upon and identifyi"gwith heroes, bur ulrimately becoming one.
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\/OLCANIC CONJURATIONS

There (lrc many otber mountains all over the earth tbat are on fre, and yet

we should never be done with it tf ve dssigned to them all giants and gods

like Hepbce{tus.

Lfe of Apollonius of Tyana

f r.r lNrnoDUCrNG THIS cuRlous cHAITER, an obscure passage of The

I Fourtb Book of Occuk Pbilosophy contained in A Discourse of the Nqture

I of Spirits, by Geo. Pictorius Villinganus, deserves our close attention.

Interestingly enough the Discourse is framed as a dialogue between the

Dioscuri, Castor and Polluxr

Ariftotle $eaking of miracles, mentioned a certain mountain in

Norway, named Hechelberg, environed about with the Sea, that con-

tinually sent forth such lamentable voices, like the yelling & howling

of infernal devils, insomuch that the noise & clamour of their terrible

roaring might be heard almoft a mile; and the flocking together of great

Ravens and Vultures near it, did prohibit any access thereunto. And he

reporteth that in Lyppora near about the Aeolian islands, there was a

certain Hill from whence in the night there was heard Cymbals, and

sounds of tinkling inftruments of brass, with certain secret & hidden

screechings, laughings and roarings of Spirits. But even now, Ca$tor,

thou diddt make mention of ZazeIus, whom also thou didft assert to

have been called Eurynomus by Pausania; I desire thee to shew me

somerhing more largely concerning this Spirit.

The mountain is of course Iceland's most famous landmark, the voicano,

Mount Hecla. It is referred to as Norwegian as Iceland was formerly a

Norwegian possession, where a tolerant attitude was extended to pagan

beliefs from the tenth century. The mention of cymbals and other instru-
ments is reminiscent of the Corybantes, which while apparently a fanciful

resemblance will become less so as this chapter proceeds.
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)NJUTTAT'rONS

Having thus far introduced the subject of spirits associared with volca-
noes in the grimoires, it is time to take the matter further. The following
material is drawn from the grimoire materials included in the augmented
1665 edirion(s) of Reginald Scot's Discouerie of witchcrofi. At with the
material from Cellini's aurobiography, the relevanr marerial is quoted in
full; my commenrs are interspersed for the purposes of highlighting rel-
evant themes:

AJorm o_f conjuringLuridan tbe F(lmiliar,

otherw ise called Belelab

Luridan is a Familiar Domestick Spirir of che Norrh, who is now be-
come a servanr ro Balkin, Lord and King of the Northern Mounrains,
he calls himself rhe A$tral Genius of Pomonia, an island among rhe

orcades beyond Scorland. Bur he is not parricularly resident rhere; for
in the dayes of Solomon and David, he was inJerusalem, or Salem, be-

ing then under rhe name of Belilah; after rhar he came over withJulius
Caesar, and remained some hundreds of years in Cambria, or Wales,
inftru&ing their Propherical Poecs in Brirish Rhimes, being rhen sur'
named Urthin-Wadd Elgin, from whence he betook himself unto this
island, Anno r5oo and conrinued rhere for 5o years, after which he
resigned his Dominion to Balkin, and harh continued ever since an

attendant to this Prince.

A notable feature of the passage quoted above is the manner in which it
derives a mythological context for tl're spirits concerned, based. on local

- that is British - traditions. They are seen as residents in the country de-

spite their former'Solomonic' residence in the Middle East. The connec-
tion with the Romans is also interesting, suggesting some antiquity - real
or imagined - for the traditions with which the imported lore has been

merged. What is most noreworrhy of all is the connection with Welsh
Bardic lore, this is important given the connecrion of poetry and magic
in both Greek and Celtic cultures. As can readily be seen none of this is a
fanciful elaboration of the text, being clearly stated within it.
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He is a Spirit of the Air in the order of Glauron, and is said to pro-

cre^te as mortals do; He is often sent by his MaSter upon errands to

Lapland, Finland, and Strik-6nia; as also to the moft Northern parts

of Russia, bordering on the Northern frozen Ocean: his office (b.lt-tg

called by Magicians) is to demolish Strong holds of Enemies, deftroy-

ing every night what they build the day before; to extinguish fires, and

make their Gunshot that it hath no power to be enkindled; for his

nature is to be at enmity with fire: and under his Mafter with many

Legions he wageth continual warrs with the fiery Spirits that inhabit

the Mountain Hecla in Ise-land, where they endeavour to extinguish

these 6ery flames, and the inhabiting Spirits defend the flames from

his Master and his Legions.

The mention of Mount Hecla in the Fourth Book is undoubtedly the in-

spiration behind this passage; the legends themselves are genuine and ob-

viously served the need of the author to semi-localise his spirits. Olaus

Magnus wrote extensively about magic in Sweden and Norway in ry55

and in consequence the North gained a major reputation as the strong-

hold of magic in Europe. The magical elements of Scandinavian culture

were certainly known in the British Isles; and this magical text itself is

said to have been composed by a Norwegian magician named Vaganustus.

There is also a persistent tradition that Norwegian magicians were resi-

dent in England in the reign of Elizabeth I.

In this conte$t they do often totally extirpate and deftroy one another,

killing and crushing when they meet in mighty and violent Troops in

the Air upon the Sea; and at such cime many of the 6ery fpirits are de-

ftroyed, when the Enemy hath brought them offthe Mountain to 6ght

Lrpon the water; on the contrary,when the battle is on the Mountain it'
sel[, the Spirits of the Air are often wor$ted, and then great mournings

and doleful noises are heard both in Iseland and Russia, and Norway
for many days after.



)NJURATIONS

Bur to i-.roceed to the form of conjuring this aforesaid Spirit, rhe

Maqicia' 
'rudt 

draw a Circle in a Moonshine night in some solitary
Va11e1'; rhe Circle muft be 16 foor over, and another Circle a foot dis-
tance ri'irl-rin rhe same, being both drawn with chalk, and the Exorci$t
being sirded about with two Snakes skins ryed rogether, and having
many Snakes skins tyed to his cap, and hanging down before and be-

hinde, rnudt also with Chalk draw the form of afrery Mountain ar one

side of the Circle on this manner;

The astonishing costume of the magician deserves our artention; it is

matched by similar descriptions elsewhere in the Discouerie. There is

certainly something more than a little shamanic about these garmenrs;
the inspiration of this description cannor but have originated with
Scandinavian shamans.

And round about the Mounrain these following names muft be wrore,
Glauron, Oporok, Balkin, Oporok, Urrhin, Opotok, Swaknar, Nalah,
Opotok, * * *. After the Mountain is drawn, he muft consecrate rhe

same in these following words, Ofron, Anepheraron, Baron Bararhron,
Nah halge tour hecla,In the name of rhe Father, Son and Holy Ghoft,
Amen. * * *. After the Magician hath consecrared the Mountain, he

muft write berwixt rhe circles these following words; Urthin * Malc
hii x * Kiddal Katrron * Agla * Glaura * Eashamo * Phowah *
Elohim * Immanuel * Amen. [a rriangle and cross follow, three times
repeated alternately]. Which done, he mudt begin to Invocate rhe

Spirit on this following manner.
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O ye Powers of the Ea{t, Athanaton; of the We{L Orgon; of tbe Soutb,

Boralim; oJ the I'Jorth, Glauron; I charge and command you by the dread-

ful I'James here mentionecl, and tlte Consecration of this terrible Mountain,

to present your selves one oJ every sort before tbis Circle by tbe power of
Immanuel, and his holy l,{arne. After this batb witb fervency been tbrice

repeated, the Exorci{t will hear great noises of Swords and fghting Horses

neighing and Trumpets sounding and at la{t tbere will appear four little
Dwarfs or Pigmies naked before tbe Circle, their $eech will be antient lrish;

wbicb afterwards being confned to a Triangle, they will interpret; the sub-

{tance thereof will be-from wbere tbey came ld{t, and what wonderful things

rhey can do; Then the Magician mu31 ask tbem, f they know one Luridan

a Jamiliar; they will answer Hamah ni trulloh Balk"in, he is Secretary or

seruant unto Bdlkin, and aJter the Exorci{t hath cbarged them to bring tbe

said Luridan unto him, they will immediately bringhim like a little Dwarf
witb a crook"ed nose, and present him before the Magician in the triangle;

then tbe Magician shall bind and tye him witb tbe bond of obligation, and

with bis own blood, without any contrafi o-f conrlitions to be performed,

that he will attend bim con{tantly at bis thrice repeating Luridan, Luridan,

Luridan, And be ever ready to go whether be will, to the Turks, or to the

uttermo{t parts of the Earth, which he can do in an ltour, and de{lroy all

their Magazines.

The mention of dwarves speaking the Irish language is another instance of
the interweaving of folkloric and Solomonic themes. Fairy-lore themes are

particularly prevalent in many English grimoires; this feature resembles in

a curious way aspects of European Jewish demonology in Germany and

elsewhere on the continent. Plainly the author is aware of the antiquity
and pre-Christian nature of the type of spirits involved, although hnppy

enough apparently to adapt Christian magic to their employment.

After the Magician hath so bound him, he shall receive from the Spirit
a scrole written in this manner:

h rundl *s-2fD dyd€rb.*a



Which is the Indenture to serve him for ayear and a day; and then rhe

Magician shall dismiss him for that time in the form of a dismission.

The use of the term indenture is worthy of note. Unlike the term pact, it
bears no necessary implication of a rcciprocal arrangement; however, as

will be plain from the text below, these spirits also required to be pleased.

This is the end of the ritual as given in Scot, but an additional note follows
in Chapter IV of the next book, the spelling, capitalisation and italicised

sections are as in the originalr

... we will leave the waters and insi{t a little on the nature of Igneous

or Fiery Spirits that inhabit the Mountains in Hecla, Aetna, Propo

Champ, and Poconzi; Where the Courts, and Cadtles, of these puis-

sant Champions are kept. The opinion of some is, That they are not

A{tral, but Infernal Spirits, and Damned Souls, thatfor a term of years are

confned to these burning Mountains for their Iniquities: Which opinion

although it be granted,yet we may assert, That for the mo$t part the

apparitions, sounds, noises, clangours, and clamours, that are heard

about the Mounrain Hecla tn Iseland and other places, are the effe&s of
separated Starry beings, who are neither capable of good or evill, but
are of a middle vegetative nature, and at the dissolution of rhe Medid

I'{atura shall be again reduced into their primary Aether.

Aside from its insight into the minds of theologians and others of the

period, there is a greater significance to this passage. This is its plain and

direct connection of lore associated with Hecla, as in Scot, and Etna,

associated with Hephastus or Vulcan in the mythic background of the

present book.

Nor is the association of pagan entities and these spirits out of place,

as may plainly be seen in a passage preceding the above by a page or two:

I ...the Terreftrial Spirits... are of several degrees according to the

places which they occupy, as Woods, Mounrains, Caves, Fens, Mines,

Ruins, Desolate places, and Antient Buildings, calld by the Antient
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heathens after various names, as I'trymphs, Satyrs, Lamiae, Dryades,
Sylvanes, Cobali &c. And more particularly the Faeries, who do prin-
cipally inhabit rhe Mounrains, and Caverns of the Earth, whose na-
ture is to make ftrange Apparitions on the Earth in Meadows, or on
Mountains being like Men, and Women, Soldiers, Kings, and Ladyes

Children, and Horsemen cloarhed in green...

9. Certainly the Lares and Penater, or household Gods of the antient
Heathens were no other than such like Spirits who for several years

would keep their residence in one house dll upon some di$leasure
ofl^ered, or ollenses done by any of the sayd Family, they deparred and
were never afterwards heard of. There are plenry of such examples
to be found in olaus Magnus, and Hettor Boetbius in his Hiltory of
Scotland, relating wonderful passages of Robin-goodfellows, and such as

have been familiar amongft mankind.

As if to make his meaning plainer to us, his latter day rcaders, he im-
mediately follows this passage with the assertion that Luridan was a fa-
miliar spirit of this kind, and that Balkin, who as he remarks resembled
a Satyr, was no more nor less than a Lord and father of the Northern
Faeries around Caithness and its islands. He asserts also that the spirits
associated with the phenomena of Mount Hecla were of the same kind.
If one thing emerges from all this it is the fact following. When the gri-
moires were being composed magicians already appreciated that the so

called evil spirits of the theologians were to be identified wirh the faeries

of the common folk and many entities of antique pagan lore.Indeed, while
the magicians and their clients cannot be called pagans as such - save in
isolated places like Iceland, and in the Baltic - the familiar spirits were

nonetheless remnants of the household gods of the pagans, and persisted
far longer than the major gods of rhe old pantheons.

Another conjuration from the same source, also making use of the image

of a volcano, follows next.
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How to conjure the Spirit Balkin the Master of Luridan

As in the former Chaptea the Exorcift is in$tru&ed ro draw the form
of the Mountain Hecla within the circle, so in this form of Conjuration
he mu$t do rhe same, adding these names to be written around the
Mountain; Rahuniel, Seraphiel, Hyniel, Rayel, Fraciel, These are the
names of Olympick Angels, governing the Norrh, and ruling over
every airy Spirit that belongs unro the Norrhern Climare; so that rhe

authority of these names muSt be used in the calling up of this Spirit,
because he is a greet Lord, and very lofty, neither will he appear with-
out ftrong and powerful Invocations.

The angels named closely resemble those from the Heptameron; t\ley
equate with Angek of the ffth heaven ruling on Tuesday, being those which
are called from the North: Rahumel, Hyniel, Rayel, Seraphiel, Mathiel
and Fraciel. This supports the derivation of the Hecla theme from the
Fourth Book., in which the Heptameron was first translared into English.

Therefore the Magician muft make upon Virgin Parchement the two
Seals of the Earth, and provide himself a Girdle made of a Bears skin
with a rough side next his body, and these names wrore abour it in the
outerside, * Alpha * Coronzon, Yah, Taniah, Adonay * Soncas *
Damael * Angeli fortes * pur pur * Elibra, Elohim * Omega * per
flammam ignis * per vitam Coronzon * Amen. *.
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This passage is rich in interesting and important details. Firstly, the Seals

of the Earth illustrated in the older part of Discouerie; these serve essen-

tially the same protective role in rites of evocation as some of the pentacles

in the better known Key of Solomon,These seals and - even more so - the

two other talismans from Scot's compendium reproduced below, appear

to be older and more primitive than the latter pentacles of Solomon, al.-

though not so much as the figures illustrating the oldest Greek text of the

Kry.

Next there is the description of the magical belt, which influenced the

compiler of the Goetia of Solomon along with the names of spirits trans-

lated from Weir which were first widely published in English in Scot's

text. On the belt and in the rite appears the name Coronzon, often as-

sumed mistakenly to have originated in the Enochian system of Doctor
Dee. Here however there is no trace of influence running from Dee to the

grimoire, and by far the more likely implication is that the influence runs

the other way.

Who fo bcarch thir
6gn rbo.rt himrlc hrm

fuer no for but.ttar
Gou.

Wbo fo bczrah rhb firn
rbouthi,n, atl spinll
fnrll do f,iss homagc.



Dee's diary was published in :659 by Meric Casaubon, whereas this ma-
terial was added to the Discouerie in the augmenred edition of 1665 but
contains older material. This includes elements of the Heptameron, frrst
published in English ten years previously. The Seals of the Earth however
appear to be a part of the original text of l)ls couerie as it appeared in ry94,
This places it prior to Casaubons publication by over a cenrury. Indeed
April r58+ is the same year tha;' Coronzon appears in Dee's diary; and in
order for Scot to publish the Seals of the Earth that year they must have

pre-dated both his publication and Dee's diary enfty.

Examination of the Dee material shows that Coronzon is not an in-
tegral part of the Enochian system. His name is not derived from any

Enochian tabLet, it occurs in a passage of Dee's diary, and despite being

mentioned by the Angel Gabriel this likely refects Dee and Kelly's ac-

quaintance with this grimoire or others reLated to it. Coronzon may even

derive from corrupt spellings of Kronos in sources such as the Picatrix, or
perhaps aByzantine proto-Key.In any case, in the conrexr of this grimoire
Coronzon is a name invoked to protect the operator, there is nothing in-
herently devilish about it.

In addition, the name Soncas which appears on the bear's skin girdle
is also derived from the Heptameron angels of Tuesday, this time from
among the western angels. Resuming our rext where we left it:

Also he mu$t provide a black Prieftly Robe to reach to his ankles, and
a new Sword with Agla on one side, and On upon the other; having
likewise been very continent and chaft for three days before rhe execu-

tion of his design: and when the appointed night approacheth, he mu$t
take with him an earthen pan with 6re therein, and a little Viol with
some of his own blood, as also some of the Gum or Rozin that comes

from the Firr-tree.

The inscription of the sword matches the description in the Heptameron.
The use of fir resin as incense is a pleasing touch, and again shows the
adaptation of the Solomonic materials to local conditions.
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And coming from the appointed place in some solitary YaIIey, the cir-
cle muft be drawn with chalk, as rhe former, one circle wirhin another,
and these powerful names in the circumference, Otheos on Pathon *
Breschit, Hashamaim, WaharetzWahayah * Tohu * va Bohu [p"r-
tagram] * * * [pentagram] magnus es tu ben Elohim qui super alas

ventorum equitaris *,

The first part of the inscription of the Circle is manifestly derived from
the Hebrew text of the 6rst verse of Genesis: In the Beginning God created

the Heavens anrl the Earth.

This Circumscription is accounted among$t Magicians of all the moSt

powerful and prevalent.

After this Circle, Mountain, Fire, Turpentine, Girdle, Garmenrs,
Sword and Blood muft be consecrated according to the foregoing
forms of Consecration, adding also this to the end of the consecration.

Migbty art thou O Adonay, Elohim, Ya, Ya Aie, Aie, Acimoy, who bath

created the light of the day, and the dark"ness of the night, unto whom every

knee bows in Heaven and on Earth, wbo bd{t created the Tohu and the

Bohu, that is llupor and numbness in a tbing to be admired, and mighty

are thy magntfcent Angels Damael and Guael wbose influence can make

the winds to bow, and every airy Spirit {toop; let thy right hand santtife
these consecrated utensils, exterminating every noxious thing from their

bodies, and the circumJerence of tbis Circle. Amen. Calerna, Shalom,

Sbalom, Agla on Sassur, Tafrac, Angeli fortes. In I,{omine Patris, Filii, U
Spiritus San&i. Amen, Amen, Amen.

As before the Angels mentioned appear identical with those of the
Heptameron; Dameal and Guael, Angels of the fifth heaven ruling on
Tuesday, who are among those called from the East.

After that, he shall sweep the circle with a Foxes tayl, and $rinkle the
same round with his blood, dipping also the Sword, or anointing ir
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with the same, and brandishing the same in his right hand, he shall

begin to conjure the Spirit on this following manner.

I Exorcise and Conjure thee tbou great and powerful Balkin, Lord of

Glauron, Lord of Luridan, and of ffteen hundred Legions, Lord of the

I'lortbern Mountains, and of every Bea{t that dwells thereon by the holy

and wonderful I'James of the Almighty Jehouah, Athanatos * Aionos *
Dominus sempiternus * Aletbios * Saday * Jebovah, Kedesh, EI gabor *
* Deus fortissimos * Anapheraton, Amorule, Ameron * * * Panthon *
Craton * Muridon * Jay, Jehovab, Elohim ytentasseron * * trinus et unus

* * * [pentagram) I Invocate and Command thee thou aforesaid Spirit,

by tbe ()owers of Angels and Archangels, Cherubim and Serapbim, by the

mighty price Coronzon, by the blood of Abel, by the righteousness oJ Seth,

and tbe prayers of I'Joah, by the voJces oJ Tbunder and dreadful day of

Judgement; by all these powerful and royal words above said, that without

delay or malitious intent, tbou do come before me here at the circumference

of this consecrated Circle, to answer my proposals and desires without any

manner of terrible form eitber oJ tby self, or attendants; but only obediently,

fairly, and with good intent, to present thy selJ before me, tbis Circle being

my defence, through his power who is Almigbty, and hath san{trfed the

same,In the I'trame of the Father, Son, and Holy Gho{t. Amen.

It is very interesting to note that in the course of making this conjura-

tion the magician makes the sign of a pentagram in the air. This is over

three hundred years before the Golden Dawn instituted their futual of
the Pentagram in which the same gesture appears, and in which it had

been thought to originate.

After the Magician hath thrice repeated this Conjuration,let him im-

mediately set the 6re before him, and put the Rozin thereon to fumi-

gate at the appearance of the conjured Spirits, and at the inftant of
their appearance he shall hold the Censer of 6re in his left hand, and

the Sword in his right, ftill rurning round as the Spirits do'
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For a little $ace after the Invocation is repeated, he shall hear the noise

of Thunders, and perceive before him in the Valley a mighty Storm

of Lightning and Rain; after a while the same will cease, and an in-
numerable company of Dwarfs or Pigmies will appear mounted on
Chamelions to march towards the Circle surrounding rhe same.

Next comes Balkin wirh his Attendants; he will appear like rhe god
Bacchus upon a limle Goar, and rhe rest thar follow will march after
him afoot.

Given the relations between Hephastus and Dionysus akeady discussed,

the appearance of Bacchus in the context of a volcanic conjuration is in-
triguingly apt.

As soon as they come near the Circle, they will breath our of their
mouths a mift, or fog, which will even obscure the lighr of the Moon,
and darken the Magician, that he cannor behold them nor himselft y"t
let him not be discomfited, or afraid, for thar fog will be quickly over;

and the Spirits will run round the Circle after Balkin their Lord, who
rides upon a Goat; they will continue ro surround the Circle, till the
Magician begin the form of obligation or binding rheir Leader or King
in this form, with the Sword in his right hand, the Fire and Rozin
burning before him.

Note the position of the fire, as in the conjurations in the Coliseum and

the later French grimoires. It is all the more striking that the volcano im-
age occupies essentially the same position as the brazier in the Grand

Grimoire and Grimorium Wrum,It is tempting ro see in the burning resin

a vivification of the volcano image; as if it were simulating the fumes of
the 6ery mountain. Certainly, the importance of the magical fire in goeric
ritual assumes a greater symbolic importance, given the connection of the

original Goes with fire as well as mountains and volcanoes and their asso-

ciated divinities. Nor is it extending this too far to indicate the connecrion

of the sword with magical weapons made by the Dactyls and other work-
ers with fire upon and within such mountains.

8;
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I conjure and bind thee Balkin, who art appeared before me, by tbe Father,

by tbe Son, and by the Holy Gho{t, by all the holy Conselations I Ltave

made, by the powerful llames of Heaven, and of Earth, and of Hell, that I
bave used and uttered in calling upon thee, by the Seals wbich thou here be'

bolde{t, and tbe Sword which I present [sbowl unto thee, by this sanctrfed

Girdle, and all the sancttfed and potent tbings aforesaid, That bere thou

remain peaceably, and of thy present shape before the Nortbern quarter o-f

this Circle, without injury to me in body, soul, or fortune; but on tbe con'

trary, to answer farthfully unto my demands, and not hence to remove, till

I ltave licenced tbee to depart, In the I'Jame of the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit. Amen.

When he is thus obliged, he will alight from this Goat, and cause his

Attendants to remove further into the Valley, then he will ftand Pe ce'

ably before the Circle to answer the Magician.

After this the Magician shall begin to demand into his own Posses-

sion a Familiar to build or pull down any Caftle or ftrong hold in a

night; and that this Familiar bring with him the Girdle of Conqueft, or

Vi&ory, that the Magician being girded with the same may overcome

all enemies whatsoever.

And furth er, the Spirit is able to inform him of all questions con-

cerning Thunder and Lightning, the Motions of the Heavens, the

Comets and Apparitions in the air, Pestilence and Famine, noxious

and malevolent blafts, as also of the Inhabitants of the Northern Pole,

and the wonders undiscovered throughout the whole world.

The association of spirits and magicians with the North was elaborated in

the work of Olaus Magnus akeady mentioned.

Likewise if the Exorci$t inquire concerning the habitations of Starry

Spirits, he will readtly answer him, describing their orders, food, life,

and paftime truly and exa&ly.

After the Magician hath satisfied himself with inquiries, and curious

queStions unto the Spirit, there will come from amongSt the comPany

8+
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a little Spirit of a {pan long, like a limle Ethiop, which the great King
Balkin will deliver unto the Exorcift to continue as a Familiar with him
as long as his life shall la$t. This familiar the possessor may name as ir
pleaseth him.

The three laft, who had this Spirir into possession, were three
Northern Magicians, the 6r$t Honduros a Norwegian, who called it
Philenar, and commanded it ar his pleasure with a lirtle Bell.

After him Benno his eldeft Son injoynd the same under the same

name. And Swarkzar a Polonian Prie$t was the laft who enjoyd ir un-
der the Name of Muncula; aII which names were imposed upon it,
according to the pleasure of the Mafters; and therefore the naming of
this familiar is left ro rhe discretion of the Exorci$t.

Polonia is a Latin name for Poland, again indicating Northern connec-

tions, real or imagined, for the material reproduced here.

Now when rhe Mafter hath raken rhis familiar inro his cu$tody and
service, the Spirit Balkin will desire to deparr, being wearied if the ac-

tion continue longer then an hour. Therefore the Magician mu$t be

careful ro dismiss him in rhis following form:
Because thou ha$t diligently answered my demands, and been ready

to come at my fir$t call, I do here licence thee to depart unto rhy proper

place, without injury or danger to man or Beaft; depart, I say, and be

ever ready at my call, being duly exorcised and conjured by sacred Rites

of Magick; I charge thee to withdraw wirh quiet and peace; and peace

be continued betwixt me and thee, In the Name of the Farher, Son,

and Holy Ghoft. Amen.
Then the Spirits company will begin to march about their Prince,

and in a formal Troop will march along the Valley, whilst the Magician

repeateth Pater No$ter, &c. until the Spirits be quite out of sight and

vanished.

This is a compleat form of conjuring the aforesaid Spirir, according to
the Rules of Vagano$tus the Norwegian.

8s



ARGONAUTICA IV:
HOMEWARD BOUND

f rv rHrs sEcrroN oF THE ARGoNAUrrca the heroes having left Greece

I behind them at the beginning, now depart also from Thrace and the

I Black Sea. They travel across and out of mainland Europe by river, and

the major climactic part of the adventure takes place in Libya or Africa.

This mirrors our journey, where our route re-examines the impact of an-

cient magic on European grimoires, and the relations of our magic to the

Arab world.
The Argonauts fed from Colchis with the Golden Fleece; with a huge

Colchian fleet in pursuit. The route of the Argonauts and their pursuers

involves all manner of geographical impossibilities; some of the details

may be based on old accounts of amber trade routes involving journeys

overland and upon rivers. In the Argonautica the land routes have been

omitted and the rivers and oceans have been assumed to intersect conven-

iently for a naval pursuit, which they do not. Accordingly the action moves

from the Black Sea to the Adriatic, where the next important events occur.

A horrific murder marks the next major stage of the epic, although the

details and location vary considerably from one source to another. The
oldest tradition has it that the brother of Medea, Apsyrtus, accompanied

the Argonauts and that either Medea or Jason slew him and strewed his

dismembered corpse in their wake, that Aeetes, obliged to collect them for
proper burial, would be delayed. Apollonius departs from this tradition,
rnaking Apsyrtus the leader of the Colchian fleet, who, on agreeingto par-

ley is betrayed and murdered byJason at a Temple of Artemis on a sacred

island. Neither version distracts from the main point, which is thatJason
and Mede^were rendered impure through blood guilt.



Jason, in the accounr of Apollonius: cut of the extremities of the dead man,
and thrice licl<ed up some blood and tbrice spat the pollution from his teeth, ds

it is rightfor the slayer to do, to otone for a treacherous murder.

They then buried Medeas brother on rhe island, which, when some of
their Colchian pursuers settled rhere, was called Apsorus in his mernory.
Despite the apparent rightness of the hideous ritual of expiation, Jason
and Medea's crime - a complex case of murder, fraticide and sacrilege -
was marked by the Furies for punishment. This was a serious obstacle to
their completion of the quesr's dangers and troubles awaited them until
the intervention of another seminal figure in the mythology of ancienr
magic.

Meanwhile a 6ght with the crew of Apsyrrus'ship followed the murder.
Afterwards Peleus the son of Aeacus and father of Achilles, both major
underworld 6gures, advised flight. The Argonaurs took counsel arnong
themselves and perceived that the Colchians would lose heart and be di-
vided by the loss of their prince. Accordingly they sailed on ro the mouth
of the Eridanus, a famous river commemorated in a constellation. It was

near here that the Heliades, sisters of Phathon, were rransformed into
poplars, and their amber tears were carried offby the waters of the river.
The Colchians were accustomed ro compare Apsyrtus to Phathon, the
son of Helios, and call him by this name. Medea andJason's crime has all
the appearance of a ritual slaying equated with the myrhic death of the
other.

The river Eridanus is often identified wirh the fuver Po in modern ltaly,
but Apollonius' description points to the other side of the Adriatic, the
vast complex of islands on the shores of ancient lLlyria, modern Croatia.
The Argonauts now laid low awhile on the Isle of Amber; as before their
story is interwoven with legendary accounts of journeys on the ancienr
amber trade route. Since the Neolithic era the amber trade had traversed
Europe, with amber from Jutland arriving by a combination of land and
river routes at the Adriatic for dispersal throughout the Mediterranean.
As noted in Tbe True Grimoire there is every reason to suspect that tradi-
tions concerning amber, rather than ambergris, are at7 influence on some

of the goetic texts.

8Z



Here then the Argonauts took rcfuge, awaiting the dispersal of the

Colchian feet. Their pursuers had been told not to return empty handed

and sought new homes for themselves, on the islands and in Illyria, rather

than return to face the wrath of Aeetes. This rnay point to an identifica-

tion of magical traditions associated with Colchis and the local traditions

of Illyrian tribes. A Colchian settlement is said to have been founded near

the tomb of Cadmus, the grandfather of Dionysus, who gave Aeetes the

dragon's teeth. Curiously the later Byzantine empire relocated Paulician

heretics from the region of ancient Colchis, first in Thrace and then in
Bosnia, where ancient funeral rites survived until the Middle Ages.

Symbols from the cult of the Thracian hero survived on gravestones of
this community.

When the Argonauts departed the Isle of Amber, they had difficulty
making headway due to the numerous islets ahead of them. They took
refuge at an obscure place referred to as the Hyllean coast. Here they be-

stowed on the friendly locals a sacred tripod, which if buried would pre-

serve the land from any invader. Mention is made of a king Hyllus who had

recently died, whose father had once visited the Isle of Macris, the nurse

of Dionysus, to obtain absolution for a frightful murder. The Argonauts

were unaware that they could make no further Progress on their journey

until such absolution had been made for the death of Apsyrtus.

Accordingly, the Argonauts departed and sailed far to the south. Here

Apollonius conceals his geographical knowledge; in order to preserve

the authority of the inviolable but un-geographical Odyssey. Accordingly

he has the Argonauts leave the string of Liburnian islands which the

Colchians had occupied behind them. They then continued on past

Corcyra, Melite and Cerossus and see the island of Nymphaa. This he

tells us is the horne of the goddess Calypso; she had entertained Odysseus

and her name may commemorate a connection with the Chalybes. Then

Hera, knowing what ills laid in wait if they were not absolved of their
crime, intervened with a wind that blew them all the way back to the Isle

of Amber. As they ran before the wind the beam of the oracular oak from
Dodona which Athena had built into the ship spoke out. It announced

in direful tones the anger of Zeus, and that they were doomed to wander



endlessly over rempesruous seas unril Circe purged them of their guilt. It
bade Castor and Polydeuces - who men invoked as guardians from peril
at sea - to beg rhe gods for access to the Italian Sea, where they would
6nd her.

From this point Apollonius is describing unknown rerrirory beyond
such geographical knowledge as he or perhaps any Greek possessed. He
describes how the ship forged irs way up the river Eridanus, and confront-
ed a spectacular scene. What greers them is the outfall of a huge, steaming
lake where the son of the Sun-god Helios, Phathon, had fallen blazing
from heaven. So too a nauseating stench arose from his gigantic remains,
this is strongly reminiscent of the body of Python buried at Delphi,
his very name is said ro mean rotting. While nor proven it is worthy of
note that some commentators have suggested a connection also between
Python and the awesome figure of Typhon, anorher buried god.

His still burning body was the cause of perpetual clouds of vapour.
Birds fying over the warers could nor make the other side and plunged
fightless into the lake. Necromantic oracles situated at underworld lakes
were frequently described as'birdlesslwhile magical vapours are frequent-
ly associated wirh necromanric caves and oracles, not least Delphi but
also various caves of Charon or Pluto. On the banks of the river were the
daughters of Helios, encased in rrees, bewailing their brother'.s fate and
cryingtears of amber. It is a haunting scene as Apollonius describes it; the
stench from the half consumed god, the loud lamenting of his sisrers, are

a physical presence in the story. The emphasis is utterly undersrandable,
and an examination of the context is clearly required.

Phcethon

The legend of Phathon the son of Helios and the nymph Clymene has
been little examined by occultists, although his fall from heaven and other
elements of his myth connecr him with important Luciferean themes.
His name figures fairly largely in the Argonautica, in the first place as a
pet-name for Apsyrtus, son of Aeetes, both of whom are also related to
Helios, and secondarlly in his own right as a mythological figure alluded
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to at various points. As a rotting corPse emitting magical vapours, he re-

sembles the similarly named Python at Delphi, He is also at the same time

an oracular hero and a mystery god comparable to Dionysus. Additionally,

as a murder victim denied marriage and children his was a type of ghost

suitable for evocation in necromantic rites.

There are variant forms of his myth; one is of a handsome youth beloved

by the goddess Aphrodite, who rewarded him with the care of one of her

temples in Syria.In this form he is an ancestor of Adonis, another impor-

tant figure who is a doomed beautiful youth. This Phathon is the son of

Eos, the Titan goddess of the dawn who was sister to Helios and Selene.

Although a variant myrh this still places him in the family of Helios, and

of Titanic race. His father in this myth is Cephaius, a mortal man.

The more usual form in which he is son of Helios and Clymene is more

important here. Clym efle, a sea nymph, must be considercd; for the vari-

ants of her myth are important. In some she is the mother of Prometheus,

in others his wife, while also said to be the wife of Helios. It appears to

me ro be idle to attempt to distinguish the Clymene of these myths from

one another as while other Clymenes are to be found, the Clymene in

these parricular variants is plainly identified as an Oceanid. Part of this

confusion may instead be due to the nymph Rhode, from which Rhodes

takes its name also, being given the name of her daughter Clymene. In

this case it is Rhode who is mother of Phathon and bride of the Sun. The

proximity of Rhodes to Syria underlines the connections of both forms

of the myrh to Middle Eastern cults. The inter-relation of Prometheus

and Helios through Clymene is very interesting in either case. Both are

major frgures in the Argonautica, and Hephastus is important in relation

to each of them. Given the connection of both with fire, it should be born

in mind that the fire-working magicians, the Telchines, also originate on

the island of Rhodes.

A curious figure arises in the myth as a friend of Phathon; this is

Epaphus the son of Zeus and Io. Epaphus was born on the river Nile
and became the king of Egyp, married to a daughter of the Nile named

Memphis, after whom he named the city he built. He was in turn the father
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of a daughter named Libya from which Africa took its name. Evidently a

fusion of Greek mythology with Egyptian geography is at play here.
According to the myrh, Phathon became vain and was raunted by

Epaphus with accusarions of mortal parenrage. Insulted he came to his
father Helios - who it will be recalled was a Sun-god long before Apollo
claimed that privileged status - to beg a favour proving his divinity.
The generosity of the father was such that he granted the favour before
Phathon named it. His son then asked the right to drive the chariot of
Helios through the heavens. Helios foreseeing inevitable disaster tried to
dissuade him, speaking of the danger and the improprie ty if he undertook
the task. The monstrous forms of the zodiacal signs to be encountered on
the journey arc an important feature of the warning. Phathon however
would not be dissuaded and Helios had sworn the inviolable oath of the
gods upon the Styx. Consequently Phathon took the reins of rhe chariot
and made the attempt, but the horses would not be guided by him and
strayed too near the earth, causing blasting heat and threatening a uni,
versal conflagration.Zeus, seeing the danger, struck Phathon dead with a

thunderbolt so that he plunged into the river Eridanus.
on the banks of the river the sisters of Phathon, called the Heliades

or Phathontiades, mourned his loss. Their tears fowed so inconsolably
that Zeus or the gods in their compassion turned them into poplar rrees

on the bank, and their tears became amber carciedby the river ro the sea.

There are differing versions of rheir names: Lampetie, Phathusa and
Lampethusa; or according to Hyginusr Merope, Helie, Aegle, Lampetie,
Phoebe, Aetheria and Dioxippe; Germanicus menrions nine, as if in
comparison to the Muses: Merope, Helie, Aegle, Aegiale, Phoebe, Petre,

Charie, Arethusa and Dioxippe. The title of Heliades belongs particu-
larly to Phrthusa, Lampetie and Phoebe. Some details of their attributes
are given in Apollonius' description, suggesring images reminiscent of the
Church sibyls: Phathusa bearing a silver crook, Lampetie a staff of shin-
ing copper.

Another mourner at the riverside was rhe Ligurian king Cycnus, a kins-
man of Phathon. His mourning was so plaintive and his voice - given
him by Apollo - was so sweer that he was transformed into a swan. It is



from this myth that we derive the phrase swan song, said to be sung before

a swan dies, euokingin a mournful tone.The chariot of Helios, the Heliades

and Cycnus are all commemorated in constellations.

These mythological details are the most widely received but their basis

is in much older ritual. The fact is that other authors use Phathon as a

title of the Sun, its interpretation being shining (a similar term is also

used of Jupiter). The fall from the chariot is reminiscent of incidents in

the myth of Pelops, and of course Empedocles. The foremost cult centre

of Helios was at Rhodes, where was anciently celebrated a spectacular

sacrifice of a chariot and four horses which were caused to plunge into
the sea. Walter Burkert is inclined to link this with the myth of Phathon,
and it is difficult to disagree with him. The names Hyperion (he who goes

before) and Phath on (brlght, or shining) were originally epithets of Helios

himselt they became separate personalities in later Greek myth, becom-

ing his father and son respectively.

While not mentioned by Homer or Hesiod,Iater writers describe the

night-time passage of Helios from West to East in a golden cup, a form

of boat fashioned by Hephastus, whose reladonship with Helios is quite

marked in the Argonautica. This passage through the night is strikingly
similar to Egyptian ideas regarding the boat of Ra. This nocturnal sun is

a sign too that Helios is not without a chthonic role, comparable with the

solar-chthonic heroes of Thracian cults, while the tup' - his boat of the

night - resembles the libation bowl central to Thracian and Orphic ritual.

The chariot and horses, surely an ancient part of the non-Olympian cult,

are also not described by Homer, and 6rst appear in the Homeric Llymns.

The horses are named in later sources as Pyrios, Euos, Aethon and

Phlegon, or as Euos, Aethiops, Bronte and Sterope. The latter two names

are very close to two of the Cyclops, assistants of Hephastusr Brontes,

Arges and Steropes. This is far from being the only linkage we have seen

between these two gods. The sacrifices to Helios included white rams,

boars, bulls, goats and lambs, but particularly white horses and honey.

The Argonauts emerged from their inland riverjourney at the mouth of
the Rhone. Apollonius assures us that this journey was made possible by

Castor and Polydeuces, and gives this as the reason for their being hon-
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oured with altars and rituals; even rhough, as he tells us, this was not rhe
only journey where their role of saviours of mariners was demonstrated.
This of course was a fulfilment of the oracle the oaken beam from Dodona
had made.It is likely their role here is a deliberate prelude to rhe expiation
of guilt by the sorceress Circe; the twins as it were, are lighting the rirual
6re. For this reason another glance at the Dioscuri (first examined in Book
Four), is a fitting preliminary ro rhis event.

Tbe Dioscuri

The antiquity of the Dioscuri in Indo-European tradition is demonstrat-
ed by their precise analogues in the Rrg Wda, the Asvin; who are horse-
men, heroes and prorectors. While their farher in Greek myrh is Zeus,
the vedic Asvin are children of the Sun; who at Rhodes, Corinrh and
Colchis was called Helios. The Dioscuri as such were pre-eminently
worshipped in Sparra, and later Rome where they were known as rhe
Gemini or Castores, but they were widely honoured elsewhere. In addi-
tion very similar figures, under different names, were honoured in other
states, Messenia had the warrior brothers, Idas and Lynceus, who were
Argonauts like the Dioscuri.

The Theban twins, also sons of Zeus and associated with horses, were
named Zethos and Amphion. According to the classical myth, Zeus had
fathered them on Antiope, who was imprisoned by the orders of her hus-
band's second wife, Dirce. she escaped when near her rerm, and fed to
Mount Cithaeron, where according to Nonnus she gave birth to the twins
at a crossroads. They were subsequently raised by a shepherd and kept ig-
norant of their parentage. Amphion was given alyreby Hermes (compare
Marsyas) and practiced song and music while his brother spent his time
hunting and guarding the flocks. They learned the truth of their birth
and returned to Thebes, where the ruler Lycus, had given Antiope to his
wife Dirce, a daught er of Helios, who treated their mother cruelly. The
brothers killed them both, Dirce they slew by rying her to the horns of
a bull, a fate she had planned for Antiope. According ro some accounrs
they then threw her in a spring which afterwards bore her name. They



then fortifred Thebes, Amphion playing his lyre enchanted the stones so

that they moved of their own accord (compare Orpheus). After these feats

Amphion was married to Niobe, a nymph with various associations with

Cybele the Mountain Mother.

Notable in this myth, which contains numerous subtexts, is the rescue

of their mother by the twins; comparable to the fescue by the Dioscuri

of their sister Helen. Their birth at a crossroads, a detail preserved by

Nonnus in his epic Dionysiaca, probably rePresents the Roman integta'

tion of rhe Dioscuri with the Lares. A funerary votive relief from Lebadeia,

home of the Oracle of Trophonios, is worth mentioning in this connec-

tion. Probably from the early Hellenistic period, it shows an initiate of her

cult being presented to Cybele (identifred by a fanking lion and throne).

He is led by the hand by Persephone, who bears akey; immediately be-

hind her stands Dionysus, then Pan. Behind these is a female figure beap

ing two torches, this 6gure is likely to rePresent Hecate. Behind her is a

mature male figure bearing a horn of plenty and flanked by snakes; he is

either tophonios of Zeus Meilichios, if indeed a distinction was drawn

between them in the local cult. Finally aPPear three Curetes with their

shields and behind them the Dioscuri in pointed caps. The family of the

deceased are represented as far smaller, and stand in front of the Dioscuri;

it is interesting to note that the deceased, an initiate, is represented equal

in size to the gods, having achieved the status of a hero with their own

funerary cult. The whole illustrates that in the Greek mind these varied

chthonic gods were interconnected in the rites and Mysteries of the time.

Long before this period the myth of Zethos and Amphion was already

powerfully linked to the Dionysian theme; Dirce is said to have been a

devotee of Dionysus, and he avenged her by driving Antiope mad, and

caused a spring to appear at the site of Dirce's death. There werc aPPar'

ently two springs associated with her, one flowed past Thebes, the other

was on Mount Cithaeron. It is not without relevance that Polydeuces'

name means much sweet wine; the name is a clear reference to ritual usage,

reminiscent of male initiations on Lemnos. In addition of course figures

such as the Curetes were connected to the birth of Dionysus and the cel-

ebration of his Mysteries.
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It is important to note that Dirce, whose name means double or cleft, is

thought to be the same as Dercetis or Derceto, This is an alternative name
of the Syrian goddess Atargatis, whose cult resembled or connected with
those of Astarte and Astaroth. She was often represented as a beautiful
woman above the waist, while the lower part had the form of a fish. There
was also a spring in Spain, whose waters were said to be uncommonly
cold, which bore the name Derce. The spring of Dirce was doubtless im-
portant in the rituals of ancient Thebes long prior to the classical myth
accounting for them. We should not suppose that any historical'wicked
stepmother'gave it its name. It would be highly unwise also to interpret
the myth in terms of religious confict of the Orphic versus Dionysian
type, or in any other historical fashion. The whole basis of the myth in-
volved ritual.

The rituals of the Dioscuri and similar figures were intimately connect-
ed with initiations involving secret societies of warriors, both Greek and
Roman, particularly cavalry.The Roman equites (knights) held equestrian
parades in honour of the Dioscuri, and practiced secret initiations. The
rites of the Dioscuri were often nocrurnal, the leader of the Theban cav-

alry was the only person to know the whereabouts of Dirce's grave. Upon
retirement he met secretly with his successor at night and they performed
sacrifrces in her honour without the use of frre, and removed all trace of
their actions before dawn.

Young Spartan warriors also performed nocturnal rites, offering a dog
in the temple of Phoebe, a female figure from the myth of the Dioscuri, as

Dirce is in the Theban myth of Zethos and Amphion. The Theban prac-
tice however is most instructive, the outgoing officer equares fairly naru-
rally with Castor, and the younger man with Polydeuces. The connection
of the superior twin with music and the younger with greater activity also

makes sense in terms of a hierarchal structure within a secret society of
warriors. The imparting of knowledge to the young men by elders in such

a society through sacred songs is completely natural in such a conrexr. Ir
is significant too that with the passage of time in such societies the youth
becomes at alater stage the elder, so that the twin polarities are united in
him.



This is illustrated also in astrological symbolism where the Dioscuri are

represented in the constellation Gemini, of which the two brightest stars

bear their names. Castor rises with the r9'h degree of Cancer and Pollux

with the zz"d degree. The word Gemini, meaning twins, was one of their
titles among the Romans, who also rcferced to them as the Castores. The

employment of these stars in ritual magicbears very close relation to their
mythology. Of the two brothers Polydeuces was immortal and his brother

mortal; when Castor was slain Polydeuces was given the choice of liv-
ing always as an immortal on Olympus or giving half his immortality to

his brother so they could divide their time between Olympus and Hades.

Polydeuces chose the latter, and the two thereafter alternated between the

realm of the dead and the realm of the gods. The rising and setting of
these stars has similar significance to the Morning and Evening Stars.

Interestingly, although Polydeuces was the immortal twin, his star,

Pollux, is seen as malefrc and connected with evening and the dark. By the

same token Castor is seen as benefic and connected with the morning and

the light. Astrological magicians desiring the benefits of Castor's infu-
ence invoke him when his star is rising, but only while Pollux is still below

the horizon (in the underworld). When the influence of Polydeuces is re-

quired he is invoked in the evening, after the star of his brother has set, that

is when it has entered the underworld. His nature, when badly aspected,

connected to Ascendant or Midheaven or to the luminaries, is considered

brutal, tyrannical,, cruel and violent; his brother by the same token confers

good nature and elevated morals and manners. The background of the

observational star lore described above reflects the Chaldean connections

of Greek astrology, for in Babylon the two stars were also seen as apafu, the

herdsman and the wanior, just as the Phoenicians first saw them as protec-
tors at sea. Despite their Vedic origins, the Dioscuri as we inherit them
are a composite of Greek and Middle Eastern tradition.

An important feature of their cult was that they were honoured as im-
mortals with the same burned offerings as Olympians, and also with the

libations proper to heroes and the dead. Votive reliefs to the Dioscuri of-
ten employed symbols of twinhood. Besides the dokana these could con-

sist of two amphorae, shields, or snakes. The Spartans saw the pear tree
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as sacred to Castor and Polydeuces, and hung such votive images in its
branches.

Classical invocations of Castor and Pollux were unique in involving
a table laden with food ar rhe home of the individual or family making
the offering. This was called the theoxenia or god-entertaining rite, and
was proper to the Dioscuri alone. A table was spread, a couch with two
cushions prepared and rwo amphora, thought to have been filled with
panspermia, a mixture of many grains, placed for thern. Votive reliefs show
the twins riding through the air to the feast; others show twin snakes curl-
ing around the amphorae. After a suitable interval the human participants
feast in their honour.In rerurn the Dioscuri protected the celebrants.

Such offerings could be made at the public hearth of a city,but this sim-
ply mirrored the domestic cult. In this way the Dioscuri resemble various
household gods to be discussed in a later chapter. The cult of the Dioscuri
or Castores survived long after the official sanctioning of Christianity, and
the Church endeavoured to substitute saints in their place. Of particular
interest in this respect are Saints Cosmas and Damian, who were substi-
tuted for them in their capacity of healers. In Santeria these saints are the
masks of the Ibeyi, divine twins who are children of Chango, an impor-
tant Orisha who wields thunder in the form of an axe, curiously reminis-
cent of the thunderbolt wielding Zeus who was the father of the Dioscuri.
Interestingly, a favoured ofFering for the Ibeyi, who are also healers, is ro
hold a childrens party in their honour, reminiscent of the theoxenia.

To summarise then, the Dioscuri represent officers of archaic secret

societies central to many themes in the history of goetia and ecstaticreli-
gion. They are connected with chthonic and nocturnal rites; being guides
and protectors in the Mysteries and in the perils of everyday life, They
came to be associated with the crossroads, an archerypal site for the prac-
tice of magic; an association which is completely natural to twin figures
who are representatives at once of the celestial and the chthonic realms,

of light and darkness, dearh and immo rality. They are, frnally, associated

in myth and ritual with goddesses cenrral to rhe Mysteries such as Cybele
and Demeter, and - through Dirce - with Astaroth, whose importance in
ritual magic requires no underlining.



Aea and Circe

To return to the narrative of the Argonauts; having emerged from their
riverine adventures with the assistance of the Dioscuri, shortly thereafter

the Argo came to the island of Aea. This island is variously placed, and

like the island of Nymphae is called the home of Calypso in ancient writ-
ings. So roo rhe name represents the island of Circe, and is connected with
her Colchian origins as sister of Aeetes. The Argonauts bring the Argo

into the harbour, wherer

... from the ship they ca$t hawsers to the shore near at hand. And here

they found Circe bathing her head in the salt sea-{pray, for sorely had

she been scared by visions of the night. Her chambers and all the walls

of her palace seemed to be running with blood, and flame was devour-

ing all the magic herbs with which she used to bewitch Strangers who

came thence; and she herself quenched the glowing Ilame with a mur-

derer's blood, drawing it up in her hands; and she ceased from deadly

fear. Wherefore when morning came she rose, and with sea-5pray was

bathing her hair and her garments.

Circe is engaged on their arrivalin a traditional purification rite performed

in the aftermath of a nightmare. While unaware of it, she is clearly haunt-

ed by the horrors of the crime she is to expiate on behalf of Medea and

Jason - perhaps even haunted by the ghost of her kinsman Apsyrtus. Our
first glimpse of her in the epic reminds us immediately that she is a power-

ful sorceress, and like Medea is a pharmakos who works her magic with

powerful drugs. While repellent substances were employed in magic, mur'

derers blood is an example of literary elaboration; the precedent of some

of the noxious ingredients enumerated by the witches in the Scottish play.

Circe's purifications of course might also be performed prior to expiation

rituals such as she is soon to perform. Next, we are told of the strange reti-

nue that accompanies her, substituting for the men turned into animals in

Homer's account of her:
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And beasts, not resembling rn. o";:;" wild, nor yet like men in
body, bur with a medley of limbs, went in a throng, as sheep from rhe
fold in multitudes follow rhe shepherd. Such crearures, compa&ed of
various limbs, did Earrh herself produce from the primeval slime when
she had not yet grown solid beneath a rainless sky nor yer had received

a drop of moifture from the rays of rhe scorching sun; but rime com-
bined these forms and marshalled them in their ranks; in such wise
these monfters shapeless of form followed her.

These are demonic familiars of a sorr, and have their analogues in
Kabbalistic thought, regarding earlier unsuccessful creations. When men
were transformed into animals in the Odyssey, it was by Circe'.s magic.

These shambling monstrosities however were produced by earth before
Hephastus or Prometheus created humanity. Does making these mon-
sters the work of an Earth goddess diminish Circe in any way, while si-
multaneously outdoing Homer? Apollonius' sensibilities would likely not
permit either, so he musr be intending something else. These monsrers
follow Circe, while Homer's transformed men approached Odysseus. So
in fact, this interlude enhances Circe's authority. The poet may also be

suggesting that her authority derives from the goddess whose crearion
these monsters are; that Circe,like Medea, is a priestess of ancient and
terrible Mysteries.

And exceeding wonder seized the heroes, and ar once, as each gtzed
on the form and face of Circe, they readily guessed rhat she was rhe

sifter of Aeetes.

Now when she had dismissed rhe fears of her nightly visions,

Straightway she fared backwards, and in her subrlety she bade rhe he,
roes follow, charming them on wirh her hand. Thereupon the ho$t re-

rnained $teadfaft at rhe bidding ofJason, who wenr forth drawing with
him only the Colchian maid. And both followed the selfsame parh till
they reached the hall of Circe, and she in amaze ar rheir coming bade

them sit on brightly burnished sears. And they, quiet and silent, Sped

to the hearth and sat there, as is the wonr of wretched suppliants.



This act of taking refuge at the hearth reaches deep into the roots of the

traditions explored here. As will be seen later in this sixth book, many

household gods and spirits were associated with the hearth. In fact the

two centres of domestic Greek religion were the hearth and the grave,

and the customs relating to these are both important in the history of
goeric magic. These domestic traditions are the root and core of the later

development of religious practice on a civic and national level. The earli-

est temples were hearth houses and date to the 8'h century, the treasury

temples with which we are familiar from the classical period were a later

development. Even after this shrines such as Delphi remained the hearth

of Greece, the source of sacred fire to renew those elsewhere after times of
crisis and war. The sanctity of the hearth explains many features of Greek

tradition, including its role as sanctuary for suppliants as here in the home

of Circe. This sanctuary could be claimed by strangers as well as kinsfolk.

So too the virginity of the goddess Hestia, and of the Vestal virgins, lays

in the necessity of ritual purity applied to the fire. A death in the house

required rhe extinguishing of the fire and its renewal from a sacred source.

So too the immoveable nature of the hearth explains why Hestia plays

little role in Greek mythology despite being one of the Twelve Olympians.

Her image never took part in processions, and generally retained a more

primitive form, in which separated legs, and evenfeegwere generally absent.

Medea hid her face in both her hands, butJason fixed in the ground the

mighty hilted sword with which he had slain Aeetes'son; nor did they

raise their eyes to meet her look. And Straightway Circe became aware

of the doom of a suppliant and the guilt of murder. Whereforeinrever'
ence to the ordinance of Zeus the god of suppliants, who is a vengeful

god yet succours the guilty, she began to off-er the sacrifice with which

ruthless suppliants are cleansed from guilt when they approach the al-

tar. Firft, to atone for the murder Still unexpiated, she held above their

heads the young of a sow whose dugs yet swelled from the fruit of the

womb, and, severing its neck, $rinkled their hands with the blood;

and again she made propitiation with other drink olferings, calling on

Zeus the Cleanser, the protedtor of murder-stained suppliants.



Regardless of the appeal to rhe ordinance s of Zeus, the expiarory offer-
ing of a sow is in all respects a chthonic ritual. Washing the hands of the
suppliants in this sacred blood is an act of salvation, of washing away sin,
as much magical as religious. Circe not only expiates the crime of murder

- all the more awfui in that Medea played a part in the murder of her
own brother - she also effectively lays the ghost, and nor dissimilar rites
could equally call them forth. The ghost of Phuthon is of course one who
died by violence, who were doomed to have no rest unless or until being
conjured professionally. He embodies the spirit to be conjured,just as this
action defines Circe as a necromancer.In this role, she is a death goddess,
a very Persephone or Astaroth, the parron of the art and its tutor. As well
she might be, since rhe performance ofjust such rituals by female mourn-
ers begot goeria in the first place.

A11 the necessary associations can be grasped in an instant by the visual
sense. See her in soiled and rended vestments; her hair loose and in disar-
ray like a bed of snakes. A Lamia, she has the eyes of Medusa, either in
her face or in her hands. She wields rods: be they whips or wands or fiery
torches; such a woman's eyes are all these things before we resort to hazel
or elder. Her shrieks can invoke vengeance, because as a Fury she embod-
ies it. She is at once the Sibyl conjuring, and the bride of Hades invoked.

Meeting her was a critical point of the journey of odysseus, and so ir
is here for Argonauts, and such drama is appropriate to her first scene in
our narrative. Her immediate duties done, naturally she remains on srage

here and:

... her attendants rhe Naiades, who mini$tered all things to l-rer, bore
forth from the palace all the refuse of ritual in a mass.

They may have taken it to a crossroads for disposal, perhaps buried it in
the mountains, or casr ir into a stream. Naturally Apollonius does not de-
tain us with such details. As a commentator I,like the Naiades, have lesser
tasks to perform than addressing an epic poem ro the sophisdcated gen,
tlemen of the Alexandrian library. So I shall tell you about the Naiades,
as befits my station.
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The Naiades, nymphs of fountains, springs, rivers and wells, were lesser

deities in their own right. They dwelled in and around the water sourc-

es associated with them, and are essentially indistinguishable from the

Undines of later occultism. They are generally depicted as young and

beautiful virgins, frequently leaning upon an urn from which water fows.
Receiving great veneration , and regarded as the source of oracles, posses-

sion and ritual ecstasy, their sacrifices consisted of lambs and goats, at-

tended by libations of wine, honey and oil. Simpler ofFerings were also

made, of milk, fruit and flowers.

That Circe is attended by these lesser deities is deeply significanU while

it prefigures the attendance of familiar spirits upon the archetypal witch -
as the female attendants of Medea prefigure the coven - there is no doubt

that it also powerfully underlines Circe's status as a goddess. It is as such

that Homer describes her in the Odyssey. There he depicts her dwelling in

a stone built house in the middle of a clearing, surrounded by dense for-

est. Instead of the earth born monsters described by Apollonius, Homer

describes this house as surrounded by wolves and lions. These were not

savage but fawned upon any men who approached, for they were men

themselves, transformed by Circe's magic,

Circe's magical work continues in their absencer

And within, Circe, Standing by the hearth, kept burning atonement-

cakes without wine, praying the while that she might Stay from their

wrath the terrible Furies, and that Zeus himself rnight be propitious

and gentle to them both, whether with hands Stained by the blood of a

dtranger or, as kinsfolk, by the blood of a kinsman, they should implore

his grace.

The wineless oflering is a well esrablished chthonic rite, associated with
both the Furies and with older forms of Dionysus, or indeed Aristaus.
The cakes too are a frequent part of rites of the dead, or of Hecate and

Cerberus, with parallels in Vedic times. These oflerings were likely per-

formed with averted gaze.



Such ritual actions at the hearth were part of the household cults that
preceded those of the polis. The hearth was the centre of the household,

and the sacred laws of hospitality also revolved around it. Guests, be they

strangers or more familiar persons, effectively claimed sancruary at the

hearth as sacred place. The hearth was the place of Hestia, Vesta to the

Romans, who was central first to the home, only later to the city-state or
Empire. The male head of the household is both priest and the paradigm

of Father Zeus, whose role in relation to suppliants in these prayers re-

flects the relations of the householder to the guest. This was by no means

his only name however, gods of 6re had equal claim.

Here Circe acts as priestess of her own home; her mythic form a frre
goddess, her earthly form an important female of a household cult. This
role reminds us that Hera - the Mother - is Jasons patron in the epic.

The Mother of the gods is a very complex figure, likely subsuming many

disparate regional traditions. Although the pastiche of her in Homer dis-

courages excess effort at rehabilitation in this study, she certainly has a

place here. Circe may be enacting these riruals in her honour, or as her

representative. If so let us imagine an archaic form of Hera Akrea, with
her ancient Corinthian temple linking her to the same traditions as

Helios, Medea and Melissa.

The essential expiatory rite performed , Circe is able to seat her guests

in chairs of honour, and ask for news and an account of their adventures.

For the {irst time Medea lifts her gaze (the time for averting the gaze and
for raising the head, for silence and for speech, are required body Ianguage,

custom and ritual), and Apollonius speaks of the power residing in the

eyes of Children of the Sun, emitting golden rays of fashing light. Later
in their adventures Medea wields the famous evil eye, perhaps for the first

time in the literary record; the connection of this malign power rvith that
of the Sun is worthy of note.

Medea gives a limited account of their adventures, the quest of the

Argonauts and her flight with them from Colchis, omitting to mention the

murder. The offence given to Aeetes is admitted, the murder of Apsyrtus
not spoken but guessed; Circe - having acquitted the duty expected of
host and kinswoman akeady - will permit them to stay no longer.



Wanderers still, Hera has not forgotten them, Her next intervention on

Jason's behalf comprehensively links our themes. Introducing these as

swiftly as may be; Hera despatches her messenget winged Iris, to sum-

mon Thetis to her presence. This Iris does, and having sent Thetis to
Hera does not escort her but travels to the coast where Hephasrus'anvils
are pounded by the hammers of the fire god and his Cyclops assistants.

Iris bids him silence them awhile and travels on to the home of the king of
the winds, these too are bidden cease, save for a soft air from the west to

bear the Argonauts towards the island of King Alcinous.

Thetis meanwhile attends Hera's call, and Hera speaks to her, of her at-

tempted seduction by Zeus, and how Thetis had withstood him from re-

gard for Hera. Zeus'only abandoned this desire when informed of the se-

cret thatThetis was destined by fateto bear a son of greater than his father.

A child of promise, whose coming had been the secret Prometheus with-
held in defiance of Zeus throughout his torture. Aeschylus' Prometheus

Bound gives us a truly Luciferian epiphany in expressing the grandeur and

nobility of Prometheus' defiance.

According to the regular story Zeus, fearing dethronernent as he had

dethroned Chronos, desisted from pursuit of Thetis, who bore Achilles

to mortal Peleus. At this point of the epic, in the chronology of myth,
Achilles was being rearcdby Chiron the centaur, while Peleus was among

the Argonauts. So too Hera foretells that when Achilles comes to the

Elysian Fields, he shall there maffy Medea. It is difficult not to see in
this outcome a fulfilment of the fate of Zeus to be dethroned by a son

greater than his Jather.The Father, Hades or Zeus, carries off the maiden;

it is a youthful hero, whether Achilles orJason or a Thracian divine king
on the Dionysian model, who wins the hand of the daughter - a Helen,
Medea or Melissa - exernplified by Persephone. Such an outcome is itself
to be expected, and Apollonius withholds their union from us only a little
longer.

Thetis next did as instructed by Hera and visited her mortal husband

Peleus, the father of Achilles with a message for the Argonauts. She had

left him in a rage a few years before; he had woken in the night and dis-

turbed her passing their son through 6re, prior to anointing his limbs with



,rmbrosia. By this process she would have conferred immortality upon
lrim; instead, enraged at Peleus crying out, she abandoned their home and

returned to the sea. Remorseful and dazed at seeing Thetis again, when

she had gone Peleus passed her instructions to his comrades.

The gentle wind Hera had arranged for them bore them swiftly on, un-
til they came near the island of Anthemoessa (west of Naples: Ischia or
Capri).

Tbe Sircns

On the island of Anthemoessa lived the Sirens, monstrous birds with the

heads of women whose singing lures mariners to their doom. According to
Apollonius, these were the daughters of the river god Achelous, borne to
him by the Muse Terpsichore. Although there are several variants of their
parentage, one in particular is worth examining. As daughters of the sea

god Phorcys, they are sisters of the Graeae and the Gorgons, and of the

serpent and nymphs who guarded the golden apples of the Hesperides.

We first met the Sirens when discussing the transposing of the

Underworld journey to the starry sky in the Vision of Er. Under apparent

Pythagorean infuence, Plato made them guardians of the Eight Spheres:

those of the Fixed Stars and the Seven Planets. In this context the'mu-
sic of the spheres' is their song. Now, at one time, there were two Sirens

with the delightfully'barbaric' names of Aglaopheme (lovely speech) or
Himorepa (gentle voice) and Thelx iepia (enchanting speecb),Larer accounts

increase this to three, some adding Peisinoe Qtersuasiue) to the two above;

Apollodorus mentions Peisinoe playing the Lyre, Aglaopheme - who he

calls Aglaope - singing and Thelxiepia accompanying them on the flute;

an alternate listing gives: Parthenop e (maiden voice), Ligeia (sbrill) and

Leucosia (white).There is also a group of four: Thelxiepeia, Aglaopheme,

Peisinoe and Molp e (song).This gives us a list of eight names, as if await-

ing attribution to the spheres of Plato's apocalypse by a contemporary my-
thographer. In which case I am happy to oblige:
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Sphere

Fixed Stars

Saturn

Jupiter

Mars

Sun

Venus

Mercury

Moon

Siren

Leucosia

Himorepa

Molpe

Ligeia

Peisinoe

Aglaope

Thelxiepia

Parthenope

Apollonius records the tradidon that the Sirens had formerly been hand-
maidens of Persephone, prior to her abduction. Their connecrion wirh
singing predates their transformation, for as our wrirer informs us, rhey
used to sing to Persephone in chorus. According ro myrh, Demeter rrans-
formed them into birds. This was either in punishmenr for the loss of
Persephone, or to aid in the search for her. The birdlike form was very
frequent in funerary monuments, and even amonggrave goods, This sug-

gests a benign psychopompic role outside of myth.There is a narural asso-

ciation of these ideas with the magical singing of dirges. When combined
with winged beings presiding over the Spheres, an imaginative magician
might see the outlines of an ascent ritual.

The resemblance of rhe Sirens to the small birdlike human figures com-
monly used to represent ghosts in Greek art is more than coincidental.In
fact, both ghosts and Sirens share iconographic details with the Erinyes
or Furies. While their original form was birdlike with a human head, the
oldest examples are bearded; but throughout mythology and in most rep-
resentations they arc female, Later this appearance gives way to women
with fish tails, resembling a mermaid. In this form she is immediately
recognisable in the Voodoo loa, La Sirdne, an aquatic form of Freda, the



Voodoo Venus. The resemblance of the fish-tailed goddess Atargaris to
rhis later form of siren is likely fortuitous but links the image usefully
to Dirce and Astarorh for modern iconographic purposes. Indee d, a de-

mon named Vepar, the 42"'l demon of the Goetia, is a demon in mermaid
form; the table of rulerships in my True Grimoire attributes this spirit to
Astaroth's rule.

Persephone

Whereas the daughter was initially a projection of the Great Mother of the
Gods, in Classical mph and the influential futes of Eleusis Persephone
was the daughter of the chthonic goddess Demeter and of Zeus the Sky-
Father.In Homer her name appears as Persephonia, the form Persephone
appears first in Hesiod. The latter, it is relevant to remind the reader, was

a notable devotee of Hecate. Other forms of the name are: Persephassa,

Phersephassa, Persephatta, Phersephatta, Pherephatta and Phersephonia.
The Roman form was Proserpina and some features of her cult in Italy,
and particularly in Sicily, are prior ro the Classical influence.

The name or rather title, Kore, meaning the daughter (of Demeter) was

adopted in Attica after the founding of the Eleusian Mysteries; the two
were frequentLy rcferred to as Mother and Daughter (the Greek for moth-
er being Meter). However, in the Homeric epics there is no rrace whatever

of her being considered the daughter of Demeter. Nor is there any trace of
her being considered in any sense a kindly goddess. Homer describes her
simply as the wife of Hades, and she bears epithets which mean exceed-

ingly awesome or dreaded (Epaine) and uenerable (Agayn, Agne).

The myth of her abduction by Hades first appears in Hesiod, while for
Homer her abode akeady was in the underworld and she had no connec-
tion with the regeneration of vegetation in Spring. That the abduction
may have been feigned as part of a marriage ritual is a not unlikely sugges-

tion. Ovid's Metamorphoses gives the following lines to rhe water nymph
Arethusa who witnessed the event and told Demeter what she had seen;

they well describe the transition from maiden to Hades'Qceen:
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Of eartb I traverse: - where her caverns lie

Darke{l and nethermo{t I pass, and bere

Uprising look once more upon the Stars,

And in my course I saw her! Yea, these eyes,

As pa{t tbe Stygian realm my waters rolled,

Proserpina bebeld! Still sad sbe seemed,

And llill her cheek some trace of terror wore,

But all a Queen, and, in that dismal world,

Greate{t in place and maje{ty, - tbe wtfe

Of that tremendous God who rules in Hell.

Her symbols in this context are the torch or crossed torches, and her

diadem; these appear in representations of her whether enthroned be-

side Hades or alone, F{owever, as with Homer's relative silence regard-

ing Dionysus, omission of other elements regarding Persephone should

probably not be over-ernphasised as they have been in the past. Since they

bear all the signs of great antiquity it is more likely that these elements are

ignored in aristocratic epics. Nevertheless her agrarian role is not of par-

ticular importance for this discussion, so will be no further enlarged upon.

As the Queen of the LJnderworld it was believed no-one could die unless

Persephone or her minister Atropos cut off a hair of their head, which

myth may originate as an explanation of the custom of cutting hair from
the body and strewing it outside the door as an offering to the goddess.

A point concerning her that is of direct, even central relevance to our

study is her role as first mother of Dionysus. In this Orphic version of his

myth Dionysus was slain by the Titans, who were then destroyed by the

thunderbolts of his father Zeus. Humanity was formed from the sooty

smoke arising from their bodies, and thus inherited the guilt of the Titans

as a form of original sin. This guilt was expiated by the ascetic practices of
Orphism, and also by the famous Initiation of the Dead which was the rite
Plato mentioned in his important reference to Goetia. By such means the

forgiveness of Persephone for her son's murder was earned for the dead,

and a place in the Isles of the Blessed obtained. Wirh the Titanic guilt



expiated the initiates partook wholly in the divine narure of Dionysus,
permitting them to proclaim 1 am a child of Earth and Starry Heaven; a

phrase which appears on rhe gold funerary leaves buried with Orphic ini-
tiates, and echoe s the LIymn to Demeter of the Eleusian Mysteries.

Having passed the Sirens, the Argonaurs faced worse dangers at rhe

Wandering Rocks. F{era had foreseen this and her intervention saves

them, arranging for Nereids ro carry the ship safely pasr. Hephastus -
whose forge lies nearby the scene * witnesses their adventure; he rested on
the haft of his great hammer to observe the momenrous occasion. It can

be no accident that Apollonius inrroduces him so regularly into the tale.

The adventure of the Wandering Rocks is another nod to the geogra-

phy of the Odyssey. Here the Argonauts, like Odysseus before rhem, con-
front the monsters Scylla and Charybdis, personificarions of dangerous
rocks and a deadly whirlpool. The myrh of Scylla is particularly interest-
ing, due particularly to the presence in it of both Typhon and of Circe, and
bears rcpeating here. Scylla was once a beautiful nymph, though srrange

to say a daughter of Typhon (or as others say, of Phorcys, as described
in the account of the Sirens). The sea god Glaucus loved her, and when
she resisted him, he sought the aid of Circe; whose fame with herbs and
incantations was universal. Circe however fell in love with him herself, and
tried to banish Scylla from his mind, withour success. Circe then pun-
ished her rival by enchanting the fountain where she bathed with magical
herbs. Scylla was transformed into a frightful monsrer; below her waist
sprang a mass of doglike crearures, which barked incessantly and stood

upon twelve legs. Above sprang further monstrous transformations, six

different heads, each with three rows of teeth. Appalled, she hurled herself
into the sea; there she was instantly transformed into deadly rocks beside

the whirlpool of Chaybdis.

Fronting the Ionian gulf there lies an island in the Ceraunian sea, rich
in soil, with a harbour on both sides, Beneath whicl-r lies the sickle, as

legend saith - grant me grace, O Muses, not willingly do I tell this
tale of olden days - wherewith Cronos pitilessly mutilated his father.

Others call it the reaping-hook of Demetea goddess of the nether



world. For Demeter once dwelt ," *-rr"nd, and taught the Titans

to reap the ears of corn, all for the love of Macris. Whence it is called

Drepane (Sl.kl" Island), the sacred nurse of the Phaeacians; and rhus

the Phaeacians themselves are by birth of the blood of Uranus. To

them came Argo, held fa$t by many toils, borne by the breezes from

the Thrinacian sea; and Alcinous and his people with kindly sacrifice

gladly welcomed their coming.

In the same passage that Apollonius asks the Muses'indulgence for his

unwilling recounting of the tale of old time, we encounter Macris, the

nurse of Dionysus. This concatenation of attitudes and themes is not

merely incidental. The sickle of Kronos is a familiar motif,, while less well

known is attribution of the same instrument to chthonic goddesses such

as Demeter, goddess of the netberworld. In Book Four, I mentioned the

manufacture of this weapon by the Telchines, its association with Artemis

Orthia, and its historical use by the Chalybes, associated with Cybele in

her pre-Classical guise. It is also interesting to note that the Chalybes

were, so to speak, castrators rather than castratos. While a sophisticated

Hellene like our author obviously feels ambivalent regarding some bar-

baric traditions, he is simultaneously passionate about the Mysteries they

represent, albeit in Orphic guise.

An important aspect of the Mysteries is undoubtedly the mystical.mar-

riage, which has a mythic prototype in the marfiage ofJason & Medea.

Here, on the island of Phaeacia, is where it takes place. Some of their
Colchian pursuers arriving on the island, they arc in grave danger; but
both parties are guests of Alcinous and he has authority in the matter. In
the story, his wife Arete takes pity on Medea and influences his decision.

He tells the Colchians that if Medea is still a virgin they may take her

back to her father, but that otherwise he must find for Jason as her hus-

band. This is infact a fix, as Medea is informed of this decision in advance

and arrangements for the marriage are made in haste. Since the marriage

rather than the ancient rights of fathers and husbands is what concerns us,

it is to that subject we now turn. I shall let the epic poet describe the scene:
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And ftraightway they mingled a bowl to the blessed ones, as is right,
and reverently led sheep to the altar, and for that very night prepared

for the maiden the bridal couch in the sacred cave, where once dwelt
Macris, the daughter of Ari$taeus, lord of honey, who discovered the

works of bees and the fatness of the olive, the fruit of labour ... There
at that time did they fpread a mighty couch; and thereon they laid the

glittering fleece of gold, that so the marriage might be made honoured
and the theme of song. And for them nymphs gathered fowers of var-

ied hue and bore them thither in their white bosoms; and a Splendour

as of flame played round them all, such a light gleamed from the golden

tufts ... That cave is to this day called the sacred cave of Medea, where

they Spread the fine and fragrant linen and brought these two together.

While in the context of the story in modern eyes this is reminiscent of
a marriage of convenience to avert deportation, the cave and other de-

tails evidently give it a deeper significance at the same time. An important
feature of the Dionysian rites was a mystical marciage; the most fteely

discussed occurrence of the motif in all Greek religion, yet curiously the

only one not referred to as hieros gamos. In Athens and Attica, where

Mycenaean survivals are not unlikely, the wife of the archon was married

to the god for the occasion. The title of king(basileus) and queen was re-

tained in these rites despite democratic rule in Athens.In the Mycenaean

Linear B texts the title of basileus is not a title of a ruler, but of a guild

master, and in particular the master of the guild of smiths. It is tempting to

see in this a connection between Dionysian cults and the religio-political

status of smiths in Hittite culture. The fery epiphanies of Dionysus in the

Bacchre of Euripides lend circumstantial weight to such an identification.

In any case, Medea andJason here are certainly taking magico-religious

roles; they are living embodiments of a god and goddess united in a deeply

significant manner, whether productive of fertility or with some later met-

aphorical significance overlaid. On one model, the superior partner here

is a female deity. Such a marriage affirmed the status of a Thracian style

hero-king, who was subsequently deified in the afterlife. On another,the
female paftner is the mortal wife of an equally mortal basileus, simulta-



neously married to a god, Dionysus. However, there is in many respects

little real difference between the two. What is important is that the divine
status of Medea, and the cult significance of much of the srory, is plainly
underlined. The Colchians accepr the fait accompli and the srory moves

on, but other significant details arise before our heroes depart:

And ftill the altars which Medea built on rhe Spot sacred to Apollo,
god of shepherds, receive yearly sacrifices in honour of the Fares and
the Nymphs. And when the Minyae departed many gifts of friend,
ship did Alcinous beftow and many Arete; moreover she gave Medea
twelve Phaeacian handmaids from the palace, ro bear her company.

The significance of the pasroral Apollo is evident, and the sacrifice ro
Fates and Nymphs has relevance ro our theme. The twelve maidens, who
clearly substitute for Medea's former attendants as priestess of Hecat e, are

an artifrcial way of maintaining a canonical presence. A resemblance to a
coven of witches is an obvious inference, but in this ancient conrext what
would they representi The number of the Olympians is a ready associa,

tion, and the maidens may embody a solar or lunar zodiac surrounding
the goddess in pantheistic mode.

And on the seventh day they left Drepane; and at dawn came a fresh

breeze from Zeus. And onward rhey Sped borne along by the wind's
breath. Howbeit not yer was ir ordained for the heroes ro set foot on
Achaea, until they had toiled even in the furthest bounds of Li6ya.

The Argonauts were close to home when, travelling up the western coasr

of Northern Greece, fate intervened. A north erly gale blew them off
course, sweeping the Argo sourhwards into the gulf of Libyan Syrtis from
which no ship can escape. A high tide beached the ship in a ghostly mist-
swept desert landscape, devoid of warer or human habitation. The helms-
man Ancaeus made clear their desperate plight, no escape by sea was pos-
sible from that place , and yet surviving there was equally impossible. The
Argonauts despaired and laid down some disrance apaft., gathering their
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cloaks over their heads to await a miserable death. Meanwhile the maids of
Medea gathered around her and began a piteous dirge. Yet all was not losr:

.. . the heroine-nymphs, warders of Libya, had pity on them, they who
once found Athena, what time she leapt in gleaming armour from her

father's head, and bathed her by Triton's waters.

Apollonius does not tell us if these nymphs matched Medea's attendants

in number. However, he did introduce this stage of thejourney with them;

and has now mentioned them again immediately before the Libyan ward-
ers appear. These nymphs are of course likely to resemble Libyan priest-
esses, and are associated in the Greek mind with the goddess Athena.
If there is such a connection it is likely to be of great age, and Athena
would have been quite different from the unassailable political goddess of
Athens. There may even be a connection between Athena and the Libyan
sibyl as well as older goddesses of whom Lamia is likely a recollection. The
later connections of Libya and Greece concern the founding of Cyrene,

which is an element in the Argonauts tale. The Oracle of Ammon at Siwa,

which is connected with the Libyan Sibyl motif, is also relevant. The goat-

skin garb of the Libyan nymphs also connects them with orgiastic cults

such as those of Dionysus. This is particularly significant considering the

symbolism of the oracular advice they give toJason on this occasion.

It was noon-tide and the fiercest rays of the sun were scorching Libya;

they ftood near Jason, and lightly drew the cloak from his head. And
the hero caft down his eyes and looked aside, in reverence for the god-

desses, and as he lay bewildered all alone they addressed him openly

with gentle wordsr lll'{tarred one, why art thou so smitten with de{pair?

We know bow ye went in que{t of the Golden Fleece; we know every task

ye have faced, all tbe mighty deeds ye wrougbt in your wanderings ouer

land and sea. We are tlte solitary ones, goddesses of the land, {peaking with

human voice, the beroines, Libya's warders and daughters.
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The use of the word heroines is significant here; heroes in classical Greek
cults were indeed wardens of the city to which the cult of an individual
hero was attached. Like heroes too, nymphs were essentially chthonic
figures who could inspire oracles and cause possession states and ritual
frenzy. Perhaps too we should consider the role of Athena in assisting
the Argonauts, her connection with these Libyannymphs may have influ-
enced Apollonius at rhis srage of his epic.

[Jp then; be not tbus afii{ted in thy misery, and rouse tby comradel And
wben Amphitrite has {traightway unyoked Poseidon's swiJi-wheeled cbari-

ot, then do ye pay to your mother a recompenseJ'or allher travdil wlten sbe

bare you so long in her womb; and so ye may return to the divine land of
Achaea. Thus they fpake, and with the voice vanished at once, where

they Stood. ButJason sat upon the earth ashe gazed around, and rhus

cried: Be gracious, noble goddesses of the desert, yet the saying about our

return I under{tand not clearly. Surely I will gather together my comrades

and tell them; perhaps between us we can divine a clue of our escape, for
the counsel of many is better.

The oracular pronouncement of the Libyan nymphs introduces the next
stage of the adventure.Jason roused his comrades with the news of his vi-
sion, a good omen if only they could decipher its meaning. Amphitrite is

of course the name of an ocean goddess, wife of Poseidon. The reference

to her unyoking the chariot of the sea god does not long remain cryptic,
for a huge horse springs from the sea and gallops off across the sands.

Among the Argonauts is the hero Peleus, the son of famous Aeacus who
was made ajudge in the lJnderworld. Peleus is also the father of Achilles
by another sea goddess, Thetis, and thus one of the mosr senior members
of the crew. With such a pedigree he was ideally suited to interprer rhe
oracle:

I deem tbat Poseidon's cbariot bas even now been loosed by the hands of his

dear wife, and I divine tbat our mother is none else than our ship herself;

for surely she bore us in her womb and groans unceasingly with grievous
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travailing. But witb unshaken {trengtb and untiring shoulders will we lft
ber up and bear her witbin this country of sandy wa{tes, wbere yon swtft-

footed {teed has {ped beJore. For be will not plunge beneath the earth; and

his hoof-prints, I am certain, will point us to some bay above the sea.

The Argonauts accordingly picked up their ship and carried her across

the sands on their shoulders. The underlying significance of this is to be

sought in Dionysian ritual. From the sixth century there was a ritual of
Dionysus in which a ship was rolled upon wheels or carried in proces-

sion. This Burkert connects with a legend of Dionysus known from the

Homeric LIymns. One form of the legend upon which this rite is based

has Dionysus hire a ship at Icaria to take him to Naxos, but the crew are

pirates and decide to sell their passenger as a slave in Asia. The god then

changed the mast and oars into serpents and transformed himself into a

lion, ivy burst forth on all sides of the ship and the playing of futes filled
the air. The sailors leapt over the side and were transformed into dolphins,
with the exception of the helmsman Acoetes who had protested at their
plans. Another version of the tale has the pirates kidnap the drowsing
youth from the shore at Chios or Icaria. Acoetes was terrified at the awe-

some power of the god unleashed against his comrades, but Dionysus
reassured him and together they sailed to Naxos as planned. Some ac-

counts of the persecution of Dionysus by King Pentheus suggest that the

prisoner he takes is not the god, but the faithful helmsman. This is all the

more likely as the helmsman in the ritual is the priest of Dionysus, and

doubtless personifies him in some respect.

Dionysus was the chief deity of Naxos, which was apparently founded
by Carian sefflers. The mythological significance of Naxos in the legend

of Dionysus is considerable. Dionysus celebrated his triumphant return
from India on the island, a campaign that involved his departure to and

return from foreign parts, akey element of the god s myth. It was at Naxos

also that Dionysus rescued Ariadne after she had assisted Theseus slaying

the Minotaur, and been abandoned on the island. This makes Dionysus
the son-in-law of Minos, another of theJudges of the Underworld, as well
as a son of Persephone; this certainly stresses his chthonic connections.
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Ariadne also resembles Medea; in that she is a helper-maiden who assists

a foreign hero against her father the king. Medeas stature is greater in
direct proportion to the lesser ability ofJason in comparison to Theseus

and Horneric heroes. Unlike Ariadne and other helper-maidens she is far

from a helpless damsel in distress; as a passionate barbarian Medea broke

all the accepted bounds of temperate and civilised society, rejecting at

every turn the secondary roles that it laid down for women.

The next important event in the tale is the death of Mopsus; a mythical
seer and the object, as we have seen, of an oracular hero cult. The second

of the Argonauts to die here, a dread sirpent bit him, to which creature -
connected as it is with chthonic heroes and oracles - Apollonius scrupu-

lously avoids attaching blamer

... too sluggish of his own will to ftrike at an unwilling foe, nor yet

would he dart full face at one that would shrink back. But into what-

ever of all living beings that life-giving earth suftains that serpent once

inje&s l-ris black venom, his path to Hades becomes not so much as a

cubit's length...

So deadly in fact, that recovery was impossible:

... not even if Paeon, if it is right for me to say this openly, should tend

him, when its teeth have only grazed the skin.

Paeon incidentally was a physician who treated wounds suffered by the

gods themselves in the tojan War. Doctors accordingly sometimes re-

ceived the title Paeonii, and healing herbs paeoniae herbre.It is perhaps

best not to speculate on this occasion why saying this was potentially im-
pious.

For when over Libya flew godlike Perseus Eurymedon for by that
name his mother called him - bearing to the king the Gorgon's head

newly severed, all the drops of dark blood that fell to the earth, pro-
duced a brood of those serpents.



Our author attributes venomous serpents in the Libyan sands to the spilt
blood of Medusa. This is reminiscent of the mythic origin of aconite in
the saliva of Cerberus. Such a historiola could potentially lend a poison

the name blood of Medusa in a ritual context.

... quickly and in haite they dug a deep gr^ve with mattocks of bronze;

and they tore their hair, the heroes and the maidens, bewailing the

dead mans piteous suffering; and when he had received due burial
rites, rhrice they marched round the tomb in full armour, and heaped

above him a mound of earth.

The wailing of the maidens is of course the exact ancient funereal practice

from which goetia takes its name. The ritual dance in full armour is obvi-

ously reminiscent of the dance of the Corybantes.In addition, the placing

of the grave of the seer in Libya may well be a claim to some oracular

shrine, though not I think that ofJupiter Ammon. Immediately after this
the heroes embark, but can frnd no outlet to the sear

Then ftraightway Orpheus bade them bring forth from the ship

Apollo's great tripod and offer it to the gods of the land as propitiation
for their return. So they went forth and set Apollo's gift on the shore;

then before them dtood, in the form of a youth, wide ruling god Triton,
and he lifted a clod from the earth and offered it as a dtranger's gift,
and thus $ake: Tal<e it, friends, for no {tranger's gtft of great worth have

I bere by me now to place in tlte hands of those who beseech me. But iJ ye

are searching for a ptssage througb this sea, as often is the need of men

passing through a {trange land, I will declare it. For my sire Poseidon bas

made me to be well uersed in this sea. And I rule the sbore rf hoply in your

di{tant land you baue euer beard of Eurypylus, born in Libya, the home

of wild bea{ts.

The clod of earth, a seemingly lowly gift, is a token of hospitality in keep-

ing with ancient custom. It bears far greater signifrcance than appears, for

it represents a claim to the territory sanctioned by a god. This is a mythic
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event legitimising the presence in Libya of Greek cities, in particular the

city of Cyrene, with its links to Aristaus. The sea god Triton, answering

the magic of Orpheus' offering, comes in disguise as a noble youth named

Eurypylus. According to Pindar this youth was the son of Poseidon rbe

earth-embracer, immortal Ennosides. A scholiast on Apollonius, which has

several times done us service, names his mother as Celaeno, She was a

daughter of Atlas who after death the gods placed among the stars as one

of the Pleiades. Although a minor character in some respects, he is a valu-

able connecting thread in our tapestry, worthy of a digression here.

Eurypylus

The hero Eurypylus, whose parent^ge we have briefy described, was ei-

ther a prince or king in the region of the future city of Cyrene. He had

other roles in Greek myth, having in one place this story, in that place

another, but the important features have a good deal in common. The ac-

count of Pausanias gives many of the more important details. When the

Greek had taken Troy and were dividing the spoils among themselvesr

Eurypylus ... got a che$t, in which there was a Statue of Dionysus, rhe

work some say of Hephae$tus, and a gtft of Zeus to Dardanus. But
there are two other traditions about this che$t, one rhat Aeneas left
it behind him when he fled... the other that it was thrown away by

Cassandra as a misfortune to any Greek who found ir. However this
may be, Eurypylus opened the cheft and saw the {tatue, and was driven

out of his mind by the sight. And mo$t of the time he remained mad,

though he came to himself a little ar rimes.

The fated gift of Zeus is very reminiscent of Pandora's Box, with its own
Hephastean and Promethean links.It also brings together a familiar cast:

Dionysus, Hephastus, Dardanos the Cabir, Cassandra the Sibyl and so

on. As for Eurypylus, afflicted with madness by rhe god, he did not
return to Thessaly, but wandered far, coming eventually to Delphi:



... and he wenr to Delphi and consulted rhe oracle about his disorder.
And they say the oracle told him, where he should 6nd people offering
a Strange sacrilice, to dedicare his cheft and rhere dwell. And the wind
drove Eurypylus'ships ro the sea near Aroe, and when he went ashore

he saw a lad and maiden being led ro the altar of Arternis Triclaria.

This was in the region of Achaia, and the handsome couple were a sac-

rifice offered to the goddess in expiation for an ancient crime. A youth
named Melanippus had fallen in love with Comaerho, a priestess of the
temple, and she with him. Being refused leave to marryi

Melanippus and Comaetho satisfied their ardenr love in the very rem-
ple of Artemis, and afterwards made the temple habirually their brid-
al-chamber. And forthwith the wrath of Artemis came on the people

of the country, their land yielded no fruir, and unusual sicknesses came

upon the people, and rhe morrality was much grearer than usual.

And when rhey had recourse to the oracle at Delphi, rhe Pyrhian
Prie$tess laid the blame on Melanippus and Comaetho, and rhe ora-
cle ordered them to sacrifice to Artemis annually the modt handsome
maiden and lad... Now all these lads and maidens had done nothing
againSt the goddess but had to die for Melanippus and Comsetho, and
they and their relations suffered mo{t piteously ...

Prior to the arrival of Eurypylus:

The oracle at Delphi had foretold that a foreign king would come to

their country, and that he would bring with him a foreign god, and thar

he would Stop this sacrifice to Artemis Triclaria...
And he [Eurpylus] saw at once that the oracle referced to rhis sacri-

hce, the people of the place also remembered the oracle, seeing a king
whom they had never before seen, and as to the che$t they sufpeCted

that there was some god in ir. And so Eurypylus was cured of his dis-
order, and cl-ris human sacriEce was Stopped.



The new worship of Dionysus, which represents a religious reform of
which the above is the foundation myth, combines with that of Artemis

in the following mannerr

Nine men, who are chosen by the people for their worth,look after his

worship, and the same number of women. And one night during the

fe$tival the prie5t takes the cheft outside the temple. That night has

$ecial rites. All tl-re lads in the di$tri& go down to the friver] Milichus

fthe mild, elsewhere a title of chthontc Zeus in ophidian form] with

crowns on tl-reir heads made of ears of corn: for so used they in old

time to dress up those whom tl'rey were leading to sacrifice to Artemis.

But in our dav they lay these crowns of ears of corn near the ftatue of
the goddess, and after bathing in the river, and again putring on crowns

tlris time of wy, they go to the temple of Dionysus Aesyrnnetes [the
Lord, or RulerJ. Such are their rites on this night.

The 6gure of Eurypylus is thus the essential link between the local rites of
Artemis and Dionysus His tomb was in the shrine of the goddess, but his

hero cult formed part of the worship of Dionysus. Incidentally, the same

city possessed a temple of Cybele, with a concealed statue of Attis and a

public one of the goddess.

Other very ancient rites persisted in this region, and Pausanias is worth

quoting again. His account of another rite of Artemis shows how the

priestess essentially personified the goddess in ritual, illustrating the ar-

chaic inter-changeability of ritual personnel and the deities served.

And every year the people of Patrae hold the festival called Lapl-rria to

Artemis, in which they observe their national mode of sacrifice. Round

the altar tl-rey put wood yet green in a circle, and pile it up about ry co'

bits high. And the drieft wood lies wirhin this circle on the altar. And

they contrive at the time of the fe$tival a smooth ascent to the altar,

piling up earth so as to form a kind of dteps. Fir$t they have a mo$t

Splendid procession to Artemis, in which the virgin prieftess rides ladt

in a chariot drawn by $tags, and on the following day tl-rey perform the



sacrificial rites, which borh ,"r,,.;:;; arcIy arecelebrared wirh
much zeal. For they place alive on the altar birds good to ear and all
other kinds of victirns, as wild boars and stags and does, and moreover
the young of wolves and bears, and some wild animals fully grown,
and they place also upon rhe altar the fruit of a'y rrees rhar they plant.
And then rhey ser 6re to the wood. And I have seen a bear or some
other animal ar the first smell of rhe 6re trying to force away outside,
some even actually doing so by sheer ctrength. But rhey rhruft rhem
back again inro the blazingpile. Nor do rhey record any that were ever

injured by the animals on these occasions.

Here too, at Patrx, was a myth of Eurypylus and a chesc made by the fire
god. The incidence of a barbarous and ancient rite involving wild animals
is deserving of scrutiny. Artemis, in common with other archaic goddess-
es, is a Potnia Theron or misrress of wild beasts. So roo, Eurypylus intro-
duced himself to the Argonauts as born in Libya, the bome of wild beasts.

The linkage he supplies between Artemis and Dionysus is also significant.
Artemis is a virgin huntress, as is the nymph Cyrene; Aristaeus, who was
worshipped here alongside her, is a god of the hunt and of honey, closely
linked to Dionysus. That Eurypylus srory connecrs with human sacrifice
is most striking in another respecr. A passage of Virgils Aeneid, which
supplies more details of the Wooden Horse of Troy than does Homer,
involves a soothsayer named Eurypylus. He was senr by the Greeks ro
consult Apollo how they might find safejourney home, and returned with
an injunction to human sacrifice. Given these facts, the death in Libya of
Mopsus may involve more than appears. He was also a soothsayer, and
his death occurred just when the Argonaurs were themselves rroubled by
fears concerning their return home.

The god Triton then, under the form of Eurypylus, appeared to the
Argonauts and offered a signific ant gift of Libyan soil.

Thus he fpake, and readily Euphemus held out his hands rowards rhe
clod, and thus addressed him in reply: If baply, hero, thou knowell augbt
of Peloponnesus and the seo of Minos, tell us truly, who ask it ojf you. For



not of our will have we come hither, but by the {tress of beauy {torms have

we touched the borders oJ tbis land, and have borne our ship aloft on our

sboulders to the waters oJ this lake ouer the mainland, grievously burdened;

and weknoru not where a passage shows itself Jor our course to theland oJ

Pelops.

So he Spake; and Triton ftretched out his hand and showed afar the

sea and the lake's deep mouth, and then addressed them: "That is the

outlet to the sea, wltere tbe deep water lies unmoved and dark; on eq'ch side

roll white breakers with shining cre{ts; and tbe way between Jor your pas'

sage out is narrow. And that sea {tretches away in mi{t to the divine land oJ'

Pelops beyond Crete; but bold to the rigbt, when ye have entered the swell

of the sea Jrom the lake, and {teer your course hugging the land, as long as it

trends to the north; but when the coall bends, falling 6way in the otber di'
re(tion, then your course is safely laid Jor you if ye go {traight forward Jrom
the projetting cape, But go irt 1oy, and as for labour let there be no grieving

tbat limbs in youthful vigour should itill toil.

This Euphemos was also a son of Poseidon, and of Europa daughter of
great Tityos. This parentage of course also connects him to the family of
theJudges of Hades. He had fathered a son on Lemnos, destined to found

a city in Libya, bringing our voyage from first landfall to the last great

stage of the journey. He made a significant marriage too, according to a
scholiast on Pindar; to Sterope, a daughter of Helios'

Shown how to escape to the open sea by the god titon, who disap-

peared into the waves with the tripod, the heroes brought forth a sacri-

ficial sheep that Jason slew. The god reappeared in his true form, like a

man from the waist up, but with two great spined tails ending in crescent

fukes. He grasped the ship and drew it to the sea, before sinking back into

the waves. They heroes built altars on the shore and set sail at dawn, sooni

... rugged Carpathus far away welcomed them; and thence they were

to cross to Crete, which rises in the sea above other islands.

But here, while still at sea, they were confronted by a last great peril:
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... Talos, the man of bronze, as he broke off rocks from the hard clill
ftayed them from faftening hawsers ro the shore, when they came to
the road$tead of Di&es haven. He was of the Stock of bronze, of the
men Sprung from ash-rrees, rhe laft left among the sons of the gods;
and the fZeus) son of Kronos gave him to Europa to be rhe warder
of Crete and to ftride round rhe island thrice a day with his feet of
bronze. Now in all the rest of his body and limbs was he fashioned
of bronze and invulnerable; but benearh the sinew by his ankle was a

blood-red vein; and this, with its issues of life and death, was covered

by a thin skin. So the heroes, though ourworn with toil, quickly backed

their ship from the land in sore dismay.

This bronze giant is undoubtedly a composite frgure, pardy inspired by
the Colossus of Rhodes, well known to Apollonius; he represents both a

gianr, a magical automaton and the god Helios. Hurling rocks at the ship
from the shore, they were unable to come closer

And now far fronl Crete would rhey have been borne in wretched plight,
diftressed borh by thirdt and pain, had not Medea addressed them as

they turned away: Heark"en to me. For I deem that I alone can subdue for
you that man, whoeuer be be, even tbough his frame be of bronze througbout,

unless his hfe too is everla{ting. But be ready to keep your ship bere beyond

the ca{l of his {tones, tillhe yield tbe vifiory to me.Tl-rus she Spake; and they

drew the ship out of range, resting on their oars, waiting ro see whar

plan unlooked for she would bring to pass; and she, holding the fold of
her purple robe over her cheeks on each side, mounted on the deck; and

Aesons son took her hand in his and guided her way along the thwarrs.

And with songs did she propitiate and invoke the Dearh,fpirits, de-

vourers of life,the swift hounds of Hades, who, hovering rhrough allthe
air, swoop down on the living. Kneeling in supplication, rhrice she called

on them with songs, and thrice with prayers; and, shaping her soul to
mischiefl, with her ho$tile glance she bewirched the eyes of Talos, the
man of bro nze; and her teeth gnashed bitter wrath againft him, and she

sent forth baneful phantoms in the frenzy of her rage.



Medea's slaying of Talos is variously described, but while spirits are in-
voked, so too a power in the mind and eyes of the witch is a feature of
them all. This is indeed the first literary account of the evil eye. So now
the heroes stayed the night on shore, building a shrine for Minoan Athene
before setting sail again. The next night caught them far from shore in a

terrifying darknessr

... that night which they name the Pall of Darkness; the dtars pierced

not that fatal night nor the beams of the moon, but black chaos de-

scended from heaven, or haply some other darkness came, rising from

the nethermoft depths. And the heroes [knew not] whether they drift-
ed in Hades or on the waters ,,.

Jason, for once master of his fate, raised his arms to the sky and invoked

Apollo, weeping as he prayed. While these tears may represent genuine

emotioll, as well they might, a wailing invocation is pregnant with mean-

ing for us by now. Apollo responded, swiftly descending from Olympus,

ro stand arop one of the Melantian rocks. He raised his bow (described

here as of gold like the sun, but generally a lunar silver). Dazzlingbeams

of light pierced the darkness, like arrows perhaps, or the simple radiance

of the divine weapon. An islet was revealed to their grateful eyes, where

they drew anchor. By the dawn light the island was shown them, and they

named it Anaphe, meaning Revelation, as the god had revealed it to them
in the depths of darkness. Here they built a shrine and celebrated a rite

interesting in its details. As the heroes had little to offer the god at the

dedication of the shrine, they poured libations of simple \,vater in place of
precious oil or wine. The handmaids of Medea, amused at this unusual

and plain offering, laughed aloud. The champions, gallantly grasped the

humour, and a ribald exchange took place between the men and the maids.

This tale is told in explanation of the local rites, when the men make of-
ferings to Apollo and their womenfolk make fun of them Similar ribaldry
occurred even at holy Eleusis; there the women told bawdyjokes, in mem-

ory of an old lady cheering bereaved Demeter in this way. Such customs

arc of course far more ancient than the elegant Olympian state cult. They
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originate at the archaic level of religion, when nobles and tyrants shunned

the'rustic' rites of Demeter and Dionysus.

The next morning being fair, they again set sail towards their homeland.

Now Apollonius story is drawing to its close, he did not intend telling of
events after their retufn. He has but one last great event to share with

us while the journey continues. When they were underway, Euphemus,

with whom we have recently become acquainted, recalled a dream of the

previous night. This was in fact a reveiation of his own. We are told that

in deference to Hermes, called the god of dreams, the hero took pains to

recall each detail of the dream. This is an interesting example of practical

piety; such dreams are prophetic, and capable of bringing us good, but to

attend to them is also a duty. This is what he recalled:

... the god-given clod of earrh held in his palm close to his brea$t was

being suckled by white ftreams of milk, and that from it, little though

it was, grew a woman like a virgin; and he, overcome by Strong desire,

lay with her in lovet embrace; and united with her he pitied her, as

though she were a maiden whom he was feeding with lris own milk;

but she comforted him with gentle words: Daugbter oJ 'frrton am I,

dear J'riend, and nurse of thy children, no maiden; Triton and Libya ore

my p(1rettts. But re{tore me to tbe daughters of Ilereus to dwell in tlte sea

near Anopbe; I sball return ttgain to tbe light of tbe srnl, to prepare ct home

for thy descendants.

All this he committed carefully to memory before he told his dream to

Jason. Now, Apollonius gives the distinction of dream interpreting to the

leader of the quest; but centuries before, Pindar, subtle poet and healer

with music, had akeady called this the prophetic word of Medea:

... Spoken ar Thera, which of old the passionare child of Aeetes, queen

of Colchians, breathed from immorral lips. For rhese words Spake she

to the warriorJasons god-begotten crew: Hearken O sons of high'beart'

ed mortals and of gods. Lo, I s(ry unto you tbat from this sea'lashed land the

daughter oJ Epaphos sball some time be planted with ct rlot to bring fortb
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cities that shall possess tbe minds of men, where Zeus Ammon's shrine is

builded.

So as to be cIear, and to reconcile this prophecy with the details as our

author gives them, Jasons interpretation, suited to dream and prophecy,

was this:

Ivty friend, great and glorious renown has fallen to thy lot. For of this clod

wben thou ha{t ca{t it into the sea, the gods will make an island, where thy

children's children shall dwell; for Triton gave this to tbee as a {tranger's gft

from the Libyan mainland. None other of tbe immortals it was than he that

gave thee this when he met thee.

This islan d, after long travels, would be home to the descendants of
Euphemus'son, driven from Lemnos, to Sparta, and thence to the isle of
Thera grown from this Libyan earth. From Thera they would in turn be-

come the founders of Cyrene, to do honour therein to your gods, aII as lofty

Triton had intended from his humble glft. With this prophetic word of
the goddess of sorcery ringing in our ears, concerning a united worship of
African and Greek gods, a short paragraph later Apollonius bids farewell

to the Argonauts and to us, with these 6nal words:

Be gracious, race of blessed chieftains! And may these songs year after

year be sweeter to sing among men. For now have I come to the glori-

ous end of your toils; for no adventure befell you as ye came home...

and gladly did ye {tep forth upon the beach of Pagasz.



Orishtrs antl Greek gods o-f the weekdays

As Santeria is blessed in lackingacentralauthority, Orisha attributions to
the weekdays are highly variable; the following highly useful scheme comes

from PhilipJohn Neimark's Tbe Way of the Orisa.In Voodoo, Monday is

frequently associated with Legba (aka Ellegua, Exu &c.) and begins the
week. Compare the weekdays' attribution in the Grand Grimoire, com-
mencing with Monday ruled by Lucifer; in Palo a similar figure to Exu
bears the name Lucero.

WEEKDAY ORISHA

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Exu

Ogun

Babalu-Aiye

Olodumare

Ochun, Chango

Yemaya

Obatala

Babalu-Aiye is identical in origin with Omolu in Quimbanda, and bears

quite a resemblance to the chthonic Apollo as plague god and healer. A
goetic adaptation of these tables could readiiy attribute him to Sunday in
place of Obatala.
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Tuesday Ogun Hephastus +/- equivalenr

Wednesday Oy" Hecate +/- equivalent

Thursday Chango Zeus +/- equivalent

Friday Ochun Aphrodite +/- equivalent

Saturday Exu Kronos As Lord of Misrule

Sunday Obatala Helios Equivalence doubtful



Comparatiue'Goetic Olympic and AT R syncretism

Grctk Jcitv
)rgl

'' l\co dddf /c

Y Atl-rene/Medusa

Aphrodite

Apollo

Hermes

Zeus

Artemis, Cyrene

Dionysus

HeralLamia

Thetis

ATR Orislta,

approxirnate lwa etc

Quimbanda &c Pomba Gira

Santeria &c Ochun

Quimbanda &c Omulu

Quimbanda &c Exu

Santeria &c Shango

U

]['

G

4

TA Persephone, Hecare Sanreria &c Oy"

* /rV Hephzstus/Ares Sanreria and palo ogun and

Zarabanda

/

A

Santeria &c

Quimbanda &c

Quimbanda &c

Santeria &c

oy"

Exu

(and Ghede lwa)

Pomba Gira

Yemayax

Note archaic Libra was considered the claws of giant Scorpion, and the overlapping

Mars/Vulcan forms.



Afterword to tbe Argonautic,;r

Sir Isaac Newton is said to have enumerated connections between the

Argonautica of Apollonius and the zodiac.Robert Graves speculated, with

reasonable conviction that such a connection was formed in Alexandria,

His grounds were that by using Egyptian forms it is simple to make such

an equation. This is in fact the case, although he does not give a com-

plete list. As this astrological conceit is of interest, given that the Twelve

Labours of Hercules fun concurrently with the quest, and are often so

associated, I have here listed what seem the likeliest links.

Aries is none other than the Ram of Phrixus; Taurus the Bulls of Aeetes

and Gemini the Dioscuri as heavenly twins. Cancer presents a little more

difficulty but perhaps is Aristaeus as Aetnaean Beetle', while Leo is the

Lion of Rhea and Cybele. Virgo is no less than Medea as Virgin, the sig-

nificance of which need hardly be underlined, but two magical lunar zodi'

acs in the papyri commence with this sign. Libra is Alcinous' judging the

case of Medea and the Colchians, Scorpio the Serpent guarding the fleece

at Colchis or the apples of the Hesperides in Libya. For Sagittarius there

is Chiron the Centaur or Apollo or Heracles as Arch er; for Capricorn

the Libyan nymphs in their goatskins and Aquarius the water carriers of
Aegina. For Pisces there are the Nereides disguised as dolphins, or mighty

Triton whose deeds conclude the tale just as Pisces, opposite the Virgin,

is last of the Signs.

Having reached the end of the Argonautica, according to the best tra-

ditional chronology of Greek myth all but one of the Twelve Labours of
Hercules has also been performed. The last and most difficult of these,

bringing Cerberus from the Underworld into the light, I will next under-

take in his place.



NEBIROS
HERMES CHTHONIOS

Orcus IHadesj is also a god; and the fabled ftreams of rhe lower world,
Acheron, Cocytus and Pyriphlegethon, and Charon and Cerberus are

also to be deemed gods. No, you say, we mu$t draw the line at that; well
then, Orcus is not a god eirher.

Cicero

HE NAME oF THE sprRrT called Nebiros in The True Grimoire is

found in different forms in other magical books. He is occasionally
referced to as Nelbiroth. In Eliphas L6vi's lVlysteries of the Qabalahhe

is called Nibbas. In the well known Goetia of Solomon the Kinghe is called
Naberius. In the more reliable and authoritative works of Agrippas pu-
pil Weyer - the ultimate source for most of the spirit catalogue of the
Goetia ojf Solomon - the name is rendered as Naberus, with the alterna-
tive of Cerberus. Misspellings are frequent in various rexts, and have cre-

ated considerable confusion. The most consistent forms: Nebiros and
Naberus, are close enough to be considered as equivalenr, and the former
will be used throughout this study. A Greek origin for this name may be

traced in nebros, meaning a fawn skin. This was an attribute of Bacchus,

and many terms from this roor are associated with the cult of Dionysus
(Bacchus). This etymology links the older Thracian deity Dionysus with
the god known in Classical times as Hermes Chrhonios, rhe underworld
Hermes. In addition it connects Nebiros with the rites of Bacchus, often
thought to connect with the origins of rhe Witches Sabbath. In similar
vein, the demon name Frimost translates Bromios, a title of Dionysus,
from Greek to Latin.



The alternative name of Cerberus also points to the origin of this impor-

tant spirit in much older lore, for this is the name of the monstrous guard

dog of the Underworld in Greek mythology, a figure with a major role

in ancient magic. If the other names are not merely corrupted spellings

it is possible that the name Naberus or Nebiros derives from a syncre-

tic combination of the names Anubis and Cerberus, such as Anuberos.

While such syncretism is entirely valid in the context of Hellenistic magic,

it would be unwise to assume Cerberus initially derived from Anubis. A
canine guardian of the heavenly afterlife with similar name and attributes

to Cerberus appears in very early Indian scriptures such as the Rig Wda;

Cerberus was initially a distinct Indo-European deity and apparently ce-

lestial rather than chthonic. Nevertheless, as Egyptian and Greek under-

world deities Cerberus and Anubis were associated in the Magical Papyri,

in which context such combinations are neither uncommon nor invalid.

In short, whether or not a combined form of the name gave us the read-

ing Nebiros, the alias of Cerberus is an important one for understanding

Nebiros in the grimoires.
As long ago as I9o5, Maurice Bloomfield brought scholarly attention to

the likely identity of Cerberus with two dogs appearing in the Rig Veda.

This is of course the oldest religious text of ancient India, and has echoes

in later Persian lore, and through to the cultures of classical antiquity. A
full argument for the identity is beyond the scope of my treatise, but the

linkage requires briefly stating. These two hounds were the dogs of Yama,

god of death. The afterlife of the period was not a gloomy one, nor was it
subterranean.It resembled the afterlife of late antiquity, raised from below

to the sky once more. The deceased mounted to heaven, passing as they

did so the orbits of Sun and Moon; these luminaries were the watchdogs

of Yama whom the spirit of the deceased had to pass. One of them had

the name Qabala - tolerably close to variant forms of the Greek name

Kerbelus and Cerberus &c. Both dogs of Yama bore the epkhetfour-eyed,

which has been variously explained but likely indicated spots over the eyes

as well as keen eyesight, but lends itself to interpretations of more than

one head. This Vedic precedent does not diminish the connection drawn

between Cerberus and Anubis; Anubis, like the Vedic Qabala was one of



apair,Anpu and Apuat. It shoul, ",'::";""::t that the descriptio'
of Cerberus as three headed was only finalised compararively late, by the
Romans; two had been tolerably common among the Greeks. The associ-
ation, in very early Indo-European lore, of these watchdogs with Sun ar-rd

Moon is well suited to the later Hellenistic eschatology. The luminaries
in this phase were'Islandsi ruled by Hades or Dis Pater,and Persephone.

Cerberus ancl Anuhis

The sages ascribed ro their Mercury, personihed in Egyp, as

Hermanubis, a dogs head, and to rheir Sulphur, represenred by rhe
Baphomet of the Temple or Prince of rhe Sabbarl-r, rhar goat's head

which brought such opprobriurn to rhe occult associations of the
N{iddle Ages.

Eliphas L6v i, Tr att s c en de ntal Magi c

The name Cerberus is an ancient name for a guardian of the Underworld,
the Hound of Hades. The hound of hell is menrioned, though neither
named nor described, by Homer. Hesiod is the {irst to describe and men-
tion him by name. He described Cerberus as a dog with 6fty heads ; later
descriptions credit him with rwo, a hundred or rhe more frequent three.
In art, serpents often twine around and between his necks and sometimes
even these are omitted, perhaps ro preserve the elegance of the prevailing
sculptural conventions, Literary descriptions convey a far more monstrous
form. Around his heads and extending down his back is a great mane of
snakes, and he has for a tail the head and body of a serpent. In Danre's

Inferno Cerberus appears as a great wormi a gteat serpentine dragon, with
three canine heads and doglike clawing limbs. Most vividly conveyed is
the description of his thunderous barking voice rhat sruns the mind, and
cannot be shut out. In emphasising the size and the sound of Cerberus,
Dante echoes the Roman author Virgil, in the Aeneid: these are the realms

buge Cerberus makes ring witb the barking of his threefold jaws, reposing his

enormous bulk in the caue tbatJronts the ferry.
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The parentage of Cerberus underlines that he is much more than a guard

dog, but a true chthonic monster. He was the offspring of Typhon and

Echidna. The better known Typhon - who terrified the Olympian gods

untilZeus found resolve enough to restrain him beneath a thrown moun-
tain - is associated with the Egyptian god Set. Echidna - herself impor-

tant in Greek lore - was a beautiful woman from the waist up, a great

speckled serpent from the waist down. This appearance matches that of
Lamia, who as seen earlier connects with the Sibyls. It is appropriate to

this connection that she appears to have originally been an oracular death

goddess, before the ascendancy of the Olympian cultus that reduced many

older gods to monsters or heroes. This parentage reflects the tradition
crediting the birth of Anubis - dog-headed funerary god of Egypt - to

Set and Nepthys, whereas other traditions make his father Ra, or Osiris;

Anubis however is a much older god than Osiris.

The duty of Cerberus was to guard the entrance to Hades; his den be-

ing on the far side of the river Styx, where Charon brought the shades

of the dead in his boat. Here he prevented the living from entering the

Underworld, and the dead from leaving. This is also strongly reminiscent

of Anubis, with his jackal head; the abode of the dead being in the desert

on the sunset side of the Nile where howling jackals roamed,

The Classical Greek god of the Underworld, Hades (called Pluto,

meaning riches, to avert ill-forrune from speaking the name of the God of
Death), is frequently depicted accompanied by Cerberus, This partner-
ship has had important repercussions, of which one famous case deserves

our attention here. When the first Ptolemy ruled in Egypt he introduced

the worship of Sarapis, a form of Osiris who for political reasons united

Greek and Egyptian elements. According to Plutarch:

r Ptolemy Soter saw in a dream a gigantic ftatue of Pluto - one which
he had not previously seen and whose form he knew not - which or-

dered him to bring it to Alexandria.

z And when he did not know and had no idea where the (tatue was

to be found even after he had described his vision to his friends, there



was round a sreat;;:"-";;:. said he had seen at

Sinope judt such a colossus as the King had seen.

: He fPtolemy] accordingly sent lhis agents], who afrer expending

much time and effort, and not wirhout the assi$tance of Gods provi-
dence, removed it secretly and brought it away.

a And when it had been brought to Alexandria and publicly ereCted,

[his Greek and Egyptian advisors on the My$teries] Timorheus and

Manetho, immediately came to the conclusion rhat ir was a ftatue of
Pluto - judging by its Cerberus and great Serpent - and persuaded

Ptolemy that it was no other God than Sarapis; for it did nor come

from Sinope with this name, but after coming to Alexandria it received

the Egyptian name for Pluto, namely Sarapis.

There can be no doubt that the image of a dog as part of this colossus

lent itself to the identifrcation with Osiris, through his association with
Anubis; and Hades, through his association with Cerberus. Note too, that
while Pluto was identified with Osiris, Persephone - the Queen of the

Greek lJnderworld - was similarly identified with Isis in her Underworld
role.

Having mentioned Manetho and syncretism of Egyptian and Greek

gods, this Egyptian hierophant is also a major source for the chronology
of the Pharoahs. His account included a divine dynasty of gods complete

with Greek counterparts of the relevant Egyptian gods. While fragmen-

tary, this equating of gods was evidently highly influential; references to
it survive in Byzantine scholiasts and elsewhere. The close relationship
of Hephastus and Helios in the Argonautica and elsewhere, while deeply

connected to traditions of Asia Minor,likely also refers to this Hellenistic

tradition. In Manetho's list they appear as consecutive rulers; father and
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Manetho's

Egyptian

Ptah

Ra

Shu

Seb

Osiris

Set

Horus (r)

Thoth

King List

Syncretic

Hephastus

Helios

Agathodamon

Kronos

Osiris

Typhon

(Hermes?)

Ma

Horus (z) Horus

To resume, Cerberus is an important figure in many weil-known myths,

particularly those concerning the descent of heroes into the Underworld.

Of these heroes Orpheus, a major magical fr,gure, charmed Cerberus to
sleep with his lyre, rvhile Hercules dragged him bodily ro the surface of
the Earth. On this occasion the potent and poisonous herb aconite frrst

grew where drops fell from the slavering jaws of Cerberus.

These myths are retellings of older traditions, and should not be taken

at face value. They have connections with old rituals, involving a descent

into the lJnderworld, purificatory and initiatory rituals of descent (kataba-

sls). It is significant in this exact respect that in most accourlts of Hercules'

encounter with Cerberus the hero was prepared for the ordeal by initia-
tion into the Eleusian Mysteries. A central figure in these Mysteries was,

of course, Persephone. Plutarch, who was initiated into both these and the

Mysteries of Isis and Osiris, considered them to be essentially identical, as

at this time - if not before - they Iargely were.
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Anubis was associated with magic in Egypt from early on. A magical pa-

pyrus of the third millennium ecE includes a description of its discovery

beneath his statue in a temple. In the Magical Papyri of the Greek and

Roman period, Cerberus (Kerberos) is frequently invoked along with
Hecate, unsurprisingly given their close connection in Greek myth. In
other closely related invocations he is calied Anubis, the two having be-

come in many respects interchangeable. In one of the papyfi, while ad-

dressed as Kerberos, the god - evidently in semi-anthropomorphic form

- is described as wielding a thunderbolt. Hecate herself was frequently
represented with three heads, including one of a dog. One of her ritual
titles indeed, was Black Bitch. Her offerings also included the sacrifice of
a dog.

Anubis, the familiar jackal or dog headed god of the Egyptians, was for
much of their history the god of embalming and the protector of cemeter-

ies; at least officially. Indeed, as his worship is far prior to that of Osiris,
he was very likely an earlier Lord of the Dead. As Egyptians knew, real

dogs and jackals were all too likely to dig up and eat dead bodies and scat-

ter the remains, and they were associated with all the frightfulness and

fear of death. The Egyptians mad e a regular practice of harnessing as well

as propitiating negative forces; much as, in modern times, security agen-

cies seek to turn enemy agents. Anubis, associated with the practice of
magic from the early period in Egypt, is a powerful example of this prin-
ciple. Examples can be found in the magic and religion of the Egyptians

throughout their long history. Budge says of him that, in the period when

Osiris was the Lord of the Underworld; as the guide of beaven and tbe

leader of souls to Osiris he was a benefcent god, but as the personrfcation oJ

death and decay be was a being wbo in{pired terror. So also in papyri of the

first millennium sce and probably earlier he commands huge numbers of
messenger demons; while in Magical Papyri dating to Roman times he

acts as the main enforcer of curses. As the study of Egyptian culture has

progressed, it has become apparent that the more hostile and fearsome

aspects of many deities, Anubis not least among them, had formed a large

part of folk magic from earliest times. The more respectable or positive

forms of the gods were a feature of state religion, rather than of popular
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beliefi, which often viewed them rarher differently. It is in this form that
they appear in the Papyri, which while late in Egyptian history, preserve

very substantial elements of both Greek and Egyptian magical cosmology

and methodology that are extremely ancient.

The Anubis of the Graco-Roman period is an extremely important
frgure, both in the Magic al, Papyri and the widespread Mysteries of Isis.

He features strongly in the magical cult of Hecate, wherein he holds the
key of the Underworld. He also frequently bears the caduceus associated

with Hermes (who was associated with crossroads as Hecate was asso-

ciated with junctions of three roads; they are occasionally combined in
the Papyri as Hermecate). Both the key and the caduceus are important
symbols in the iconography of Hecate, and frequently appear in her rites.

Clearly Anubis is considered a psychopomp, or guide of the dead, and one

of her retinue.In this capacity as well as in his official capacity of guiding
shades in the LJnderworld, he could be appealed to by those who wished

to summon the spirits of the dead.

This capacity to bring souls both to and from the Underworld is il-
lustrated in the dual role of Anubis in the legend of Isis and Osiris. The
role of Anubis in embalming Osiris and guiding the deceased (who were

always entitled Osiris) to the underworld is important to the first part of
this role. There is however another aspect to this, for Anubis also assisted

Isis and Nepthys in the reconstruction of the body of Osiris, equivalent in
many fesPects to a resurrection.

In The True Grimoire Nebiros is under the rule of Astaroth, a demon-
ised form of the goddess Astarte. This relationship is best understood as

similar in nature to that between Cerberus and Hecate.

A fuller discussion of the relationship between Astaroth and Hecate,
aLready covered in The True Grimoire, is out of place here. For the benefit

of clarity here, one or two relevant points require mention. The myths

of Hecate and Astaroth portray a goddess active in the three worlds of
Heaven, Earth and the LJnderworld; in addition a major symbol of Hecate

is equally prominently connected to Astaroth. This is the pole or pillaa
known as the Asherah in the cult of Astaroth, which is also the oldest
symbol of Hecate. In her honour a simple pole was raised at places where
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three roads meer, and embellished with a mask facingeach direction. Its
original nature was more similar to both the shaman's ladder, and a World
Tree or Axis, connecting the worlds.

The dual narure of Anubis, dark and light, is also found in the more
respectable philosophical writings of Graco-Roman rimes. According to
Plutarchr

... when Nepthys conceives Anubis, Isis adoprs him. For Neprhys
represents that below the earth and invisible [dark], while Isis repre-
sents that which is above the earth and visible [ight]. And as the circle

called'Horizon' [horizontal], touches upon rhe confines of light and
darkness alike as common to borh, so it has been called Anubis. Ir is

likened to a dog according ro its charaCteridtics; for the dog is warch-
ful borh by day and by nighr alike. Anubis possesses this power, as

Hecate with the Greeks, being ar one and the same time Infernal and
Cele$tial. Others believe that Anubis signifies Time IKronos], but rhis
is an initiated do&rine.

Plutarch also describes the offerings made to Anubis of two roosrers, one

white, the other tawny, connecring it with Ser, or as Plutarch calls him,
Typhon. His double characteristics are also evident in the description by
Lucius Apuleius of his image in processions of Isis in Roman Italy:

...immediarcIy after these came the Deities...the foremo$t among

them rearing terrifically his dogs head and di$playing alternately a face

black as night, and as golden as the day; in his left hand the caduceus,

in his right the green palm branch.

Note that he appears first among the deities here, as also in the rituals of
the MagicalPapyri,6rst Anubis is summoned in vision; as messenger he

then brings in with equal facllity either the Celestial gods, or demons and
the shades of the dead. Many attributes of Anubis connecr him strongly
with the Greek messenger god, Hermes, the caduceus and palm branch

not least of all. That they were associated by the ancienrs is not in doubt.
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Bear in mind however that Hermes too possesses dual forms, with differ-
ent roles and even different parenrs. Hermes was not only the herald of
Zeus, but, as Hermes Chthonios, also of Hades, god of the Underworld.
It is in this capacity, as guide of the spirits of the dead, or psychopomp,
that Anubis most resembles him. The Llymns of Orpheu.s include a hymn
to both these forms of Hermes, underlining the distincrion in roles. We
give that of Hermes Chthonios herer

LIy*, to Hermes Chthonios

(Tltt" Incense: Srorax)

Hermes I call, wbom Fate decrees to dwell

In the dire patb wbich leads to deepe{t heII

O Bacchic Hermes, progeny diuine

Of Dionysius, parent of the vine,

And of celeJlial Wnus - Paphian queen,

Dark eye-lash'd Goddess of a lovely mien:

Who con{tant wand're{t thro' tbe sacred feats
Where hell's dread empress, Proserytine, retreats;

To wretched souls the leader of tbe way

When Fate decrees, to regions void of day:

Thine is the wand which causes sleep to f,y,
Or lulls to slumb'rous rell the weary eye;

For Proserpine tbro' Tart'rus dark and wide

Gaue thee forever flowing souls to guide.

Come, blessed pow'r tbe sacrifce attend,

And grant our myfiic works a happy end.

Mirroring the relationship of Isis and Anubis, Hecate and Cerberus,
Nebiros is a deputy of Astaroth, who is the mosr approachable of the
three great. Chiefs. Nebiros is an exrremely important spirit, governing
more follower spirits in Tbe True Grimoire than any spirit of equivalent



rank. He is an excellent spirit for a practical magician to form an agree-

ment with, as his many followers will provide the operator with assistance

in workings for many purposes.

Among those who are his followers he has a particularly close relation-
ship with Huictigaras. Besides the spirits who follow him, Nebiros has an

affinity with Claunech, (who is under Satanachia, a deputy of Lucifer).
These two affinities are interesting, for Claunech is the first among the
spirit followers of the deputies, as Huictigaras is the last. Additionally,
Claunech is said to be beloved of Lucifer, so this affinity also underlines
the importance of Nebiros in the scheme of the grimoire.

His astrological correspondences are similarly universal, his day being
solar, his zodiacal degree lunar, and The Star being a title of his sphere.

These three symbols of course are also components of the standard tal-
isman of the Grimoire. Nebiros can be readlly invoked in operations of
Sun, Moon and the Stars, (including geometrical stars formed from con-
junction cycles of the planets).

His I'Jature and Powers

There are few signs of his former gLory in the Naberus alias Cerberus in
Weyer, or the Naberius in those grimoires derived from Scot, such as rhe

Goetia of Solomon In these books he is described as a crow a bird with
similar associations to the jackal admittedly, but no Hound of Hell. His
hoarse bestowal of the gifts of oratory and rhetoric is also appropriate
to a Hermes Chthonios, but otherwise he is a shadow of his former self,

though he fares rather better in the truly goetic grimoires. The Nebiros
of the Grand Grimoire, a close cousin of The True Grimoire and of that of
Honorius shows him clearly, his status and nature undiminished in any

significant respect from the Anubis of the papyrit

Nebiros can do evil to whomsoever he wishes, make known or cause

to be found the hand of glory, and the qualities of metals, minerals,

vegetables and animals pure and impure, and predi&ion - e$pecially

by necromancy.



Nebiros can do euil to whomsoeuer he wishes: or, ro render the intention
more accurately, whomsoever the magician wishes. This is Anubis as the
chief enforcer of curses, invoked as a chthonic force, Cerberus to whom
offerings or ritual deposits are made ar crossroads and in the cemetery. He
can bestow the Hand of Glory: the main de gloire - which in medieval and
later folklore was made from the hand of a hanged criminal sdll upon the
gallows, which were frequently located ar crossroads. The French main
de gloire was originally the mandragore or mandrake, a magical plant of
the very first degree, associated with Hecate and with Astarte. So too,
the hand can be formed from the root and srems of a fern gathered on
St. John's Eve, along with the seed of the fern, which confers invisibility.
That this date approximates the Summer Solstice, when Anubis visits all
the cemeteries and a great festival is held by his worshippers, is more than
fortuitous,

In its later form, and possibly its original form roo, this hand (a term rich
with meaning in Hoodoo and Afro-American conjure traditions thriving
today) was said to be the tool of criminals, able to send the occupants of a
house into a magical sleep. It is an interesting possibility that this instru-
ment of magical robbery was borrowed from rreasure hunting rites, which
connect with journeys to the underworld. In any case, these associations
with the crossroads and corpses, with criminality, especialLy theft, are cer-

tainly appropriate to a Hermes Chthonios; and to a dog headed god, an

infernal Hermanubis, and a semi-Egyprian Cerberus. These though are

outer meanings of the symbolism; for the initiate of the Mysteries, or ro
the archaic shaman to whom these themes belong in their primal glory,
the significance of the great LJnderworld talisman is that it confers pow-
ers of invisibility, of entering the lJnderworld unharmed; returning with
wisdom, and healing power to defeat the evils of disease, or of ignorance.
He can discover the cyalities of metals and minerals: this too is clearly de-
rived from an underworld role. Hades, as king of rhe lower world had pos-
session of everything under earth, including merals, minerals and all the

produ&ions of the earth. The King of the chthonic elementals or Gnomes
has the same power, whether or not he be dark Pluto himself.



This partially explains too why this power of Nebiros extends to vegeta-

bles and animals pure and impurl.Indeed, among plants Hades claims the

myrtle tree, the narcissus and the maiden-hair.Let us not forget either the

poppy or the pomegranate, and their place in the legend of Persephone.

Or that Hecate the companion and Demeter the mother of Persephone,

dark Hades bride, also represent fertility, besides their long association

with death and its mysteries. These goddesses of the Underworld are

always associated with crops, and with herds. Potnia Theron - Lady of
the Beasts - is among their oldest titles. Nor are such associations exclu-

sive to the feminine Underworld deities, as a beast himselfi, and a Lord of
the Beasts, this power too belongs to our syncretic Hermes Chthonios.

Nor should we forget that Nebiros is a deputy of Astaroth in the very

grimoire ro which this description belongs. The Hecate qualities of the

ancient Astaroth include the same rulership of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms. A sophisticated application of herbal lore is involved with the

Solstice rites associated with Nebiros, as will be seen later.

Lastly Nebiros has the power of prediction, especiaTy by necromtncJ,

which he can confer upon the magician. In the MagicalPapyri, Anubis is

frequently invoked in operations of general divination and of necromancy.

Both he and Cerberus are also invoked in other rituals involving spirits of
the dead. There are many rituals given in the papyfi for divination in a ves-

sel of water, a method known as hydromancy. This method is employed to

bring in gods, spirits of various kinds, and the dead through the mediation

of Anubis in his role of Chthonic Hermes. Which gods or spirits were

to be summoned also decided which kind of water was usedr rainwater rJ

you are calling upon heavenly gods, seawater f gods of tbe eartb, river water

if Osiris or Saraytis, lpringwater f tbe dead.There are very strong links be-

tween this form of hydromancy and the practice of necromancy, andwhen

spring water is used - as in a related process in The True Grimoire for
example - it invariably indicates this connection is in force.

While there are vadations in the form, many of these rituals involve

Anubis, particularly those of the demotic papyri; on occasion, the vessel

employed is referred to specifically as the cup of Anubis.The reader is told
that this cup is to have the face of Anubis engraved within it. Most often



such a cup is used for the obtain,", ; 
";-ons, 

of spirits of various kinds
through the mediation of Anubis. There are related forms of hydromancy
which interpret the results of casting three stones into the bowl. Possibly
the areas of his face (particularly rhe ears, eyes, nosrrils and mourh) were
used to interpret the positions of such stoner. (Hydro-ancy is described
in greater detail in the Book" of Elelogap, the three srones could be round,
triangular, and square with appropriate sigils). In the Papyrus of [.Jnas,

which is much more ancient than the Magical Papyri, the face of Anubis
represents the face of the deceased enabling him to go forth without fear

while confronting the spirits in the Underworld. The expected veracity

both of the messenger god, and by extension of divination involving him,
is indicated in the Socratic Oath. Whenever the noble philosopher swore

an oath or made a statement in regard to truth, he said by the dog, in token
of the faithfulness of that animal as a divine symbol. In Plato's Gorgias he

extends the form of this oath to by the dog the god of the Egyptians (Gorgias

a9z6). This is strikingly appropriate to Anubis the weigher of souls in
the Egyptian underworld, where the heart of the deceased was weighed

against the feather of righteousness in the Hall of Truth.
This description of the powers associated with Nebiros, examined thus

detail by detail, shows him to resemble the Anubis and Cerberus of the

older magical tradition exacdy. So roo, in the grimoires in which this de-

scription appears, he is - like Anubis - one of the great commanders of
the infernal armies, a Field Marshal no less. Nor is this less than might
be expected, known and understood by a medieval European magician.

Agrippa (Three Books of Occuk Philosophy rrr ch. r8) reminds us:

Porphry saith, their Prince is Serapis, who is also called Pluto by rhe

Greeks, and also Cerberus is chief among$t rhem, that three'headed

dog: vrz. because he is conversant in three elemenrs, fAir/Water/
Earth], a moft pernicious devil; whence also Proserpina, who can do
very much in these three elements, is their princess'.

While in chapter 16 he informs the reader whose eyes are open to the
pagan roots of medieval sorcery:
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... four moft mischievous kings do rule over the orhers, according to

the four parts of the world; under these many more princes of legions

govern, and also many of private offices. Hence the wicked Gorgons,

the Furies. Hence Tisiphone, AleCto, Megera, Cerberus.

In the Magical Papyri reference is made to Anubis tbreads; these appear ro

be knotted threads, the direct implication being the genre known as liga-

ture spells. Surprisingly enough, though the most commonly encountered

contexts of such spells are malefic, this is not always the case in the Papyri.

There an example occurs of use of knotted cloths to stop haemorrh age af-

ter childbirth, (and possibly heavy periods and bleedingafrcr childbirth).
Another context of binding, where Anubis is invoked while tying with a

cord of 365 knots, arises in pcvt tv 296-466. Here the spell is from the

class of aggressive love magic. In addition, Anubis often appears in magi-

cal inscriptions, and upon amulets such as the Gnostic gems. In short,

whether as Nebiros in Tbe True Grimoire, or as Anubis or Cerberus in
the Papyri, in rnagic his power is extremely versatile, even comprehensive.

Oftrings

According to Plutarch, Anubis was offered two roosters, one white and

the other of a saffron colour. Or as we might say, one white, one red, which
colour the Egyptians associated with Set. This is in accord rvith the nature

of Anubis; half light, as Son of Osiris, and half dark as Son of Set.

As an Underworld offering it was customary for heroes to offer Cerberus

a ritual cake, made from barley mixed with honey, in order to enter the

Underworld while in lifa Such a cake was also buried with the dead to

appease Cerberus, and perhaps elicit his aid in reaching the Underworld,
rather than wander as a lost soul. Two such cakes were carcied by visitors

to Underworld oracular shrines, one for Cerberus and one for the ghostly
Python. Not surprisingly, such offerings occasionally figure in the Magical
Papyri, but there can be no doubt of their earlier provenance. An ideal

place to make such offerings in modern practice would be a cemetery, or a
meeting of three ways or four.



Holy Days

In Egypt Anubis was associated with a date which coincides with our
Summer Solstice (the entry of the Sun inro Cancer), and on that day was

said to visit every cemetery in the land.In other parts of the ancient world
deities associated with death and fertility, such as Adonis and Attis, had
festivals on or around the same date. In a modern attribution of the z8

spirits from the main hierarchy of The True Grimoire,he corresponds to
the seventh Lunar Mansion, which also represents o degrees Cancer.

Wrum Spirits and Mansion Cus2ts or Critical Degrees

Lucifer

oY
Satanachia

n*

Agliarept
z6*

Tarchimache

qU

Flerity
ztV

Belzebuth

+T
Sargatanas

17ff

Nebiros
oG

Astaroth
rzE

Syrach

266

Claunech

erl
Musisin

2r E).

Bechaud

41[)

Frimost

T7 TA

Klepoth
^ .tL

Khil
n*

Mersilde
z6*

Clisthert

e 81w

Sirchade

zr^fll

Hiepact

4y'
Humots

17y'

Segal

OA

Frucissiere
'412A

Guland
264

Surgat

9*
Morail

21 =,

Frutimier

46
Huictigaras

176

(The ord"r of chiefs and deputies employed in this rable attributes the chiefs ro r", 6'r'

and 9'r' position, corresponding to the Middle Pillar of the Perfected Tree; their depu-

ties fank them on the side pillars).
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In this schema the Emperor
Klepoth, who corresponds

Br aztlian Quimb anda, takes

posite Solstice to Nebiros.

Lucifer is associated with the Aries Equinox;
to his female counrerpart Pomba Gira in
the Libra Equinox; the spirit Segal the op-

Summanus

A deity of ancient Rome associated with the zoth ofJune should be men-
tioned here. Summanus is thought to have been originally a Sabine or
more likely an Etruscan god. He ruled the night sky, and particularly noc-
turnal thunder, He may have been absorbed byJupiter prior to the conflict
of Rome with Pyrrhus of Epiros in 278. At that time an image of him was

struck by lightning, and a new temple on rhe Capitoline Hill was dedicat-
ed to him shortly thereafter on the zo'l'ofJune. From then on he received a

sacrifice every year on this date.In addition he received propitiarion in the
form of wheel shaped cakes called summanalia, perhaps symbolising the
wheel of his chariot. The Latin poet Plautus (died r84 ncn) represented
him as the god of thieves, of whom night time is the friend. However he

was a mysterious entity to the Romans, Ovid (bort-t 43 ncn), a well in-
formed mythographer was unable to provide any details.

A fine Italian tomb gable depicts him with shaggy locks and paternal
beard, bearing a fistful of thunderbolts and with two grear serpentine
legs. The derivation of his name has two explanations; the mosr likely and
widely accepted is from the Latin sub-manus - before the morning. This
is likely to be the original sense, but was overshadowed by al"ater theory
which has merit in its own right. The sinister repurarion of Summanus
led to an alternative derivation which has been extremely infuential, de-

riving his name from Summus Manium, the greatest of the Manes,which is

to say the chief of the dead. This was accepted by Martianus CapelI^ (+"'

century eo), who called him Dis Pater (Father Hades, i.e. Pluto). This
derivation has been an enduring influence on later writers, constituting a

tradition in irs own right. Miltons In Quintum I'Jouembris, when describ-
ing Satan visiting Rome employs the mythic analogyr



JuSt so Summanus, wrapped in a smoking whirlwind of blue flame,

falls upon people and cities.

The difference betweenZeus Chthonios, or Zeus Meleichos, and F{ades

- or other underworld figures such as tophonios - is in any case never

wholly clear. Historiography - the study of interpretarions of hisrory,
rather than the cataloguing of facts - commends the latter derivation,
which has enjoyed wide currency and influence, as an appropriare rerm
for nocturnal or chthonic chiefs. This, and the solsticial date of his feast,

recommends a syncreric link of Summanus with Nebiros, a necromancer
and Field Marshal of Hades. Bear in mind also the cakes offered to both
Summanus and Cerberus.

Considering the thunderbolt wielded by Cerberus in the Papyri, this
association may well have infuenced their composition. In this conrexr,
the use of 365 knots in magical ligatures is very significant. Three hun-
dred and sixty five is the number given to solar-pantheistic forms of deity,
such as Abraxas. Such gods, as discussed at length already,were essentially
helio-chthonic. This suggests Cerberus attained the power of Zeus IAO
or Dis Pater, and the guise of Summanus would be extrem ely apt.

Solsticial Rites

In European folklore much of the older belief surrounding the Solstice
was transferred to the Eve and Day of St.John the Baptis t (4'o and z4,L of
June). The signifi cance of this day continued in magical traditions of the
New World, for example, from the early days of Voodoo in New Orleans
the greatest rite of the year has been held on SaintJohns day. In Europe,
Morocco and Algeria the Midsummer rires, with their bonfires, survived
from pagan times until the nineteenth century and later. Midsummer also
holds pride of place among the festivals of British Neo-paganism, a posi-
tion which is unlikely to be unique to those Isles. Near identical cusroms
and beliefs could be found from North Africa, to Sicily and Sardinia, and
across Eastern and Western Europe. The survival of these Midsummer
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customs in Islamic countries where a lunar calendar is used, by which no
6xed solar date is or can be marked, is particularly striking.

European rites were often celebrated on hilltops, and even mounrains,
often with a river or spring below, in fields and pasrures, at crossroads

and in marketplaces; North African rites were held in courtyards and at
crossroads, as well as on threshing floors and in the fields.

Many of these festivals are described in Frazer's Golden Bough, which
while dated in some respects is still a useful reference regardingsuch cus-
toms,There is an enormous amount of magical lore associated with plants
connected to this date. Included among these plants are several named
after or associated with Saint John, especially the Midsummer fern and
St.Johns wort.Judging from Frazer, in the North African rites the herbal
associations of these rites at frrst appear more extensive. His account in-
cludes giant-fennel, thyme, rue, chervil-seed, chamornile, geranium and
pennyroyal, and this is simply a selection from among many aromaric
plants. However, the herbal lore associated with the European rites is also

extensive, and in some respects lTrore revealing.

The bonfires are frequently composed of specially chosen woods. Sorne

traditions speak of three types of wood, others of nine; still others add a

toadstool to the nine woods. Besides the woods a number of plants are

also gathered. These are also intended to be burned in many cases. Some
commentators have assumed rhis is a simple weeding of potentially dan-
gerous plants from pastureland. Certainly some of the plants are poren-
tially dangerous, but an examination of what these rires are intended to
achieve reveals more complex motives. The intention is to prorect from
witchcraft, thunder, hail and disease, and specific pesrs. The fires are of-
ten deliberately to windward of pasture land, or of crops and orchards.
A major part of the rite is the production of smoke, and several of the
plants involved are powerful against various parasites, internal and exter-
nal. While it is likely enough that ridding pastures of these toxic plants is

a consideration, closer examination shows there was also clear recogni-
tion of their virtues. Some of these plants and their uses are known to
have been employed in the Roman world, and the plain implication is that
these rites involve survivals from much earlier times.



It is believed, probably quite rightly, that the smoke kills feas. Cattle are

driven through or between 6res, or over the place where the fire burned
the previous night. People expose children, the sick and themselves to
the smoke which heals and removes ill fortune from men, animals, crops,

and fruit-trees. Many ailments are said to be prevented by these rites, and

these also correspond to the virtues of the plants. It is significant too that
not all plants gathered are burnt; some - often in the form of wreaths -
are kept for later use. So too is a residue of ash and some charred brands

from the fire. These are put to various magical uses, detailed below. That
some herbal preparations - such as tinctures and decoctions - involving

these same plants were in widespread use is a likely enough assumption.

Fire and smoke from the fires drove off evil spirits, witches, dragons,

trolls believed to be abroad that night. This is a common feature of fire
festivals, although the idendfication of disease and demons shows a very

practical aspect to the ritual.
The main features of such 6re festivals were and are primarily: fires

lit on high places, torchlit processions, rolling of a fire wheel or wheels

down the hill. Launching 6re disks from fexible rods was anoth er activity
commonly associated with these celebrations, in anticipation of modern
fireworks. Secondary features included visits to healing springs, washing

in three wells to see those who will die in the comingyear and drowning
rather than burning an 

"ffigy
Fire rites were productive of magical elements retained for protection

during the coming year. Keeping stumps of torches, or charred brands,

to protect house and fields from lightning, foul weather and from pests.

Keeping ashes as protection from fire; these were often put on the roof of
the house, or inside the house, but could be scattered on fields to protect
crops from corn cockles or darnel.

In similar vein, keeping wood from the fire to relight the next years was

a common practice. In some instances three charred sticks were planted

in flax fields that same night, and remained there until after the harvest.

Similar harnessing of the same protective power involved placing such a

stick in thatch as protection from 6re.
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By dancing around, or simply seeing nine bonfires, a girl ensured being
married that year. Leaping over rhe fire prevented back ache when reap-
ing the harvest, and protects from fever or aglre, and promoted fertiliry.
Repetition seven times added power, as with incantations in The True
Grimoire. Burning a male 

"ffigy 
and 6re jumping by boys frequenrll'

went together, suggesting sacrifice of a male personification of vegetative

growth. High flax was assured by sympathetic magic, either by the heighr
of the flames or of the jumping over the fire. This was general regardless of
crop, assuring high hemp, corn and so on. Fire jumping by young couples

was not necessarily a fertility rite; the highest jr-p favoured the yield of
their parents' harvest.

Hcrbal Associ,rtions

Herb lore was a major aspect of these rites wherever practiced. Looking at
the fire through larkspur preserved the eyes. Mugwort and vervain partic-
uLarLy, which are both highly regarded in magic, were used to make chap-
lets worn at the rite and subsequently kept for their protective power. The
burning of such chaplets rid the former wearer of ill luck; it was cusrorn-
ary to keep singed wreaths for good luck, and employ parrs of thern over

the year. Uses included burning a little in thunderstorms with a prayeL
giving some to sick or calving cattle, and fumigating livestock stalls and
the home for health and protection. A wreath of mugwort protected from
ghosts, witches, from sickness, from sore eyes and so on.

Burs and mugwort were also placed on pasrure gates; walnut gathered
at the time of the fire protected against toothache and hair loss, as well as

controlling many disease causing organisms. Mullein, anorher common
magical herb, protected cattle from sickness and sorcery.

The same plants assured abundant crops or vintage (vines), protection
of people, crops and cattle from pests and diseas e, dizziness, convulsions,

plague, witchcraft and harm of every kind, sickness, fire and lighming.
While many of these plants are replete with magical associarions, a pow-
erful connecting factor with all those mentioned was rhe association with
the fire on rhis day.



There is in short a wealth of lore and tradition surrounding these dates,

much of it directly employable in magic and modern folklore. It is a com-

paratively simple matter to re-appropriate St.Johns Eve ro Nebiros and
invoke him as patron in the use of herbs and remnants from the 6re as-

sociated with the day.Fnzer gives details of a Brotherhood of the Green

Wolf in Normandy which annually elects a Green Wolf as rheir leader

and token sacrifice. Whiie assimilated to St. Johns Eve and Day and in-
volving Church and clergy at various points, their rite bears the marks of
gteat antiquity. In addition, the solemnities of the daytime give way to
great noise and indulgence by night. This is certainly a survival of baccl-ra-

nalian debauches through until dawn after such rituals, which belonged to
the peasantry in the archaic period.

Both the brotherhood and the individual Green Wolf,, who wears a long
green mantle and conical hat, should remind us of the 6re festivals cel-

ebrated by Sabine wolf-men in honour of Soranus. In him we have an

Eastern style sun-god, complete with lupine hypostases symbolising his

chthonic connections. The associations with our jackal-headed Anuberos,

perhaps after rising to solar'pantheistic status in the Graco-Roman pe-

riod, are clearly appropriate.

The Sytirits un,Jer Nel,iros

As befits Anubis the leader of spirit hosts in the Egyptian underworld,
and as the Field Marshal of Infernus in the grimoires, Nebiros commands

innumerable spirits. While the vast majority are nameless followers, The
True Grimoire mentions several of the most powerful by name and enu-

merates their abilities. Three of these are distinct from the others; rhey

are named among the eighteen spirits who collectively, due to their nature

and type, are also said to be under Duke Syrach; as well as in groups of
three under one or other of the six deputies of the chiefs. All of these ap-

pear to be Salamanders or of the nature of fire, and those under Nebiros
are as follows:
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Mordil, kttown also as Menail: can make you or anyrhing invisible.
Frutimiere, known also as Gliria, prepares all kinds of feadts and
sumptuous banquets for you. Hui&igaras: causes sleep in the case of
some and insomnia in orhers.

Also under Nebiros are rwo sub-chiefs named Hael and Sergulath; Hael
is one of the most important spirits in the whole Grimoire, as he can assisr
in the composition of pacts, and the magical discovery or correct drawing
of sigils for any spirit.

Hael: E,nables one ro {peak in any language he will, and also teaches rhe
means whereby any rype of letrer or characters may be writren truly,.

He is also able to teach those things which are moft secrer and hidden.

Sergulath: Gives every means of specr-rlation. In addition, he inftructs
as to the methods of breaking rhe ranks and Strategy of opponents.

Subject to Hael and Sergulath are the eight mosr powerful subordinates:
Proculo causes a person to sleep for z4 (otherwise 48) hours, with the
knowledge of the Spheres of Sleep; Haristum can cause anyone ro pass

through fire without being touched by it Brulefer causes a person to be

loved by women; Pentagnony gives invisibility and love of great lords;
Aglasis can carry anyone or anything anywhere in the world; Sidragosam

causes any girl to dance in rhe nude; Minosovr is able to make anyone win
at any game; Bucon can cause hate and spiteful jealousy between members
of the opposite sexes.
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Thcir Conjuration:

Serguthy, Heramael, Trimasael, Su{tugriel; Agalieraps, Tarithimal,

Elgoapa, Neblros, Hael, and Sergulatb; and you also Proculo, Hari{tum,

BrukJer, Pentagnegni, Aglasis, Sidragosam, Minosums and Bucons, come

togetber by the Great, Powerful and Holy Adonay, thou shalt aPPear, come,

by the will and command o/N... l{. .. and bring all your power, place

yourselves in the power of be who calls, heeding all tbat he desires.

San{tus, Sanfius Regnum Wrba praeterague nibil! Omnis {piritus rexur'

gat! Pax voluntas, fat voluntate mea.

[Holy, Holy Royal Word, surpassed by nonel All ye {pirits arise, come

peacefully and do my will.l

Various things stand out in this catalogue of spirits under Nebiros. Firstly,

Morail and Pentagnony (aka Pentagnegni) share the power of invisibil'
ity. Similarly Huictigaras and Proculo are both concerned with sleep and

dreaming. These are appropriate powers for spirits under Nebiros, who

possesses the secret of the Hand of Glory. Invisibility is one of the pre-

eminent shamanic powers, signifying the ability to travel in the under-

world; the helmet of invisibility associated with Hermes is borrowed from
the god Hades (who some mythographers take to be originally an elder

Hermes). The power of the [Jnderworld guide over the world of dream is

very well represented by several spells in the Magical Papyri. An invoca-

tion of Anubis or Cerberus over a wax image of a dog forms the principal

part of several spells to send dreams, and visitations of spirits in dream
(Ce.berus in pcrrr w, t87z-tgzl; Anubis in porr suppl. toI-tt6, tt7-ryo).
These could be readily adapted to involve an invocation of Nebiros and

a conjuration of his spirits Huictigaras and Proculo. Similarly a spell for

obtaining a divinatory vision in sleep is found in Tbe True Grimoire. As



has been explained before, the spells in The True Grimoire operate by
means of the spirits of the Grimoire. Accordingly this simple spell can

also be adapted for work with Nebiros and his spirits. This spell consists

of writing the operators name in the central circle of the standard Wrum
talisman, and appropriate spirit names within the circumference, Then,
when going to bed, saying a prayer that these spirits will reveal what you
wish during the night, placing the talisman so it will lie under your right
ear as you sleep,

The Grand Crimoire and the Red Dragon names further spirits under
Nebiros. These are Ipos, who knows all things pasr, presenr and to come,

and can also make men witty and bold; Naberus, a form of Nebiros him-
sel[, who can confer knowledge of all arts and sciences, particularly rheto-
ric; Glasya-bolas, who appears as a winged dog, he can also make known
all arts and sciences, cause bloodshed and manslaughrer, teach all things
past, present and to come, and confer invisibility. Together rhese spirits
represent divination, knowledge, courage, invisibility and power over en-

emies. Like those spirits listed above, this is a compendium of the powers
associated with Nebiros.

Last, but by no means least, the two spirits Pentagnony and Bucon are

connected etymologically with the ancient household gods of Roman re-

ligion.In this way the spirits under Nebiros are familiar spirits attendant
upon the goetic magician, and the collective conjuration given above forms

a suitable part of rituals accompanying regular offerings ro rhem.



THE MAGICAL PAPYRI

f r rs EVTDENT ENoucH BUT sHouLD NoT BE FoRGorrEN that the gri-

I moires are not an oral folk tradition; nor, despite outside influences, are

^l. they merely an adaptation of an imported Eastern system. They were

from their very beginning a Western literary genre. While superfrcially

similar, the ritual materials inscribed for Assyrian kings and the magical

papyri of Egyptian pharaohs bear a relation to this long lived genre which

is distinct socially, culturally and geographically.

As remarked byJoseph Peterson, and noted by Skinner and Rankine
in their Writable Key of Solomon,the earliest texts of the Solomonic genre

are Greek: both Hellenisti'^ (The Testament olf Solomon) and Byzantine
(Tb, nygromanteia). As indicat ed earlier, the grimoires have their earliest

ancestors in the Orphic books. Between theByzantine Solomonic books

and those of Orpheus lay the Graco-Egyptian magical papyri and the

lost magical books of Ephesus &c. The Orphic books, the Magical,Papyri,
theByzantine and subsequent Solomonic texts constitute the phases of a
continuous literary tradition; in all these phases the texts existed on their
own merits without the warrant of a ruling minority, whether aristocratic
or theocratic.

The collection of ancient magical texrs, published as Tbe Greek Magical

Papyri in Translation, is difficult to over-value. As a collection, it collates

virtually the entire surviving examples of this genre. The principal excep-

tion is what can be extrapolated from surviving ritual deposits such as the

defixiones , and engraved gnostic gems. Its importance to this study, and

to a critical re-evaluation of goetic magic, is inestimable. Various things
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become apparenr to rhe student of magic when comparing the papyri
with the grimoires. Details emerge which explode assumptions concern-
ing goetia from hostile perspectives. Firstly, it is necessary ro underline
certain salient facts. Betz observes in his masterly introduction that the
Underworld in the papyri has assumed massive importance.It appears to
me that this may not be such a recent developmenr, when the transferral
of the Underworld to the sky is properly considered. According again to
Betz, the Underworld has also expanded ro encompass deities who for-
merly had no Underworld role; this too requires appraisal in a wider con-
text.Betz also notes what he takes to be cases of reversion to pre-Classical
forms, of gods reassuming their earlier daimonian narure.It is more likely
though that a prior sublimation of these daimonian forms was nor in fact
general; that in the appropriate contexts these forms had remained intact.

rf Betz is right, then cultural reasons may have existed for the apparent
expansion of the Underworld; the pessimism of civilisations conquered
by Rome foremost among them. Perhaps too it is here, rarher than in
Christianity, that we find rhe original demonisation of the pagan gods.
However, when he gives Helios as an example of this tendency to chthoni-
cisation, certain major difficulties arise which require examination a little
later.

However, in terms of magical cosmology and practice, the comprehen-
sive importance of the LJnderworld has significance separare from these
considerations. It piainly marks the major part of the magic portrayed
therein as goetic, in that it emphasises spirits of rhe dead, Underworld
experiences and other chthonic considerations. In this respect it either
reprises or simply continues the magic of a much earlier period.Indeed, it
is a fact that the old Mystery cults became a major concern of Hellenistic
intellectual life in the period in which these documents were composed.
That the Magical Papyri are rhe ancesrors of the later grimoires is agiv-
en, the relations between them are plain. There is, firstly, the presence of
Solomon and Moses as magical heroes and the use ofJewish god-names
(by no means exclusive, but sufficiently prefigurin glarcr use). Alongside
these are other elements, from other cultural roots, such as the use of
magical symbols and lemers known as characters. These are often identical



with symbols found in the grimoires, or of a plainly similar type. There is

also, as shown earlier in the chapter concerning Nebiros and in the chap-

ter of The True Grimoire concerning Astaroth, a considerable foreshad-

owing of the principal dramatis persone of the grimoires.

Alongside this is another important issue, the identity of the Processes

of the papyri with those described in the Theurgy of Iamblichus. This

equivalence shows quite plainly that the distinction understood to exist

between ancient theurgy and goetia is largely false. While goetia had be-

come a derogatory tefm its identity remains clear; a species of magic con-

cerned with the Underworld that perpetuated older PersPectives, albeit

in reformed guise. The only real distinction is that what was called goetia

was often pracriced by persons outside the intellectual and philosophical

elites. Iamblichus, a major leader of the Neoplatonist school, gave the old

magic respectability through supplying it with a philosophical interPreta-

tion. Ther eafter the term theurgy was the designation preferred by magi-

cians who saw themselves, or wished to be seen, as religious conformists

or as morally and intellectually superior to more marginalised magicians.

However, inpractical terms - sometimes concePtual terms as well - there

was little difference. Lack of philosophical acumen on the part of Pructi'
tioners did not prevent them claiming to be theurgists to avoid the oppro-

brium associated with the devalued term, nor were philosophers immune

to charges of goetia.

That after the Orphic books the Papyri are the next ancestral source of
the grimoires is, as said above, a given. The arrival of this ancestral stream

in the world of Christian Europe is not problematic either. One route was

the survival of Hellenistic civilisation under the Christian Byzantines,

who influenced the successors of the Western empire, and was the most

direct route of Solomonic forms. The other however was the Islamic

world that enthusiastically absorbed and added to hellenistic learning,

including its magical lore. In modern occult circles, the most accessible

evidence of this inherited lore transmitted in turn to the West, is in the

compendium of magic known as the Picatrix.

This tome, compiled by an Islamic scholar, was first translated for

Europeans in medieval Spain.In it the names of Greek sages are constantly
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mentioned: aphorisms are attributed to Empedocles and clear srarements

made of Neoplatonist theoryr the great chain of being, symparhia and so

forth. Magical books attributed to Aristotle, Hermes, Hippocrates and
others are quoted biefly or ar lengrh, as will be seen in a later chapter. An
unknown work attributed to one Kriton, a common Greek name, is cited
alongside Apollonius and others. That these attributions are no mere lit-
etary device is plain enough from the descriptions of talismans and other
details, which plainly have pagan origins. Most of the designs of magical
images in the Picatrix found their way into Agrippa and elsewhere. Several

are recognisable as similar in design to earlier gnostic gems and talismans
manufactured by, or according to the instructions o[, hellenistic magicians.

As mentioned in Book One, there has been debate concerning the rela-

tion of the hermetic corpus and the Magical Papyri. Some see rhe first as

high or learned Hermetica, and the other as low or popular Hermetica.
Such a distinction is utterly irrelevant in the Picatrix,where sophisticated
Hermetic philosophy forms the basis of magical practices directly relared
to the papyi.The two form a conrinuum, and this is more likely than not
to reflect Hellenistic forms. This is not to say there were no individuals who
specialised; simply that one did not exempr its exponents from the other.

Abraxas

Much ink has been expended on the mysterious Gnostic deity known as

Abraxas, with ideas ranging from the erudite to the farcical. The impor-
tance of the figure to this study is in the self-evident but scarcely remarked

relation of Abraxas to Helios, god of the Sun. This close identity is ap-

parent in several prominent features: firstly, as is well known, the name

Abraxas sums to 365 in Greek gematria, the number of days in a solar

year. Secondly, it is by no means unusual to see Abraxas represented in
a chariot, a standard emblem of Helios. Indeed, even when the chariot is

absent a charioteer's whip is usually presenr. Abraxas, in Greek letters as

in English, has seven letters, signifying his dominion over the planetary
spheres, as well as every day of the year. The pantheistic narure of Abraxas
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is fully in accord with Neoplatonist ideas concerning Helios in late antiq-
uity, wherein he is the most important of the old gods, the heart of the

cosmos. This status simply reflected his exalted status in Orphism, which
was of long standing.

Jewish iconography too was infuenced by iate Helios theology, and

mosaic floors have been excavated in synagogues representing God in
his chariot, surrounded by symbols of the seasons. The mysteries of the

Chariot, central to Merkavah mysticism lends itself to such associations.

There has been considerable speculation concerning the attributes of the

Abraxas figure, with its rooster's head, upraised flail and shield. None, so

far as I am aware, have pointed to the resemblance of the serpent legs to

images of chthonic giants, or of Typhon. By far the likeliest interpretation

of this element of the image is dominion over the earth and Underworld,

as major components of his universality.

Betz'comments notwithstanding, what could be perceived as a chthonic

role for Helios developed at least as early as the sixth century; when his

nightjourney in a cup entered Greek myth. Apollo, whose chthonic quali-
ties derive from gods such as Nergal and Reshef as well as his close as-

sociation with Dionysus, was first perceived as a Sun god in the 6fth cen-

tury; this development originated in Orphic and allied sources. Similarly
Plato, in his Laws, clearly identified Helios and Apollo, giving them the

same official to preside over their cults.In this, he simply followed Orphic
precedent; Orpheus refused honours to Dionysus, giving them instead to
Helios, who he called Apollo.

Although the state cult of the Roman period elevated the Sun to the

main deity, the roots of this idea can be perceived much earLier, in philo-
sophical, magical and popular traditions. Also derived from Plato, and

prior Ionian sources, was the idea of the Underworld in the night sky. In
this schema, Sun and Moon were identified with Hades and Persephone,

and the zodiac and Milky Way with paths or rivers of the Underworld
etc. Persephone'.s identification with the Moon explains the title Children
of the Moon, given to Orphic initiates, who had expiated the original sin

implicit in the Titans murder of Dionysus, her son.
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PlanetWeek"day

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Greek godsJiom papyri

Helios

Selene

Ares

Hermes

Zeus

Aphrodite

Kronos

e
@

d
g
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rO

q

(Helios eo Selene = Hodes e, Persephone)

Franz Cumont in his oriental Religions in Roman Paganism speaks of
Solar pantheism developed in Syria in the Hellenistic period under the
influence of Chaldean astrological religion. From there rhis view of the
Sun-god as a panrheistic deity or demiurge became official in the Roman
Empire.In this respecr, as in others, Hellenistic Syria was as important to
the developmenr of Western magic as developmenrs in Egypt in rhe same
dme frame. From his Eurocentric srance, with inbuilt Judzo-Christian
bias, Cumont emphasises the importance of this deity in the development
of religion: The la{t formula reached by the religion of the pagan Semites and
in consequence by that of tbe Romans, was a diuinity unique, almigbty, eter-

nal, universal and inefable, that reuealed itself tbroughout nature, but whose

mo{t $lendid and mo{t energetic manife{tation was tbe sun. To arriue at tbe

Chrillian monotheism only one tie had to be broken, that is to say, this su-

preme being residing in a ditlant heaven had to be remoued beyond the world.
So we see once more in tbis in{tance, how the propagation of the Oriental cults

leuelled the roads for Chri{tianity and heralded its triumph. Today we might
legitimately wonder whether this separation from the world was such an
advance. For the time being however it is merely importanr ro bear in
mind that the separarion was nor a feature of the pantheistic sun god,
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quite the contrary. Though later theology might obscure this element of
his nature , part of the purpose of what follows is to underline the implica-

tions of his chthonic connections.

Jupiter Heliopolitanus was indeed originally a solar god of Syria,

whose stupendous temple survives at Baalbek, reflecting his importance

in Roman religion before Christianity. Prior to the Roman adoption of
the god, the Greeks had associated him with both Zeus and Helios. As

a pantheistic deity he subsumed the seven planets, busts of the gods of
which are found decorating the front of some statues of the god below a

winged solar disk. On some such statues, very recognisable Greek forms

are foundr it is Helios & Selene, Mars & Mercury, Jupiter & Venus that

appear in pairs with Saturn alone beneath them. The order of appearance

from right to left and top to bottom is the order of the days of the week

associated with these planets. On occasion seven Eastern deities appear

instead, and on other occasions the signs of the zodiac. All of which un-

derlines the identification in the papyri of Helios with Abraxas. There,

though he appears elsewhere in other guises, he is plainly equivalent to

Aion, all encompassing god of eternity.

Zeus orJupiter Heliopolitanus are obviously Greek and Roman names

for a native god. In Syria he was called Baal, and he was associated with
the Egyptian Set, as well as Reshef, Baal as a Sun god is easy to 6nd in
the Picatrix and elsewhere, and he rules over 6re as well as the Sun. This
is the source of the name as one of the Four Kings of the Elements in de-

monology. An alternative for this name, Oriens, is a title of the Sun in the

Roman cult of the god. Like Helios and Abraxas the god holds a whip. His
Roman title, Iovi Optimo Maximo Heliopolitano (most high and great

Jupiter of Heliopolis), provided a mystic formula: I O M H. Associating

this pantheistic solar god with Abraxas involves no leaps, since Syrian and

Chaldean cosmology were part and parcel of the Hellenistic synthesis,

and the conceptions involved scarcely differ.

Whether disconnection from the world equates with a superior con-

cept of deity is a moot point. In any case there are conflicting accounts

of the cosmology of Basilides, in whose school Abraxas appears to origi-
nate. Depending which is correct, Abraxas may be eitherr the greatest of



the Gnostic Archons (supported incidentally by the fact that the name
Sabaoth is written on the Abraxas gems), or the First Principle from
which all originates. The latter is a conception of deity which connecrs
with the unknowable God of Neoplaronism, of Kabbalah, and of the
very theology which Cumont considered so exceptional. My point stands
without diminishing the perceived connections of this same figure with
the Hekalot of theJewish tradition, and the zodiacal Sun god represented
on ancient synagogue mosaics.In the appropriate cultural context the ty-
phonian and chthonic associations of the solar pantheistic deity neverrhe-
less argue for a manifested and personal god, though on a supreme scale.

An interesting feature of Hellenistic syncretism is the association of
IAO-Sabaoth with the Bacchic cry of 1o Sabazlos. This essentially idenri-
6es Dionysus as the supreme god, as appropriate to the prophecy that
he would ultimately supplant Zeus as ruler of the gods and the universe.

Regarding the Abraxas gems referred to aLready, there are two descrip-
tions of related stones in the Magical Papyri. pcM xrr. zot-6g, and pcnr

xtr 27o-3so both describe the making of magical rings bearing engraved

stones, on the first is a snake with its tail in its mouth, inside this Selene (a

crescent moon) tipped by rwo stars and above these Helios (a sun). Beside

Helios the name Abraxas is to be engraved, the same name is to be writren
on the other side of rhe srone, while around the border is engraved IAO-
Sabaoth. The consecration of this ring involves what is unmistakably a

chthonic offering. Prior to a sacrifice and libation a pit is dug, at a place

open to the sky, or if this is not possible aclean, sanctified tomb; a 6re is
then built over it for a burned offering.

The second involves engraving on a heliotrope srone, green with red
flecks, as commenred in Tbe True Grimoire.In this text Helios is to be

drawn in the form of the circular snake embiem, inside which is a scarab

surrounded by rays, on the back of rhe stone the name in hieroglyph-
ics. All kinds of aromatics may be used in the offering to the god, except

frankincense which is specifically excluded. The identical prohibition oc-

curs in the Orphi c Hymn to Dionysus Chthonios (The Orphic LIymns no.

5z). This is reminiscent of the assumed connection between Sabaoth and
Sabazius in Hellenistic syncretism.
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Although neither the translator nor the editor have noted it, the consecra-

tion ritual of the {irst of these rings appears to be the spell for all occasions

cited in other rituals of the papyri. Both are Helios rites, containing com-

parable and connected themes.

The Spell_for AII Occasions or Consecration of all Purposes (rcr'r w ry96-
715) invokes Helios as the greatest god, it specifies that his power extends

ouer the world and under the world. He is entitled the Agathos Daimon, an

important honorific, and the celestial heaven is termed his processional

way. He is also specifically called the great Serpent, again identifying him
with the snake with its tail in its mouth, representing the whole of crea-

tion and of time. The ritual is an all purpose consecration rite; accordingly

instructions are given to rewrite the petitions involved as required, to give

power to whatever is being consecrated, citing its purpose. A fusillade of
barbarous names then follows, among which the Abraxas title, Sabaoth, is

conspicuous. This introduces a twelve stage incantation, where the god is

greeted in terms of twelve times, images and names, and the petitio n give

power to this image, talisman etc, made for N spoken after each. This series

relates to an ancient division of both day and night by twelve rather than

twenty four. Each'hour'is further associated with one of twelve traditional
animal images collectively known as the dodekaurosr giving us Hellenistic

hours of the cat, serpent &c. In this particular ritual these symbols were

further associated with a divine name, as follows:

HOUR FORM OF THE GOD

il:i',,"";
Souphi

Amekranebecheo Thouth

Senthenips

Enphanchouph

Bai Solbai

Oumesthoth

I" hour

z"d hour

3"1hour

4'l'hour

5'i'hour

6't'hour

7'l'hour

Cat

Dog

Serpent

Scarab

Ass

Lion

Goat
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8'r'hour Bull Diatiphe

9'l'hour Falcon Pheor-rs Phoouth

ro'1'hour Baboon Besbyki

It'h hour Ibis Mou Roph

r2'hhour Crocodile Aerrhoe

After each in fbe N hour you haue the Jorm of I'J and your n(lme ls N the
specifics of the consecrarion in hand are recited.

Finally, earth & heaven, light U darkness are conjured by the god who
crearcd all, the Agathos Daimon, ro accomplish all that is intended by the
ring, stone, image or other item being consecrared. The climactic words
are themselves a 6nal formuLa: The One Zeus is Sarapis; this reaffirms
Helios as a universal deity, since it identifies Zeus (a conception similar
or identicaltoZeus Heliopolitanus is surely implied) with Sarapis, whose
chthonic nature is explicit.

To summarise: the essential feature of the rite after the openin g prayer
is a rehearsal of the Iz forms and narnes of the solar pantheistic god, with a
hnal petition at the end of each. As usual in Egyptian magic the intention
has to be added by the operaror (add tbe usual, or do rhe ,|JN matter).The
important thing is that this consecration ritual is designed for adaptation
as required, constantly redrafted as appropriate to specific operations. In
fact several rituals in the Papyri specify its use, and their diversity cerrainly
confirms the universality of its intended application. To illustrare that its
purpose extended beyond talismans and amulers, one of these (ncv rv
r87z-rgz7) involves the makin& nor of a talisman but a magical statue of
Cerberus for use in amatory rituals.

The consecration for all purposes bears comparison with later grimoi'
re consecrations, in particular one in Verum entitled The Orison of the

Instrumenf . Not only is the Wrum ritual itself a general purpose consecra-

tion, it also uses similar terms and invokes a panrheistic deity who be-

sides commanding the elements is the Creator oJ' the Sun and Angels. By
comparison and extrapolation it is very plain that the Wrum rite could
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be applied as well to talismans and spells as to instruments; similarly the

Consecration for everything could be applied equally well to the magical

instruments typical of the grimoires.

The Byzantine Legacy

The following table represents I2'l' century Byzantine planetary corre-

spondences; expertly and conscientiously culled from pagan sources:

Planetary gocl

Kronos

Zeus

Ares

Helios

Aphrodite

Hermes

Selene

Mincral

Lead

Silver

Iron

Gold

Tin

Bronze

Crystal

Plant

Hyacinth

Ltly

Violet

Rose

Pimpernel

Madder or

Anenome

Narcissus

Animal

Ass

Eagle

Wolf

Lion

Dove

Snake

Cow

Contemporary with early grimoires this Byzantine knowledge of
Hellenistic material was both extensive and well informed. Indeed the

survival of Platonic Paganism in some Byzantinephilosophical circles en-

dured until the medieval period and beyond. The existence of out and out

pagan magicians in adjacent Bulgaria, where those out of favour with the

authorities were wont to flee, is not simply possible but extremely like-

ly. So, in Arthur Bernard Cook's estimation, these Byzantine attributions

reytresent a sy{tematised selettion from the cu{toms and cults of tbe Roman

Empire, For example, the Sun emerging from a rose appears on the coins

of Helios' island of Rhodes (from rhodos, a rose).
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The association of Ares with violets is less obvious, bur the narure of Mars
underwent such enormous changes historically that rhis is not ro be won,
dered at. Violets were associated with the rites of Dionysus - who had
martial roles - and Ovid's portrayal of Roman offerings to rhe Manes
includes them. Whatever the original meaning of this attribute, we can
at least see here a convergence equal to the sharing of household ritual
space by the ancestors and Mars. So too we see the wolf attributed to
him, the same animal anciently associated with Apollo, refecting his ch-
thonic origins. Most interesting of all, the Typhonian and Dionysian ass

is here attributed to Kronos. This god was, like Typhon, punished wirh
imprisonment in Tartarus. This was prior ro assuming a more dignified
and privileged role in the LJnderworld of the initiated, perhaps reminis-
cent of the revival of fortunes Typhon experienced in the Hellenistic era.

Cook emphasises also that silver and the lily represent in particular a

Syrian solar Baal of the town of Doliche, known to the Romans asJupiter
Dolichenus. This god was among other things a god of precious metals.
In several dedications the title where iron is born is added to his name. He
was popular with Syrian soldiers serving Rome. One inscription speaks
of him as born wbere iron arises. These expressions do not indicate iron-
mines in the neighbourhood of Doliche ,for there is not a particle of evidence

to show that such mines were ever to be found in that locality.It is no acci-

dent that the same description is associated with our Chalybes, described
by Greek lexicographers as a Scythian tribe,ldwellingJ wbere iron is born.

Strabo informs us that in his time they were known as Chaldeans and
had once worked silver as well as iron. The association of the Chalybes
with the Chaldeans does not impress modern scholars; but Babylon roo
had been Persian, and its astrological theurgists sometimes confused with
Zoroastrian magi. In any case his statemenr that they had once worked
silver remains interesting. Homer after all describes the Halizones as

comingry'om far-of Alybe, where siluer is born, So too the poet Timotheos
sang of eartb-born silver.

So it appears certain that in Asia Minor, wirh its great mounrain-ranges
full of mines, iron and silver were considered to be gifts or even children of
Mother Earth. While the roots of this idea may be prehistoric the Syrian
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conception is likely derived directly from the Hittites, who worshipped a

great mountain-mother. She is identical for our purposes with the Cretan

mother of Zeus, her son and lover who was born, slain and risen.Jupiter

Dolichenus is readily connected with her through his attributes, the bull
and double-axe. These motifs are associated with in the first place the

Hittite farher god and in the second the son, and are strongly linked also

with Cretan cults. Thus it is a safe assumption that the title where iron is

born indicates that he was the successor of earlier sons and lovers of the

goddess.

This Jupiter Dolichenus was also frequently identified with Jupiter
Heliopolitanus, so that we can view him as both a pantheistic deity among

the highest corlceptions of late paganism, and more primitively a god of
ferdlising sunshine and storm. The interplay of roles associated with the

Sun and the planet Jupiter is of course a frequent theme with both Zeus

and Baal in various forms, as has been seen at various points in this study.

The association of this god with precious metals points also to the primi-

tive origins of the god Heph&stus, with all his connections with Helios.

That the metals were born of 6re, associated also with the brightness of
the sky and the sun, underpins all these connections.

Incidentally, while tin is often more commonly associated with Jupiter
in the grimoires, the correspondence of silver is by no means lost in the

transition from Byzantine to later Western magic. Agrippa lists silver as

associated with Jupiter, and he (and thus Barrett) also says of Jupiter's
talismanic figures that being engraved on silver they grant all the benefits

associated with the planet; silver is also the only metal mentioned in the

description of the Pentacles of Jupiter in the Key of Solomon (see in par-

ticular the fourth Pentacle ofJupiter).
This discussion of the solar-pantheistic deity who rules over fire and

metals concludes with an invocation linking the subject with the next to

follow. Its highly syncretic approach to the ancient gods is not surprising

in a text of similar date to the Papyri. The cryptic gematria in the closing

line represents the value of the Greek letters IH>, a mystic formula rep-

resenting Dionysus:



Ode to the Sun

Latium inuokes tbee, Sol, because thou alone art in bonour aJter tbe Fatlter

the centre oj light, and they ofrr* that thy sacred head bears a golden

brightness in twelve rays, because thou forme{t the numbers of tbe months

and that number of hours. They say that thou guide{t lfour winged lleeds,

because thou alone rule{t tbe chariot of the elements. For di$elling dark"-

ness thou reveale{t the shining beavens. Hence they e{teem tbee Pboebus

(Apollo), tbe discoverer of the secrets of the future, or because tbou preven-

te{t no(turndl crimes. Egypt worships thee as Isoean Serapis, and Memphis

as Osiris. Thou art worsbipped by dtf,erent rites as Mithra, Dis, and the

cruel Typbon. Thou art also the beautiful Atys and the fo{tering son oJ

tbe bent plough. Thou art tbe Ammon olf barren Libya, and tbe Adonis

oJ'Byblos. Thus under varied appellations the whole world worsbips thee.

Hail, thou true image of the gods and of thy Jatber's face, thou wbose

sacred name, surname, and omen, tltree letters make to agree witb the

number 608.

Martianus Capella, 4'l'century eo
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TYPHON-SEI

HE MAGTcTANS wHo coMposED and used the Magical Papyri had

two principal patrons, Hecate and Typhon-Set. Both of these dei-

ties are extremely important in this context, with an influential pres-

ence far beyond their initial cultural environs. Hecate had brought that

status with her to Egypt and the Roman Empire from her existing posi-

tion in the Mystery religions of Asia Minor and Greece. Typhon merged

with Egyptian Set and proceeded to become the premier deity of ma-

gicians throughout the Roman world. Hecate evolved from one original

character, through various phases, to become the premier female witch

deity. Typhon-Set's evolution has a different character, in which well-

known Egyptian elements are as prominent as Greek. Nevertheless, as

a composite deity, his status in Greek tradition also preserves important
themes. While there have been many recent studies of Hecate, the role of
Typhon in late pag n magic is also of uttermost importance. Indeed, his

importance persists in various forms throughout modern occultism, but
many historical and mythic elements are under emphasised. An examina-

tion here, highlighting the neglected Greek elemenrs, is the least the god

demands.



The correspondences of Typhon-Set arevety clear from ancient sourcesr
his colour is red; his metal is iron; the kind of water appropriate to him
is seawater; his pre-eminent animal symbol is the wild ass. The Greek
Typhon is the mythological embodiment of the power resident in srorm,
volcano and earthquake alike. He is represented as either a ravening wind
storm or an immense fire-breathing gianr. His form was mosr remark-
able; in appearance his body was human down to his thighs; from them
extended a colossal mass of vipers, long enough to reach up ro his head,
and constantly hissing. His whole body bore many wings, while springing
from his head and cheeks were masses of 6lthy hair which floated in the
wind. He had a hundred serpentine heads springing from his arms - in
place of fingers according to some - and devouring fame gouted from his
mouth and eyes.

This is perhaps why, while represenred with three human heads or a

single one of an ass, a hundred heads are his frequent attribute, occur-
ring sometimes without mention of any others. The sound of him was
as abominable as the sight; each of his heads spoke in a frightening voice.
Some spoke in the speech of the gods, a difFerent sound and language ro
that of men. Others bellowed like a bull, or whistled, or barked like a dog,
others uttered horrific cries as of the shrieks of wild beasrs.

Typhon was the largest and most formidabl e creatvre ever born, his
height was above the mountains and his head frequently scraped the stars.

When he stretched out his arms to either side he rouched the rwo hori-
zons of East and West. There are several accounts of his parentage, and
all are of interest.

The first, and in some respects the most interesting version of all, credits
Hera with creating Typhon without male intervenrion, a duplicate of the
myth of Hephastus, whose myth connects with that of Typhon ar various
points. According to this version she gave responsibility for raising her
creation to the monsrer Python at Delphi. However the Homeric LIymn to

Apollo and the Scholiast to Apollonius of Rhodes actually identify Python
with Typhon, which may be simply the Cilician pronunciation of Python.
This thesis is supported by the appearance of a Corycian cave at both
locations and in both myths.



Secondr some, such as Hesiod and Apollodorus, reckon him the young-

est son of Gaia and Tartarus. Angry at the defeat of the Giants, her sons,

she brought Typhon ro birrh in Cilicia to avenge them. The Cilician loca-

tion is an important part of the myth in all its forms; the'Roman cult of
Mithras, with its cave, originated here in later times.

Third, according to othersr Gaia, in revenge for the defeat of her sons

the Giants, slandered Zeus to Hera. Hera sought assistance from Kronos
in avenging the slight and received two eggs coated with his semen which
when buried would produce a demon capable of depriving Zeus of his

throne,
Typhon attacked Olympus, belching 6re, hissing and screaming with

his many mouths, while hurtling blazingrocks like comets. This so terri-
fred the gods that they fled to Egypt in horror and disguised themselves as

animals: Zeus aram; Hermes an ibis, Apollo a crow, Hera a cow Dionysus

a goat, Artemis a cat, Aphrodite a fish and so on.

While Zeus is included in this mythological aside, both he and Athena

are exempted of this shameful behaviour in the main account. Zeus is said

to have responded with a barcage of thunderbolts as Typhon advanced.

When Zeus and Typhon came to close quarter 6ghting, Zetrs produced

the adamantine sickle of Kronos (which as we have seen is also the sickle

of Demeter, made by the Telchines). Typhon then fled andZeus pursued

him, until Typhon made a stand at Mount Kasion in Syria. Here Zeus
closed again with Typhon, perceiving him to be badly wounded; Typhon
however caught Zetts in the coils of his many serpents, deprived him of
the sickle and cut out the tendons of his hands and feet. Wading through
the ocean to Cilicia carryingZeus a helpless prisoner, he next rested at the

Corycian cave. Here he secreted the severed tendons in a bearskin, and set

Delphine - half maid, half serpent - to guard it.
According to one version, Hermes and Pan recovered the tendons and

restored Zeus unobserved. Another has it that Cadmus - himself a mon-
ster slayer - regained the sinews for Zeus by a stratagem.

When Zeus had recovered his strength he pursued Typhon to Mount
Nysa where the Fates falsely informed Typhon that he would gain strength

from eating the food of men. Following their advice he lost more of his



strength. Mount Nysa of course is strongly associated with the myth of
Dionysus, whose myth also includes a dethronemenr of Zeus,

Battle was rejoined in Thrace at Mount Haimos, this mountain was

also associated with Boreas, the god of the North wind. Ahhough Typhon
(from whence our word typhoon) is strongly connecred with winds, be-
ing the parent of the Furies who were - among other things - wind de-
mons, Boreas is not reckoned his son. It is curious then that this impor-
tant element of the Typhonian myrh should happen here, as if an ancient
mythographer were identifying Typhon with the wind god in defiance of
alternative traditions. In the ensuing combat Typhon threw huge moun-
tains, butZeus hurled them back upon him wirh thunderbolts.The blood
from the wounds these inficted upon Typhon is given as the reason for
the name of the place. When he set out to flee across the Sicilian sea Zeus
cast Mount Etna upon him, trapping him under irs immense bulk. To this
day fames arise from it.

Etna was not the original prison of Typhon, earlier accounrs give the
region known as Tartarus that honour. However, according to Hesiod
the embodied and personified Tartarus was the father of Typhon in the
first place. Moreover, Homer knows norhing of this version, but places
Typhons resting place in Cilicia, in the Arimian mounrains which Zeus
lashes with thunderr

In Arime, Typhon *ro;;,{*';'r!;:; droue

Beneath the earth in Arime; nten saj the grave is {till
Where tbunder tombed Typhon, beneath a mon{trous hill.

Typhon still occurs as a man's name in Turkey, and the Chalybes (mistaken
for Chaldeans) worshipped the god of fire on mounrains in this region. So

once more the Typhonian mythos reminds us of Hephastus. So too the
Ilames of Etna simultaneously represenr the forge of Hephastus and the
breath of Typhon. However, ovid in his Metamorythoses piles not merely
Etna but the whole island of Sicily atop Typhon: his right hand beneath
the cape named Pelorus, his left beneath the promonrory of Pachynus and
his legs beneath that of Lilybaeum. Erna in this accounr lay only upon
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his head, from which he spat smoke and fame. Ovid further reckoned

the tremblings of the earth, occasioned by the struggles of Typhon to free

himself, caused Hades to visit the island. This he did to assure himself
that there was no danger of a breach that would permit daylight to pen-

etrate his dark realm. It was on the occasion of this visit that Hades saw

and abducted Persephone to be his queen.

There are thus strong linkages with Demeter and Persephone, with
Dionysus and with Hephastus, embedded in the key accounts of the

Typhonian mythos. These chthonian links are also echoed in the legend

of Aristaus (see Book Four) being hidden beneath Etna to preserve him

from the slaying of the Titans by Zeus. This legend, as mentioned previ-

ously, also connects Aristaus with Hephastus, since the beetle - the lo-

cal equivalent of the scarab, is the Hellenistic Egyptian equivalent of the

Cancerian crab with its tongs. So too these amphibian tongs signified the

Telchines, magical workmen of Rhodes.

Typhon was the father of many notable monsters; besides being the

self evident father of the Harpies in the guise of winds. He was the sire

of Cerberus, Geryon and Orthos. Also, by Echidna: the Chimera, Ladon,

theTheban Sphinx, the Hydra, the Sow of Crommyon, the Nemean Lion

and the eagle which so tortured Prometheus. This catalogue is very remi-

niscent of the ollspring of the goddess Tiamat. She was the mother of
monsters who were the Zodiacal constellations in primitive form. The

animal forms of the Greek gods in the Typhon myth may imply another

version of this motif; the Olympians themselves were after aIl associated

with the Signs. In any case many of the monsters sired by Typhon were

encountered by Heracles in his twelve labours, often associated with the

zodiac.

According to Homer, Typhon lived beneath the earth in the country

of the Arimi, which Suidas took to mean the mountains and peoples of
Mysia and Lydia. As interesting as this is Strabo, likely more accurately,

places it in Syria; presumably near the Turkish border. This would suit

the associations with Cilicia and Mount Kasios. Virgil mistook the allu-

sion and located him beneath the island of Inarime off the Campanian

coast of Italy. While Vrgil may have been practicing the legitimate 
^rt



of elastic mythic geography, many details of the myth originate wirh the

Hittites; so there is no mistaking Homer's intention.
In keeping with that elasticity there were two mountains known to the

Greeks as Mount Casius or Kasion .In fact,locations linked with Typhon
were particularly prone to this duplication; there was a Corycian Cave

in Cilicia, and another near Delphi. The primary Mount Casius is on

the border of Syria with Turkey, and has a very long sacred history. Zeus

Kasios is the Greek name for a succession of older Baals whose connec-

tion with the place goes back millennia. The contest with Typhon un-
doubtedly connects with epic battles this god had with gods of the sea

and of death. Another Mount Kasios was located near Pelusium in Egypt,

near a huge and very deep lake heavily impregnated with bitumen, called

tbe Serbonian bog, which once swallowed most of a Persian army. In the

ArgonauticaTyphon is located in this lake, rather than in Sicily. The prefix
Cassio that appears before some classical names indicates a dedication to
the sacred mountain and its god. Cassiopeia, the name of a constellation
named after the mother of Andromeda is such a name. Perseus rescued

Andromeda from a sea-monster in Greek myth, but as I have mentioned
elsewhere the rescuer in an Egyptian form of the myth was no less than
Set himself.
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GEOSOPHIA

As is widely known the Egyptian counretpart of ryphon, the god set,
exemplified the ferocity of the warlike Pharaohs Rameses and Seti; until
the rise of Osiris theology put his chaotic ferocity and cunning beyond the
pale. The language with which Seti and Rameses recorded their deeds has
apanIIeI in Aeschylus' Seven Against Thebes when the ferociry of Typhon
is associated with a warrior chief, whose shield bears his likeness:

No vulgar cunning did his band possess

Wo carued the dread deuice upon its face,
Ty ph o n, fo r th -b el cb in g fr o m f r e -b r e ath in g m o u th,

Black smok"e, the volumed si{ter of the flame;
And round its hollow belly was embossed

A ring of knotted snake* Himself did rage,

Shoutingfor battle, by the god of war
Indwelt, and like a Mrcnad, his dark eyes

Lookfear. Again{t this man be doubly armed,

For, where he is, grim Fear is with him.

of course, the Egyptian and Greek contexrs involved in this comparison
have their dissimilarities as well as resemblances. Can we truly compare
a Pharaonic monumental inscription with a Greek tragedy? As remarked
elsewhere in this study, the occasion of mosr daimonic intensity in the
Iliad begins with the storm-like onset of Achilles. Despite their cultural
differences, Rameses and Homer spoke the primal language of epic; cel-
ebrating the superhuman deeds of earthly demigods.

While of another order of poetry, Aeschylus' verses conrain luminous
phrases pregnant with meaningr by the god of war indwelr, this clearly
means possessed by Ares, the Greek Mars; like a Mrenad - an ecsraric
devotee of Dionysus - rhis again implies an ecsraric srate, an ecstasy of
war rather than wine. The warrior is not only possessed by a god himself,
he inspires the presence of another in opponenrs. The perception here
is of fear as a spiritual presence; the image is so powerful we at once ap-
preciate that modern talk of the personification of abstractions does not
diminish one iota its role as an active force.



Typbon as Demiurge

Finally, we come to a vexed matter implicit in Typhon's role as patron of
magicians. This and associated concerns has inspired considerable debate

among scholars, and many confused and nigh unsupported statements
by otherwise competent academics. Firstly, it appears quite unjustified
to suggest a historical equating of the biblical Seth with the god of the
Papyri. Nor does Typhon-Set equare with Gnostic or occult forms of
Jesus Christ, despite the linking of rhe name Aberamenthou with both
of them on separate occasions. This aside, there is no doubt whatever
that Typhon-Set was commonly identified with the sun in the Grx.co-
Roman period, and not infrequently with Abraxas. Similarly, there are

many occasions whenJewish god-names occur in invocarions of Typhon-
Set. Identification of both Typhon and Dionysus with the Jewish god is
also a common theme in late antiquiry. Despite asserrions by respected

reference works, I am not inclined to epiromise every insrance of this as

anti-Semitism, even though such traits certainLy existed. Set had a newly
acquired demiurgic and solar-pantheistic status that was evidently sincere,

this was neither necessarily or still less inevitably connected to ethnic poli-
dcs. Similarly, Dionysus was a hugely popular god; identification of him
with Eastern deities is perfectly in character, even if controversial due to
the status of one in particular.

What is certain is that in late pagan magic Typhon-Ser was frequently
associated with Jewish names and titles. This is apparenr from many rel-
evant passages in the Papyd, as also from defixiones found in Rome. The
rnagician in these cases is plainly more interested in conjuring his own
god than in insulting that of another nation. In modern interpretations
of the later grimoires, these names are termed Kabbalisti c; in reality, this
means they represent a Christianised Neoplatonist view of the universe,

expressed inJewish rather than pagan Greek terms. Even so, Renaissance

Neoplatonists frequently employed the names and images of the Greek

gods, along with appropriate Orphic hymns.



Imputations of anti-Semitic tendencies to modern usage of these names

strike me as erroneous; the fact is that the very norion is quite alien to
many practitioners. Similarly, magical use ofJewish god-names occasion-

ally incurs accusations of cultural appropriation. Again, rhe fact is that
these names have become traditional; it is however exrremely significant
that late pagan use of them predates similar Christian usage. While ap-

parently counter-intuitive to modern sensibilities, for an ancient pagan it
was perfectly feasible to accommodate figures from henotheist or mono-
theist cultures.In some cases, particularly in Asia Minor, such accommo-

dation refected a deep respect for and involvement with Jewish culture,
which however stopped short of conversion. On the other hand, there is
no necessity to retain wholesale usage of these names; the conceptions of
deity involved are not the sole province of any particular theology, and

slavish reliance on past forms is no indication of magical competence.

Having disposed of this issue in short order, the more immediately rcI-
evant fact here is that Typhon-Set bore the status mentioned.In doing so,

he demonstrates the mutability of views of the gods from one epoch to
the next, It is a simple fact that perceptions of the nature and attributes
of any ancient deiry was subject to change. Consequently, the favouritism
of one modern pagan grouping or individual for one or other past expres-

sion does not render those of another wrong per se. That Typhon-Set
precededJehovah as premier detty of ceremonial magicians, often invoked

under exactly the same names, is both historically true and potentially
significant to various modern practitioners, and that is what matters here.



THEURGIA

... an art of depraved curiosity which they either call magic or by rhe

more deteftable name goeria or by the honourable title cheurgia. For
they vy to di$tinguish between these arts and condemn some men,

whom the populace calls malefici, as devored to illicir arrs, for these,

they say, are concerned with goeria; but others rhey wanr to make out
praiseworthy as being engaged in theurgy. Bur they are both entangled
in the deceptive rites of demons who masquerade under the names of
angels.

Tbe City of God, Saint AuguStine 354-430 cE

rvE oR TAKE A LTTTLE THEOLOGTCAL PREJUDTCE, the linkage by
Augustine of goetia and theurgy, of angels and demons is essen-

tially correct. While goetia possesses many cenruries of historical
precedence, in practical details goetia and theurgy 

^re 
intimately related.

In large part, Theurgy (as a formal school rarher than an appropriated
term) is a reformation of the older goeric tradition by Neoplatonist phi-
losophers. To a large degree the writings of Iamblichus on Theutgy are a

philosophical appraisal of magic as it already existed rarher than a new
system of magic. Such an interprerarion follows from viewing goetia as

representing, or originating within, the magical aspects of popular religion
in the Hellenistic world; for it is exactly these which his work reprises and
reinterprets,



)PHIA

While the origins of the term goetia are in oral prehistory, eventually

emerging in literature in the 5'l'century ncE, those of theurgy are in the 2"'1

century cr. This is not to say that no mystery attaches to the origin of the

term, or any of the concepts surrounding it. That would be very far from
the truth. However, the origins of theurgy as a term arc relatively easy to
trace, and the names of its earliest exponents are known,

The first occurrence of the terms theurgy and theurgist is in reference

to Julianos the Theurgist, who fourished in the reign of the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius I6t-r8o cr. This magician - for such he was - is said to
have been of Chaldean origin, and appears to have written in Greek. He
is thought to have played a major part in the composition of the Chaldean

Oracles of Zoroaster; whether as author, collector or redactor is uncertain.

The term theurgia is derived from two Greek words, theos meaning god,

and orgia meaning work. The meaning therefore is along the lines of the

divine work, or more precisely: working witb (or upon) the gods. The obvi-
ous comparison, which was probably intended, is to theologoi; from which
comes our term theologians - from tbeo god and logoi word - those who
talk about the gods. A theurgist by contrast is one who works with or
upon the gods. While not necessarily devoid of or irreconcilable with a

theoretical philosophy, theurgy is a practical art.

The philosophy with which it is primarily associated is Neoplatonism.
However, while Theurgy originated earLiet it was not originally part of
Neoplatonism as taught by Ammonius Saccas, Plotinus or Porphyry.

Theurgical principles were enthusiast ically integrated into Neoplato nism
by Iamblichus; the successor of these teachers and chief of the Syrian

school. Despite this acceptance Theurgy also retained a distinct existence

as a Mystery school; Proclus, the successor of Iamblichus, was separately

initiated into Theurgy.

Dodds, in his essay on Theurgy, makes the observation that the kind of
magic represented by the Greek Magical Papyri used fragments of ancient

religious rites for mundane ends, while Theurgy used magical procedures

resembling those of the Papyri for religious ends. Disregarding the fact

that what he takes for such fragments appea"- to be the original composi-

tions of magicians, drawing an impartial distinction between religion and



magic has never been easy. It is not present in the origins of the goenl

who officiated at oracles, lit sacrificial 6res and guided the dead. Equally
the combination of religious and magical roles personified by the goen is

visible in the Magical Papyri. Nor is a distinction between religion and
magic drawn in the writings of the rheurgists. What Iamblichus provides
is an elucidation of magical and religious rites. They are handled without
distinction, within one and the same framework. Nevertheless, Dodds'
observation accurately indicates the close, even intimate, correspondence

between goetia as represented by the Papyri and the methods of the theu-
rgists.

As a theo retical explanation and justification of religious and magi-

cal rites as a single genre, the treatise of Iamblichus is an extended com-

mentary and justification of the authentic goeres, within a philosophical
framework. This is not to say there was no difference between Theurgy
and what Dodds calls vulgar magic, and which the literati of the day would
have called goetia.

Theurgy was chiefly concerned with bringing the practitioner into com-

munication or union with the gods. This is the interpretation put upon it
by Iamblichus; and the Chaldeon Oracles show it to have been equally true
ofJulian, or those he was interpreting. Goetia was frequently turned to a

variety of short term purposes, just as the ancient Oracles answered a va-

riety of questions, both personal and political, many of them as mundane

as anything magic endeavoured to resolve. The philosophical framework
provided by Iamblichus explains how divination works, regardless of the

nature of the question. In the same way the theoretical basis he provided
is applicable to any magical operation, whether or not it is concerned with
divine union. However, between priest and magician, whether their arts

are terrned goetia or theurgy, no necessary and often no actual division ex-

ists. The concern of the operator with the divine work is central to both.
Goetia - the art of the Goen, a founder and celebrant of Mysteries - is the

earlier form of Thewgy; working with the gods. The short term purposes

of specific magical operations should not obscure the perceived religious

role and identity of rhe operaror. It is this role and idenrity which distin-
guishes the magician, both in magical lore and popular belief.



Stephen Flowers, an occult aurhor with a firm academic background,
draws a distinction between goetia and rheurgy. With him however the
distinction is one of degree: goetia is a practi cal aft, involving external
materials and practices; theurgy is a further srep upon the road, when
self deification has been achieved and magical processes have been inter-
nalised. While his Hermetic Magic is both useful as a corrective regarding
Classical goetia, and valuable for those exploring the Magical Papyri, this
distinction is not entirely satisfactory. The classic handbook of Theurgy,
Tbe Nlysteries of Iamblichus, describes a grear many operative procedures.
Most typical of these is the making and empowermenr of magical stat-
ues of the gods, a procedure well represented in the goeric papyri. This
certainly involves physical materials (particularly herbs, srones and ani-
mals according to the laws of sympathia), and in the papyri it frequently
involves material or mundane objectives. This was so central to rheur-
gic practice as to lead Psellus to interprer rheurgy as the making of gods.

This making of gods connects them with the goeren as founders of the
Mysteries,'such as Abaris who made the Palladium from the bones of
Pelops. Indeed, the powersJulian the Theurgist and his father are credited
with place them in direct descent from rhe goeten. There are accounts of
feats of weather magic, and purifying cities from plague. They possessed

the ability to cause men's souls to leave their bodies, and it is fair ro assume

they could do so in their own right. Theurgy is essentially a reformation of
magical religion, a restoration of archaic goeria.

The idea of a magical assistant, so frequenr in the papyri, undoubtedly
precedes the Holy Guardian Angel of Abramelin and modern occultism.
The magical assistant or parhedros is often an invoked emanation of a

solar pantheistic deity, again matching modern Qabalistic conceptions.
Theurgical practice is also anticipated in the manufacture of magical im-
ages to embody such an assistant, incorporating appropriate materials ac-

cording to the laws of symparhia. In modern usage a key example of such

an image is the magical head, its seven holes reflecting the seven letters of
the name Abraxas.

Although Julian the Theurgist is the reputed founder of Theurgf, the
distinction of having penned the definitive treatise on rhe subject belongs



to Iamblichus. His work, known 
^rt)ut) nsftries,is a response to a let-

ter of Porphyry questioning the narure of magic and the rites of religion.
Porphyry inquires how the various genera of higher beings are distin-
guished from each other; in what they differ, and from what these differ-
ences arise. Why do ceremonies take the forms they do, what in the na-
ture of the gods and other entities requires such ritesi He asks also what
divination consists of,, and what explanation there is for the active and
passive forms such arts take. How is it thar divination can be performed in
conscious or unconscious states, ecstatic or sornnambulant? He enquires
into the narure of image making in the invocation of gods.In this connec-
tion arise the magical laws of Sympathia whereby plants, srones, animals
and other material objects or qualities equare with different qualities of
the gods.

Tb e Cosmology ttJ Th eurgy

The cosmological hierarchy of spiritual entities described by Iamblichus
consists of gods, the higher demons, heroes and purified souls.
Subdivisions of these classes also appear in his writings: the archangels,
angels, cosmocrators, archons and so forth; these are terms that represent
subdivisions among the gods and higher demons. This places angels -
wherever they may originate - in a philosoph icaLly pagan worldview, sub-
ject both to their various planetary gods and to major pantheistic figures.
Essentially all types involved in theurgical workings relate ro one or other
of the four essential categories. All rhese, gods, the higher demons, he-
roes and unpolluted souls were of a higher narure than unredeemed souls,
which includes the major porrion of humanity. It is worrh comparing this
cosmology with the row of Agrippas Scale of the I'{umber Ten,labelled:
Ten orders of the Blessed according to the traditions of men,The apparently
Cabalistic orders represented there quite obviously refect older Theurgic
and Neoplatonisr classifications.
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Hicrarchic,rl Tablc of'tbe Suptrior (lenld

Gcrrcrrt Subdit'isions Cahtlistic'e'yival':nts

Gods Gods Elohim (Codt)

{ Archangels }

Demons { Angels } Beni-Elohim (Sons of
the gods, or Demi-gods)

{ Higher Demons }

Heroes Heroes Cherubim (Cabirs)

Pure Souls Pure Souls Ishim (Flarnes)

(]ods an'J Angels (concise)

Plonttary t' rekted exampla Ange/s Nofes t' akernatives

panthcistic gods (1f':'rirriirc 1(o'S

ltltts* - r't;,v r,'/s)

Kronos Sakatael, Uriel* Cassiel in the grimoires

Zeus,B.a"al Raphael* Boel* Sachiel in the grimoires

Ares sarnael, shamuil* Samael, zxnael in the grirnoires

Helios, Baai Mikael* As grimoires, cf' Reshef & Nergal

Typhon/Abraxas &c Boel* Solar pantheistic: Mikaei or Uriel

Aphrodite/Astarte &c Agatl-roel comPare Hagith, agathadaimon'

Baalit Anael* as grimoires, vxriant Haniei

Hermes Uriel* In Te stament o-f Solomon &' Enoch L

Aristaeus, Men &c l-I1any other attributes' Raphael in

thc grirnoires.

Selene/Hecate &c Gabriel* As grimoit"t (G"bit/Cabir)

Baalit, also Men &c

Note that Mikael, as either Solar or Mercurial angel, certainly adopred attributes and roles

of Anubis oF rhe rcr.,r (includine rhe balances), and that borh Mikael and Uriel have solar

panrheistic, helio-chthonic roles.



JRGIA

Proclus accorded each of the gods a retinue of rhese genera; Iamblichus
has the various genera of the particular retinue attend a sacrifice to the
appropriate god. The most traditional astrological attribution schema on
Greek lines, predating planetary and other schernas, would first reflect the
zodiac via the monrhs. Such an approach is the direct equivalenr to mod-
ern magic's Hebrew names of God ruling archangels, angels and spirits of
various Spheres, Signs etc. As superior genera to that of ordinary mortals,
it was considered right and just, as well as intellectually respectable, that
any of them might be honoured with rites and sacrifices. By the same

reasoning, consulrarion through divinations and oracles could be sought
of them,In short, all were encountered by means as religious as rhey were
magical.

There is however - disregarding the Ishim or Souls as people often
do - a major difference between generic Hebrew and Greek classifica-
tions. That is, in corroboration of the essential equivalence of goetia and
theurgy, two categories of superior being invoked in this way include the
illustrious dead. While Theurgy is thought of as a dignified philosophi-
cal movement, with its origins in the thought of Plato and Pythagoras,
invocations of the dead constitute a form of necromancy; a term with
which goetia is and always has been associated, An authentic invocation
of an oracular hero at his cenotaph is part and parcel of the heritage from
which goetia as we know it has its origins. Just such respectable necro-
mancy as originally distinguished the older tradition was equally at home
in the magico-religious worldview of the Theurgist. This concern with the
mighty and illustrious dead provides the clearest possible demonstration
that Theurgy and Goetia were in many respecrs equivalent in conception
and application.
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T'beurgic Methods

The methods of the theurgists were several. The highest form of theurgy

was divine union through pure contemplation, which was the most dif-
ficult and strictLy for the few. More accessible, and in some ways more

definitive, was the making of magically charged images of gods, incorpo-

rating the methods of sympathia. Closely related to this were methods of
self-deification, often employing similar means to the making of divine

images. In addition to these modes, the theurgists practiced ritually in-
duced ftat7ce - the term mediumship is best avoided in favour of proph-

ecy - for the reception of divine oracles.

The Theurgy of Iamblichus and the Neoplatonists explicitly involves:

incantation, talismans and seals, ecstatic states and trance, the doctrine of
correspondences, as well as hierarchies of spirits that were deeply infuen-
tial on the development of the grimoires. Despite this it is a peculiar fact

that a sizeable number of modern ceremonial magicians see Iamblichus as

anti'magiclThis is perhaps more connected with modern controversies -
and simplifrcations - than a true appreciation of his work.

There are two possible explanations for this misidentification, which

are not mutually exclusive. One is a misunderstanding of the ability of an

advanced Theurgist to dispense with ritual. This is not at all incompatible

with far older traditions, where an advanced magician attains deification

and can dispense with the external apparatus previously essential. This at-

tainment was seen as rare, and existed alongside an entirely positive view

of ritual in the writings of Iamblichus. Theurgy as developed by him pro-

vided a highly infuential theoretical basis for a wide variety of ritual and

divinatory methods. That this influence reached the grimoires, of the r5'r'

century and later, through such direct influences as Ficino, Mirandola and

particularly Agrippa is an evident fact. Secondly there is the controversy

surrounding the use of blood; here too Iamblichus is being misunderstood.
He explicitly states not that blood is forbidden or inessential, but that it
is more appropriate to some beings than to others. Any blanket demoni-
sation of such beings is of far later date than Iamblichus, who includes

them among tbe superior genera, Controversies over the use of blood, of



vegetarianism and so forth, have been presenr in mystical and magi caltra-
ditions for millennia, and to srigmarise a key thinker in this way is a false
form of purism. It is false because it overlooks the eclectic and syncretic
tendencies at work in magical traditions. While these tendencies inevita-
bly produce some internal contradictions, they also contribute decisively
to the richness of these traditions. In any case, such contradictions will
not be overcome by the simplistic expedient of rejecting Iamblichus!

Theurgy in the Grimoires

As seen, St. Augustine refused to recognise a distinction berween Theurgy
and Goetia as pracriced in the Roman Empire. That it was a false distinc-
tion when the historical contexts in which the terms arose are understood
is clear enough. Nevertheless some space must be given to the fluctuations
such terms have undergone in the later histo ry of magic. In the period
of the grimoires, and by imitation in modern magic, rhe erroneous dis-
tinction is still frequently encountered and often arises from its misuse in
influential texts. Mirandola and others asserted that Goetia operated ex-
clusively by evil spirits, and that the higher magic they preferred was to be

distinguished from it. often as nor this lawful magic was clearly based on
principles of sympathia, which has been rermed natural magic. However
others, who practiced magic based on invocation, either alongside or in
place of natural symparhies, claimed to be practicing theurgy. Naturally in
a Christian contexr this omitted the heroes and daemons of the old pagan

theurgy; focussing mainly on angels. Agrippa referredro rhis later type of
theurgy as follows in the 46't'chapter of his De incertitude et vanitate scien-

tiarum: I'Jow many think that Theurgia is not unlawfull, as ilf this be governed

by good Angels, and a diuine deity, So it is that in the Lemegeton we find the
book of evil spirits referredto as the Goetia, and that of supposedly higher
forces called The Theurgia of Solomon.

The distinction is, of course, false; unsupportable either from the deri-
vation of the words or from the texts exemplifying their use. For example

we find one of the goetic spirits, Vassago, described as good in narure,
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while those of the Theurgia are described as part|y good and partly evil.

This makes nonsense of the simplistic distinction underlying the classi-

fication, even as redefined. In any case, going beyond this particular gri-
moire, the classification is fundamentally unsound. As has been seen, the

angel Cassiel frequently takes on demonic form in practice, so that using

theurgy to refer to angelic magic swiftly exceeds the supposed bounds of
the term. Moreover, as should be abundantly clear from the outline of
early goetia, it was not concerned with evil spirits exclusively, and even

when it was frequently took the form of exorcism.

The Christianised magic represented by the grimoire literature is de-

rived from ancient sources, in which moralistic distinctions latterly em-

ployed in the grimoires did not apply.They are similarly absent from the

Arab material which formed one of the major routes by which learned

antique magic reached the West. As will be seen in the Picatrix material

which follows shortly, the natures of the seven planetary spirits are de-

terrnined by their planetary associations, rather than any moralistic divi-
sion into good and evil. The spirit of Saturn (subsequently called Cassiel

by Christian magicians), is a thinly disguised pl,anetary god, capable of
any action consistent with his planetary nature. What makes him seem

prone to contradictions in the grimoires is the theological recasting of the

material, which is foreign to the sources; without this veneer, the things

required of him are completely consistent.

In closing this brief appraisal of Theurgy, an original document of
unknown date is worth presenting. The I'{uctemeron is attributed to

Apollonius, and certainly originally written in Greek. Although cryptic,

it bears the imprint of Neoplatonism of the theurgic type in its references

to 6re, which echo the tone and language of the Chaldean Oracles and

the Prayer of the Salamanders. It is suffrciently brief for quotation in its
entftety,



Tbe l,,tuctetnerolt ,r)o')urr,us of Tyana

The First Hour:
In unity, the daimons sing the praise of God: they lose their malignity
and fury.

The Second Hour:
By the duad, tbe Zodiacal fish chant rhe praises of God, rhe 6ery ser-

::::r 
entwine about rhe caduceus and rhe thunder becomes harmoni-

Tbe Third Hour:
The snakes of the Hermetic caduceus enrwine thrice, Cerberus opens
his triple jaw and 6re chancs the praises of God with the three rongues
of the lighrning.

Tbe Fourth Hour:
At the fourth hour rhe soul revisits the sepulchre; rhe magical lamps
are lighted at the four corners of the circles. It is the time of incanta-
tions and illusions.

Thc Frfth Hour:
The voice of the gre't warers celebrates the God of the heavenly
Spheres.

The Sixth Hour:
The spirit abides immoveable; ir beholds rhe infernal monfters swarm
down upon it and does not fear.

Tbc Seuenth Hour:
A 6re, which imparts life to all animated beings, is dire&ed by the
will of pure men. Tl-re initiate stretches forrh his hand, and pains are
assuaged.
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The Eigbth Hour:

The ftars make utterance one to another, the soul of the suns cor-

re{ponds with the exhalation of the fowers; chains of harmony create

unison between all natural things.

Tbe l\inth Hour:

The number that is not to be unveiled.

Tbe Tentb Hour:

The key of the astronomical cycle and the circular movement of hu-

man life.

The Eleventb Hour:

The wings of the genii move with a my$terious and deep murmur;

rhey fly from $here to Sphere and bear the messages of God from

world to world.

The Twelfth Hour:

The works of the light etern aI are fulfilled by 6re.



GOETIC GALLERY:

METAMORPHICA

Pythogoras

YTHAGoRAS IS IMPoRTANT to this study in various ways, although
in other ways quite separate from its main purpose. He is important,
in the same way as his mentor Pherecydes, as a link between two

phases of culture and religio-magical thought. Important roo as a link in
the chain by which Dionysian associations predating the rise of goeria
were transformed in Orphic and other movements; and as adapting these

and eastern forms of Demeter worship. This may have extended further
than adaptation, to the extent of propagating them. Such matters as his

contributions to numerical mysticism, fowering later in the Qgbalah, as

also his role as moralist are, on the other hand, ufferly separate. My sketch

of him tries to steer a middle way between these sides of his legacy, while
emphasising the former more than has previously been the case.

Pythagoras was born on the island of Samos, and flourished in the pe-

riod 54o to 5ro sce. His ancestry may well have been part Syrian, and was

certainly affuent. He was trained from youth in music, poetry, eloquence

and astronomy, as well as being a distinguished athlete, winning the prize
for wrestling in the Olympics when 18 years old. According to tradition he

then sought the wisdom of the East, travelling to Egyp, and Chald ea; re-

ports that he also studied the wisdom of the Magi all appear rarher to re-

fer to the Chaldeans.In these nations, he is said to have gained the respect

of the priests and learned from them the theocratic art, by which the aris-

tocracy and the people are governed by the wise. This principle resembles

that sought by Plato to reform the Greeks when the old traditions began



to lose their force. He spent many years acquiring their traditions relating
to the nature of the gods and the soul. He returned for a while ro Samos,

but although welcomed was disgusted by the form of government that
prevailed there. He appeared again at the Olympic games, on being rccog-
nised and hailed as a Sophist or wise man he disclaimed the title, calling
himself instead a lover of wisdom, that is, a philosopher. He was the first
to call himself by this name. He then visited the republics of Sparta and
Elis before making his home in Crotona, a Greek colony in Italy. A local
tradition claimed that Dardanos, associated with the Samothracian and
Phrygian Mysteries was born there.

At Crotona Pythagoras founded his school, admitting both males and
females. This was strikingly distinct from conremporary Greek cusrom,
the closest contemporary analogy being the form of sexual equality prac-
ticed by the barbarian Scythians. While conventional enough in consider-
ing marriage a holy role for women, he evidently esteemed female intel-
ligence highly. Diogenes Laertius held that much of his system originated
with Themistoclea, the priestess ar Delphi; famous examples of female
Pythagoreans are also present in the literary record.

He taught by example as well as eloquen ce, practicing an austere style

of life while discoursing upon music, healing, marhematics and natural
philosophy. He taught a frugal and benevolent philanthropy in place of
hedonism and materialism. He paid due reverence ro the rites of the gods,

whose temples he regularly visited. At an early hour of the day,hemade his
devotions and apparently attired himself in the manner of the Egyptian
priests, making continual purifications and offerings. Herodotus, who
wrote in Southernltaly near rhe site of known Orphic inrermenrs, tells
us that rhe deceased Orphic initiate is wrapped not in wool but linen.
He notes this as consisrent with both Egyptian and Pythagorean practice;
purification rites are also rypical of Orphic practice. Pythagoras is also

widely thought to have written poetic works under the name of Orpheus.
Pythagoras famously taught a doctrine of transmigration of the soul,

recalling his former lives. Two of these previous lives are noteworthy herer

Aethalides - a son of Hermes numbered among the Argonaurs - who
had the power of dwelling in Hades as well as upon Earth, and was thus



acquainted with all things; Hermotimus who had the power of leaving his
body. An unnamed wise man menrioned by Empedocles was credited by
him with the wisdom acquired in twenty or thirty prior exisrences; this
man is likely to have been Pythagoras. Empedocles was not being merely
vague or coy; it was Pythagorean practice not to refer to tbat manby narne.

His instruction was adapted in accord with the remperament of the in-
dividual: those among his pupils who were inclined to talk overmuch were
obliged to remain silent in his presence for {ive years, while the naturally
quiet and thoughtful were encouraged ro speak after two. It is supposed
that he learned the use of hieroglyphic signs in Egypt, and through similar
principles he and his followers were able to correspond, and to recognise
each other in distant regions. He taught also that numbers underlie all
things, which together with emphasis on the number ren as perfect is a

doctrine that arises later in the Qabalah.
His mentor was Pherecydes, a Syrian, who was well versed in chaldean

star-lore. The astronomical knowledge of Pythagoras is acknowledged in
the tradition that it was he who realised the identity of the Morning and
Evening stars, appearing in rhe heavens at different rimes, in one planet,
Venus. This tradition also represents the astronomical achievements of
Greek astrology, building on Chaldean foundations. Other Pythagoreans
were to make other significant astronomical advances,

Accounts of his initiarions into Mystery cults vary; Porphyry rhe
Neoplatonist records a tradition that the Idaean Dactyls initiated him on
the island of Crete. There he was purifed witb a thunderbolf and laid on
the seashore covered with black lambs wool for a night. Thereafter he
spent tbrice nine hallowecl days and nigbts - a lunar month - in the cave of
Zeus before emerging for his initiation. His transformarions into various
forms - closely resembling those of Empedocles - relate to Cretan cult
forms. There are other accounts of his retirement to a cave, from which
he emerged after some months both pale and ghastly in appearance, an-
nouncing that he was rerurned from Hades. This compares with the prac-
tice of fasting in sacred caves ar various oracles, as well as the legend of
Epimenides.



The visits to Sparta and Elis were most likely to have been in search of
wisdom, rather than - as elsewhere suggested - marking approval of their
form of government. Abaris - the supposed disciple of Pythagoras who in
reality predated him - had founded the temple of Persephone ar Sparta.

The Dactyls were worshipped at Elis, which had been the sear of Pelops,

which name recurs in association with many figures examined here. This
hero, said to be originally from Phrygia, received honours as high above

all other heroes as Zeus above the other gods. A significant aspect of the

legend of Pelops involved him being slain, dismembered and served up to
the gods. Only Demeter, distraught due to the abduction of Persephone,

did not recognise the meat as human and ate his shoulder. The gods then

restored him to Iife, rcplacing his shoulder with one of ivory. Pythagoras

is reputed to have had a golden thigh, which was a sign of his own more

than human status. The resemblance of legends such as these to shamanic

initiatory ordeals, involving dismemberment by spirits and replacement

of parts of the body, is extremely striking. That the legend of Pelops in-
cludes clear rcference to the Mysteries, those involving Demeter and her

daughter's Underworld experience, shows the close relation of the theme

to the Mystery cults.

While long well received and influential ar Crotona, in time the

Pythagoreans fell foul of political rivals. Molent persecution followed
with many slain, Pythagoras fled, by the best accounts, to the city of
Metapontum. Here an earlier Greek shaman, Aristeas, had founded a cult
of Hyperborean Apollo. Pythagoras, who also honoured Apollo and the

Muses, took refuge here briefly and appears to have fasted unto death.

Although said to have sought sanctuary in the temple of the Muses, there

is a recurrent tradition that the'house' where he ended his days was after-

wards known as the Temple of Demeter.

Other accounts of Pphagoras accorded hirn the power of bilocation,
appearing in two distant places at one time. He was similarly credited

with power over animals, such as taming abear and arresting the fight of
an eagle. He made in addition many discoveries and proofs in mathemat-
ics and particularly geometry. His fame was great throughout the ancient

world, and he was accorded divine honours upon death, his home being



ftearcd as a temple, and statues erected in his honour. Iamblichus counrs
Abaris among the disciples of Pythagoras, while Suidas reverses this as-

sociation. Aristotle mentions a mysterious identity between Pythagoras
and the Hyperborean Apollo.

Modern scholars, eschewing rhe excessive rationalism of the nine-
teenth century, believe that a great many of these traditions are nor late
romantic accretions, but rather part of Pythagoras' own self-deifying
legend. Certainly all the early sources, such as Xenophanes, Heraclitus,
Empedocles, Ion and Herodotus porrray Pythagoras as a magician in
accordance with rhe popular tradition. Timon of Phlius, a philosophi-
cally inclined Greek poet who lived in the time of Ptolemy II, wroce of
Pythagoras that he sought the reputation of a wizard.The term Timon used
was goen. Modern scholarship, as with Empedocles, is learning not to dis,
tinguish the'mythologised' mystic and magician from the mathematician
and natural philosopher; seeing them instead as rwo aspecrs of the same
role.

Among magical authors Cornelius Agrippa makes very frequenr men-
tion of Pythagoras. He is cited as practicing hydromancy; as healing oth-
ers by magical power; in relation to arithmancy and gematria; to rrans-
migration into other bodies and of becoming a god; of absenting oneself
from the body; of laying in seclusion to obtain prophetic power and of
secrecy in sacred things. In all these and other marrers, Pythagoras, his
followers and his precepts were ever in Agrippa's mind.

One particular element of Pythagorean thought in Agrippa involves the
Muses and Apollo. As seen when considering the Vision of Er, Plato at-
tributed the spheres of his universe to the Sirens. Pythagoras, from whom
the Music of the Spheres originates, attributed them rather to the Muses.
As shown in Book Three, Agrippa delivered such an attribution from an

otherwise lost Orphic source.

There are also many significant reFerences ro Pythagoras and
Pythagorean teachings in the writings of Giordano Bruno, and as many

- with as much approval but without the same degree of interest for us

as in Bruno - in the writings of Pico della Mirandola. He and his teach-

ings are also referred to by Doctor John Dee in his Hleroglyphic Monad.



He was mentioned in Trithemius'De Septum Secundeis, while rhe same

author's Steganograpbia may well have been partly inspired by the abil-
ity of Pythagoreans to communicate with one anorh er at a distance.
Additionally seven precepts attributed to him are cited in the famous and
influential Picatrix.

It is extraordinariLy interesting thatJohann Reuchlin, in his epoch mak-
ing De Arte Cabalistica, which is in the form of a three way dialogue be-

tween a Moslem, a Pythagorean and a Kabbalisr, porrrays the Pythagorean

as belonging to the tribe known as the Alans; a sreppe people identical
with the shamanic Sarmatians encountered by the Greeks.

Take the status of Pythagoras in the grimoire tradition, along with his
links to ancient chthonic cults and to Chaldean asrrology. Put aside his
importance to mathematically inclined Renaissance magicians - perhaps
excepting the Hermetic extremist Giordano Bruno - and all avowed en-

emies of Goetia of later date. It is not that these are without interesr, or
beyond incorporation in the magical perspectives of some among us. It is
simply that these ate - so to speak - lofty pinnacles, or ivory torvers, ob-
scuring a more fundamental issue. While these are cerrainly Pythagorean,
at the same time he is a link to an earthier theme of Greek shamans and
the legacy of Dionysian cults. While Pythagorean principles may be of
interest to few, his generally unacknowledged status as a link in this chain
requires recognition, Ir points us ro a more primal mystery, from which
philosophy and numerous other gifts to our culture had their beginnings.
It is that fountainhead, which is also the unacknowledged pagan source of
goetic magic, which concerns us here.
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REFORME RS

& BACKSLIDERS

HE cLosELy wovEN TNTEGRATToN of traditions from Crete, main-

land Greece, Thrace and Asia Minor, arises constanrly in classical ac-

counts of the Mysteries. Such syncretism of traditions may well have

been the work of major religious reforms undertaken by teachers such as

Pythagoras and the semi mythical Orpheus; both of whom, somewhar

unexpectedly from some perspectives, were major revivalists of chthonic
religion. Their reputation and image among'transcendentalistsl freema-

sons &c, has somewhat obscured what this means for those rediscovering

the significance of goetia as the spiritist or even animist origin of Western

magic. Ironic as it may be, these ascetic moralists are our link with older

orgiastic traditions, and to necromantic magic.

It is of course from the Magi chat the term magic derives in Western

languages. Who were theyi The answer involves some surprises, given

some of the vague ideas that have circulated about them. Occult litera-
ture and old classical dictionaries alike concur in creditingZoroaster the

Persian with founding the religion of the Magi. However, firstly the Magi
were not Persians, but Medes, who had existed as a specialist religious

caste long before the coming of Zoroaster. Rather than a founder, he was

a reformer, and the religion he wished to reform was that of the Magi.
The Greek experience of Persian magic in the Persian Wars, as recordecl

by Herodotus, is clearly notZoroastrian at all; it included sacrifice of hu-
man beings by burying alive, as well as the more usual animal sacrifices,

namely horses, both of which it is fair to assurne Zoroaster would have

opposed. In other words, the adoption of the term occurred at a point in
time when the magic of the Persians as known to the Greeks was pre-Zo-
roastrian. Nor was this, so to speak, an isolated case of mistaken identity.
In Classical sources Zoroaster, Persia and tbe Magi are often very mislead-

ing terms. They have tenuous links at best with the traditions concerned,

traditions more appropriately attributed to Chaldea and Phrygia.
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Zoroaster,like Pythagoras and orpheus, was a reformer of an ecsraric

or wild religion, in his case the primirive' worship of the Devas. Persian

influence in Asia Minor appears nor ro have reduced the cults of the old
gods; even those traditions reminiscent of Persian cults frequently have

more archaic elements.

The contrast between the reputation and the reality creares problems
of urrderstanding. A tradition generally has to exist already in order to be

reformed. Additionally, elements of the older tradition often persist, if in-
deed it does not make a partial or complere resurgence. Such resurgences

of the older tradition are then frequently associated with the teachings

of the very reformer who may have tried to suppress them. The case of
Zoroaster is one example; he apparently reformed the traditions on which
the practices of the Magian caste were centred. However, many of the
older practices appear to have persisted, and the Magi remained an infu-
ential priestly caste. A further complication is the frequent confusion of
Chaldeans and Magi, with the former having much more to do with the
planetary magic of the grimoire tradition. The whole spectrum of older
tradition, reforms and later manifestations of one or both are associated

willy-nilly with Zoroaster and rhe Magi, regardless of where the various
dividing lines may have been. Thus, the pre and post Zoroastrian Magian
traditions, as well as those of the quite separare Chaldeans and others,
become extremely difficult to distinguish from one another. In such cir-
cumstances, false assumptions readily arise, and later views are mistaken
for the teachings of the reformer or of his predecessors.

The same situation exists in relation to Pythagoras. He is associated

with the doctrine of reincarnation, and also with vegetarianism. It is of-
ten supposed that his reforms involved rejection of animal sacrifice, since

animals could be reincarnated humans. There is then a temptation to as-

sociate Pythagorean teachings with the Indian doctrine of reincarnation
and their attendant vegetarianism; contrasting this with older Greek rites
of sacrifice. Against this interpretation there are traditions that he sacri-

6ced a hundred bulls in thanks for one of his mathemarical discoveries;

also that he was initiated at a Cretan sancruary, a process involving sleep-

ing wrapped in the fleece of a sacrificed ram. There were also specifically
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pyt'agorea' reac'ings relating r" ,r":.:;:::;,rt"rs, a pracrice crosery

resernbling ancient chthonic rites associated with Demerer. Similarly the
Pythagorean magician, Apollonius, is credited with conjuring the hero
Achilles s'ithout blood sacrilice. However he also visited the sanctuary
of Trop'''honius, where the pre-ritual diet consisted entirely of meat of
sacrificed animals. Despite this he traditionally credited the teachings he
obtained at rhe sancruary as being totally compatible with Pythagorean
principles.

The likeliest and readily supported resolutions of this dilemma are

in keeping with the Thracian connections in the Pythagorean tradition,
rather than supposed connections with India. Following this reading there
was originally no Pythagorean doctrine of reincarnation for all, this inter-
pretation was a subsequent developmenr, superimposed later. Original\'
being elnpowered to live on after death was the result of religious or magi-
cal practices in life. From this followed the opportunity to increase thar
power in successive lives, which again was rhe preserve of the magicians,
not of all humaniry.

Dietary restrictions such as vegetarianism are rnore problematic; they
are unlikely to originate in the Dionysian cult that preceded Orphism,
given the regular performance of bloody rites in which women regularly
took part. They make mosr sense as an element of the reforms intro-
duced by orphic teachings. There remain the contradictions regarding
Pythagoras and Apollonius of Tyana, here again the Eastern 'Demerer'

cult that underlay the teachings of Pythagoras is unlikely to have involvecl

strict vegetarianism. While in relation to Orphisrn the relevanr sources

point to lifelong vegetarianism after initiation, it is not unknown even in
tnodern religions for particular foods to be allowed or disallowed at differ-
ent points in the ritual calendar. It is also important to bear in mind that
Orphisrn was not a unified movement with one docrrine, ser ritual and
prescribed practices. On the contrary, Orphism is a generalised term for a

variety of analogous sects ar-rd teachings. Sirnilarly tl-re cults of Dionysus,
like the god himself, were co'stantly transforming and breaking estab-

lished fortns, as well as combining with local culrs and other traditions.
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More important than the dichotomy of asceticism and orgiastic elements

in these traditions is the nature of the goal. This was identity with a divine

figurer collectively while in life in the case of primitive Dionysian rites,

individually in the after-life in the case of the Apollonian mystics. From

this background emerged the concept of a divine man, personified by

Pythagoras, Empedocles and others who aspired to and attained that goal.

The helio-chthonic Hero of ancient Thrace underlines the inter-connec-

tivity of many forms of the theme, which transcends even apparently ma-

jor dichotomies in expression. The solar-pantheistic god cornplete with
chthonic powers, which features so largely in the rnagical papyri, is the

highest form of the concept of parhedros or magical assistant; today's

Holy Guardian Angel.It was with such a god also that the magician ulti-
mately sought identity.



FAMILIAR & UNFAMILIAR SPIRITS

f r rs FrrrrNG To RETURN To rHE suBJECT oF FAMTLTARs and house-

I hold spirits that arose in Book Six. This has an important bearing on

l. th" development of magical traditions, justifying a review of the pro-
totypes of these figures in Greek and Roman lore. For the non-academic

reader today the usual impression of Greek and Roman myth is of stately

deities in cleanly laundered robes, with satyrs providing little more than
light relief and contrast. Prominent snake cults are probably the last thing
this impression would lead us to expect. Yet a temple of the r3'l' centu-

ry BCE at Mycena, excavated in the r96os, contained ceramic images of
twelve deities and seventeen snakes; a ratio of approximately two deities

to three snakes. In fact, snakes played an extremely irnportant role in the

entire history of Greek religion, and similar features were not lacking in
ancient Italy.

The manifestations of snake worship in general comprised two main

strands, the domestic and the chthonic. Household gods or spirits mani-
fested in the form of snakes; snakes were also very conlmonly associated

with the dead, particularly but not exclusively with the heroes. As will be

seen in the course of this chapter, while initially the two where quite sepa-

rate they became laryeIy synonymous in the course of time. Even modern
academics occasionally insist that the household spirits had always been

connected with an ancestor cult, For our purposes the distinction, while
real, is less important, since the later developments are a potent infuence
on magical traditions regardless of earlier distinctions.
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Houschold Snakcs

The snake as an important element of the Greek household cult makes its
first appearancein Minoan Crete.In Cretan religion temples played avery
minor role, the focus instead was sanctuaries in caves and upon and under
mountains, and in the house or palace. The snake never appears in the
cave and mountain sanctuaries, it is purely a parr of the household cult.
Here the role of the snake is strongly emphasise d, clay images of them
adorn modelled clay honeycombs, and upright tubes. Although similar
objects appear later in association with the dead and the hero cults, in
the Minoan context there is no trace of such associations. The snake is a

guardian of the house, and is treated in a similar way to the familiar spir-

its of folklore. Bowls, as if for offerings of milk, were found alongside the

snake tubes at Knossos. While these offerings may have been purely sym-

bolic they are strongly reminiscent of the actual feeding of house snakes

in Balkan villages and elsewhere.

Tbe Manes

The Manes (the good beings) were spirits of the dead in ancient Italy.

Counted among the infernal gods from early times they were known as

the Dii Manes. The Romans in particular honoured the Manes with great
solemnity. They presided over burying places and monumenrs ro the dead

and dwelled beneath the earth under the rule of Larunda, who bore the
additional name or title of Mania. Towns throughour ancienr Italy pos-
sessed a pit called the Munclus, conceived of as an inverted sky, represent-

ing the abode of the underworld deities, particularly the Manes. These

were dug before the town rvas built, then vaulted over and provision for a

removable stone put in place. An offering of corn was rhen cast in and an

altar erected. One such was located on the Palatine hill in Rome, one of
the oldest parts of the city. The gap in the vault was overlaid with a srone

called the lapis manalis which was seen as a door to the underworld, for
ingress and egress.



The augurs, as the diviners or Rome were known, invoked the Manes
when comtnencing their religious duties; such invocarions were repeated
three times, as this number was reckoned sacred unto the Manes. At the
festivals of the chthonic gods - Dis Pater corresponding to the Greek
Hades, Ceres corresponding to Demeter, and Proserpina corresponding
to Persephone - the lapis manalis was taken up ar a ceremony called the
Mundus patet, which occurred three times ayeati August z4'l', october
5'l' and November B'l'. As the dead were ar large on these dates they were
considered unforrunate for marriage or business and propitiato ry offer-
ings to the dead called irferire were made. A greater festival, with simi-
lar overtones was celebrated at the Parentalia from the r3'l' to the 2r" of
February; friends and relations of the departed gathered and sacrifices
and feasts were ofrered to the Manes.In the Imperial period this rite was
said to have been founded by Aeneas. Virgil, probably under Homeric
infuence, portrayed Aeneas as sacrificing to the infernal gods including
the Manes; the blood of the victim was received in a rrench, resembling
a similar rite performed by Odysseus. Although he too attributed them
to Aeneas, ovid portrays rites of greate:r Italian antiquity, performed at
the graves and at homer small gifts were brought to the tomb on a tile
wreathed in garlands, a scatrering of meal wirh a few grains of salt, bread
soaked in wine, and some loose violets.

The last day of this period was called the Feralia, and again ovid comes
to our aid, describing a curious domestic ritual. An old woman would visit
the home, and sit with the girls of the household. With three fingers she

set three small lumps of incense under the sill, fastened threads together
with lead and turned seven black beans over and over in her mouth. She
cooked the head of a sprat with its rnouth sewn up with abronze needle

and sealed with pitch, and dropped wine upon it. Presumably at this point
she spat out the beans. According ro Ovid the custom was that she drank
the rest of the wine before rising, she then declared that hostile speech
had been silenced and departed the house slightly drunk. This ritual was
under the auspices of a goddess of the dead known as Larunda; this im-
portant figure is delineated in a later part of this secrion.
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Larvqe

The Larvx. or Lernures were restless and malevolent spirits of the dead.

The name Lawx is thought to originate in the word larua, meaning a

mask. They were seen as the spirits of wicked men, who wandered at

night particularly, tormenting the living, haunting houses and bringing

bad omens and misfortune. The word larvatus means bewitched, suggest-

ing the employment of these spirits in malefic magic which was essen-

tially an induced haunting. To propitiate them the festival known as the

Lemuria was celebrated on the nights of the g'l', rr'r' and r3'l' of May, at

which time the temples of the gods were closed and marriages prohibited.

The roots of the Lemuria were exceedingly ancient and it was celebrat-

ed with primitive rites. Not much is known of the public rituals but there

is more information concerning the domestic ritual:
Ovid tells us in his Fasti rhat at midnight the head of the family rose

and made a sign with the thumb inside closed fingers (the Sign of the Fig)

to be free of fear of meeting a ghost and after washing his hands in spring

water he took nine black beans and either threw them over his shoulder or

more likely held them in his mouth and spat thern out, being careful not

to look behind him, as is usual with many chthonic rituals. After this he

spoke the incantation nine times hrcc ego emitto; bis redimo meque meosque

fabis (with these beans I redeem me and mine).Washing his hands again he

and probably others of the household beat metal pots together like cym-

bals, walking through the house saying nine tirnesr Manes exite paterni!
(family gb osts, dep art!)

The same type of beans were also cast onto the graves of the deceased,

or burned as an incense of exorcism, the smell being disagreeable to the

spirits; incantations were muttered and drums and metal pots beaten.



FAMILIAR & LINFAMII-IAR SPIRI-fS

Pe nates

The Penates, more properly the Dii Penates were supposedly inferior dei-
ties of the Romans; accounts of them are conrradictory. In historic times
they were household gods and ruled over private houses and the affairs
of the household. Their name derives from the Latin for the innermost
part of the house, where their shrine was located, identical with the fam,
ily store roorn or larder, which they protected and blessed with powers of
increase. However, the hearth was also associated with them, possibly by
conflation with other similar household gods such as Vesta. Like many
such deities they are in reality older than the gods of the city or the srare.

However as the state was conceived of as a greater family there were also
state Dii Penares, and the two should be distinguished although they are
evidently related.

The conception of the Dii Penates of the state and home was influenced
by Greek cities in Southern Italy on Roman tradition. Accordingly they
were seen as rwo young men and associated with the cabiri (the theoi
megaloi or great gods of Sarnothrace), and thought to have been brought
from Troy by Aeneas. l{ence Virgil's expression: tbe bome gods and gredt
gods. They were soffretimes portrayed as seared, somerimes dancing and
occasionally holding spears. As household gods of the state they were ofren
associated with Vesta, goddess of the hearth. Borh their connection with
the Cabiri and with Vesta concern fire; the Greeks had similar domestic
gods of the hearth, who appear to be more primitive forrns of Hephastus
and Athena. There too the liery connection persisrs, Hephastus is a fire
god and already associated with the Cabiri, and Athena was occasionally
portrayed as assisting him at rhe forge.

The Latin tradirion was rhat the head of the hotrsehold nominated
the particular god worshipped by the house, which in practice meanr rhe
household cult was a hereditary cult. For these reasons while the Penates
are reckoned inferior deities they often bore the names of such important
deities as Jupiter. Sinrilar practices are found among the Greeks, where
household cults of major deiries were passed on from generation ro gener-
ation. Some divide the Penates into four classes, celestial, marine, infernal
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and such persons as had received divine honours upon Earth. The last cat-

egory resembles the old domestic cults of heroes among the Greeks, which
preceded the adoption of a particular hero by the city. Others suppose rhe

Penates to be spirits of the dead, identical to the Manes, but subsequently

identified with greater deities. Images of the Penates could be of wax or
earth, superior versions being of silver or ivory. Th"y received offerings

of wine, incense and fruits, and occasionally a sacrifice of lambs or sheep,

and also goats. When these offerings were made they were garlanded and

adorned with garlic or poppies, the last particularly suggesting chthonic
connections. Their rites occurred during the festival of Saturnalia. It is

not uncommon to find them identified with the Lares, but while confu-
sion existed among the Romans themselves the two are distinct, as the

location of their shrines and other details makes clear.

Lares Fomilidris

Scarce had he fnisbed, wben, with Secl<.Ied pride,

A serpent Jrom the tomb began to glide;

His hugy bulk on seuen higb uolumes rolled,

BIue was his breadth of back, but {treaked with scaly gold.

Tbus, riding on his curls, he seemed to pass

A rollingfre along, and singe tbe grass.

The Lares were Roman spirits attached to any and every household. They
were also associated with the Lares Compitales or Lares Viales, who :rre

more strictly the spirits of crossroads and of roads respectively. They were

early on confused with the Manes, and later Latin authors also drew little
distinction between them and the Penates; thus, it is hard ro distinguish
them from one another in the old texts. This is less important in tracing
their relationship with later magic, when the confusion or interconnec-

tion is part of the picture, rhan in the history of Roman religion in its
various stages. However prior to the time of Caesar they were far more

distinct, and were referced to in the singular as Lar Familiaris . Lar may
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well connect with the Etruscan terms Lars meaning conducror or leader,

or Lar meaning lord, king or most importantly, hero. In the later phase the

domestic spirits were seen as a pair rather than a single spirit as before.

It was once commonly assumed that the Lares were ancestral spirits, as-

sociated with the ancient practice of burying ancestors beneath the house.

This assumption likely derives in part from the ancient connection of the

Lars with the Manes. However, it now appears more likely that the Lar
Familiaris was identical with the Genius Domus (see my True Grimoire

for what appears to be an important Solomonic use of this term). These

were a form of domestic Genius Loci, similar in nature to the brownie of
later folklore (see discussion of Luridan the familiar in Book Six: Volcanic

Con-iurations). As they were associated with a dwelling place the name of
the spirit was also applied to the house itself. Some images resembled

monkeys and were covered with dogskin, at their feet was placed the im-
age of a barking dog in token of their care for and vigilance over the safety

of the house; once the idea of a pat of Lares had arisen they were often

represented as a pair of dancing youths similar to the Curetes. Ovid re-

fers to them as the night watchmen in his Fasti, which term translates the

name of the Wrum spirit Bucon, just as Penates connects with the name

of the spirit Pentagnony (The True Grirnoire),

In the private cult of the household images of the Lares were placed in
a shrine known as a sacrarium or lararium, these niches were situated be-

hind the door of the house or at the hearth. These were frequently deco-

rated with paintings of snakes, similar to the housel-rold spirits of ancient

Greece; a r.vell preserved example may be seen at Pompeii. They received

offerings at mealtimes when a small statue was placed on the table, and

incense was frequently burned at their altar. Greater offerings, involving

the sacrifice of a sow, fruit and garlands were made in May, they received

offerings too at the Kalends, Ides and Nones and on the birthday of the

householder. At these times their images were crowned and polished with
wax causing them to shine, and - since the Latin for shining and smiling
are very closely related - this rendered the spirits of the house happy, as in
the smilinghouseholdgods of the second Epode of Horace.



Incidentally, the Roman dates given here are in the old Julian calendar
and may be converted by adding eleven days to obtain the date in the
current Gregorian calendar. Each Roman month had three days known
as Kalends, Nones, and Ides which possessed importance in dating festi-
vals and other matters. The Kalends was the first day of the month; the
Nones nine days before the Ides reckoning inclusively while the Ides was

approximately mid month. The Ides of March, May,July and October fell
on the I5'h, and thus the Nones were the 7'h day of those monrhs; in the

other months the Ides fell on the r3'l'and the Nones on rhe 5'l'.

Lares Compitales

The Lares Compitales on the other hand were spirits of the general neigh-

bourhood centred on a crossroads or highway, whose worship was later

united with the domestic cult. These deities were two in number and

honoured by the entire local community. It appears that they were rwo in
number due to the meeting of two roads. In myth, they were the children
of Mercury and Lara, also known as Larunda. Larunda was an under-
world goddess of the old Roman religion and was also called Muta or
Tacita in token of the silence of the dead. Her name of Mania is bestowed

upon her as mother of the Manes, while Larunda may well connecr her

with the Lares. The ritual of the Feralia described earlier involved her, and
the connections of that rite with silence are evidently appropriate to her.

Originally seen as the mother of the spirits of rhe dead, the later Roman
mythographers connected Lala with the Greek lalein connected with
speech, even gossip. In an attempt to explain the former meaning of silent
they invented a story whereby the godJupiter was enamoured ofJuturna
and since she spurned him he requested the complicity of the nymphs,
but Lala refused her help and informedJuno of his intentions. Enraged by
her actionsJupiter cut out her tongue and instructed Mercury to conduct
her to the underworld to remain a water nymph but of the world below.

Mercury, evidently in his own chthonic role, became enamoured of Lala
in turn and from their union arose the twin spirits known as the Lares.

Their nature was similar in nature ro Mercury himself, as in the myth in



question he conducted souls to rhe Underworld, thus the Etruscan rerm
conductor underlines their chthonic narure,

The infuence of these spirits extended not only to the crossroads but
also to the general neighbourhood. Their association with the crossroads

connects them to traditions of magic from ancient times through the
Middle Ages to the traditions of the New world and on ro contemporary
magic.

The connection of the household Lares with Mercury and the Lares

Compitales has sorne important undertones that require underlining.
The original Roman Mercury is often said to differ markedly from the
Classical Hermes; however, the Lares in ftaly may well connect with
the primitive Hermes via either Etruscan influence, which has links to
Asia Minor and the Mystery cults, or the early migration of Greeks to
Southern Italy. The supposed Greek equivalent of the Roman Mercury,
Hermes, was anciently represented by a phallus. A Roman legend makes

King Servius Tullius the son of a Lares Familiaris and a slave of Tarquin,
named Tanaquil. The Lares is said to have arisen from the hearth in the
form of a phallus made of ash.

Wsta

The Goddess of the hearth , and particularly of its flame, Vesta closely

resembles the Greek Hestia in name and function, However her cult was

ancient in Italy long prior to the period of Greek colonisation, this sug-

gests a common origin in Indo-European traditions. The later mytholo-
gists connect her with the most ancient goddesses, such as Rhea or Cybele
as well as Demeter, Persephone and Hecate. Although these connecrions

are late these goddesses share genuinely archaic features. Thus despite her
famous vftginity Vesta is associated with the Great Mother of the Gods,
and is a goddess of fire.

The original custom of honouring her with an ever burning frre in the
household was later extended to the city and to the state. Nevertheless her
role as household goddess was both primitive and enduring. So important
was the custom that colonies transplanted fire from the fire of their place



of origin. Vesta was closely associated with the Penates. The cusrom of
transplanting fire gave rise to the Roman notion that their cult - and the
sacred 6re - had originated in more ancient Latin settlements. This idea

was subsequently extended as the idea of a tojan origin arose.

The sacred fire of Rome and other Latin cities was tended by a college

of virgin priestesses, who dwelled in the Atrium Vestae. The word atrium
indicates the open central room of a Roman dwelling, the forecourt of a

temple and the hall of any other building. The Atrium of the Vestals was

not inside the city but at its forecourt. Excavations of the site point to a

continuation of primitive customs. The shape of the building was round,
like the earliest Latin huts. It commernorated the outline of a chieftain's

hut, whose daughters the Vestals would originally have been, with the

duty of tending the fire on behalf of the community. While the public cult
was the responsibility of these Vestal Virgins, the private cult of Vesra was

continued in every home,

At the Vestalia in mid-June (June 9d' old calendar) the ladies of the city
walked barefoot in these processions to rhe temple of Vesta. Banquets

were prepared in front of every house, and millstones were garlanded.
The young donkeys which turned these srones on orher days were gar-
landed with fowers and did no work, but were paraded around the city. A
Greek inspired explanation of this was rhar the goddess was saved from
the amorous advances of the phallic god Priapus by the braying of an ass.

It is necessary to note however that the ass was rhe beast most closely

associated with Priapus. Significanr here perhaps is Burkert's comment
regarding Hestia, that although the hearth 6re is subject ro sexual taboos,
it is also experienced as a phallic force.
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An archaic element of the duties of the Vestals involved their making of-
ferings to another goddess, with the unprepossessing name of Caca. She
has a relationship, perhaps ro rhe point of identity, with another goddess
named Cloacina, originally associated with purificarion by a Roman river,
who became goddess of the Roman sewers, without, strangely, suffering
devalued status in the process. Due to this relationship perhaps, as well
as her name, Caca became associated with excremenr. Leaving Cloacina
aside, the fact is that Caca was initially quite different, a goddess of the
hearth frre who may well be more ancient than Vesta herself. Few traces of
her ancient cult remain, having been assimilated by Vesta. However there
are significant elements in her myrh, more particularly those involving her
brother Cacus. The details of his myth converge with topics arising else-

where in this study, and contain interesting pointers to archaic rites and
the nature of more important gods.

According to the best known Roman myth her brother was a son of
Vulcan named Cacus. He was a three headed fire breathing giant, and
a dangerous robber in ancient Italy; his mother according ro some was

the snake-haired Medusa. He dwelled in a cavern stronghold whichJohn
Dryden's translation of Virgil describes thus:

The mon{ter Cacus, more than haf a bea{t,

This bold, impervious to the sun, possess'd.

The pavement euer foul witb human gore;

Heads, and their mangled members, hung the door.

Vulcan this plague begot; and,lil<e his sire,

Black clouds he belcb'd, and Jlakes of livid Jire.

Legend has it that he stole some of the cattle which Hercules was driving
through Italy (having himself stolen them from anorher three headed gi-
ant named Geryon). Cacus showed cunning in concealing his crime, drag-
ging the cattle backwards into his cave so the hoof prints seemed to lead

away from it. The ruse was betrayed either by the lowing of the cattle or
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by the treachery of Cacus sister, the hearth goddess Caca who had fallen

in love with Hercules. Hercules then either defeated Cacus witlr his club,

or according to another version, when Cacus closed the entrance to his

cave with srones Hercules tore off the top of the mountain and killed
him. King Evander then purified Hercules of the murder and made him
welcome. The keeping of a perpetual fame in honour of Caca is supposed

to derive from this incident, but a perpetual fame would abeady have

been her attribute. Hercules supposedly founded rites at Rome in honour

of this feat, which Carmenta refused to attend. Thereafter women were

excluded from the rites.

By this account Cacus was an unpleasant fellow, but there are strong

rraces of other quite different traditions about him. An Etruscan mirror
depicts Cacus as a long-haired young prophet with a lyre singing what

must be a rhyming prophecy which his pupil records in writing in an en-

igmatic script. Behind the pair are two armed warriors approaching in-

tent on capturing them. This theme is not uncommon in classical lore; it
resembles the capture of Proteus and other figures to force an unwilling
oracle. Another tradition, probably late, links Cacus with Marsyas, who

has escaped the cruelty of Apollo and invaded Italy; significantly, given the

depiction of Cacus as a prophet above, this tradition credits Marsyas with
the invention of augury. The same traditions link him with free speech

and the rights of the lower classes. The freedom implicit in the popular

Dionysian cults are here clearly contrasted with aristocratic tyranny rep-

resented by Apollo. Statues of Marsyas were the gathering place for popu-

lar demonstrations, and the Phrygian cap is still known as a liberty cap

to this day. Another tradition concerns a man of great strength, named

Cacius, who lived on the Palatine Hill and entertained Hercules. Taken

together these traditions suggest Cacus may not be as black as he is paint-

ed; on the contrary he and his sister appear to be Italian frre deities with
oracular functions and Etruscan connections.It is perhaps not impossible

that Cacus has some relation to the prophet Calchas, whose cult certainly
reached ItaLy; while purely speculative the alteration in his name could be

due to Etruscan usage.



Another frgure who is plainly related ro Cacus, at the very least as half
brother and possibly identical with him is Caculus. The myths surround-
ing Caculus are contradictory, and rr.ay refr.ect the changing relationship
of Rorne with the city he is said to have founded, Praneste. This was one

of the most ancient towns of Latium, zr miles South East of Rome. From
around +gg BCE it was allied ro Rome, but after the coming of the Gauls
became one of its enemies until assimilation after the Social War. An im-
portant and famous feature of the city was the oracle of Fortuna. The
oracle was consulted by drawing lots known as Pranestinae sortes, The
lots were written in ancient characrers upon small pieces of wood kept
in an olivewood chest and consultation consisted of randomly extracting
one of these, which provided the answer. The foundation myth of the city
comes in two forms: the Greek form is interesting enough, attributing
its foundation to Telegonus, son of Odysseus and the sorceress Circe, or
his supposed grandson Pranestus. The other version is the older and at-
tributes its foundation to Caculus, son of Vulcan.

The legend of Caculus is that two shepherds named the Depidii lived
near the site of Praneste. A spark frorn their fire few into the lap of their
sister who conceived Caculus. In some versions the girl is said to have

abandoned the child near the temple ofJupitea bur he was found beside

a fire by local wonen who broughr him to the brothers, who raised him.
Tlrese brothers were dii indigetes, ancient indigenous ltalian deities, and
appear to be a form of Lares or Penates. Caculus' name is said to mean

blind (caeco) for the smoke from the fire had made his eyes water. This
seems to be a rationalisation, and since his name appears also as Ceculus
there can be no certainty about the derivation. His name may equally

derive from the related term cc4ecus which has the additional meaning of
invisible or secret.

'Vulcanian Caculus'grew up as a famous robber and gathered some

companions to him with whom he built Praneste. A multitude gathered
for the spectacle but he was unable to convince rhem to become citi'
zens. He then implored Vulcan to show whether he was truly his father.

Thereupon a fire suddenly shone forth around the crowd, which part-
ed when Crculus approached. Many then gladly came to be under the
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protection of the fire god and his son. According ro the legend as given
by Virgil, Caculus was born in a fire, a'd subsequenrly fought against
Aeneas. As Aeneas is the legendary founder of the state this probably rep-
resents the conflict between Pranesre and Rome. More imporrantly the
role of Vulcan in the legend of Caculus reflects his role as the god of the
city hearth.

That the heroes Caculus and Cacus are strongly linked is evident. Not
only are their narnes similar, but both are sons of Vulcan, both are'rob,
bersi both are connected with oracles and Evander appears in both their
legends. Conflict with Pranesre may have devalued some forms of the
god, and may also account for Carmenta's refusal to attend rhe rites of
Hercules if she was the oracular goddess of rhe rival ciry. However an-

other factor that should be considered is the role of \A.rlcan himself, A
fire god, he differed from Vesta in representing destructiv e fire, rather
than the kindly and sacred hearrh. It appears likely that his sanctuary the
Volcanol, common in Italian towns including Rome, was for propitiatory
offerings against fire. However, he was also clearly regarded in some places

as a hearth god, and this role is visible ir-r the legend of Caculus. The
benign and malefic roles of the god may then be equally narive to his son.



IMPLICATIONS FOR MODERN PRACTICE

Mitr Laborc-s: Gocric Devotiorrs

Y MAGTCAL WORK Concerns goetic processes, and involves a strong
devotional aspect while dealing with spirits of the earrh and the

Underworld. This does not imply that I am a Satanist, but that
my apProach to the spirits differs from n'redieval demonology and the later
derivatives. The ancienr Greek word goetia is understood in different ways
in modern times. Sorne reflect its devalued status in classical and medieval
culture, others the exaggerated importance of the Goetia o_f Solomon, both
creating a stereoryped impression of actual goeria. In essence however
goetia is the archaic root of a grear deal of spirit work in Western magic,
and a principal and venerable ancestor of modern rirual rnagic.

In classical antiquity the term goetia generally referred to rituals of an

earlier phase of culture, or practices reflecting them. k dealt particularly
with tl-re spirits of the underworld or of the earth, as opposed to heavenly
or Ouranian deities and entities. These ranged frorn ghosrs and demons
to deities such as Demerer, Hades and Persephone. My understanding of
such work shares witl-r many African Traditior-ral Religions the idea that
God is a remote and unapproachable figure largely unconcerned with the
rnaterial universe. To varying degrees much the same applies ro orher ce-

lestial beir-rgs. The chthonic spirits on the other har-rd are approachable,
and practical magical relationships may readily be formed with them.
Where these relationships are long term a definite rapporr is formed.
Mair-rtaining this relationship involves cultic acrivities on the parr of the
rnagician, such as the making of offerings on a regular basis.

Is this worshipi To answer this involves a simple exercise in semantics.
It is significant th;lr in Christian marriage vows the phrase witb my body

I tbee n,orship is used partner to parrner. If r,ve exarnine the word we fi'd



that worship derives from the same root as worth, worthiness &c. So if
we wish to use the word worship it must be understood that it represents

the recognition of the spirits partnership lvith the magician, and does not
diminish the magician in relation to them. In fact, in several convergent

traditions relevant to this approach the posture of kneeling while cornmu-

nicating with spirits is strictly forbidden. In accordance wirh this, when

not standing or moving a squatting or seated posture is appropriate.

Innge s

taditionally, and practically, one of the best ways to communicate with

spirits involves images of them placed in a suitable shrine. A cabinet with
cupboard space below and shelves above is a very suitable basis for such a

shrine. Images typically take two forms, one is a clay head, and the other is

a statuette. Preferably these will be handmade aud consecrated, although

an Ellegua head may be obtained from a Botanica or suitable mail order

supplier. Instructions for consecrating clay may be found in the Key of
Solomon.In many cases whether a statuette or a head is chosen the image

will contain various items, be they appropriate herbs, seven coins or other

things. In some cases tlre image may be bought or adapted, so long as it is
appropriate to the entity concerned. An installation ceremony should also

be performed, and the position on the shrine carefully chosen, for example

selecting the height of shelf for each image according to the rank of each

ir-rdividual spirit.
Another form of communication by image involves the votive image.

The subject of votives is powerfully connected to various types of magic

including magical images, talismans and defixiones (a form of aggressive

magic, including forceful love spells as well as curses). Sympathetic votives,

often in the forrn of a model of an a{flicted part of the body deposited at a

temple, are another example of their connection with magic. A reprise of
this tr-rpic appears in Book Eight, in connection with the Picatrix. There

are good academic studies of defixiones in print, rather less about votives,

but tl-re serious student can readily extrapolate practical applications from
the sketch given here.
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Ritual

Aside from routine prayers and conjurations, the essential aspect of ritual
with a household shrine consists of offerings. These will generally consist
of fire and water, as well as food if appropriate. By fire is meanr candles
and incense, and by water fresh water. Some spirits require these daily,
others weekly, and this can be ascerrained by divinarion, or performed ac-

cording to traditional procedure. Candles are generally offered in thanks
for a favour, while warer and incense are offered more regularly to main-
tain the link and feed the spirits. A good idea when perforrning such of-
ferings to goetic spirits is to consecrate the warer and 6re in the name of
the ruler of these elements in the hierarchy concerned. Suitable songs or
incantations are an appropriate adjunct to all such offerings. Be au'are rhar
some spirit's likes and dislikes differ from others, sone for instance do
not like water, and others may prefer other drink. Some may also prefer
tobacco to incense.

Sacrifice

Beyond some general commenrs the process of blood sacrifice is out-
side the remit of this article. This is for various reasons, not least of all
being the controversial nature of such rites in modern Wesrern society,
This aside , everl such traditions relevant to the practice of goetia where
such rites are accepted differentiate sacrifice of chickens from four-footed
animals, the latter requiring initiation or ar very least experience. Such a

distinction makes sense, as chickens are relatively simple and lowly offer-
ings, while goats or other animals require a skilled hand to avoid suffering.
Nevertheless this rule pertains mainly to more agrarian socieries, and no
general rules can be offered herein. The reader musr make their own in-
formed decisions regarding this aspect of sacrificial ritual.

Only generalised statemenrs may be made about offerings of food.
western examples may be found in such works as the Key o-f Solomoyr
(Book II, ch. xxrr of the Mathers edition), or rhe Picatrix. Food ofrerings
relevant to other traditions, such as Santeri a, rr.ay be researched in many



modern works. Very often particular entities have particular preferences,

such as popcorn and seven types of beans for Omolu; other food offerings

may be deduced from systems of correspondences, such as hot foods for
Martial and square saffron cakes forJovial entities.

These aspects aside, there are other aspects of sacrifice that can be use-

fully discussed. Goetic rites in classical Greece drew upon more archaic

traditions, and in various ways these are still implicit or explicit in the

tradition as it survives today.In the Christian period the term goetia often

indicated suspect magical practices connected again to older traditions,

those surviving from paganism. Consequently, goetic offerings and rites

were - and still are - often deeply conservative in nature. For example,

offerings of wine, a comparatively recent innovation in classical times,

were not made to older chthonic deities. Barley beer or some older form

was preferred, the feeling being that the older rites should be retained for

certain kinds of entity, many of whom have precise parallels in modern

goetic work. Although the specific example given above may not hold true

for the entities with which the modern conjurer works, similar cases and

attitudes very well may.

As a part of my own work, for instance I make a point of buying up old

coins to serve as offerings. Although most of these are pre-metric English

pennies,I also keep some exotic coins, whether foreign or unusual in some

way. These come into use in various waysr as permanent offerings on a
ritual shrine, or as sacrifice fees, paid by burying in the earth when collect-

ing items from outdoors at various appropriate locations. These bbsolete'

sacrifices reflect the fact that some of the spirits are old, whether spirits of
the dead from an earlier time, or gods and nature spirits of earlier phases

of culture, whether oLrr own or other's. These coins of course involve a
sacrifice in several respects: not only has modern money been earned and

spent to obtain them, but very often specific journeys have been made,

and time and energy expended, in order to exchange modern currency for
older coins.

On the other hand, modern coins such as two pence coins may serve

perfectly well on occasion. They may be pressed into the earth when a

chance find is made, or ofFered to a more recent ghost. Similarly, they may
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be offered even to older entities, so long as these recognise coins in general
as viable currency.

Offerings of coins on a shrine, or on other special occasions to a par-
ticular spirit, may well involve Iarger paymenrs. For example a number
associated with the spirit may determine the number of coins.

Intermecli,try Entities in Goctic Rituol

Another consideration of great importance is the presence in many spirir
hierarchies of an ir-rtermediary spirit who must be dealt with first in order
to contact the others. This may well influence the structure of offerings
as well as conjuration. Generally the intermediary spirit musr be worked
with {irst, in order for offerings to reach orher spirits on rhe shrine.

In my ritual work I am in constant contact with the intermediary spirit
of the Grimorium Wrum,whose name is Scirlin. He is the focus of a good
deal of ritual, and the recipient of frequent offerings. In many respects

Scirlin acts in the same way as the Holy Guardian Angel in other sup't-

posedly transcendental systems. His role is also very sirnilar to importanr
intermediary spirits in African Traditional Religions, as well as Ganesha

in Hinduism, and so forth.
There are several devotional aspects to this frequent contacr. Sorne of

these are true of other spirits as well, but are naturally emphasised in rhis
particular relationship. One exarnple is that Scirlin possesses propertp in
the form of gifts and offerings of a permanent narure. He also has a speci;rl

incense offering, which has ro be prepared separately and kept in stock ir-r

order for my goetic work as a whole to proceed. The position of his image

is at the centre of the spirit shrine, and is seated on a large marble penra-
cle, surrounded by various items belonging to the spirit. Among rhese are

dedicated divination tools, which may only be used with this particular
spirit, and which are srrongly in tune with him.



Work

There is a useful expression in Mexican witch craft or Brujeria that has

no direct counterpart in modern Western occultism. The expression is

mia labores, which literally means my chores, but refers to routine magi-

cal work such as cleaning the sanctuary and the performance of routine

prayers and spells. There are equivalent duties in goetic pra.ctice, and their
performance has a strongly devotional aspect. Regular cleaning of ritual
tools and the workspace or shrine is prominent among them, and the use

of a special wash is a feature goetia also shares with New World religions

and magical systems such as Brujeria and Hoodoo. In work with the

Grimorium Verum the Holy Water is sprinkled with an aspergillus made

from three herbs, but a large infusion of these same herbs in boiling water

forms a useful wash for mia labores. Naturally the items to be cleaned

should be dusted or wiped before sprinkling or being doused in this in-
fusion. Similarly the polishing of ritual metalware and so forth, should

precede reconsecration rituals.
The performance of routine prayers and spells is another aspect of mia

labores. Although rarely mentioned in manuals, it is an important sta-

ple of the pursuit of goetia as an everyday vocation. In Wrum work (and

also in several versions of the Key oJ Solomon) there is a routin e pnyer
that should be recited in the lead up to all magical operations. Assuming

the grimoire is the background or inspiration for your magical work as a

whole, this prayer will be said every day. In addition the regular offerings

and conjurations that accompany them are an aspect of mia labores. The
same is true of rituals of consecration, which are not only to be performed
when a given ritual item is first made, but repeated on a regular basis.

Similarly, the holy water sprinkler should be regularly replenished on a
Wednesday under a waxing moon. Then the instruments should be gath-

ered on the altar and collectiveLy blessed, sprinkled and perfumed with
the appropriate incense.In general all such work can usefully be preceded

by a ritual bath, also using procedures from the grimoire, or appropriate
substitutes. Additionally, as goetic work has a vocational aspect, or is an

integrated part of a magical lifestyle, routine prayers and spells can include
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ritual baths on a regular basis. 
-fhis 

is but one aspect of making magical

ritual part of daily activities.

Other aspects of rnia labores and the pursuit of a goetic vocation involve

the physical environment. To illustrate, whenever I move horne, which in
recent years has been fairly frequent, one of my 6rst actions is to explore

the area thoroughly. In particular I am on the loclkout on such excursions

for the locatiorr of nearby crossroads, as many as possible; for cemeteries;

particular trees and plants; for watercourses, both streams and rivers.

Watercourses are important for provision of differing types of water as

defined in ritual, and also potentially for clay, useful in making images ancl

vessels. Crossroads are important fbr the disposal of ritual ephemera, be

they residues of operations, or the spells themselves. When disposing of
something at a crossroads it is important to consider whether you wish

the effect of the spell to remain rvith you, or to be distant from you, as

this deterrnines which side of the crossroads it is put. Crossroads are also

important locations for various offerings and even some conjurations.

Cemeteries are useful for a variety of reasons, and are places I visit
fairly frequently. Once again, my activities should not be confused with
Satanism, particularly the variety that embraces any form of vandalism.

Cemeteries are the abodes of spirits the magician wishes to be on good

terms with, and mistreating their home is unlikely to have such an eflect.

On the contrary, I often pay a ritual fee on entering a cemetery, and also

pay the spirits if I take anything away with me, or if I bring something

with rne and leave it behind. As mentioned earlier, I keep a good supply

of old coins for ritual purposes, and a visit to the cemetery is likely ro be

preceded by going ro the cabinet in which these coins are kept. My access

to the place is also accompanied by a little cleaning up, an.l a good deal of
discretion, including both my beh:rviour and my appearance.

You may one day see sorneone slowly walking around a cemetery,

dressed conventior-rally and behaving respectfully. Perhaps they are look-

ing keenly at various graves and trees, even at the ground in front of them.

Occasionally drey may glance around before picking thir-rgs up, some but

not all of which end up in the bin. The chances are you are looking at a

goetic magician.
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The cycle of rituals and the routine of magical chores is an important
aspect of the pursuit of goetia as a vocation.This cycle is the basis of em-

powerment of the magician, the instruments, and particularly, of the spirit
agencies that underpin the more spectacular magical work that is more

commonly spoken o[, but whose reliance on the adoption of a magical life

based on devotion and actual work is too often left unsaid.

Llousehold GotJs

Some time back a reference in a Santeria book I was reading set offa chain

of thought. The subject was a magical ritual perforrned in the bathroom,

a location of considerable importance in the religion. Many Santeros have

a shrine in their batlrrooms to the Eguns, spirits of the dead including

ancesrors. It is also an irnportant location in initiation rituals. By contrast,

a well-known modern Kabbalistic writer used to include a reguest not to

take his books into the bathroom, as they contain narles of God, and to

do so is disrespectful. Here,I thought, is a separation of the ways; whicb is

most important to me? Is tbe cuhural context oJ one more appropriate than the

other? While Kabbalah has immense prestige in modern magic, the prac-

ticalities of magic in the home environment - where most ritual baths will
take place - make this taboo problernatic; additionally, comparing New

World traditions with the Western strand as I am doing here is a far more

productive approach.

My chain of thought moved swiftly onwards; Kabbalah and the more

obvious systems of correspondences in Western magic include no attribu-
tion of bathroom or other parts of the house. Where else might I find one?

As rhe reader rnay have gathered, the roots of astrology are intrinsically
more pagan than is Kabbalah; partially explaining why Albertus Magnus

considered many aspects of astrology to be necromantic. Although many

parts of its pagan heritage are massively overlaid or obscured, they are

far from lost. Accordingly, I resorted to a handbook of horary astrology

concerned with flnding lost objects; including clear guidelines for locating

said item, in whatever part of the house it rnay have been mislaid. An at-



tribution of parts of the house to the planetary gods swiftly emerged,

follows:
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As well as illustrating the possibility of reclaiming pagan magical prin-
ciples from astrology, this table has a variety of interesting subtexts. The
Moon for example is here connected with the kitchen, where much hoo-

doo practice takes place, and with the garden, where herbs rnay be grown.
Obvious connections with water, growth and magic are clearly implicit.
Additionally a lunar goddess protective of children and the family is rec-

ognisable as a basis of the attribution. Saturn's connectiorl with liminal
places is striking; the connection of Mars with the bathroom and toilet
reconnects us with the origins of this chain of thought. In rhis conrexr, he

presides over puri{ication and elimination of dross. The connection of the
location in Santeria with the dead, and thus with eschatology generally,

suggests he is here in an Underworld role. So indeed does the association
of the Eighth House with sex and death, in a word, Scorpio.



These associations are not rigid; other locations for shrines are possible,

even likely, for convenience or other reasons. On the other hand, these

places have intrinsic power and meaning that can be utilised in a variety of
ways regardless of shrine location. The performance of spells, the placing

of talismans or other devices, and the incubation of magical objects for a

set period in the appropriate place in the house, all naturally follow from
these associations. Of course, this is a more localised approach to myrhic
geography as discussed in Book One. Very similar principles appIy, mosr

particularly the reconnection of the magical with the so-called mundane

or physical world.

'fypes oJ Water
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Having commented briefy on the following passage in Tbe True Grimoire,

this is a suitable place to extend upon those remarks.

inquiry of bowl divination and necromancy: Whenever you want to

inqtrire about matters, take a bronze vessel, either a bowl or a saucer,

whatever kind you wish. Pour water: rainwater if you are calling upon
heavenly gods, seawater if gods of the earth, river water if Osiris or
Sarapis, $ringwater if the dead...

Other references from Egypt support this classification, Seawater being

ascribed to Set and river water to Osiris. The role of Osiris in Egyptian
rnagic and popular belief seems to have differed from orthodox religious

belief, In rnagical beliefs he was pre-eminently Lord of the Underworld,
and the chief of many demons (or fighter and guardian spirits), poten-
tially dangerous to humans and of course potentially useful to magicians.
(Sarapis is a Hellenistic Egyptian Lord of the Underworld with many

attributes of Osiris).
The classification appears to hold good in later grimoires, several exam-

ples appearing in Verum and in its relative Liber Troisiime.
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Rainwater has no exarnples inWrum,but then it isnt calling on heavenly

gods! Seawater however is used in Liber Troisiime's spellJor making it raitt,
and instructions for making artificial brine are included for land'locked
magicians. Eliogaphatel is evidently one of the gods of the eartb. Stones
from a river are used to weigh down the skin during the parchmenr mak-
ing proces s in \,'erum, and the Underworld associations of the location is

likely significant. Springwater is used in the conjurarion of Uriel - a rire
with strong resemblances to Egyptian bowl divination. The'angel'Uriel
is certainly a dark and ambiguous figure both in the grimoires and in an-

gelology; he frequently represents saturnine and chthonian energies, and
his name is likely to be a cover for darker entities, particularly Lucifer
(Uri"l means Light of God, Lucifer Light bearer. He has various aliases in
angelology too, such as Phanael the Angel Guardian who was conjured
into a crystal in Book Three.

Thus, this particular rite suirs re-crafting in a variety of ways, choosing
different waters and spirits for other purposes, jusr as in the Egyptian ex-

ample. Similarly when crafting new spells, for example with the standard
Wrum talisman form and spirits whose narure suited the task in hand, use

of water of an appropriate type could be among the considerarions.
Given the instructions for manufacturing artiGcial seawarer in Liber

Troisiime some of my readers will perhaps be seeking spring-water at

their local supermarket, and there is no prohibition against such initiative.
On the other hand, exploring local geography as a magical resource is a
source of power and insight, Local crossroads, springs, cemeteries, sources

of plants etc. are signilicant in the lifb of goetic magicians.

Finally, how Western or traditional is this? Well, firstly the papyri, and
Egypt, form a genuine basis for much of the magic of the West. Secondly,

though traditional Western magic went into decline for centuries and
much has been lost, there are many traces still extant which can be revital-
ised, of which this is undoubtedly one. When such associations and cor-
respondences are second nature - at our fingertips - they add great rich-
ness to magical culture, so that the term tradition gains meaning. Traces

of bur'magic are to be found in unsuspected places. For example, those
familiar with Palo practices will have encountered the collecting of dirt
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or soil frorn different locations: dirtfrom seven banks, seuen police-stations,

seven prisons etc. Very similar lists of magical soil have been found in ac-

counts of Spanish magicians of the seventeenth century, one of whom had

dirt sw,eptfrom tlte three prisons oJ Madrid, alongwith graveyard dirt and so

on. So while these items are thought of as belonging to New World magic,

they may equally be survivals of Western magic preserved by another cul-
ture with considerable contact with the older one.

Papyrus parallels, which underlie and reconnect the magic of both the

grimoires and Hoodoo, are very numerous, and invaluable. I cannot rec-

ommend highly enough The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation edited

by Hans Dieter Betz.It is an invaluable resource for both the history and

the practice of goetic magic.

zz6



THE MAGIC OF THE PICATRIX

I ruroNc rHE ARABS AND pERSTANS, in the centuries called the Dark

AY::::::::;il::,::ji:x,'*in*i"#*""'r,'J;ff i:
and Neoplatonist traditions continued unabated in the East prior to the
coming of Mohammed. This included the technical Hermetica of the
Magical Papyri. The Nabatean Arabs, who had been in close contact with
the Roman world, were but one Arab culture for which astrological rnagic

was a major part of their religion. The Sabians of Harran were among the
most influential of these Hermetic Arab communities, and their learning
was to make huge contributions to the development of the Moslem world.
They were adept astrologers and their cultus was closely akin to the later
astrological magic of the grimoires, but as the expression of a srar based

religion. Mecca itself was saturated in such lore prior to Islam; according
to tradition, 1,65 astrological statues embellished the city.

While I have given due credit to Chaldea, Syria and Asia Minor, the
earlier Middle Eastern cultures have been largely examined via the Greek
filter by which their contributions reached the West. To a degree, I in-
tend to compensate for that emphasis here. After the fall of the Western
Roman Empire the Arab world was the principal heir of much of the
learning and magic of the Graco-Roman world. Certainly the Eastern
Roman Empire, called Byzantine by Western wrirers, preserved a great
many Classical manuscripts, The fall of this power, and the access gained
to its learning were undoubtedly a major cause of the Renaissance in Italy.
Nevertheless, the attitude of the Byzantine authorities to magical lore was
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ambivalent at best, and viciously intoleranr ar its worsr. The Arab world
by contrast was a more conducive environment not only for the survival
but also for the further development, of the Classical inheritance.

The period of Islamic expansion, particularly in Spain, was rhe route by
which much of this lore was 6rst regained by the West. This process was

further accelerated by their defeat and the abandonment of their libraries;
containing Greek and Arab works. Ptolemy's Almagest was just one such

book important to occultism. This rvas translated by Gerard of Cremona;
lre to whom is attributed a treatise on Geomancy in the Fourth Booh. This
infusion of pagan learning, including the sopl-risticated Hermetic theory
of magic, was the primary medieval source for the material in the grimoi-
res, prior to the sack of Byzantium. While Christian in appearance the

grimoires as magical manuals were vety largely dependent on pagan lore.

As such it was dependent on learning transmitted first by the Arab world,
and subsequently the Byzantine.

Of particular importance in the process of transmission, alongside

many other Greek, Latin and Arabic rexrs, was rhe colossal compendium
of magical lore known as the Picatrix.Among the many key elemenrs rhat
it transmitted was a wealth of Sabian lore, the prayers attributed to them
in the Picatrix have been shown to be genuine rites of their astrological

cultus. Such lore is also the major source for conjurarions of planetary
spirits in the Western grirnoires; regardless of how and whether rhese

were crudely reinterpreted as angels, demons &c.
The astrological images, which the Picatrix rransmitted to Wesrern oc-

cultism, reach back to Indian, Babylonian and Graco-Roman originals.
ThePicatrix, in short, is a major example of the transmission of Hellenistic
magic to the Western world, from the ro'l'century AD onwards. Its influ-
ence on the grimoires, and on major occult thinkers such as Ficino and
Agrippa has been demonstrated beyond any doubt by modern historical
techniques.

The materials included in this survey are a small fraction of the Classical
inheritance transmitted by the Picatrix. The Picatrix is, after all, a book
far larger than any European grimoire. It is more comparable in size and
scope to Agrippas Tbree Books of Occuh Philosophy, which draws substan-



tially upon it. The materials I have included here are principally techni-
cal Hermetica, that is, practical magic on the ancient model. The Picatrix
contains far more than this, including major theoretical and philosophical
elements; detailed astrological lore and a wealth of Hermetic knowledge.
Were this not the case it would hardly have exerted such a powerful influ-
ence ol1 some of the grearest thinkers and artists of the Renaissance. My
selection represents exarnples of the dependence of Western magic on rhe

ancient world, from the Greeks to the grirnoires. T'he translation work be-

gan many years ago, with the help of my then wife. Notwithstanding the
period elapsed and two major excerprs appearing frorn other sources, this
material has been largely unexplored. I suspect this is partly due to the
pagan nature of some of the materials, compared with the later Christian
revisions that produced the grimoires. Nevertheless, this material truly
rePresents the ritualistic and magical side of the Picatri.x, and explains the
title selected.

'l'hc Srtltc.rrts

The following material includes several chapters and excerpts from the
Picatrix relating to magical practices attributed to the Sabeans. This term
denotes an important Arab sect (more probably separare communiries
with related practices) of the pre-Islamic period, possessing very evident
links to Hellenism and even so'called low Platonism. This is importanr
in a variety of ways; if , for example, I am guilty of underplaying Easrern
influences on Hellenisrn, the following material forrns a counter note of
caution against underestimating the importance of Hellenism as an influ-
ence on Near Eastern rnagic,

The Sabeans have long been a subject of interest to Western historians:
thus rve find E. Cobharn Brewer (r8ro-r897) in his Dictionary oJ Phrase

and Fable (rsgs) defining tl-rern as fbllowsr An ancient religious sett; so called

Jrctm Sabi, son of Seth, who, with his -fatber an,J brother Enocb, Iies buried in
the Pyrarnids. Tbe Sabedns worshipped one God, but approc,tched Him indi-
rettly througb some created representatiue, sucLs as the sun, moon, ltors, etc,

Tbeir syllem is called Sabeanism or tbe Sabean.faith. The Arabs u)ere cbiefJ



Sabeans before their conuersion. The description of the Sabeans given by
Cobham Brewer indicates a particular form of religious practice. As will
be seen, such rites were the evident forerunners of the astrological magic

familiar to Western magicians from the grimoires (i.e. the Heptameron,

the Ke1, of Solotnon &c.); where operations attributed to the seven planets

have colour, gem, metal and animal correspondences as an integral practi-
cal base). The Picatrix faithfully records many aspects of Sabean ritual;
just such colour correspondences &c. were present in the astrological

riruals they performed. This is to say the least of it, as among them were

prodigiously learned astrologers and mathematicians integral to the ad-

vancement of Islamic learning and its influence. The Picatrix is a direct
forerunner and a powerful influence on grirnoire magic, both directly and

through the lens of writers such as Agrippa.
In some specific respects, Sabean ritual differs from those most com-

monly described in the Solomonic texts although parallels are traceable

elsewhere, especially in French grimoires. Examples of these are prostra'
tions and widespread ar-rimal sacrifice. The latter is mentioned constantly,

and there are examples besides of human sacrifice. In The Golden Bough,

Frazer, whose account matches similar descriptions elsewhere in the

Picatrix, describes bloody rituals of the Sabeans:

The heathen of Harran offered to the sun, moon, and plar-rets human

viCtims who were chosen on the ground of tl-reir supposed resemblance

to the heavenly bodies to wl-ricl'r they were sacrificed; for example, the

priedts, clothed in red and smeared rvith blood, offered a red-haired,

rcd-cheeked rnan to'the red planet Mars' in a temple which was paint-
ed red and draped with red hangings. These and the like cases of as-

sirnilation to the god... are based ultimately on the principle of ho-

meopatl-ric or irnitative magic, the notion being thar tl-re obje& aimed

at will be rno$t readily attained by rneans of a sacrifice wl'ricl'r resembles

the effeCt tl-rat it is designed to bring about.

Prostratic-rn obviously signals the divine status of the planetary gods. So

in essence does blood sacrifice, althougl-r the diabolical reputation of the



practice, especially in a magical context, does much to obscure rhis facr.
In the material following, every planet has an appropriate animal victim.
In the case ofJupitee the victim is a black sheep which may well indi-
cate a ram as in the culrs examined throughout this srudy. In the case of
Mercury, the victim is multi-coloured in keeping with the colour corre-
spondences retained in the grimoires. In every case, the liver of the victim
is consumed as a sacrament. This may involve similar ideas to methods of
divination from examination of the liver; the Romans inherited this from
the Etruscans, who are thought to have originated in Asia Minor.

Astrology and the Gods

Albertus Magnus in his Speculum Astronomiae spoke of necromantic ele-

ments in astrology, and cited the Solomonic books among his examples

(see The True Grimoire p. ry7).The removal of pagan magic from astrology
was a major concern of the medieval Church. Via the Picatrix the magic of
Solomon and Agrippa's astrological magic derive directly from Chaldean
and Hellenistic magic, as evident in the magical papyfi.Just as modern
astrology results from Greek sysremisarion of Syrian and Babylonian srar-

lore, so the source of these elements in Western magic is Graco-Roman.
The above analogy is precise, in the Picatrix we see rogerher elemenrs

directly comparable to whar we see separately in Solomonic grimoires
and modern astrological manuals. The recombination of these elemenrs,

to fully regenerate the traditions latent in western magic, is most readily
done from a classical pagan perspective. Of course Jewish, Christian or
Islamic traditions arc alI adaptable as masks, through angelology; that is
how they obtained the form in which we posses them. The nineteenth
century occult revival performed a similar masking with Egyptian god
forms, a precedent for which existed in Graco-Egyptianmagic. Behind all
these masks however lurks a synthesis of Greek and Babylonian rhought,
of which astrology rather than Cabala is the primary model. In any case,

the aspects of Cabala utilised in Western occultism generally represenr an

abridged and simplified form of astrological symbolism, for which how-
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ever it is a less effecdve substitute. Astrology permeated the origins and
determined many subsequent developments of Western magic. The pub-
lic relations office of the Chaldean magi should congratulate themselves

on first rate infiltration and subversion of the Graco'Roman mind, and
thus of the Western magical tradition as a whole.

As indicated before, the colossal pantheon of Greek myth is not a rrue
representation of local cults with their far smaller dramatis personae.

This is equally true of the cultures with which Greece was in conrac,
and should be carefully borne in mind when considering astrology as rhe

primary syncretic model on which the Western magical tradition was for-
mulated from various cultural models.In the interwoven cultural contexts

of the ancient Mediterranean and Middle East, the celestial gods and the

planets do not stand in fixed relation to one another. Nor have they always

the same claim to local affections; the god Baal may be most popular in
one place asJupiter or the Sun, a father or a young man. Similarly the god-
dess Baalit may manifest as Moon or Venus, and be popular in one place

as a mother and another as a virgin. A goddess, young or mature, mighr
be associated with the Sun; equally, the Moon could be associated with a

god, Apollo or Men a young Moon god, or Sin a father. Nergal could be

Mars or the Sun, and very possibly lunar besides.

So, the planets and gods are not in fixed relation, but they are two very
closely related sets of categories. The very adaptability of their intercon-
nected relations permits fexibility, but also demands it of us. While dis-
tinct, these intevrelated categories live parallel lives: father, son, mother
and daughter inter-relate constantly with solar, lunar, planetary and ch-
thonic symbols. Properly understood, astrology is a pre-inregrated and
highly sophisticated instrument for the syncretic synthesis or analysis of
their inter-relations.



SABEAN PRACTICES

Th" aftrononaer Al'Tabari has said of the Sabean praCtices that the

I drawing near of the powers of the planets and their servitors is per-

formed by them. The Sabeans, both their chiefs and the servants of the

temple of the planets, have all agreed on these descriptions following.
When you pray to a planetary power and desire something of him

you muft have tru$t in God, cleansing your heart of ill intentions and

thoughts as your clothes likewise of dirt, and clanfy and purify thy
mind. Further, it is necess ary to consider the nature of your wish and

under which planet it belongs. Fumigate your garment upon robing
and call the planet with thine invocation. The planet concerned is

reached in its {phere, which I will denote to thee. When you do this

your entreaty will be realised , and you will attain what you aimed at

with your demand.

Thus you ask of Saturn by entreaties concerning di{tinguished old
men, chiefs, kings, providers, the pious, landowners, tenants, those

managing eftates, those selling houses, lawyers, farmers, peasant-mas-

ters, slaves, robbers, parents, grand-parents and the aged.

When you are sad or have a melancholy illness and any matter that
belongs to the nature of Saturn, againft his a&ion you muft call upon

Jupiter. He works for the resolving of disadvantages and mental dis-

turbances caused by other planets, but in this case the other planet

muft fir{t be called.
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Persons under Jupiter are rhose dignified by high positions, rhe re-

$e&ed, the learned, judges, clerks of law officials, noraries, doCtors
of religion, those who interpret dreams, rhe cultured, rhe wise, kigs,
caliphs, parenrs, the powerful in all spheres of life, brorhers and sisters

and all the young. Further call upon him to ask concerning peace trea-
ties and trade relations.

Ask of Mars regarding things concerning persons of his narure, as

riders, military leaders, rebellions and riorous persons, officers, guards,
heroes, soldiers, opposition, all whose actions devastare land and ex,
poses men, of those working wirh blood or lire or working in iron
or handling it. Warriors, ftable ma$ters, shepherds, servanrs, robbers,

enemies, those who oppose your cause in any matter, or endanger kin
and old folk and disturb peace. Wharsoever is of his nature such as

matters of disease of the lower body, or of bleeding the sick. Again$t
him thou calleft Venus then she unties what he ties, and makes good
what he damaged.

Ask of the Sun what you wish concerning kings, caliphs, princes,
crowned heads, the mighty,lords, parenrs, emirs, the brave, heroes. Ask
so thar he di5tribures ro the good that which they deserve, and to the
bad bringeth ruin; also rhat the praiseworthy shall be loved by great
men. Also concerningjudges, the right-learned, the wise, philosophers,
great lords, prominent scholars, sedare, worthy and re$e&able per-
sons, those in positions of importance, parents and older brothers
and sifters. Regarding these you shall ask rhe Sun whar you desire for
them, gold,leadership and all that is under the Sun.

Wnus ask concerning aft-airs of women, singers, servants and boys,
and in affairs of o1l^Spring and the love of children, love, falling in love,
lewdness, sensualiry, lesbianism and sodomy, and all such. Also of
musical matters as flute playing and singing. Of womanish persons,
effeminates, hermaphrodites, ca$tratos, slaves, eunuch servanrs, pages,

fatterers and yes'men, all arrists, lewd entertainers, fpouses, morhers,
aunts, younger brothers and sisters. Call Venus for restraining the in-
fluence of Mars, then she loves him and is inclined towards him.

234



Mercury ask in affairs of secretaries, employees who make caiculations,
for geometry, aftronomy, preachers, orarors, philosophers, rhe wise

Speaker fleader of prayer, religious doCtor], learned persons, theolo-
gians, writers, poets, princes, wazirs, superintendents, tax colleCtors,

merchants,leaders in theoretical and pra&ical arrs, young male and fe-

rnale servants, young brorhers and sifters, arrisans, designers, draughts-
men, painters, gold smiths, allthat accords with the narure of Mercury.
Ask of the Moon in aff-airs of Kings, Governors and Viceroys, princely
heirs, grand tax colleCtors, po$tma$ters, couriers, ambassadors, travel-
lers, wanderers, builders, landowners, surveyor-geometricians, meas-

urers of 6elds, lawyers, village tutors, seamen, water managers, the
common people, magicians, chosen women, pregnant women, kings
slaves, aunts, elder sifters and brothers.

So herein you learn to ask of a planer only what concerns its nature.

Comment

A perusal of the persons connected with operations of Venus shows that
the range of love spells was not restricted to heterosexual relationships.

Seeking her intervention and favour in cases of lesbian and homosexual
attraction is equally as apt to her nature. Pointing this out involves more
than simple political correctness; the nature of magic and the forces in-
voked is considerably clarified by such insrances. Neither Venus nor any

of the other forces invoked are enforcers of Iater religious law; they are

true to themselves and the principles they personify. An image of the god-
dess accompanied by magical characters and sigils is equally appropriate
for love between men, because love and attraction rather than gender and
reproduction are the principles involved. A beautiful naked woman de-

picted in such an image is not a case of sympathetic magic, but of evo-

cation. It hardly requires a genius to point our rhar male homosexuals

appreciate iconic women; the association of these icons with goddesses is

frequently drawn.



SABEAN RITES
OF THE PLANETS

Saturn: fir$t faft seven days from the day of the Sun till rhe day of
Saturn, on the seventh day sacrifice a black raven (and a black dog as

some say) saying over ir:

In the Names of Asbil who is set over Saturn, and of the Lords of the

Higbe{t Houses, attend to my commancls and fulfl all I desire of thee.

Then employ the charaCter of Saturn to obtain what you will.

) r Tili3
Jupiter: again faft, seven days from Friday to rhe day ofJupirer. On the
seventh day sacrifice a black sheep and consume the liver, saying:

O Ruflail, thou angel that is set over Jupiter, tbe happy, the good, the

perfefi beauty! By tbe Lords of the Highe{t Houses, hear and attend to my
invocation and fulfl all I desire of thee.

Then use the chara&er ofJupiter to obtain thy desires.

rp)tqtr)+vN
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Mars: faSting seven days from the day of Mercury ro the day of Mars,

one sacrifices a wild, black cat, or as some say a {potted caq consuming

its liver and saying over it:

O (Ru) Bgail, tbou Angel who is set over Mars, the vebement, tbe ardent,

tbe inflammatory borseman! By the Lords of tbe Highe{l Houses, attend

to my demands!

Then one may employ the charaCter to obtain one's will.

o#

Surr faft seven days from Monday to the day of the Sun, one sacrifices

a caIf, eating its liver, saying: O Ba'il, thou Angel that is set over the

Sun, the bright, the world keeper, full light and perfe& brilliance, the

bringer of good and ill fortune, the helpful and harmful! By the Lords

of the Higheft Houses, attend and do my will!

One may then use the charaCter for ones purpose.

Wnus: this operation requires a faft from Saturday unto the day of
the planet. One sacriGces a white dove, consuming its liver, and sayeth:

O Bitail, thou Angel that art set over Wnus, the Fortunate, Beautiful Star!

By the Lords of the Higbe{t Housel attend and do my will!

Then use the charaCter for ones purpose.
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Mercury: for the operation of this planet one fafts from the day of

Jupiter to that of Mercury, and on rhis day one muft sacrifice a black
and white cock, or as some say a black, green and whire cock, eating its
liver and sayingr

O Harqil, thou Angel who art set over Mercury, the fortunate, noble, beau-

tfully formed one, by the Lords oJ tbe Higheit Houses, attend and do my

will.

Then use his charaCter for your purpose.

*'-F lllll f, I ? )
Moon: fa$t seven days from Tuesday until her day. On the seventh day

slaughter a sheep and eat its liver saying:

Saljail thou Angel wbo art set over tbe Moon, the key and tbe cbief oJ {tars,

the light, the quick! By the Lords of the Higbe{t Houses, attend and do my

will!

Then use the charaCter to obtain what you will.

II

CI>ll tuu
These and other rites are found among the

magical rites, miraculous suffumigations

some of them are to be found in the work

Nabateans, including many

and curious talismans, and

I'{ ab at e an Agr i c ult ur e.
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SAtsEAN RITES OF THE PLANI]TS

Infuence ttnd origin o.f Sabean Magic

The planetary angeLs of the preceding section are evident equivalents of
those in the grimoires. It also employs the'Chaldean order' of the planets
reproduced in the various Keys oJ Solomon &,c.

Planet

\
,+

Picatrix Angels

Asbil

RuEjail

(n") n'.;ait

Ba'il

Bitail

Harqil

Saljail

()rimoire Angcls

Cassiel

Tzadkiel

Samael

Mikael

Aniel

Raphael

Gabriel

d
e

*O

g

@

Note that in this system, the Sun and Venus are associated with Ba il,
i.e. Baal, and Bitail, i.e. Baalit, (the feminine form, thus Lord and Lady).
The association of Bael, the chief god, with the Sun has its equivalent in
Orphic solar theology. In the alternative system tabulated below Bel or
Marduk is associated with Jupiter, showing its roots in a schema more

compatible with the Olympian orJovist theology. Thus, the variant iden-

tifications of the Sun or Jupiter as major deity, encountered in various

Greek systems, both have analogues in the Middle East.



Planet Dol

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

GEOSOPHIA

Sabean

I'Jame

Samas

Sin

Nergal

Nabu

Bel

Beltis

Kronos

Babylonian

I'lame

Shamash

Sin

Nergal

Nabu

Marduk

Ishtar

Ninib

Greek

I,trame

Helios

Selene

Ares

Hermes

Zeus

Aphrodite

Kronos

e

@

d
g

,+

*O

I

That these pagan gods are essentially equivalent ro rhe angels named in
the Sabean rites we see from further incantations of theirs in the Picatrix.
These, with other derails omitted in the condensed form given here, give
their names in various rongues, chiefly Arab, Persian, Roman (Eastern
Empire, thus Greek in most cases), Greek and Indian. Despite some little
confusion, these names are eminently recognisable in most cases. Still oth,
er Sabean incantations given in the same book omit rhe angel names alto-
gether and simply use the Greek names; while the author says that when
sacrificing a bull to Saturn they repeat eprayer of the Greeks. Intriguingly,
this series of incantations while using male names for the Sun, addresses
her as the queen of heaven and the Moon as Lord.



SABEAN RITES OF THE PLANETS

Saturn

In the name of God, in tbe name of the Angel Isbil, who is set ouer Saturn
in all coldness and ice, tbe Lord of the Seventh sphere, I invoke you by

all your ntmes: in Arabic, O Zuhal, in Persian, O Kewan, In Roman O
Kronos, in Greek o Kronos, in Hindi, o Sanasaral By the Lord of the

Highe{t House, may you grant my reque{t,li{ten to my call, and obey me in
obedience to God and bis rulership, grant rre NN

Jupiter
O Ruflail, you angel wbo are set over Jupiter, joyful and serene, complete,

consummate, pious, Lord of beautiful ve{tments, of dignity and wisdom,

Jar from that which is unclean and from vulgar {peech! I inuoke you by all
your names: In Arabic, O Mu{tari, in Persian, O Birgis, In lranian, O
Hormuz fOrmazd], in Greek, O Zeus, in Hindi, O Wihasfati! By the Lord
of the Hrghe{t House, of good deeds and of mercy, may you grantme NN

Mars
O Rubryil, you angel who are set over Mars, you violent, bard-beaded,

.firry, f.aming, braue bearted, blood {piller, rouser of civil war and of the

mob, powerJul and virile, you who forcetb, who ouercometh, incon{tant, vio-
lent,lord of ill deeds, punisbment, blows, captivity, deceit, Jakely accusing

{peaker cf uncouth words, pitiless, thou slayer, dwelling alone and apart,
bearer of arms and proltfc fornicator. I invok"e you by all your names: In
Arabic, O Mirrih, in Persian, O Babram, In Roman, O Ares [Mars], in
Greek, O Ares, in Hindi, O Angara! By the Lord of the Highe{t House,

attend my word and grant mJ petition, for see I desire that you do NN by

Rub4ail, the angel set over your realm

At Dawn to tbe Sun

o Cause oJ Causes, you are san{tifed and made sacred and ruletb unceas-

ingly and Jorever, I petition you (insert here a petition for Javour and rec-

ognition Jrom a {pectfed lord) or from all tbe kings of the earth. welcome,
tbou who bringe{t forth the light and the hfe of the world, deign to li{ten to

me and grant me recognition and kind reception. I invoke you by all your



GEOSOPHIA

names: In Arabic, O Sams, in Persian, O Mihr (Mitra?), In Roman, O

Helios,In Hindi, O Aras, O Bara! O light and radiance of the world, who

art the centre of all, who givetb ltfe to tbe world of comingfortb and passing

awdy, attending to its growth, o you who {tandeth in tbe exalted places, you

who holds the supreme place (insert petitionforfavour),for you are mi{tress

and queen [!] oJ the planets, they who receiue and emit their ligbt and radi-
ance from you. I beseech thee, who guide{t everything, take pity on me, mJ

praycr and my petition.

Wnus

Hail unto thee, O Wnus Anahid (Anahita), joyous mi{tress, the cool, the

moi{t, con{lant, clean, beauteous, sweet-smelling open banded, happy, mis-

tress of ornament, oJ gold, of gaiety, of dance, of joyous drousal, of fnery, of
singing and of hearing songs, of fute playing olf beautrful music from pluck-

ing of {lrings, oJ recreation and jell of company and leisure, thou friendly
and receptive, nrouser of love, the ju{t, thou wbo love{t wines, luxury, all
joys and union. Tbus art thou; I invoke you by all your namer In Arabic,

O Zuhara, in Persian, O Anahid, in Roman, O Diana [of Ephesusl, in

Greek, O Apbrodite, in Hindi, O Su('a, O A{tarte! By the Lord of the

Highe{t House, mqt you hear me and fll us all witb your love and the 1oy
of your roving dance. By Bitail, the angel wbo is set over your realm, come

fll us forever and ever again with the sweet breath of your ltJe!

When Mercury is conjunct the Moon

Hail unto thee, O Mercury, O Lord, excellent, tru{tworthy, replete with

wisdom, Seaker, comprebensible, wbo di$uteth knowingly, aware of every

science, thou that calculatetb, scribe, of beauttful manners, who knowetb

tbat happening in heauen and earth, thou lord, noble one, caring little for
pleasure, tbat art useful to goods and in trading,lord of cunning of deceit

and cleverness, tbou tbat aideth, pa.tient, cleuer, deft handed,lord of revela-

tion and of prophets, of tbe proof of the divine, of faith, of under{tanding

of {peech, messages, sound teaching of diverse arts, oJ perception, insight,

sound knowledge, of philosophy, of foreknowledge, of the measuring of
heaven and eartb, of surveying of a{trology, of augury, of catting lots, of
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rhetoric, of skill in verse, of accounting of eloquence, of sweet, swift f"owing
anil elegant $eech, of inscrutability, of rapidity in trade, oJ muclt travel, of
deception, of elegance, of sureness, of assi{tance, of flexibility, of patience, oJ'

wishing good, of fairness, of mercy, oJ peace, of digntty, of selJ-control, of tbe

rigbt reverence of the divine, of recognition of rigbts and sweet {poken. Thou

art concealed, so that no nature knowetb thee, and subtle, so that thou art
not defned by any description; thus thou art a bringer oJ Jortune witb the

fortunate {tars, male with the male,Jemale with thelfemale, ddily with diur-
nal {tars, nigbtly with no&urnal {tars, thou mdketh thyself like unto tbem in

nature and in all their afiions. Thus art thou, I call you by all your names:

In Arabic, O Utarid, in Persian, O Tir,In lranian, O Haruz, in Greek, O

Hermes, in Hindi, O Buddha! By the Lord of tbe Highe{t House and the

supreme ruler, may youhear me and obey me in alll ask of thee... grant
me NN by Harqil, the angel who is set ouer your realm, may you hear my

prayer and attend mJ petition...'

Moon

Hail unto tbee O Moon, O Jortunate Lord, blessed, cool, moi{t, con{tant,

beauteous, tbou key and cbief of {tars, moving easily, wanderer, tbou that

possesseth thefar reachinglight, of the radiant sbining oJJoJ, of praise and

reward, tbou fortunate lord, learned in religion, who deeply considereth

all tbings, knowing ruling subtly, who loveth music, je{t and play, ruler oJ

beralds, of messages, of the disclosing of secrets, giving noble, mild, {trong!

Thou art the one whose {pbere is neare{t of all to us and mo{l powerfully

bring good and ill, thou art the one wlto makes bonds between tlte plan'
ets, transmitting their ligbt and turneth to good tltat whicb favours us not;

through your good will all becomes good, through your ill will all turneth to

ill, tbou art the fr{t and la{t among all things, and to you belongeth rule and

priority over all planets.'Ihus art thou,I ask tltee, by Si\ail, the angel who

is set over your realm, deign to take pity on my lowly petition and prayer
to you, and hearken obediently unto God and his authority, granting me

what I beseech and desire of you. Behold, I invoke you by all your names:

In Arabic, O Qamar, in Persian, O Mah, in lranian, O Samail, in Roman,

O Selene, in Hindi, O Soma! Heark"en unto me.
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AL-ISTAMATIS

fhls is the Book of the Seven Spirits of the

I Planets. Know well that each Pneuma has

Seven Emanations. Six governing the Dire&ions of
Space, one governing the Orbit and Sphere of the

Planet. He who knows their names may call any

planetary $irit as all originate from the Spirits and

their Emanations,

The Ma$ter mu$t make his body a 6t vessel for
the Pneum^,by appropriate garments and rites.

Know well that only by observing the corre&
corre$ondences may the rite succeed, and the

Pneumas may only give you what lies wirhin their
nature. The futes of the Pneumas are Offerings
and Sacrifices, with the conjurations, all of which
I shall deliver in their place. It is necessary only
to make the Ofi?ring, make the Conjuration and

ftate your desires, then consume the Offering as a

Sacrament when they have used it. He who does so

shall receive the Pneuma in his body and receive all

he desires.



I'Jame

Height

Depth

Rigbt

Lert

Before

Behind

Orbit

Saturn Jupiter

Barimas Damahus

Tus Darmas

Harus Matis

Qajus Magis

Dar;us Daris

Tamas Tamis

Darus Farus

Tahitus Dahidas

Mars

Dagdrjus

Hagidis

Gidrjus

Magras

Ardagus

Handagrjus

Mahandas

Dahidamas

Sun

Bandalus

Dahimas

Abadulas

Dahifas

Atiafas

Maganamus

Gadis

Tahimaras

Mercury Moon

Barhujas Garnus

Amiras Hadis

Hitis Maranus

Sahis Malras

Daris Timas

Hilis Rabis

Dahdis Minalus

Mahudis Dagajus

Wnus

Didas

Gilus

Hilus

Damajas

Ablimas

Basalmus

Arhus

Dahtaris



Tbc Inuocations

Saturn. Day of Sarurn, Sun in Capricorn, Moon in Sagirtarius. place

an iron footed image, dressed in green, black and red in a free Geld

under a ffee wirhout fruir. Take a sacrificial beaft, cow or calf and a

chafing dish, wirh incense of black cats brains, wild rue, myrrh and
juniper and say;

Barimas, Tus, Harus, Qajus, Gardijus, Tamus, Warijus, Tahit, Wasirab,

Wamandul, come hither ye $irits, this is your of,ering.

Then ask what ye will.

Jupiter. Sun entering Sagittarius or Pisces, Moon in Head of Aries,
day of Jupiter. In a clean, handsomely adorned sanctuary bring in of,
ferings of moidt and dry sweers (honey, butter, nurs, sugar) and rolled
flat cakes of fine flour, butter, milk, sugar and salfron. Incense of musk,
camphor, aloes wood, maftic (a handful).

Pile up rhe flat cakes in an offering bowl, layer by layer, surrounded
with the sweers and place a candle over rhem. Place four baskers of 6ne
bread and cold chicken and ram roast and vegetables about the bowl,
with four jugs and goblets for wine, with flowers berween eacl-r jug and
goblet, cense rhe ofrering table (which shallbe 6rm and placed in a cor-
ner) with Aloes wood and rhe Chamber wirh Maftic. Say seven rimes:

Dahamus Armas Hilis Magas Adris Tamis Farus Dahidas Afrawas Ki-
Aqiras. Come together to this place, breathe tbe sweet pe|fume and the

arom6 of the food ofering and be satisfed.

Leave the place awhile and be re$ted in comfort, rhen pass by six rimes
asking them ro come in a pleasant form and attire to attend ro your
desires. Then will you artain what you seek and be clothed wirh rhe
pneuma ofJupirer. Then call in rhe disciples and consume the offering
and burn the incense.
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Mars. Day of Mars, sun in Aries, Moon in capricorn.In the open air
under a fruir tree bringing a sacrifice of either a ram or a cow with a

chafing dish with Myrrh, wild Rue and Sarcocolla, a basker of sweer-
meats and pleasant foods, a jug of wine.

Say: Dagidus, Hagidus, Gidgus, Magdas, Arilagus, Hrdagidis, Mahandas,
Dahidamas, tbis is your sacrifce, take it and do with it as you will.

cense rhe offering and slay ir, remove clean and roaft the liver, and
spread the offering on a hide covering the rable and call: This is your
sacrjtce and your food ofering; appear, breathe the aronta ond let it sufice.
A flame-like red Sirit comes ro the offering, as he departs make your
demands and approach the offering and consume it.

Sar. sun in Leo, Moon in 15 " ro r9 o of Aries on rhe Day of the sun.
Adorn the sanctu ary, ere& a golden image in the cenrre, lighred and
polished, crowned with rubies and precious $tones, clorhed in red silks
arrayed in rubies and gold. A row of plares of fine bread and sweers, moift
and dry; winejugs; a chafing dish of musk, camphor and amber, fprinkle
the house with fowers and place a great candle before the image.

Say: Bandalus, Dahimas, Abailulas, Dahrfas, Ati-afas, Maganus, Gadis,
Tahimaris.Then state your will and consume rhe feaft wirh your com-
panions, and when you are finished and quir the temple that which you
asked for will be given to thee.

venus. Perform this with rhe Sun in rhe fir$t degrees of pisces, rhe
Moon in cancer, and on the day of venus. cleanse and perfume your-
self. Then under a dare palm or rree of Venus rake a ram and slaughrer
knife, saying:

Didds, Gilus, Hamilus, Damaris, Timas, Samlus, Arhus, Hataris, Ask
what you will, wearing the appropriate robes and only ask whar is

within the narure of Venus.
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Mercury. Sun in Capricorn at the opening of the year, place a golden

chafing dish on a gold pede$tal in a solitary sanCtuary. Burn Aloes

wood, Myrrh, Incense, Wild Rue and Alant. Take a gold plate, bring in

seven goats and slay them on a block. Say, burning incensel

Barhujas, Amiras, Hatis, Sahis, Darajas, Hatis, Dahris, Magudis; rePeat

for each beaft, skin and lay the fat about the plate after cleansing.

Veil your face to the eyes,lay the goat hide in a vinegar Pot. Present the

food and bread of fine four. Put it in baskets and say the great formula

and ask what you will.

Moon. Sun entering Cancer, Moon in Aries, Day of Sun. Go out into

the Sun, take a ram and slaughter knife to a fresh 6eld with 6ne wood

for a pyre. Take incense of Frankincense, Almond, Wild Rue, Alant,

Myrrh and Aloes wood. Take food in baskets, light the great fire and

be seated. It shall be beside a Spring or waterfall, with 
^tree 

beside the

water.

Slay the ram next to the fire, saying:

Gadnus, Hadis, Maranus, Maltas, Timas, Rabis, Minalus, Dagajus,

Garnus. Burning the incense. Go to the pyre and ca$t incense thereon

and say the invocation. Then be silent a long while before censing the

offerings, take off the skin, head and hoofs, roaft the flesh with the

intestines and leave them with the food baskets around the tree till the

morning of the day of the Moon. Then drape the tree in various bright

colours and cense all, making your demands and it will be given you.

These are the invocations of the Fea$t Days of the Planets from the

book Al'I{tamatls, written by Ari$totle for the inftru&ion of Alexander.
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Comment

In the early t6't' cenrury Pietro de Abano, supposed author of the
Heptameron, was accused of familiarity with the picatrix. The influence
was not aPParentto Thorndike in his classic overview of magical literature.
Nevertheless, in 1978 Stephen Skinner in his introduction to the Fourth
Book. claimed the Picatrix heavily infuenced rhe Heptameron. Another
work on the Lunar Mansions, also ascribed to Abano, may be more likely
to show such infuence openly in its particulars. If the Heptameron does
resemble the Picatrix it is conceptuaLly, in the complex sysrem of names
used in the construction of the circle. These are readily comparable with
the Al'Istamatis material above, and the inspiration of the Picatrix is not
improbable. In fact, very much the same may be said and with equal jus-
tice ofJohn Dee's Heptarchia lvlystica, the immediate precursor, if not in-
deed the very roor, of the much vaunted Enochian magic. The Heptarcbia
Atlystica after aII involves a complex series of multiple names; seven apiece
attributed to each one of the seven planets. For Al-Istamatis delineates
names attributed to positions in a sphere, while both the sevenfold sche-
mas attributed to these magicians work with names in similar fashion.



WORKS OF THE, MOON
IN THE TWELVE SIGNS

f Jerein I fbeak of the do&rine found among Kurdish andAbyssinian

t1-"gi.i".,r, of the Moon di5pensing ,h" for.. of the planets upon

the Earth. Thus it is that they use sacrifices and prayers to call uPon

her in the zodiacal signs, by conscious operations that they have, and

which they conftruCt around it. We have declared already what is done

among$t other races, and intend to colle& all examples of the Art into

the Arabic tongue. As they say: when wisdom and fated-abiliry unite

in praCtice they are as seeds sown in fertile ground. But Wisdom finds

itself with difficulty save it be armed with aperfe& underStanding.

Arics

n'

The prayer to the Moon can be performed at the Full Moon, or at the

Waning, or when she is conjoined with the Sun. Drawing its power

to you when she is in the Sign of the Ram you pass the night with
the Moon in her passage across the sky. The place shall be a green and

fertile growing place where a river or irrigation canal fows EaSt. The

sacrifice is to be a white cock, and the in$trument is of bone, for iron

muft not touch it. Face the Moon, Standing between two iron chafing

dishes, causing them to flame, say:

O thou illuminating beaming and {plendrous Moon, wbo divides the dark-

ness with tby exalted light, illuminating with {plendid efulgence all hori-

zons, I come to thee humbly desiring I'J...

Advance ten paces with one of the chafing dishes and repeat this
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TWEI,VE SIGNS

prayer, burning four measures of ftorax. Draw the signs wirh the ash
mixed with a little saffron on a Ieaf of the cauliflower and burning
it thou shalt obtain an apparition in beauriful raiment, beaming wirh
light. Repear your enrreaty and even thus shall it be granted thee. And
this may be performed as often as thou wilr, and rhe signs to be drawn
are these:

Io€llrlt
Taurus

U

The attracting of the Moon's power in Taurus. Know tl-rat the Moon
has an operation in each sign, and this is whar is performed when sl-re

is in the sign of the Bull. The place, the sacrifice and rhe prayer are as

before. The garmenrs are of pomegranare shade and you shall have a

cap upon thy head. Heat warer on a Iire of walnut, and with thy righr
hand wash thy face and underarms. Take care ro keep your hat from
slipping offwhen you wash your feet! Have with thee an unrrod mar,
fringed, Striped with red and green, jr-p onto rhis mat, pro$trate thy-
self and repeat these words rwenry rimes:

Rab qar, Rab qar, I qam, Iqam, Taqfur, Taqt'ur.

Stand and overpower thyself with tears of contrition. Return to the
vessel and repeat thy ablurions as before. Slaughter the sacrifice and
burn it with the prayer, censing all with frankincense and maftic, then
a form will appear to granr thy wish. A magician who uses rhese arrs
told me of a friend who was affiicted with ill-forrune, having Sarurn in
his Ascendant ruling his fault. He taught him this operation so that he
obtained the vision and was led to a place and bade dig it up, so rhat he
found great treasure and transformed his poverty to wealth.
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Ccmini

It
Take yourself to a high place where the wind is re$trained. The sacri-

fice is a hound, with incense. A brass pipe of three yards length, and

a chafing dish of brass are required. Lighr the fire with rhis pipe and

burn half a measure of ftorax, and cause he smoke to travel up thy
reed to the Moons disk. Then burn half a measure of incense and the

same quantity of amber. Place yourself opposite the coal pans and with
the rod draw a circle, the half width shall be the length of the rod.

Take seven handfuls of wax-ftraw and di$tribute them in seven places

within the circle. Divide thy offering upon them and burn them using

the reed, placing thyself between them and saying:

O you illuminating Moon, whose power is powerful, whose place is exalted,

whose rank is bigh, who gouerns this whole world, I ask of thee by thy $ir-
itual power tbat you do I'J... Jor me!

Then you fall down and worship saying twenty times: Hirut Hirut
Garut Garut.

Then raise your head and you will see the vision eppeal ask your re-

queft and it will answer for the realisation of it.

Cancer

G

Perform in a high pIace, as a room with an altar which looks out over

a great diftance. Look righr and left, before and behind. Have in thy
hand a lark or a dove, and slay it, taking four feathers from its right
wing and likewise from the left and from the tail: cut off the quill
and burn the rest (of the dove). Take those feathers and add to it two
measures of coloquinth flesh and four measures of ftorax and tie it all

in a linen cloth. Then make a pi&ure with two measures of behen root
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which are mixed with the ash of the ofi-ering kneaded with ariftochia
water: the form of a man on a lion. Then ftand before the picture cen-
sing it and saying:

o thou Moon who jfuffils with light, who is great in beauty and art exaked,

I raise to thee my desires, to thee I send my reque{t aloft.

Make a cross upon rhe ground and place the picture in the centre, wrir-
ing the name of rhe person whose love you seek upon it. Repeat the
prayer and proftrate thyself, Raise thy head and place the image in a

measure of vinegar and dissol ve it, add a grain of musk, a quarrer meas-
ure of amber, four of sukk and half a grearcr measure of lupin meal.
Boil till ftrong and bubbling, make flat cakes of a quarter measures
weight. lp'lrSt measure is a dirhem, the greater measure'a futl]. Leave
in the Moon's rays seven nights and then rake them up, wirh these you
may obtain all you desire if you use it as incense, ro gain your desire of
man or woman. The adherent of this art used ir in a place full of lions,
snakes and scorpions and passed by without coming ro any harm.

Leo

a
Take seven coal pans to a place without buildings and make of rhem a

cross, with a yard between each pan. Turn rowards rhe Moon and place

between each two coal pans a goose egg marked thus... Take a thick
brass nail of three Spans length and hold ir in your right hand , take a

yellow turban and robe of yellow wool. Slaughter the white cock in rhe
centre of the cross and divide it berween the seven pans, take a drop
of its blood and fprinkle each pan and the egg.Then counr rwo pans
ftraight in front of you and rake the egg from there and place it before

yourself. Knock your nail into it censing with frankincense and yellow
sandalwood saying 6ve times: Andab, Andab.Then will the lord appear
and you may ask of him anything concerning your desires and it will be

ful6led. Do nor fear because of his appearance.



Virgo

rf)

Take thirty white dtarlings, slay and cook them till their feathers fall

out. Salt them moderately and lift them up. This is to be done thirty
days before the Moon enters Virgo [sic], and you eat one daily, fuming

with a quarter measure of saffron beforehand. After each you eat not

for six hours, guard yourself each day, be sure to drink wine. When
all is ready wash at an ea$tern flowing w^ter course, take a bottle of
half a gre^t measure of water taken when the Sun is in three degrees

of Pisces and the Moon in seven degrees of Aquarius, close it with
unburnt pitch. Go then and place before ye a censer with a measure

[UqU"] of mastic and saffron in a wide empty place, and say;

O tltou Moon, whose appearance is beauttful, whose grJt it great, wbose

light is grand, through wbose ligbt darkness is illuminated and tlte soul

delighted, through w,hose joyous light is the soul gladdened, in you re{ts my

tru{l and desire qf N...

Then take the bottle in your left hand and say these names Afut-Afut'
and dig with your right hand in the earth repeating the names as you

dig till you have dug a full yard deep. Then put the bottle in the hole

with the mouth pointing to the south wall of the pit and you throw a
handful of earth to the other and repeat the names. Then draw with a

golden nail on a piece of lead the image of a beautiful person and bury

it in the pit: when this is done you will obtain your desire.

Libra
*

Gird yourself with a belt of plaited reeds whose roots have ftood in
water and take yourself to an eaftern flowing river witl-r the sacrifice.

The Stream should llow between thee and the Moon so that you look

across the water, holding in your hand a copper bow that should be
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made when Venus is retrograde in Taurus, and Mercury is in Aries.
Five times you face the Moon, holding rhe bow and advancing then
retreating. Then throw your bow into rhe river and say:

O thou magniJtcent, beautiful Moon, to you have I ca{t tbis here, and it
is in thy power to bring my reclue{t rc Julflncnt and my hopc to irs targct.

Then kindle t frre of Oleander wood and burn ftorax thereon. Then
circle the fire, running with held breath, when you release thy brearh
ftand and draw a line to the lire and write on it Ganiti Ganiri. Then
take the earth whereon you have written, join ir with the same amounr
of clay and knead ir with ftill water and make from ir two images, your
own and that of your beloved. Your love charm works through rhe

embracing of the images, and that immediately.

Scorf iP

m,

Take yourself to a place overgrown with shrubs and also open to the
water kingdom. Carve our a square 6gure in the earth {pread our with
nut leaves, quirten leaves and rushes rhereon and Sprinkle chem with
rosewater. Take seven silver censers and place rhem in fronr of you
witl-r so much fresh aloes woods, Storax and incense as seems righr to
you. Then don a whire garment devoid of any trimmings or pockers.

Have two water 6lled clay troughs with you, with a small beaker scoop

from one trough before you ro one behind you, and then from thar
to the other. Then bring your offering, somerhing rhat is under the
lordship, and proftrate yourself four rimes, saying each time Sarafha,
SaraJtha. Sit down and burn more aloes, Storax and incense in the coal

pans and proftrate yourself four times again. Then will you see a per-
fe& form which you will address your questions to. Then all you desire

will be obtained.
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Sagittarius

/

This is of value to the magician in difficult matters, and is by union of
temple and talismans for treasure seeking or sweethearts. You begin

when Mercury is in 4 degrees of Cancer; take ten Ritl of brass and

make thereof 6ve snakes, di$tributing the work through the remaining

degrees. When they are ready take yourself to a pure river, lead from

it a channel, divide it into five channels and put in each a snake, each

muft be bored through allowing water to pass from the mouth to the

tail. Be provided with 6ve leathern bottles which you place at their

mouths, and each hour take the water which has been passed through

or fpat out and let empty an hour on the ground. In this intermittent
fashion await the time when all are full. Then take all twenty yards

away from the river, place the bottles on the ground and drilleach with
anail, dig a hole for the water to fow into. As the water fows out Stand

on and put near each bottle a serpent. Then go quickly to the river

and contemplate the Moon in it. Then take the refleCtion of the Moon
and go quickly and pour it on each bottle and each serpent. At the

head of every snake place a silver coal pan burning aloes, nard and am-

ber until all are empty. Then place the snakes in the bottles and bury

them. Then ftand on the place, slaughter your gift, proftrate yourself
fifteen times saying each time your head rises Harclum Harqum.You
will obtain your desires through a grand a$pe&ed image who will bear

you wherever you will, eaft or we$t of the earth. I have a friend who

performed this work of the sign and to them came the personage who

is mindful of the talismans and knows where treasure is and can lead

one to it by the hand. But the apparition told him: Look between your

feet and tbere you will fnd an iron key, and tak"e also this elephant and

go with it where you will, and where the key _falls to eartb there lies the

treasure. He took the elephant nearLy four yards before the key fell [off
the elephanti]. There he found an underground otherworldly vault.

When he went therein he found it led to a huge and monftrous room
in which was a cheft full of gold, silver and jacinth. Of this gteat treas-
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ure he loaded himself with all he needed, and rerurned to ir whenever
he wanted for anything.

Capricorn
4A

Build a house for two persons with Sun in Cancer, small, nor grear.

Each day for seven days put fresh flowers our and remove the old ones.

Each day fumigate with frankincense and aloes wood. When the seven

days are paft go in wearing a beautiful red garmenr, the house should
be locked so that you may be entirely withdrawn when you will. Say:

Hajawam Hajawam Balgar Balgar Naqaraw I'{aqaraw.

Then go outside and circle about the house sevenry times. Then take

within two uqija of aloes and fumigate with it in a silver chafing dish.
Then go out and circle a furrher sevenry rimes, then bring your gift,
and on entering you shall 6nd a Spirit sitting therein and you say:

By the gleaming beauttful and louely Moon, be ye ready to address me now.

This you repeat three times and then it will be able to $eak and you
may ask what you require and carry your requeft. This way applies to
works of love and the opportunities for it. I am told this tale by one

who has used it: he sold a maid servanr and soon after repented of it,
and desired her with a powerful longing and passion. He rried ro seize

her from her ma$ter by various tricks in vain. Thereupon he used rhis
formula of magic and thereby caused an antipathy between the girl
and her mafter which he had aprness ro use for his ends and thus she

was reftored unto him, with pro6t from the dealings. If any of these

conditions are not kept, and are flouted and ignored, or if any point is
omitted, or if the magician cannot keep his powers through unclean-
ness this will efl-e& the light of the Moon. So that one day he sets out
to call her power and will not know how and his demands are not



due to hirn. Therefore did one pray everynight until a fpirit came and

ftopped his rnouth. For forry days was he ftruck with horror and was

mocked by all for the duration.

Aclmrius

The n'ragician mu$t learn that these ftipulations concerning these

operations apply to him and muft be met to obtain his wish or else

he works in vain, and waftes his life in games. Many who have not

performed them correCtly have received warning signs too dtrange and

wonderful to describe at length. The simple teft with which to guard

yourself is that only the Strong of soul and noble of substance should

venture on these works. The author of the text says:'I have walked on

the waters of the Red Sea and this to my own amazement. On the

waters also trod a man Striding fa$ter than I. And I called this man

but received no answer from him, so I followed him by his track and

coming up ro him the man asked what I wanted and I Spoke to him
concerning the information I required and he told me what I could

not know in a hundred years and more and bade me give thanks to the

Moon. And what he told me was that he had about him something

rhat kepr off the hands of the warer from harming him. And I asked

what this might be. And he told me to scoop up a handful of water

and caft it on my feet that it will be as a flame keeping off the water

by antipathy from my feet. And he hurried off- over the water till I
almo$t lo$t sight of him. Then he again appeared and said that he can

also perform this on land. I asked him of this magic and he said'That

is one by Sargatum, the servant of the Moon when she is in the sign

of Aquariusi And you pray to him in Aquarius and take the heads of
three ganders and cook them in old wine till they fall to pieces. Pound

them in a mortar of iron or lead, when the Moon is in Cancer, dll they

form a pa$te. Add a half measure (ritl), two greater measures (uqga) of
sandalwood, half a ritl of dtyrax, quarter measure (ritl) frankincense,

and gum tragacanrh. Knead the whole with the wine in which you
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have cooked the heads. Make forty fatcakes and roaft them in an iron
roafting pan till tl-rey are dry. Then on a moonlit night take rhem when
she is in Aquarius to a field and burn rhem in fifteen censers of brass

and silvet and when possible of gold, one cake to each pan. Then bring
your gift there. Then in the momenr when the smoke ascends you shall
see a form therein which comes soon and goes soon likewise. Then
throw three cakes into rhar pan where comes the apparirion saying ten
times'Hantar Asrak Hanrar Asrak then it will come ro you and will
communicate what is useful.

Pisce-s

X

Draw out the juice of the cauliflower and take one ritl of it, and a

fifth of a ritl of lettuce juice and a little juice of Aron root. Mix this
and draw it out, when rhe Sun is in Virgo and Mercury is on a righr
hand course. Take care ro use a marble lnorrar mixing four dirhem of
maftic, two of amber, two of camphor, rhen one small measure ("qU")
of Musk, and ten dirhem of sarcacolla, when you have pulverised what
needs pulverising add half a rirl of the blood of a young Stag who was

slaughtered with a brass knife. When you have mixed ir all you pur ir
in a glass vessel, then take yourself to a place with a warer fountain or
a {pring source and put the glass vessel by rhe waret take a coal pan

which you have with you prepared, pur ir on a rock in rhe middle of
the fountain, so thar the water moiftens it and kindles thereon a fire.
When it is alight open rhe mouth of the vessel, then you pur a little
of the contents at once on rhe coal pan, and bring ro him the offering
there, then will the smoke bring rhe servant of the Moon in rhis zodiac
sign, ask him your demands rhen he will fulfil your desires.

For these operarions know there is a reason for every detailwhich chey

knew of old time, whose pra&ical application is greyed with the anriq-
uity of their origins.
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Comment on the Works of tbe Moon

Now to Speak of the Times and Seasons of rheir f$pirits] Appearance.

The better sort of Magicians do square their times with Aftrological
hours, efpecially of Saturn, Luna, and Venus, in the Moons increase,

and the middle of the night, or twelve o'clock ar noon: In which hours

they do likewise compose their Garments, Caps, Candlesticks, Figures,

Lamins, Pentacles, and Circles for Conjuration. As for the Times in re-

fh"& of their Infernal Courses, the fitte$t are when they fpring up in

the Wrath, or when they sink in the De$aia which is a my$tery to rhe

learned Conjurers of Europe.

A Discourse concerning Devils and Spirits

The astrology of the Picatrix is often of a technical sophistication far be-

yond the remit of this treatise. This can involve some very creative use of
astrological rules, where what m y appear to be unusual applications of
astrological ideas arise. These run contrary to the general advice given, for
example, by Agrippa, let alone some of the simplified concepts in current
use. The Libra working above requires a copper bow made when Venus is

retrograde in Taurus, with Mercury in Aries. By some lights, retrograde

planets are not sought for but avoided, and Mercury has no dignity in
Aries. In the next chapter, dealing with the Lunar Mansions, exception

to avoidance of combust planets is found, there it is advocated as useful

in operations of the bad. An astrological talisman in Greer and Warnockt
translation of the Latin Picatrix involves another exception; a cursing im-
age is made with the Lord of the Ascendant cadent, a weak position. The
image is then buried at a crossroads while the Moon is in Via Combusta.
Originally, this meant between 19 Libra and 3 Scorpio, the opposite po-
sitions of the exaltations of the Sun and Moon. Later the measure was

conventionalised, from r5 degrees of one sign to the same number of the

other. It is said to be an unfortunate position, and such it is in many cir-
cumstances, but evidently not all. The magical astrologer, like the Haitian
bokor, can serve with both hands.
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Venus rctrograde arises on a cyclical basis, as do her stationary and direct
modes. This cycle produces the transitions from Evening ro Morning srar

and back again. As modes of the same planet there are profound implica-
tions in this cycle, which the reader may wish to explore.

In the table following, two schemas from the Papyri for relating magical

workings to lunar positions are given. While different in many respecrs

from the details of the works in the previous secrion, a similar merhod is
clearly at work. It is intriguing to note that both these lists commence the
lunar zodiac in Vrgo, perhaps indicating a particular sratus for the star

Spica.

Lunar Workingsfrorn the Papyri

e MAGTcAL woRK lcv vrr 284 MAGrcAr, woRK pGM rtt z75

W Anything may be done Anything; bowldivinarion,
as you wish

* Necromancy Invocations, spell of release,
necromancy

W Inflicting evil

/ Invocations or incantations Conduct business

to the O and @

a Recitations for any wish Whatever is appropriate

to best effect

= Love charms ...

X Works of foreknowledge ... love charm

n' Fire divination,love charms

U Incantation of the lamp

It Spells for winning favour Spells of binding

6 Pl-rylacteries Speil of reconciliation;
Air divinarion

4 Rings or binding spells



TALISMANS & WORKS

OF THE LUNAR MANSIONS

4"" needs ro know the constellarion which is sympathetic to the
\v/talismanic rice intended. Therefore in this chaprer I set forth the

nature of the works performed under the lunar mansions. The maker

of talismans must know the ephemeris, as also the constellations and

be sure lest his works come to naught.

The Reasonable Soul is applied by Will to the World Soul and is

in accord with it. By this do our works cone to pass. In knowledge of
the Stars and planets is the beginning of that application and of the

Art of Talismans. In these operations following one needs to know the

position of the Moon and in which of Her Mansions She is situated;

and thus it is I recount the nature of those Mansions according to

the Indians, that knowing Her position, and Her potency therein you
might work aright the Art of Talismans.

I The 6rft ftation of mansion is called Al-Saratan, of the beginning of
Aries unto 12 degrees 5t' 26" of Aries. In this mansion one may make

journeys, it is also good for purgatives. Talismans for journeys in safe-

ty; for marriage matches and friendships when these are needed, eirher

to make or to mend. Also to regain a runaway slave or to assift him,
or to deftroy associations. In operations of good take note of the evil

planets and be free of them, also the combuftion of the Sun. In opera-

tions of the bad, combu$tion may however be desirable.

z Al-Butan. n degrees 51 26" of Aries until z5 42 52 of the Ram.

Good for the digging of canals, fountains and the like; also to requeft

objeCtives and to bury treasure or take from it. Talismans for the good
of seed crops, further for the escape of slaves and the arrest of prisoners

and the putting to torture,



3 Al-Turaijo z5 42 52 Aries unto 8 3+' rB" of Taurus. Talismans for
the didtressed in need of liberation. Also to destroy companionship

and to free or to enchain captives. Further for the success in alchemical

operations, for hunting, love in n-rarriage,injury of herds and slaves to
the de$tru&ion of their lords.

+ Al-Dabarab 8 3+ 18" to zr 25' ++" of Taurus. Talismans to damage a

tower or contrariwise ensure duration of buildings. Also to crops and

slaves, their deftruCtion or maintenance. Also to cause e$trangement of
married partners. Also for diggings, for water or treasure and buried
things, it causes hodtility, and to banish evil vermin, as serpents and

snakes.

5 Al-Haqa r 25 44 to 4 17' ro" of Gemini. To teach and to inStru&
and to thrive in inftru&ion, in religion, clerical and manual learning.

To preserve travellers and enterprises. To preserve buildings and de-

Stroy comp^ny.To bring unity and harmony in marriage when the

Moon and the Ascendant are in a Human Sign under good a$peCt.

The Human Signs are the Twins, the Virgin , Libra, the Archer and

the Waterbearcr.

6 AI-Han'a + 17' ro" to t7 t8' 36" to annihilate towns and to prose-

cute. To chaftise kings. To cover enemies with evil. To destroy crops

and (tore of goods. Also for good relationships, good hunting, also to
hinder rhe normal efficacy of medicine.

z Al'Dira ry fi' 36" to the end of Gemini. For thriving trade, growth
of crops, safery of relationships among friends. To bind vermin, as flies

and such, to keep them from a place. Alchemy under this ftation will
failand need repeating. A talisman for demands of great men and their
affe&ion. For the flight of slaves, to gut houses and remove ftore of
goods and possessions.
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8 Al-Natra o Cancer ril tz 5t' 26".;:-"", of love and friendship
where there is none. Preserving travellers and friendships. Also to re-

tain prisoners and cause slaves to be wicked. Further to cause the ban-

ishing of mice and bugs.

g Al-Tarfos tz 5t' 26" ro 25 42' 52" Cancer. To de5troy crops and land

and travellers. To de$troy companionships and damage legal proceedings.

rc Al-Gabha z5 42 52 Cancer tiLl, s *' r8" Leo. Talismans of pre-

serving marriage, to amaze and perplex enemies, to fetter prisoners, to

procure durability of buildings and provide harmony with others for
mutual pro6t.

n Al-Zubra 8 34'18" unto 2t z,8' 44" Leo.Therein one makes talismans

to release prisoners and captives, to the siege of towns, for pro$erity
of trade, the welfare of travels, the durability of building works and of
relations between companions,

n Al-Sarfa zr 25' 44" Leo dII + ry'ro" Virgo. Therein one makes tal-
ismans for pro5perity of crops and plants, to the destruCtion of the

property of a people. Further talismans to de$troy ships or to succeed

in alchemy, to keep slaves in right condition.

ry Al-Aiwa + 17 ro" to tl 8' 36" Virgo. Therein one makes talismans

that trade might pro$er and crops likewise. For the welfare of travel-

lers, to bring about m rrtege, to free prisoners, to bring union with
kings and great men.

ry Al-Sirnak ry 8' g" till full lo degrees Virgo. Talismans to preserve

good relationships between married couples and health through medi-

cal treatment. Also talismans to damage seeds, crops and plants and

the annihilation of money deposits to cause evil to happen to travel-

lers. For the well-being of kings and luck in navigation and under-
ftanding between companions.
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t5 Al-G6fr o to t2 5t' z6"ILibra. Talismans for digginl o, *",,, 
",-rO

to take possession of buried rreasure. To hinder travellers, ro separare

married couples and deftroy good relationships with hoftility. To expel

enemies and remove them from positions as well as to de$troy lodgings

and houses.

6 Al-Zabana t2 5t' 26" to 25 +z' 5z" Lrbra.Talismans to damage trade

business and crops, either grown or sown. To separate friends and cou-

ples. Further if you wish to punish a woman, your wife. Talismans to
cause discord among$t friends onjourneys, talismans to create discord

between companions and to free prisoners.

ry Al-Ilkil z5 4z' 52" Libra to B 34' rB" Scorpio. Talismans for well be-

ing and good condition of domeftic beafts. For the siege of towns and

security of buildings. Good journeys by sea. To re$tore friendships.

Particularly good for friendship.

fi Al-QaIb a *'t8" to zr 25' 44" Scorpio. Talismans to raise the flags

of conquering kings over lands of your enemies. Talismans for the

solid condition of buildings. Whoever would take a wife while Mars
is in this Station will leave her soon a widow and had be$t avoid this
Mansion. Talismans for the escaping of slaves, for pro$eriry of plants

and secure journeys of sailors, and to the discord of companions.

ry Al-Saula zt z5' 44" Scorpio to 4 17' ro" Sagittarius. Talismans for
sieges and the defeating of enemies and to take from them what one

will. To de{troy the pro$erity of a people, to separate persons and

create discord. Talismans for the well-being of travellers, thriving of
crops, fight and escape of slaves from their ma$ters, the sinking of
ships and causing shipwrecks, discord of companions, escaping of pris-
oners and captives.

zo Al-I'Ja'aim 4 t7' ro" to 17 8' 36" Sagittarius. Talismans to tame great

and diflrcult bea$ts. For the quick course and abbreviation ofjourneys,
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to bring a person to you, for friendship. Otherwise ro aggravate losses

of captives and to bring good relationships of a company to ruin.

zt Al-Balda ry 8'36" unto 3o degrees Sagittarius. Talismans for dura-

bility of building works, rhriving of seeds, further ralismans for beadts

of burden and tran$ort, as for cattle. To preserve a lords property, safe

journeys, to release and keep a woman from her Spouse.

zz Sad-Al-Dabih o to r2 5r' 26" Capricorn. Talismans to assift the

treatment of disease. Talismans to separate couples, to bring about the

adultery of a married woman one desires. For the escape of slaves and

their flight from rhe counrry.

4 Sad-Bula n 5r' 26" to 25 +z' 52" Capricorn. Therein one makes

Talismans for the treatment of disease, talismans for the annihilation
of property, for the separation of couples and the liberation or dis-

charge of captives.

z4 Sad-Al-Su'ud 25 42' 52" Capricorn to B 34' t8" Aquarius. Therein
one makes talismans for the flourishing of business and the unity of
married couples. Talismans for the vi&ory of armies and troops. On
the other hand for the discord of companions and the freeing of cap-

tives. Alchemical operations under this sign will fail.

z5 Sad-Al-Abbija 8 34' t8" to zr 25' 44" Aquarius. Talismans for the

siege of towns. Talismans to the injury of enemies and viCtory over

them, and division and ho$tility among them. Talismans for the con-

signment of messages and Spies and ro ensure their success. Talismans

to separate married couples, deftru&ion of plants and operations of
ligature both of the genitalia and of the other members, also to bind
captives (it is easy to bind caprives in this Station). Talismans for the
foundation of building works, ensuring safety and durability.



z6At.Farr';';'o:::,",',t';';;r:-';;;',",,pisces.
Herein one makes all sorrs of ralismans for good purposes, and for rhe
binding of souls in love, or wharev er a traveller wishes he will obrain,
talismans for successful sea journeys, for discord of companions and
for binding and ferering of prisoners.

z7 Al-Farq Al-Mu'ahbr + 17' ro" to t7 8' 36" Pisces. Talismans ensuring
the flourishing of trade and a blessed yield of crops. Quick recovery
from disease, changes wealth to ruin, sows discord between couples, to
prolong the captiviry of prisoners and corrupr slaves.

zB Al-Risa 17 B' 36" to 3o Pisces. Therein one composes talismans for
the flourishing of trade and growrh of crops, healing diseases, rhat
money be lo$t, safe journeys, reconciliation of couples, further talis-
mans to bind captives and prevent damage to journeying ships.

Comrnent on Lunar Mansions

This seminal material is the source of Agrippa's Lunar Mansions and of
famed astrologer William Lillys Critical Degrees. The data on which it is
based is c. ro'1'cE and by -y reading depends in part on 6xed star positions
that no longer apply due to precession. As it stands the cusps also de6ne
points that remain in use, such as said Critical Degrees, and of course the
Solsticial and Equinoctial points. To facilitate updated adaptation with
appropriate matedals, I have tabulated some current positions of princi-
pal Fixed Stars &c in relation to the Mansions as defined by Lillys Critical
Degrees and earlier convention. Rheinhold Ebertin, one of the greatest
2o'h century astrologers, worked with stars all over the world by relating
their position to the Ecliptic rcgardless of distance from it (thus Polaris
is associared wirh 27.5+ Gemini). His theoretical premise, which has an-

cient precedent, relates stars not visible in various parrs of the world to rhe

locality. Stars outside the Northern Hemisphere - such as the Southern
Cross - arejust as appropriare ro rhis schema. In effect, this provides a

basis for both global and local approaches.
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Mansion

o Aries

rz Aries

z5 Aries

8 Taurus

zr Taurus

+ Gemini

17 Gemini

o Cancer

o Cancer

z5 Cancer

8 Leo

zrLeo

4Yirgo

ry Yirgo

o Libra

Algol z6:ro Taurus

Pleiades z9 Taurus - oo Gemini

Detail of Zodiac

Equinox o Aries

Aldebaran 9:38 Gemini

Goat Star zo;28 Gemini

Solstice

Greater and Lesser Dog Star

B:52 &. z+iz+ Cancer

Alphecca Io:53 Scorpio

Antares 9 Sagittarius

Dragons Eye z6:35 Sagittarius

Solstice

Vega ry:55 Capricorn

Regulus zg:4rLeo

Alkaid z53rYirgo

Equinox

Gienah roi++ Libra

oLibra Spica 23:42 Libra

Arcturus z+:oo

z5Libra

8 Scorpio

zr Scorpio

4 Sagittarius

r7 Sagittarius

o Capricorn

rz Capricorn

z5 Capricorn

8 Aquarius

zr Aquarius Deneb Algedi zz Aquarius

Fomalhaur 3i52 Pisces

4 Pisces

r7 Pisces



ASTROLOGICAL TALISMANS

f hese figures are referred to particular astrological conditions, under the
I circumsrances described herein one works for the purposes which the

talismans are applicable to.

Talismanfor tbe expulsion of mice

one draws the signs shown on a copper plate ar the outgoing of the 6rst
decan of Leo. These signs are the signs of Leo. One lays the signs at a place
where mice are found and rhey will fee the place where it is put; and this
is the figure:

ry+/N
Talismanfor tbe expulsion of moscluitoes

One draws the following 6gure on a sulphur stone at the outgoing of the

second decan of Taurus. When placed where one wills no mosquiro will
approach rhat place. And this is the sign of the star, which causes the mos,
quitoes to vanish:

Talismanfor tbe expulsion of flies
One paints on a tin pewter plate rhe following figure when Scorpio is going
out, and that with its third decan. One chen places this at a place and the
flies will fly away from it. And this is the figure of the star which disperses

the fies.
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Talisman to bring a person quickly

A wonderful talisman when one wishes to bring a person one loves ro one

quickly. One draws the following 6gure on a new piece of cloth in the day

and hour of Venus, when the second decan of Taurus is going out and
Venus is in it. One burns the drawing in the fire and names thereby the
names of the desired person. Then they will come quickly ro one at the
place of the operation. This figure arises when Venus has a strong significa'
tion and is in this decan. This is rhe 6gure:

fAAXsr\A/
Talismanfor hostility

When one wants to bring separation and dissolution between two people.

One draws the following figure with a black dogs tooth on a black lead

plate in the day and hour of Saturn when the third decan of Capricorn
is going out and Saturn is in it. Then one leaves the plate ar the home of
one of them or the place where they meet. Then they will be divided in all

unhappy and undesirable ways. And this figure arises when Saturn has

strong significarion and is in this decan. And rhis is the figure which one

must draw:

\r-f Y-r* \A fH
Talismrln to makc a ploce brtrren and to hinder cuhivation

One draws the following 6gure with a sow's tooth on a lead plate in the day

and hour of Saturn, when the second decan of Capricorn is ascending and
Saturn is therein. This plate one lays ar the place concerned and lets the
Samrnine evil work, and it will not cukivate so long as the 6gure is rhere.

And this is the drawing:

H
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I have found no more of these talismans in the books of the mafters of
the art, although it is Spoken of therein of rhe expired art of talismans.

And I have found it good ro continue with the use of ftones and im-
ages, and the my$terious workings of the {tars they belong to.

Comment

Internal evidence suggests that these symbols were nor intended to be

used alone; rathff they were employed in addition to orher symbols and

images of the zodiacal zigns. Thus, for example, the talisman to bring a

person quickly combines with an image of Venus (say with app\e and comb

&c.), with additions including the symbol of her planet and so forth.



CORRESPONDENCES I

f 1," ink of Saturn is compounded of burnt wool. That of Jupiter is
I verdigris. That of Mars cinnabar. That of the Sun yellow sulphur.

That of Venus of saffron. That of Mercury is a mixture of lacquer,

sulphur and verdigris. The Moon's of white lead.

Ari$totle has it in his Bool< of Lamps and Banners for the in$truCtion

of his pupil Alexander, that the images of the planets are as follows:

Saturn has the form of a black man wrapped in a green mantle, having

a bald head and carryinga sickle.

Jupiter has the form of a clothed man upon a rhrone.

Mars has the form of a man who rides a lion and bearing a long lance.

The Sun has the form of a beardless and handsome crowned man
bearing a 5pear. At his side is found a form with a man's head and
hands, having the hands and arms raised up, his body and feet like thar
of a horse.

Venus has the form of a young maiden with a comb in the right hand
and an apple in the other, her hair is loose.

Mercury has the form of a naked man who rides on an eagle and writes.

The Moon has the form of one riding on a hare.



Under that he writes accordingly of the precious Stones and metals

assigned to the planets and Speaks as follows.

O Alexandet when you operate in the name of any planet, let the sub-

ftances be that of the planet concerned, and likewise regarding the gar-

ments. When you undertake an operation under whatever Ascendant,

proceed by wearing veftments of the corre{ponding nature. Those of
Saturn are completely black, and when the garment is of wool it is the

be5t. The colours of Jupiter are green, and silk is to be preferred. The

colour of Mars is 6re red, and when the garment is decorated with
6gures, or is of patterned silk, it is the beft. The colours of the Sun are

gliftening golden yellow, and when the garment is of gold material or

yellow silk, it is the beft. The colours of Venus are pal.e rose red, and of
that kind, and when the garment is of silk it is the be$t. The colours of
Mercury are the mixed colours, and when of diverse material it is the

be$t. The colours of the Moon are clear white, and when the garment

is of linen or of pure white silk, it is the be$t.

And so we come to their incenses: all belonging to Saturn are evil

smelling, as gum ammoniac, ca{toreum, asafoetida and such like.Those

ofJupiter are the gre^t harmonising incenses like ambergris and aloes.

Those of Mars are called sharp incenses, such are pepper and ginger.

Those of the Sun are the Strong incenses like musk and ambergris.

Those of Venus rose and myrtle. For Mercury mixed fumes like narcis-

sus, myrtle and mallow.The Moon's are the cold incenses like camphor,

rose and Cynomorium coccineum.

The inks of the operations of the decans, for use with the images:

The first sign is Aries, and the 6r$t decan is fox-red formed of a part

of green gall-appIe powdered 6ne, gum Arabic and vitriol, the Iatter

two in equal parts, bound with egg white and made into pills. Keep in

a vessel until needed and then dissolve it. The second decan of Aries

has ink of gold yellow its recipe is as follows: magnesia and copper

vitriol in equal parts, pulverised and mixed with an equal quantity of
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club honey mixed and made into pills. When desired take peftle and
mortar, reduce ro powder and dissolve in gum Arabic. The third decan

of Aries is of white made of magnesia and whire lead.

Next is Taurus and its firft decan is of duft grey smoke colour, for
which one colleCts lamp black mixed with 6sh glue and gum Arabic
lightened wirh white lead. The second decan: gold yellow made of gall
apple broken in pieces, extraCt the liquid from its black interior, mix
with gum Arabic. The third decan is gold, made as above described.

The decans of Gemini: fir{t decan, gold as above; second decan, red,

diStillation of vitriol and cinnabar mixed with a little gum Arabic.
Third decan yellow as above described.

Cancer; 6rft decan white as above; second decan gold-yellow as de-

scribed above; third decan black made similarly to the 6rft decan of
Aries only the vitriol and gall apple are in equal parrs.

Leo: the 6rft decan is dudt grey t^r colour. The second decan gold yel-
low. The colour of the third decan is pomegranare red formed of cin-
nabar, sulphur mixed with water of gall appl,e,left to dry, with a little
gum Arabic and lacquer added when one would wrire.

Virgo: the 6r$t decan is red formed with bruised saffron mixed with
green gall apple water,left to Stand and diluted with a little gum Arabic
when one would use it. The second decan is smoke grey tar.The third
reddish yellow made of sulphua saffron warer and gum Arabic.

Libra: firdt smoke grey; second black; third white.

Scorpio: firft black; second yellow, third smoke grey.

Sagittarius: fir$t red, second yellow of sulphur ser over a fire over nighr
then mixed wirh white lead and gum Arabic to write. The third decan
is smoke grey.
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Capricorn's first decan: green of verdigris and gum Arabic; the second

decan is red of cinnabar, gum Arabic and glue. The third is black.

Aquarius: 6r$t decan musk red of dragons blood and gum Arabic; the

second is black, for every part of good Persian ink add gum Arab ic, gall

apple and a half part of sieved burnt paper. Thicken with egg white
breaded into paftilles until one needs it when it can be dissolved for
use. The third decan is green formed of the gall of a wild bea$t mixed

with a little gum Arabic when one writes.

Pisces; the firft decan's ink is blonde, formed of red lead and lead white,

with a little gum Arabic. The second decan is du$t grey, of ramarisk,

burnt rhorns and gum Arabic. The third decan is red.

These inks are used in rites and upon talismans. And ju$t as we have

said regarding planets and their influence, even as Utarid IHermes]the
Wise has written that the nature of a planet is drawn down when its
nature is emulated by the operatori in food, drink, incense, times, rites,

inks, invocations, sacrifices, amulets, ftones and jewels in the form of
talismans. Thus the $irits of the planets appropriate to the force re-

quired in one's undertaking are united with one's efforts and one pro-
ceeds with success.

Comment on Correspondences I

This chapter accords perfectly with the concept of Sympathia fundamen-
tal to Greek astrological cosmolo gy.Many of the correspondences involve

familiar ideas despite some variation. Black for Saturn, red for Mars, yel-

low or gold for the Sun and mixed colours for Mercury is common enough

in the grimoires; using a mixture of ingredients for Mercury's ink alone is

a nice touch. Naturally, the author of this material was not Aristotle, but
the appeal to Greek authorities is sincere enough.



That the symbol of Saturn should bear a sickle is natural, while an en-
throned Jupiter is equally expected. These are pictures of the classical

gods. Mars'lion is not typically Greek, though the association of the beast
to Nergal is certainly appropriate.

While there are examples that are more classical elsewhere in the
Picatrix, the solar image is intriguing. The heroic spearman and the cen-
taur suggest Achilles and Chiron, or indeed the initiation of any such hero.
In the image of Venus holding an apple we have an allusion to rhe triumph
of Aphrodite in the Judgement of Paris, an icon older than the Homeric
occurrence of it. This is a classic talisman, and Catherine de Medici pos-
sessed one with this image its principal motif, surrounded with additional
magical characters.

Grimoire aficionados will note the resemblance of these images to the
planetary talismans found in Le Petit Alberf, Another resemblance is im-
portant to take away from this study into modern practice. This is the re-
semblance of such images of the gods to some species of clay or casr metal
votives once obtained for offering at pagan temples. Once this is noted, it
becomes very apparent that talismans and such votives have a substantial
amount in common. While modern occultists generally think of talismans
as occult j ewellery, or as items carried on the person, the Picatrix conrains
many formulae that broaden this view. Talismans are equally a pa.t of
image magic and general spell work. It is perfectly appropriate to add the
votive function to talismans when operaring within apaganframework or
indeed simply a more'spirit friendly'ritual conrexr.

The votive is generally understood as involving positive favours, but
this too is but part of their range, Avery common spell type in the an-
cient world, with many archaeological examples from Alexandria through
Rome to the English city of Barh and beyond, is the defixione. This is

essentially a negative vorive, frequently inscribed on lead. The choice of
this material involves many considerations, besides the association with
malefic planets (the Picatrlx ascribes lead to Mars; the usual ascription is

to Saturn). It was rcadiIy obtained, stolen from piping for example, and
could be easily written on. Rolling up for placing in a crack in a wall or
tomb was a typical means of deposit , and lead sheet favours this practice.



A drawn image of a god or daimon as well as a written spell underlines
the connection with votives, as does the depositing of the defixione at a

temple, or in a grave or even a bathhouse. These did not ask for positive fa-
vours, but for retribution, or defeat or other misfortune to befall a victim.
The targets ranged from thieves ro opponents in politics, to rival reams ar

the chariot races. Some locations were so favoured for deposiring these

that excavation occasionally locates dozens at a single place. Incidentally
one reason lead may have been associated with Mars is the astrological
rule of elemental water by this planet.

The colours listed in this section are similar to those of the grimoires,
with a couple of exceptions, green forJupiter and pale rose red for Venus,

the latter suggesting the not infrequently found pink, as in candles for love

magic in Hoodoo.
The thinking behind the incenses is evidently the source of similar ideas

in western grimoires, and we may be certain which end of the spice tade
they originate. The use of such ingredients to manufacrure inks is hope-
fully sufficiently interesting to justify the inclusion of the remainder of
this excerpt. The closing passage gives a clear description of Sympathia
active in astrological magic, attributed to Utarid the Wise, which is to say

Hermetic sources. The use of these substances also resembles the basis of
statue animation, concepts present equally in Hermeticism and Theurgy
in the Hellenisti c era,
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@
To Saturn is assigned rhe following Stones; iron, diamond, lead luftre

Iantimony], oryr, the pure blackjet, rhe turquoise,lodeftone and mag-

nesium.It has also a share of gold, ruby, coins of gold and haematire.

To Jupiter is assigned the

it has a share of cornelian,

white colour Stone.

To Mars is assigned brass,

and it has a share of coins,

onyx. It is also assigned all

tin-pewter, white and yellow jacinth, and

gold, chrysolith, cryftal and every brilliant

cat$tone [i], sulphur with its occult ways,

bloodftone, lode$tone, glass, cornelian and
red, dark coloured Stones.

To the Sun is assigned gold, sulphur, garnet, diamond, pharoah's glass,

the red mussel shell, and allbrillianr ftones, and has its share of blood-
Stone, sapphire, and ruby.

To Venus is assigned rhe lapis lazuli, the pearl, the mussel shell, mala-
chite and coral, and it has a share in silver, pearl,cry$tal and rhe magner.

To Mercury is assigned quicksilver, sapphire, emerald, has irs share of
chrysolith, tin-pewter, glass and marble.

To the Moon is assigned silver and silver coins and seed pearls, it has a
share in cryftal, Iapis lazuli, onyx and pearl.



The planetary talismans make use of the signs following, which are rhe

symbols of the planets and lead to viCtory in their workingsr

Saturn Jupiter Mars

CORRESPONI)EN(]ES II

Sun Wnus Mercury lv'Ictttrt

WTXOtYO
\A N H O A ^? G

Now we continue with the images of the planets, and with what rve

have taken ftom Tbe Book of the Uses of Stones and rhe Book oJ' tbe

Talismans of rhe Spirits.

Sun

Tbe Book of the Wise Apollonius describes the image of a woman in
a carriage drawn by horses. In her right hand she has a mirror and in

her left she holds a whiplash to her brea$t. She has a brighrness abour

her head. The Book of the Uses of Stones describes a man dtanding as if
saluring someone opposire him, in his left hand he holds a shield and

under his foot the image of a dragon. The Book of the Talismans oJ' tbe

Spirits describes the image of a king who sits upon a throne, with a

crown upon his head, before him the image of a raven and under his

feet a dragon.

Elsewhere I have found that the great luminary has the forrn of a

crowned man who dtands in a chariot, pulled by four horses. In his

right hand is a mirror, in his Ieft a shield, and his form is entirely yel-

low Each of these images has influence and workings in the talismans

of this book.
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Wnus

Apollonius the Wise said that it has the form of a ftanding woman

with an apple in her right hand.The Book of the Talismans of the Spirits

has it that the image is a ftanding woman bearing an apple in tl-re right
hand and in the left a comb, and there are signs on the tablet. Utarid's

fHermes'] The Book of the Uses of Stones describes a man having the

face of a bird and the feet of an eagle. It asserts also that it has the form

of a naked woman, behind her Stands a child, while Mars ftands before

her, and at his neck is a chain. Another form is of a woman with loos-

ened hair who rides upon a Stag; she holds an apple in her right hand

and flourishes herbs in her left. Her dress is a skein of white.

Mercury, tlse Scri6e

Apollonius says that his image has the form of a bearded young man,

with a $a{f in his right hand, and on the inner side is e cat. The Book" oJ

the Talismans oJ the Spirits describes a man with a rooSter on his head,

sitting on a Stool, his feet are those of an eagle; on his left hand sits

a falcon and under his feet are the figures of Mercury. Utarid's Book

of the Uses of Stones describes the form of a Standing man, with two

Spread wings; on his left side is a small roofter, in his right he holds

a Staff and in his left a round clay vessel. On his head is a comb like

that of a roo$ter, and also on each foot. Elsewhere I found the image of
Mercury described as a crowned man riding upon a horse, with a Staff

[ftylusi] in the right hand and a sheer of paper in his left. The coloura-

tion of this image is dappled.

Moon

Utarid's Bool< of tbe (Jses of Stones says that the image of the Moon is
like the form of a woman with a beautiful face, gtrdled with a dragon,

on her head are two serpents, she is horned, she wears as bracelets two
snakes, at each wrift a snake, under and over her head are two seven-

headed dragons.The wise Apollonius says that the Moon has the form
of a woman, who is upon two bulls or a seven-headed snake as before.

The Book of the Talismans of the Spirits says the lesser luminary has
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the form of a man on whose head is a bird. He walks leaning upon a

ftaff and before him is a tree. Another source gives ro the Moon in her
sphere the form of a crowned youth, $tanding upon a chariot drawn by
four bulls. In his right hand he has an ox goad and in rhe left a mirror.
His form is white and green.

Saturn
rn The Book of tbe Talismans of tbe spirits he has the form of a man
with the face of a raven and the feet of a camel. He sits upon a stool,
bearing a ftick in his right hand and dice in his left. In the book of rhe
philosopher Apollonius he has the form of a man who ftands before a

lecture desk. Utarid has ir that his form is that of a standing man, his
hands over his head and the image of alizardunder his feet. Elsewhere
I found thar saturn in his fphere has the form of a man ftanding upon
a snake, he has a sickle in his righr hand and a stick in his lefr. His im-
age is duft coloured and black.

Jupiter
Apollonius the Wise says rhar he has the form of a man wearing veft-
menrs in which he wraps himselfl, he sits on an eagle with his feet on its
shoulders, and has the furled end of his veftment in his right hand.In
Tbe Book. of the Talismans of the spirits he has the form of a man wirh
the face of a lion and the feet of a bird, under his feet is a many headed
dragon, and he bears a lance in his right hand wirh which he ftings the
head of the dragon. In the Book ojf the (Jses of Stones he wears a cloak
and rides a vulrure, he bears either a lance or a ftaff. Elsewhere I found
thatJupiter in his sphere has the form of a man with a roll in his righr
hand fholding his veftment as in the image given by Apollonius, or a

scrolli] and a nut in the left. His garment is yellow and green.

Mars
Apollonius says of it that it has the form of a man with a helmet, with
armour of the lower legs and upon his arms. He is girt wirh a sword.
The Book of the Talismons of the spirits says that he has the form of



a crowned man bearing a sword, upon which are signs. The Book of

the (Jses of Stones of Utarid says that he has the form of a naked man,

Standing, and to his right is Venus who ftrokes her hair back. Mars has

his right hand behind her neck and his left to her brea$t and looks at

her. This he asserts has many workings which he quotes in his book.

By another I found that Mars in his Sphere has the form of a man, who

rides upon a lion, he bears a sword in his right hand and a man's head

in the left. He is dressed in iron and silk.

These are the images of the planets after the teachings of the Ma$ters.

And these forms are for the $ecial and Specific workings which they

are appropriate to.

Comment on Correspondences II

The correspondence of planets to metals and minerals is problematic, in

rerms both of acarracy of translation and of the attribution. There are

differences from those given in the Latin and Spanish editions, which con-

form more closely to Western usage and have likely been adapted to do

so. This note of caution aside, the principle is well illustrated and the in-

clusion of the material suffrciently justified. The second row of planetary

symbols is from elsewhere in the text.

The plan etary order employed here is very curious, it adjusts the

Chaldean order not to place Sun and Moon in most prominent position,

but Sun and Venus. A female 6gure for the Sun is not surprising, being

apparently natural to some Sabean sects.In any case, Hecate, Medea and

Circe are all relatives of Helios, and alternative male figures quickly follow.

A crowned and throned figure suggests a solar Baal rather than theJovian.

The resemblance of the 6gure to Helios is striking, it possesses all the at-

tributes of his classical image. Although the mirror may be the remains

of a whip, its use in Mystery rituals is significant. Retaining the whip we

have a perfect Helios, and the image also adapts to an Abraxas by adding

a rooster's head and snaky legs.



The Venus image includes two typical images of a woman bearing an ap-

ple, with variations. More complex images with a child probably rcpre-
senting Eros, and Mars mentioned by name, obviously draw on classical

in..agery, So too the woman with apple reflects Aphrodite's triumph at the

Judgement of Paris, the ancient precursor of all these survives in the bibli-
cal Eve. The supposedly solar lion in the martial image reminds us that
Mars was the later attribute of previously solar Nergal. one must also

be careful in examining older syncrerism. Symbols are not necessarily ex-

clusive; the martial lion can also equally represenr Jupiter or rhe Sun as

kingly figures. However, they are not all inclusive either. Not all synonyms
of related figures are mutual; martial Nergal was also the Sun, but Apollo,
while frequently associated with solar Helios and lunar Men, never be-

came Mars. This is a timely reminder of the relations and distinctions
between gods and celestial bodies.

Such images of star-daimons as rhar ofJupiter: a man with the face of
a lion and the feet of a bird, are plainly the inspiration for similar descrip-
tions of demons in texts such as the Goetia. Similar images were attrib-
uted to the decans, which were completely personified in ancient magic,

frequently as demons. If such spirits are infernal, the term obviously does

not apply in the assumed subterranean sense.
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THE FIGURES OF THE STONES

Regarding engravings for seal rings of the seven planets:

Engravings of tbe Sun

r Concerning the engravings appropriate to the Sun; when one draws

talismans under the greater Luminary on a ringftone of ruby of a pure

red colour the pi&ure of a king, who sits on a throne, with a crown on

his head and the image of a raven before him and this 6gure under his

feet, one conquers all kings. So it is written in the Book of Explaining

of Spirit Talismans. Therein it is asserted that the Sun mu& be in his

exaltation when one works,

z Among the Solar signs is that given by Ariftotle in inftru&ion to
Alexander, writing: who draws on a jacinth the pi&ure of a lion with
this sign rhereon, with Leo ascendant and the Sun therein, with the

unfortunate planets afar off, such a one is unconquerable and likewise

whatsoever they undertake they will readily press on therein. Also

they will be free of affii&ion of any frightening dreams.

3 Also under this Star one draws on a diamond the pi&ure of a wom-
an, who sits on a carriage, which four horses pull, with a mirror in the

right and a whip in the left hand, and seven candles on her head, with a

pond' on the innerside of the ringftone [a hollow or a sign?]. This also

is done in the exaltation. Having procured such an engraving, all the

one who bears it meets with or opposes shall do him reverence.

o
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4. Also to his engravings belongs the 6gure on a haematite in the firdt
decan of Leo, which proteCts from the lunar diseases [epilepsy and
lunacy &c.], and this is the 6gure:

e tf oly gt
5 Also to his engravings belongs rhat which Hermes menrions in his
book Al-Haditu.s, sayingr take a Stone named the samalinun that is a

yellow stone with black dots and green eyes, it is light and of brillianr
colour; in the hour of the Sun, and under his ascend ent", engrave the
6gure of a fly;6re does not hurt him who bears it through the fames.
He asserrs that this ftone is to be found in Persia.

6 And to the engravings of the Sun also belongs a figure to expel

snakes, engraved on a ringftone the image of a serpenr, in the hour of
the Sun when he is in the sevenrh degree of Aquarius, Sarurn in the
seventh degree of Aries, the Moon in the seventh degree of Scorpio,

Jupiter in the second degree of Sagittarius and rhe Tail in ten degrees

thereof, On the back of the serpent are drawn these signs:

f, .cA b-1)-' cc< tJ ,
and around it these signs:

and one sets this Stone in a seal ring of gold and thus can remain with
it in any place free from reptiles and serpents.

7 And to his engravings also, one for rhe expulsion of woodlice; drawn
on a ringftone of carnelian is the image of a woodlouse, in the hour
of the Sun in his exaltation, Saturn in seventeen degrees Aquarius,
Mercury in zo degrees Gemini, Moon in z degrees Cancer and Mars
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in the IaSt degree of Libra. Draw thereon these signs and put it in a

gold seal ring, then no woodli ce appear at the place where one is, and

its wearer shall see none.

l-r././go)*l ybrStrvSYS
Engravings of Vcnus

r One engraves for Venus on a ring$tone of ruby the image of a wom-

an with an apple in her right and a comb in the left hand. One draws

this on the comb. The image has a human body with a bird's face and

eagle feet. This image gains the love of all persons and is done in the

day and exaltation of Venus.

z Also to her belongs that on a ringftone of whitejacinth, of a woman

with an apple in her right hand and a comb in her left. Make it in
the fir$t decan of Libra. He who wears this ringftone is ever glad and

laughing so long as he wears it.

3 Under her workings belongs the engraving in her hour on a lapis

Lazuli the image of a naked young woman; next to her is a man with
a chain about his neck, behind her a limle boy who carries a sword.

Whoso wears this will subjeCt women and they willnever decline him.

4 Further belongs to her: one engraves likewise on a lapis lazuli the

image of a ftanding woman with an apple in the right hand and on the

inner side of the Stone a mother sheep. Who wears this ring, by his

hand sheep will thrive when he attends them. This is to be done in her

exaltation and hour.

5 From the book of Kriton About the Talismdns: one engraves on a

pearl the image of a snake and under it a scorpion, on the morning

of Monday in her hour and exaltation, who wears this will suff-er no
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snake bites, and if he would cure them he places rhe ring in liquid and
uses it as medicine.

6 Further belongs to her: one engraves the following signs, on a peari.

Do this in her hour and whoso wears rhis Stone shall enloy the com,
pany of boys, coming near their hearrs, and they know not of their
keeping away when they are in the company of the wearer.

7\o t oAo

7 One engraves on a pearl the piCture of a sitting wonan with rwo

pigtails behind, with two winged boys in her bosom, in her hour and
exaltation. For the wearer of this dtonejourneys will be made light, and

near and far no accident shall befall them.

8 Further belongs to her: one engraves on a ring$tone of cryftal
her hour three joined forms. The bearer will have blessing and luck
transaCtions, as much as he wishes.

g Further belongs to her: one engraves on a coral the image of two
cats and a mouse between them, in her hour and her ascendant when

she is in it. Then it serves for the expulsion of mice from rhat place, and

one knows they do not exift therein.

ro Further belongs to her [for the expulsion of leeches]: one engraves

on a malachite ftone, on the obverse the image of a leech and on the

reverse two leeches, of which one has its head in rhe dire&ion of the

tail of the other; take this Stone to rhe place where leeches are. One

seals with it in her hour and her ascendant, and likewise is rhe use of
the other engravings of the $tones that you know of.

rr Further under her rule: one engraves on a pearl the image of a

Standing fat-bodied woman. This serves for love and is well known.

tn
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rz Likewise under her rule: one engraves on a cornelian Stone the

image of a woman with a coiled cloth in one hand, and scaly skin, and

a thing like an apple in her other hand. Therein one seals in wax for
children's illnesses, and all rhar you will. This too is to be done in her

hour and her ascendant.

13 Further belongs to her: one engraves on a cornelian Stone the image

of a wild asses head with a flys head upon it as a'small additioniThis is
done in her hour and her ascendant. With this {tone one seals in wax

againft colic. This is proven and the Egyptian temples made use of it.

Engravings of Mercury

I In the Book of the Explaining of the Spirit Talismans translated by

Bugratis [Hippocrates] I found: one engraves on a ringftone of green

topaz the pi&ure of a man with a roo$ter on his head, he is seated on a

chair, his feet are the feet of an eagIe, on his left hand sits a falcon, and

under his feet are these signs, and this is done in his hour and exalta-

tion. This talisman brings about the liberation of captives and the like.

Jo?"?
z Further under Mercuryr one engraves on a ring ftone of emerald in

his hour and his ascendant the following signs, he who wears this will
be the writer, calculator and manager among subje&s.

T,AUfl\-/V
3 Further belongs to him: one engraves on a Stone, which is the re-

nowned manatas ftone, the image of a man who sits on a canopied

chair, with a quill in the righr hand and a scroll, on which he writes, in



the other. This is done in his hour and exaltation. When one who is

expert in writing arts wishes to work for the sultan he wears this ring
ftone and is employed in his service and made confidante in his affairs

and beloved by him in all matters.

a And in Kriton's Book of Talismans: one engraves on an emerald the

pi&ure of a ftog, in his hour and his ascendant. Whoso wears this
ring$tone, no-one does damage to, and no-on gossips about him. He is
as worthy men and profpers in all his works.

s And from the same book one engraves on a ringftone of emerald the

pi&ure of a lion and a lion head and writes under it Alif [1] "rd 
ou"t

that a Dal [)] in his hour and his ascendanr. He who puts on rhis

ring{tone is beloved and re{pe&ed by all people in his cause and secure

before the pursuits of kings.

6 And from another book further belongs to him: one engraves on

a ring$ton e of green chrysolite the pi&ure of a scorpion in his hour

and his ascendant. When this ring$tone is put on his child remains

preserved from all ill chance.

7 And further belongs to him: one engraves on glass in his hour and

his ascendant a man's hand holding a balance. And with this ring$tone

one seals againft all kinds of fevers and heals them. It is proven, and all

find it effe&ive.

Engravings of the Moon

r When one engraves on a bezoar ftone the pi&ure of a scorpion,

when the Moon is in Scorpio and the hour is hers and Scorpio is in

one of the anguli of the ascendant, it muft be 6xed in a gold seal ring

and sealed with consecrating incense. When the Moon is in Scorpio

and one censes the scorpion bite and gives to drink of water which the
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ring has touched so will it heal at once, and rhat is proven, and we have

explained it before in this chapter.

z Further belongs to her: when one engraves on a ring$tone of lasur
these signs in her hour and ascendant and dips this ringftone in a

drink and give it to three or more persons, unity arises between them
where before was enmity.

q o yy X cro
3 Further belongs to her, from The Book of Explaining the Spirit
Talismans of Bugratis, when one engraves on a ring$tone of pearl the

figure of a man with a birds head, he has a cut ftall and before it is

something like the image of a camomile, and be sure thar it is done in
her hour and ascendant and her exaltation. Then the wanderer will
not tire so long as he bears it on a longjourney from home.

a And from another book: when one engraves on a cryftal the image

of a woman with a forelock Standing with two bulls under her, each

of them has its feet on the head of the other. And on rhe inner side of
the dtone is the image of a Standing woman with a type of crown on
her head and a whip in her right hand, and one engraves thereon these

signs, so one muft seal with tl-ris itone in wax and leave it at a place ar

which live doves, then will rhey become innumerable in their increase,

And it mu$t be engraved in her hour and ascendant as before said.

l_- IGS
5 And further belongs to her: One engraves on a ringftone of cornelian
che piCture of a fly in her hour, when she is in two degrees Libra, Jupiter
rwo degrees Sagittarius, Saturn one degree Capricorn. On the body of
the fly one writes these signs, and on rhe {tone these others, and fa$ten



it in her hour and ascendant in a seal ring, even as with the engraving,

and place under the ring$tone a snakeskin, then no flies come in rhe

house or at the place where this ring is found, in no manner whatever.

Figure s o.f tbe.lly:

3rc3
Figures oJ tbe stone:

Yc-e\\Xrl V
6 And further belongs to her: When one engraves on a lasur-Stone the

pi&ure of a lion with a man's face with a Moon on his back.In her hour
and her ascendant, so is the working of this ring$tone which proteCts

children from any attack rhey might befall.

7 And further belongs to her: one engraves on

hour, in the fir$t decan of Cancer, this 6gure. So

banishing of scorpions.

abezoar Stone in her

it helps e$pecially the

8 And further belongs the ftone which has the colour of the Anbars,

which many call the Anbari. It has extreme antipathy for bugs. When
one engraves on it in her hour and her ascendant the pi&ure of a bug

and on it this sign. Thus no bugs appear at the place where it is found,

and as few where its seal is made in wax in the same hour and ascend-

lJJ



GEOSOPHIA

9 And further belongs to her: one engraves on abezoar ftone or a
green malachite ftone the image of a serpent with this on its head,

and in her hour and ascendant. This ftone has Special powers to ban-

ish vipers and snakes, and the image and the a$trological alignments

Strengthen it.

ro Further belongs to herr one engraves this on an emerald and seals

it with consecratory incense and swallows up the smoke as medicine.

It greatly Strengthens memory and intelleCt. And this in its hour and

ascendant.

GYS
Engravings of Saturn

r When one engraves on abezoar Stone in the hour of Saturn, when he

is ascending in twenty-one degrees of Libra, the pi&ure of a man with
broad brow and long face, with wrinkled eyebrows, driving a plough

with two oxen before it. He has a collar ar his neck at which his head

and that of a fox are found. So has this image power to preserve 6elds

and cattle, seeds and plants, and the suftenance thereof by Springs and

waterdfalls, Stability of the building, and to tread upon open ho$tility
and banish secret hate. It chases away troubles and preserves its wearer

from all fear of men.

z Further under his rule: one engraves on a diamond, the Stone of
Stones, in the hour of Saturn, and his is the ascendant, these signs, and

seals with it in wax for hoftility and aversion between people, friends

and lovers. This seal of division is left at whatsoever place one would
work it. The maker of it should avoid its contaCt besides when it is

with him.



THE IJIGURES OF THE STONES

x + L >( e
3 Further belongs to him: in his hour and his ascendanr one engraves

on a turquoise the image of a man sitting on a chair at a leCture desk.

He wears on his head something like a coiled turban and bears a sickle.

The obje& of this working is longevity and safety for the wearer.

4 Further belongs to him: one engraves a ringftone of yellow amber

with the image of a wolf, in his hour, when Capricorn ascends and

Saturn is in twenty-three degrees of Leo, Mercury in two degrees of
Mrgo and Mars in nineteen of Libra. About it one engraves the fol-
lowing charaCters, and faften it in a sealring of silver. When put on the

wolf fees from the place where on is, no will any wolf be found there

or wherever the wearer goes.

lv/A r L\^ !fr,
5 Further, for prote&ion from locu$ts, one engraves on a sabarg ftone
(jet) the image of a locuft in the hour of Saturn when he is ascend-

ing in two degrees Aries, Mars in five of Cancer and Moon in three

degrees Capricorn. Through these degrees it gains its power. One en'
graves about it these signs. In a cavity beneath the Stone, place a piece

of the hide of ahare.Then will no locufts come where it is.

YL/O
6 Fur:ther under Saturn, engrave on any approprrate Stone the pi&ure
of a hare with Libra ascendant, Saturn in thirteen degrees of Gemini,
and the Sun 6ve degrees of Cancer and engrave about it these signs;

then one faftens it to a seal ring and fixes it. Then will the woman who

the wearer has not leave him so long as he keeps it on him.



En gr a v in gs oJ' J uyt i te r

r One engraves for him on a ring$tone of whire korund (jacinth) the
image of a man crowned and enrhroned on a four legged rhrone, each

leg is upon the neck of an upright man. The men have wings, and he

prays with lifted arms. This is done in his hour and exaltarion. The
working of it is for the efteem and proSperiry of the wearer; to put him
in a good posirion, with children in great numbers; his afl^airs will be

well semled and his works accomplished. It proreCts againft enemies

and destroys their efforts. He is successful and safe from assassination.

z Further belongs to him: engr^ve on green korund the image of a

man having a lion's face and birds feet, under his feer is a dragon. He
has a lance in his right hand rhru$t in rhe head of rhe dragon.Ir is done
in his hour in the fir$t decan of his exaltation. This working confers

the vanishing of foes and fear, and inftils great fear in the enemies of
him who wears it.

3 Further belongs to him: engrave on a cry$tal rhe pi&ure of a beauri-
ful man with a round cap, who rides on an eagle. And his working is

to gain power in rhe religious $here. And ir is done in his hour and

exaltation.

4 Further: one engraves a vulture on rhe Stone known as midwife.
This is done in the hour ofJupirer when the first decan of Sagittarius
is ascending. By this, rhe wearer can cause birds ro garher and attend
him. In addirion, heakh and well being are assured, and love of the
people. And rhis dtone is that with reddish $trokes within it. It moves

itself when rubbed; white warer comes forth from it. Its quality is to
give pregnancy when a woman bears ir. And Hermes says rhar the
dtone is blessed among ftones. He says rhat the image of a fox drawn
thereon in Jupiter's hour with the Moon a$peCted to Jupirer in Pisces

causes lnen to fear the bearer. Further, one engraves on it a nightingale
in his hour and exaltation. The liquid immersing it gives visions of the
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{pirits, and one may command them. Hermes also taught this with
many references and suggeftions.

Engravings oJ Mars

r On a lodeftone, the image of a man riding a lion, bearing a naked

sword in his rigl-rt and a man's head in his left hand. This both in the

hour of Mars and the second decan of Aries. Its working is both evil

and good, but it is greater in evil.

z Further belongs to him: when one engraves on the ftone of Mars

the image of a man Standing in armour, girt with two swords and one

drawn in his right and a man's head in his left hand. In his hour rvirh

Mars in his sign. This confers re$pe& and majefty, all who see rhe bear-

er or have dealings with him are re$eCtful. I have seen these imaqes

upon a ringftone of carnelian amongft magicians.

3 Further belongs to him: when one engraves in an onyx the imaqe

of a lion with rhese signs before it. Do this in his hour and ri'irh his

sign ascendant. When this Stone is applied to the blood coming from

a member the blood goes back and its course is blocked, But 1'ou rnust

know whereof I fpeak!

lw

O th er Plan e t ar y Tali sm an s

One can make other talismans for the planets besides, ri'irh u'onderful

workings through appointed aStrological alignments. I quore:
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For the Sun, in his hour when he is in the 6rft decan of Leo: to cause

attacks on the soul to cease; to relieve pains in the {tomach and other

illnesses and towards the bringing of peace.

e
For the Moon, in her hour, when she is in the firft decan of cancer; a

talisman for the thriving of seeds and trees of all kinds.

\
For Saturn, in his hour, when in the third decan of Aquarius: a talis-

man which heals dysentery and curbs the menses of a woman.

For him, in his

when the Sun

ing is feared.

,1
hour, when he is in the second decan of Sagittarius and

is applying to him: a talisman to Stop rain when flood-

6
For Mars; his hour; when in the fir$t decan of Scorpio: a talisman to

make cowards brave, to break the sultan's fury, to ward oft^ damage by

robbers, lions, wolves and every cause of de$tru&ion.

*o
For Venus; her hour, when she is in the 6rft decan of Pisces, a talisman

to cure the ills of women, pain of the abdomen, alfli&ions of the soul

in melancholia, to make cheerful the heart and increase fertility. And
when she is in the 6r$t decan of Taurus a talisman for ftout and exalted

workings to come to pass.

H
For him, in his hour, when he is in the 6r$t decan of Gemini; a talis-

man to sharpen the reason and to promote the meditative faculties, to

facilitate knowledge and inveftigation. Also for efteem among men &c.
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C o m m e n t t r r: ;r':;;;; r.,
It remains now only ro commenr on Figures of the Stones, which encapsu-
lates my whole purpose in writing Geosophia. Take the astrological images

and the instructions for their manufacture; the images are evide ntly rc-
lated on occasion to the gods of the Classical world and ancienr near East.
The engraving on ahxmatite in the 6rst decan of Leo suggesrs talismans
known from the Papyri and in archaeology.L.lus multiply the significant
exemplars: an archaic image of Venus from this source was used on rhe

talisman of Catherine de Medici; one of the most educated women of the
Renaissan ce. Clearly, as with many images of the Picatrix subsequently
retained in Agrippa and elsewhere, this was derived from ancient pagan
iconography. Other images, of male and female figures, bound and threat-
ened with swords, are also clearly described centuries earLier in the Magical
Papyri. Indeed, the whole 6eld of aggressive love magic in the grimoires
and elsewhere has clear classical roots. Some of the roots of Picatrix mare-

i.alfar exceed even such avintage; note parti cularly the standingfat-bodied
woman which serves for loue and is well known.This is enough to place the
section, and the Picatrix itself, as firmly in the conrext of ancient magic
as of Renaissance astrology. Ir is worth noting roo rhat the curious pre-
scriptions for astrological degrees in this section bear no obvious relation
to conventional astrology. What they are - Babylonian omens or degree

gods of Egypt or Petra - awaits further elucidation. Nevertheless, while
a good deal remains to be explored in this important volume, it clearly
connects two eras of Western magic; the periods of the Papyri and the gri-
moires are a continuum. Understanding the Picatrix solely as an Ur book
for Renaissance Christian magic addresses only half of this equation. This
indeed is the heart of rhe paradox of my own book. Magical traditions
emergent from Africa and the New World are fully integrated in their
own way with Christianity. Yet, while Western magic was christianised in
the medieval and Renaissance period, in order for modern Wesrern magic
to properly interconnect with the African and New World systems, a re-
examination of our pagan past is both necessary and unavoidable. The
necessity of such a re-examination is not solely based on the potential for
such an alignment, but to raise our revival to a living tradition.



APPENDIX:

ASTROLOGICAL NOTES

srRot-ocrcAI- MAGrc is largely pursued by ultra-traditionalists who

work entirely by Renaissance rules, omitting the trans-Saturnine

planets and other innovations. There are more experimental

and forward looking schools, particularly those espousing the English

Qaballistic approach. Despite its centrality to the inherited traditions of
magic, many modern occultists neglect the art, and not always through

lack of interest. Often they are aware of its place, and desirous of apply-

ingit, but encounter various impediments. There is for example a lack of
widespread contemp orary linkage to magical practice in modern astrol-

ogy textbooks. Perhaps a still gteatff obstacle to good intentions is the

complex manner rr.any of these same manuals adopt regardingdrawing a

map of the heavens. A very brief and straightforward summary of practi-

cal technique in the works of Aleister Crowley could obviate this difficulty
if better known. The following is slightly abbreviated but gives all relevant

information:

It is a very easy matter to set up a figure of the heavens suitable for

aftrological judgement... the 6rft thing to be done is to provide your-
self with an Ephemeris . . . the prese nt generation of aftrologers employ

that issued by'Raphael' and we shall suppose the ftudent to possess

it. At the left hand of the left hand page will be found the date and

the day of the week. Pick out the day which you require... In the next

column is given the Sidereal Time. We need not here enter into what
that means. We merely give the rule.If the hour and minute for which

you set up the 6gure is for afternoon, add that hour and minute to
the Sidereal Time for the day.If it be before noon, 6nd out how much
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before noon, by subtra&ing the ,.: ;-;-"' from twelve hours
(thus eight o'clock in rhe morning is four hours before noon) and sub-
tract the result from the Sidereal Time. I[ in the firft case, the time
obtained is more rhan twenty four hours, subtract twenry four hours
from it. In the second case, if rhe time before noon is greater rhan the
sidereal time, add z4 hours to the Sidereal Time. you rhen turn ro
the end of the book and look at the Tables of Houses for rhe place
you wish to ser up the figure. Now, take the blank form with which
you have provided yourself, a circle divided inro rz parrs. At the top
of the Tables of Houses you will see the Sidereal Time marked on
the left-hand side. Run your eye down rhe column unril you find rhe
neareft approximation to the new Sidereal Time which you have made
by adding or subtracting rhe hours as stated above. Now, against the
house in your blank figure which is marked ren, pur the sign and de-
gree which is given in the column nexr ro the Sidereal Time in the
Table of Houses, and 611 in the others as far as rhe rhird house ac-
cordingly. From rhe 4th house ro the 9th no figures are given, and it is
not necess ary that they should be give, for rhe 4'l' house is equal and
opposite to the renrh, rhe 6fth ro the elevenrh and so on. Thus if r6

Cancer be on rhe cufp of the rorh, 16 capricorn will be on the cusp of
the 4'l'... You then proceed to insert in this 6gure fthe charrj the plan-
ets in their proper places. For example, suppose z4Yirgo is on the cusp
of the rrth house, and you 6nd the Sun marked as zz Yirgo, you pur
him slightly in fronr of rhe cufp; if in z6 virgo slightly behind ir. The
daily motion of the Sun is always within about 3 minutes of a degree
and it therefore quite unnecessary to make any calculations depending
on the hour of the horoscope... We rhen consider the position of the
Moon; the Moons daily morion is very large; it is sometimes as much
as r5 degrees or even a little more.It is sometimes as much as rz degrees

or even a little less, but rhis works our approximately as a degree every
two hours. In the Ephemeris, rhe [unar] positions for both noon and
midnight are given. You should take noon or midnight according ro
whether the hour of the horoscope is nearer the one or the other. By
allowing half a degree an hour you will get the Moon's position [ap-
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proximately and close enough to] correCt... Thus suppose the time

you want is g o'clock pv and the Moon at midnight is 8 degrees 37

minutes of Taurus... subtra& a degree and a half = 7 degrees Taurus.

You then go to the right hand page of the Ephemeris, which will give

you the positions of the other planets.

I have here docked his remarks on the Moons Nodes and on the rela'

tive motions of the planets; it is only necessary to take a little care with

Venus and Mercury - who though fast arc appreciably slower than the

Moon - and then only if super accuracy is required, which it rarely is.

These instructions are not much abbreviated here, and compared to many

manuals are extfaordinartly concise and permit the beginning student to

ser up a chart with minimal confusion. This is particularly true for loca-

tions covered by the short Table of Houses in back of Raphael's Ephemeris;

alarger book of Tables is also available from Raphael's which greatly ex-

tends the range.It should be noted that the format of Raphael's Epbemeris

has slightly changed since Crowley wrote. For most purPoses, including

rite timing, when it comes to plotting aspects the'Ptolemaic' ones are aI'

most all that is really neededr conjunct, opposition, sextile, square, and

trine. The only exception being inconjunct or quincunx (the name differs

depending which side of the Atlantic the astrological manual consulted

was written) which does seem more important than other minor asPects

not occurring in Ptolemy's writings. Following these instructions you can

set up a chafi,which is usually the biggest obstacle to beginning rhe study

of astrology.

One problem with the practice of astrological magic in modern times

is the uncritical use of Renaissance techniques. The avoidance of modern

elements is understandable within limits, but the neglect of Hellenistic

astrology demonstrates the narrowness of such partiality. An historical

analysis shows that certain elements of the Renaissance method were

heavily influenced by Arab innovations which were not necessarily im-

provements on their Greek sources. The Arabic Parts are a major case

in point, being an elaboration upon the Lots employed in the Hellenistic

method. These so proliferated among the ivory castle mathematicians of



Baghdad as to become both absurd;ll.,l'"i::::,".t" to appreciation
of the original schema. An important writer among modern astrological
traditionalists is Robert ZoIler, whose research deserves major credit.
On the other hand however his Losr Key to Prediction exemplifies these

trends, dealing as it does with the Arabic parts in astrology. Important
translations of Guido Bonatti and other sources form a key part of the
text. Bonatti incidentally was a very important practitioner of astrologi-
cal magic; he was also a thoroughly irascible personality as deserving of a
movie biography as Aleister Crowley, if not more sol

Returning to Zol\er's text however, therein we find the use of these so

called Arabic parts in commodiries speculation; involving formulae for
plotting the future value of various crops. For example, in the case of len-
tils: subtract the degree of Mars from that of Sarurn, add the result ro the
degree of the Ascendant, project the result from the Ascendant to 6nd
the position of the Part of Lentils; and form your judgemenr therefrom.
After two dozen such examples there follows thirty-seven other Arabic
parts, following Al-Biruni, for employment in judging horary figures. The
enormous proliferation of these abstract calculations in the Arab period is
adequately demonstrated by these examples. The precedent in Hellenistic
astrology has been elaborated to the point where the original idea is com-

pletely swamped.

The Greek formula were elegant and focussed; they were also much
less numerous, and deserve attention from modern astrologers and ma-

gicians applying astrological methods. They involve important elements

of the philosophical and theoretical basis of Hellenistic magic, which the

majority of Arabic parts clearly do not. Seven of these formula are pre-
eminent: two of them represent the Sun and Moon, the others the five

planets of traditional astrology. The most important of these is that nowa-

days known as the Part of Fortune; the Hellenistic astrologers referred
to this as the Kleros Tyches or Lot of Tyche (Fortuna in Latin) which
is lunar in nature. Next in status, though less well known to the average

reader is the Part of Spirit or Kleros Daimonos, which is of solar narure.

Two methods of working out the positions of each of these were known
to the ancients, depending whether the rime of the chart was day or



(A Kleros Tyche(9' prr. pori,r"" Asc. * @ - o

Kleros Daimon(.) Asc.*O_e
Pars Spirit

night. Thus, according to this doctrine, by day the position of the Part of
Fortune is discovered by the formula Ascendant + Moon - Sun, while by
night the formula is Ascendant + Sun - Moon. Similar formula are used

to discover the position of the Lots of the other planets.

Titles DiurnalFormule l'locturnal Fonnule

Asc.+O-@

Asc.*@-O

Asc.* Fortuna-! Asc.* ! - Fortuna

Asc. * 9{ - Daimon Asc. * Daimon - Planet

Asc.* Fortuna-d Asc.* d- Fottu.ta

Asc. * 1O - Daimon Asc. * Daimon - Planet

Asc.* Fortuna- S Asc.+ p - Fort,rna

However the earliest known Hellenistic horoscope in which the Lot of
Fortune is used employs the so called day formula for a night chart, and

comments that the reverse formula is the usage of ignorant peoplei At
least then modern dillerences in practice - in which distinguishing night
or day in the calculation is followed by some and by others ignored - both
follow ancient precedents.

Certainly there is considerable precedent for the day/night formulae.

The Latin astrologer Vettius Valens gives 5o cases where the rule applies;

later authors of the period add a further 13. However, the Loeb Classics

edition of Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos notes his supposed preference for differ-
ent night and day formulae as later interpolations; in some texts they are

attributed to Ptolemy, but they originate in scholiasts confused with the

original text by later copyists. His original material cl,early states the for-
mula to be the same by day and by night (Tetrabiblo.s rrr.ro & rv. z).Herc

q
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I follow the 6rst menrioned chart and Ptolemy, which is to say those prec-
edents in which the formula is consistent regardless of the hour. Following
the undifferentiated formula for Fortuna and Daimon, the formulx, add
the degree occupied by the planer in question to rhe Ascendant in every

case, as follows:

Fortuna = Ascendant o + Lunar' - Solar'
Daimon = Ascendant o * Solar o - Lunar "

Saturn = Ascendant o + Saturn o - Fortuna o

Jupiter = Ascendanr o 
+ Jupiter 

o - Daimon o

Mars = Ascendant o + Mars o 
- Fortuna o

Venus = Ascendant o + Venus o - Daimon o

Mercury = Ascendant o + Mercury o - Fortuna g

The calculation is made easier by combining the 3o degreedivisions of the
signs into 36o degrees of celestial longitude as follows:

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces

o-29

30-59

6o-Bg

9O-rr9

t2o-149

t,o-r79

r8o-zo9

2ro-239

z4o-269

27o-299

30o-329

330-359

Next determine the celestial longitude of the Ascendant (and other ele-

ments of the equation in question), thus if the Ascendant is at zr Taurus



the value is 5r. If the total exceeds 36o degrees deduct 36o from it. The
6nal result in each case is projected forwards from the Ascendant.

While reprising some aspects of Hellenistic astrology it is as well to
demonstrate their utility through more direct means than the consid-

eration of these abstract formula. The following table shows the house

meanings of Greek horoscopes, which as will rcadily be seen have more

connection with spiritual experience and with magic than the more con-

ventional meanings in modern use. House titles are in bold type.

, Ltft, also body, spirit or breath.

n Liv elib o o d, prop er ty ; Partner sh ip,

business. Also Gate of Hades

through relation with the wn.

nr Brotbers; also Goddess (Moon);

living abroad, prominent persons,

w e alth, fr ie n d s, relat i v e s.

tv Hotne, Parents; spirits, spiritual

life in relation to others, repute,

children, etc.

v Cbildren; also Good Fortune.

Friendsbip, matters in question.

Wnus.

vt Bad Fortune. Illness, enmity,

infrmity. Seru ice. Mars.

vn Marriage, Relationships with

others connected to the question.

vl:r Death; trial, penalty,loss,

weakness. But also sex and magic.

Proft from inheritance througb rela-

tion with n.

rx Trauel; also God (Sun).

Friendsbip, travel, beneft from
prominent persons, revelations,

manfestations of gods, soothsaying.

The state of mind of the inquirer.

x Career and Honours; accomplish-

ment, reputation, But also status

as concerns children and marriage

partner througb relation witb ru.

xt Good Dairnon. Friends, bopes,

grfts, children, freed persons; accom-

plishments.

xtr Bad Daimon. Enmity, foreign
country,loss of freedom, illness, dan-

gers, court trials, infrmity, deatb.



APPENDIX II
TYPHONI

HE ANCTENT cuLT oF uRSA MAJoR finds its reflection in many cul-
tures, as does the motif of the World Centre - represented by the Pole

Star. A fair amount of astronomical knowledge is required to follow
the course of the lore of the stars. To enable the student to overcome this
obstacle to some extent we write this chapter. LJrsa Major and several oth-
er non-zodiacal stars and constellations will appear in the course of this
section and I shall endeavour to amplify any obscure points as they occur.

That Ursa Major is associated with the World centre is not surprising,
as the Northern Height would represent such an association to any race

dwelling in high places in Northern latitudes. The World Centre was nor
always identified with Polaris, although some forms of the motif strongly
suggest a connection with the theme fromearly times. Ursa Major and the

World Centre motif in mythology predate Ursa Minor's arrival at the Pole

position by many thousands of years. Polaris, the Pole Star, of the constel-

lation Ursa Minor is a comparative newcomer to the Northern Height.

3ooo years ecs when Sumerian and Egyptian cultures were already both
established the Pole Star was Thuban, the brightest star in the constella-

tion Draco, the celesdal dragon that winds sinuously around both of the

stellar Bears, Major and Minor.
Astronomers call the phenomenon of changing Pole Stars the preces-

sion of the equinoxes. The same phenomena causes the zodiacal signs at-

tending the equinoxes to change evety zooo years. This is the explanation

of the cycle of astrological ages, such as the Age of Pisces and the future
Age of Aquarius. Aries is traditionally the sign of the Spring equinox, but
in fact precession caused Pisces to usurp this position hundreds of years

ago. About a third of the constellation Pisces has to move over the Vernal
equinox point before the much-vaunted Age of Aquarius comes to pass.

AN STAR-LORE
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The legend of the dragon-slayer rcfers ro the change from Thuban to
Polaris. Many dragon slayers are in fact named bear, as Beowulf = Bee-

wolf = Bear, and Arthur = LJrsa = Bear. Interestingly, Arthur's surname
was Pendragon meaning Dragons Head. Other dragon slayers are iden-
tified with the constellation Orion, occasionally said to stand on rhe
Dragons Head, although the constellation Hercules more usually receives

this dubious honour. Hercules and Orion are major figures in stellar lore,
identified with the consorts and co-regents of the Goddess.

Orion in Egypt is seen as Osiris, and the constellation Lepus, below
him, as his funerary boat. Draco in this case would be Apep. The original
dragon slayer was the Sumerian deity Marduk,later to become Adad and
Melqart and so on. This slaying in fact asserrs the dignity of the deity, no
longer content to be a doomed and dying god. He becomes the undying
co-regent or even supreme God.

A more important form of the boat of the Underworld is the constel-
lation Argo that in conjunction with Sirius, Orion and Canis Major and
Minor has attracted attention from various authors. But Ursa Major and
Minor and their key role in stellar myth cycles have been curiously over-
looked. Ursa Major's role in the dark cults of antiquity may be exemplified
in the'witches' widdershins dance. This does nor seem to be explained by
a conscious reversal of the direction of the Sun.It is more likely a continu-
ation of the earlier practice emulating the anticlockwise direction of Ursa
Major.It is this constellation that marked out the cross-quarter days of the
witches' year - thus indicaring the position of the four major Sabbats.The
holy place of the witches and their antecedents was the northern quarrer,
the place of the circumpolar constellarions Draco and Ursa Major.

TheYezidis have their holy place in the North, practice widdershins cir-
cumambulations and so on. The origins of such rites can only come from
a culture practicing some form of asrronomy. The Sabeans derived their
knowledge from Chaldean - that is to say,late Babylonian sources, which
in turn stemmed from Sumeria. The Yezidis as a people (as opposed to a
sect for the name indicates race as well as religion) claim descent from the
Assyrians, another nation which obtained much of its culture and beliefs
from Sumeria.
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The position of the Sabbats in the calender is curious. In old sn'le as-

trology the constellations equivalent to their dates are a most remarkablc

group. Every occultist worth their salt knows that the four directions have

symbolic creatures associated with them. These are of course the Bull, rh.'

Lion the Eagle or Snake and the Man.These in turn represent the c.''n-

stellations Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius. Scorpio has three syrnbols,

the Eagle, the Snake and the Scorpion hence the complication of the rhiri
symbol. These archetypal symbols date from the time when Taurus n'as

the sign presiding at the Spring equinox. The Lion thus represenred rhe

Summer solstice, Scorpio the Autumn equinox and the Water Bearer the

Winter solstice. However the precession of the equinoxes changed all thar

and these signs were displaced. Due to this they came to occupy the poinrs

in the solar year that the Sabbats now occur in. This can only represent a

stellar survival within al,ater calender.

Sabbat

Halloween

Candlemass

Walpurgis

Lammas

Hebrew Month

Bul

Shebat

Iyar or Zif

Ab

Zodiac Sign

W

U

4

Shebat is from Shabatu the old Babylonian month of Aquarius.

In the Northern Hemisphere various curiously apt astronomical phe-

nomena attend the dates of the Sabbats. At Walpurgisnacht Draco is at

its highest point in the course of its cycle.
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At Lammas Capricorn reaches its height, while Halloween sees Orion
at his highest point. At the Winter solstice Sirius reaches its grearesr
Southern declination and is for a short time visible to observers in our
latitudes.

As we have stated above Ursa Major has a connecrion with distinctly
sinister, that is left-handed, deides. As the Foreleg rhis constelladon was
earLy identified with the Egyptian Deity Set, whose worship was ancienr
before the Second Empire. At one time Set was a popular deit y and had
no evil connotations, being the god presiding over the Up per Kingdom as

Horus represented the Lower. The Typh"nian Animal, the rorem of Set
was probably asso ciarcd with this constellation rather than a beat The
long tail of this beast lends itself to this interprerarion at very least for
artistic purposes.
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Typhonian Animal ouerlaid on Ursa Major

In the Solomonic black book known as The Testament of Solomon the
Persian counterpart of Set - Aeshma-Dava, known in demonology as

Asmodai or Asmodeus - is also identified with Ursa Major. Deep in an-

tiquity the seven demons of Sumeria (and later Babylonia and Assyria)

were identifed with this constellation. Idpa (Fever), Namt ar (Magician

of the (Jnderworld), Utuk (Spirit), Alal (Desrroyer), Gigim (Splrlt), Relal
(Wlcked Demon/Warrior) and lastly Uruku (Larure). These were the

great demons of the Middle East at that time.

These demons were associated with the archetypal seven heads of the

Dragon, Ursa Major being conceived as part of the constelladon Draco.

Ap"p,the seven-headed dragon of Egypt has been identified with Tiamat,

the great dragon of Sumeria, slain by Marduk. This primordial goddess

is the prototype of the biblical monster Leviathan. It is little known that

in the Book of Reuelation this same dragon makes an anonymous guest

appearance. Nowhere in biblical literature, apart from Revelations where

the Dragon is not named, is Leviathan described as seven-headed. But

in Ugaritic tablets this identification is plainly made. Much of the later

Biblical literature 6nds its prototype in Ugarit and is considerably ampli-
fied by the Ugaritic texts. Tiamat or Leviathan was an early biblical image

for'the wicked city' so it is apt that the Whore of Babylon should ride a

seven-headed dragon in the Book of Revelq.tion.



The zodiac contains the best known constellations, although few could
recognise them today almost everyone knows their names. Many can even

list them in order, but few can recognise the constellations. They are ex-

tremely ancient, Babylon gave them most of their presenr definirions, but
obtained their knowledge of them from the pre-Polaris astronomy of the
Sumerians. Amongst the oldest constellations are Cancer and Capricorn,
curiously enough, for they arcvery vague and unspectacular constelladons

even through a telescope. These anciently represented the Summer and

Winter Solstices. In Chalde"n (i". Babylonian) astronomical lore Cancer

was called the Gate of Men, the entrance point for souls seeking incar-
nation in human bodies. Capricorn was called the Gate of the Gods by
which souls passed into Heaven.

The myth cycle of the constellations in this part of the sky is briefly as

follows, drawing on Greek and Egyptian symbology although predating
them both. The Underworld river is typified by the Milky Way, its celes-

tial countetpart, intersected at two points namely Cancer and Capricorn
in the band of the Ecliptic, called the zodiac. The boat of the Underworld,
that of Ra in EgypqCharon in Greece, is the stellar ship Argo-Navis,
whose fifty oars represent the cycle of Sirius'companion Sirius B (and also

the Great Year of Andquity likewise measured in double periods, thus

one hundred years, but based on Lunar time). These oars also indicate

the Judges of Sumeria, the Anunnaki. The god of the Underworld is the
constellation Orion in his boat, the constellation Lepus. The guardian of
the Gate of the LJnderworld is the Greek Cerberus, the Egyptian Anubis,
represented by Canis Major and its principal star Sirius the Dog Star.

The Underworld, or Zodiac, has twelve divisions, and escape is only pos-
sible through the Gate of Men or the Gate of the Gods. These lead from
one river (rhe Zodiac) to anorher (the Milky %y).The two rivers are

reminiscent of crossing rivers in Greek and Semitic legend. They also sug-

gest the White and Blue Nile of Egypt. Originally they were associated

with Sumeria's Tigris and Euphrates. The goddess Tiamat, the celestial
dragon, has been identified with the Milky Way by some srudents. But the
lJnderworld Dragon was always the Zodiac itselfl, through whose body
the traveller made their way. On the other hand, Tiamat has been identi-
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fied with the cloak of mist over the rivers of Sumeria, spread out on the
plain like an immense serpent. ft is more likely howev er, that Tiamat had
a physical as well as a celestial count erpart,

Position of Sirius at Winter Solstice
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The dragon of the zodiac is necessarily circular, rhe serpent with its tail
in its mouth in fact. Not only is the serpent said to encircle the world in
this form, but to coil about World Mountains and Trees. In Greek and

Semitic mythology it guards the forbidden fruit at what is recognisably

an archetypai World Centre. Draco has been identified with all these

mythological dragon guardians. We should also note that the Sumerio-
Babylonian stellar lore recognised two kinds of celestial spirit. The first

kind are the children of Anu, the infernal judges, the Anunnaki - identi-
fied with the oarsmen of Argo Navis. These are the spirits of stars below

the horizon, in the Underworld. The other kind, the Igigi are spirits of the

stars above the horizon, and were also associated with Anu, the Sumerian

Sky and Heaven god. In Mesopotamia (and points north) Draco, Ursa

Major and the circumpolar stars arc Igigi, they never set. Canis Major,

Argo Navis and Orion are invisible much of the time in northern latitudes

and are thus Anunnaki. Tiamat fulfills both roles, as celestial dragon she is

Igigi, as l.Jnderworld river Anunnaki.

Ursa Major is always lgigi, the seven heads of the Dragon and the

seven gods of the world centre or high place, the holy place of the stel-

lar cults; the Northern Height. The sinister role of the seven spirits is

late, post Polaris in fact. They were originally the seven sages and teachers

(as the seven spirits of Mount Meru, the Indian world centre, situated

in the north). Elsewhere, particularly in the shamanic lore of Siberia and

Mongolia they retain that status.
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